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As the smallness of the ingeniously designed BICC
Multicore Camera Trailing Cable is made possible by the
use of solid conductors, this moulded -on coupler was developed

mainly to overcome end breakage, which otherwise would

be a serious problem with this type of cable. But the
unique design of this coupler presents other advantagesit ensures reliable contact, adequate screening and great
mechanical strength, leading to a long and trouble -free life.
BICC T/V Camera Cables with moulded -on couplers
have satisfactorily withstood arduous service on BBC
T/V Cameras.
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VALVES...and their Applications
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MINIATURE BATTERY RANGE

yyt
,

,
OUTPUT PENTODES DL92 & DL94
RATINGS AND

OUTPUT PENTODES

CHARACTERISTICS

\i". Two output pentodes, DL92 and DL94, are

DL92

available in the Mullard range of miniature
battery valves. Both have centre -tapped filaments
and can be operated with the two sections of the

Series connection

2.8 V

2.8
0.05

Vf

filament either in series when the L.T. drain is
0.05A at 2.8V, or in parallel when the drain is
0.1A at 1.4V. The filaments are, of course,

0.05 A

Parallel connection
Vf

suitable only for D.C. operation.
Type DL94 is designed for operation with equal

1.4

1.4

0.1

0.1

If

voltages on screen and anode, and is the type
recommended for normal domestic battery or
A.B.C. receivers. Operated with the filament
sections in parallel and with anode and screen

V

A

Operating Conditions
Series filament

potentials of 90V, this valve will give an output
of 270mW with 7% total distortion for a drive
voltage of 3.2 V.
Type DL92 may be operated with either equal or

unequal voltages on screen and anode, and is
primarily intended for use in miniature all -dry

Va

90

90

V

Vg2

67.5

90

Vg1

-7

V
V

-4.5

I,

6.1

7.7

182

1.1

1.7

mA
mA

2.0

mA/V

g,,,

1.4

Ra

8

10

Pout

5.5
235

Dm,

13

Vin

battery receivers, particular attention having been

(r.m.s.)

Kit

3.2 V
240
mW
7

%

90
90

V

Parallel filament

paid in its design to performance at anode and

Vg2

90
67.5

Vg(

-7

Va

screen potentials of 67.5 V. Under these conditions
an output of 160mW is obtainable with the series

filament arrangement or 180mW with parallel
filament arrangement, the drive voltage in either

la

7.4

102

1.4

2.1
10

3.2

5.5

Pout

270

Dcac

12

mA

2.15 mA/V

8

(r.m.s.)

voltage is increased to 90V, the screen voltage
remaining at 67.5V. In this case the output with
series filament connection is 235mW and with
parallel filament connection 270mW, again with

9.5 mA

.57

Ra

Greater output can be obtained if the anode

V

-4.5 V

gm

case being 5.5V.

270
t

7

Ki2
V

mW
`A

Limiting Values
Va max.

a signal input of 5.5V.
Other valves in this range include:
DF91 Variable -mu pentode
DAF91 Short grid -base pentode with diode
DK92 Heptode frequency changer

DL94

Filament

Vg2 max.

90
93

90
90

lk max.

12

* 12

V
V

mA

* 6mA for each 1.4 -volt section of the
filament.
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National Radio Exhibition
IN

this issue we publish, in semi -graphical form, a
guide to the 18th National Radio Exhibition,
which, it is hoped, will help not only readers
who are actually visiting the show, but those who
wish to keep informed of the current activities of
those branches of the industry represented there. As
will be seen, manufacturers of domestic broadcast
and television receivers are very much to the fore;
indeed, in this section the exhibition may be regarded
as fully representative. The same cannot, unfortunately, be said of other branches of our art, though,
as at the Castle Bromwich show last year, few are
entirely without representation. Although the manufacturers' exhibits lean so heavily towards broadcasting, displays staged by Government departments
and other non-commercial organizations are planned
to show the visitor what is going forward in communications, electronics and many other applications of
radio.
Television promises to be the greatest attraction, if
only for the reason that the planned opening of two
more B.B.C. stations during the next few months will
go a long way towards providing complete coverage
of the country.

New Broadcasting System?
suggested last month that there was little in
WE the
White Paper on the Beveridge Report to

stimulate discussion on matters within our province.
That opinion seems to have been justified, but, in
the Parliamentary debate on the White Paper, the
Postmaster General made a rather cryptic statement
that, several weeks after the event, is still the subject
of speculation in radio circles. Referring to v.h.f.
broadcasting, the P.M.G. said, in effect, that an
" entirely new " system of modulation had come to
light, which might well supplant both f.m. and a.m.;
this new system must be examined before any decision is made on a national system of v.h.f.
The natural reaction to this statement is " What is
it? " and the P.M.G.'s reasons for failing to answer
that simple question are singularly unconvincing.

There seems to be no good reason why we should
not be given the facts, nor why the origin of the
recommendation made to the Post Office should not

be disclosed. As things are, there is a general feeling
of uncertainty, mixed with a good deal of scepticism
as to the real novelty of the mysterious system. The

majority opinion inclines, naturally enough towards
some form of pulse modulation, and this is the basis
on which a contributor speculates elsewhere in this
issue.
Wireless World has long urged that most careful
thought should be given to the planning of our v.h.f.
service, and, above all, that we should not be stampeded into making a wrong choice of system. Every
possible system should be examined, but the
P.M.G.'s present smoke -screen tactics can only increase still farther the delay in coming to a decision.

Illegal Interference
to popular opinion, man-made interCONTRARY
ference with radio reception did not automatic-

ally become illegal on the passing of the Wireless
Telegraphy Act, 1949. The anti-interference clauses
of the Act remain ineffective until such time as the
Postmaster General, acting on the advice of a duly
appointed body, makes specific regulations.
The first real step towards outlawing avoidable
interference has now been taken, and it may justly
be regarded as a milestone. An advisory committee
has been dealing with the question of radiation from
the ignition systems of internal combustion engines
and its effect on television reception. Specific recommendations have been made concerning the limitation of the radiated field of interference. The next
step is for the P.M.G. to issue a statement on the
action he proposes to take on the making of regulations. It is not until these regulations are actually
made that interference will be, for the first time,
legally preventable in Great Britain. At the present
rate of progress, how long will it be before all forms
of serious interference are outlawed?
Many other sources have yet to be dealt with.
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Photograph of the underside of
the chassis showing the position
of all the parts. Terminals for
aerial and earth leads are at
one end and those for the headphones at the other. Nothing is
mounted on top of the chassis.

STATION SELECTOR
SWITCH

AERIAL

GERMANIUM
CRYSTAL

SERIES CAPACITORS

Modern

A

Crystal
Set

AERIAL COILS

COUPLING
CAPACITORS

CRYSTAL CIRCUIT COILS
& CAPACITORS

Pre- Selection of Three Stations to Suit Local Conditions
B. R.

By

BETTRIDGE*

THE advent of power cuts has forced many people
to consider the crystal receiver as an alterna-

tive for programmes they particularly wish to
hear, and the development of sensitive and robust
permanent detectors has eliminated the nuisance of
crystal adjustment. The crystal receiver is also gaining popularity as an alternative source of programmes
or invalids and for children in bed.
The design of even so elementary a device as a
crystal set is not so obvious as might be expected and
there is room for wide divergencies of opinion as to
what constitutes the best arrangement. The author
was astonished at the amount of interest shown by
colleagues and other friends with whom the matter
was discussed and is grateful for their numerous
suggestions.
A few basic requirements were taken as a starting
point. They were : good performance on three programmes, moderate size, employment of standard
components and simplicity of construction and operation. This meant that the possibly ideal arrangement
for sheer performance, employing large diameter
tapped coils wound with stranded wire could not be
considered. It was also decided that the set should be
primarily a fixed affair. The ability to take it from
place to place and attach it to any aerial without
adjustment was regarded as not worth the complication or sacrifice of performance which it would entail.
Most designs have a large element of compromise
and this was no exception. As a general rule, however, when compromise had to be made the most
important factor was deemed to be signal strength.
This may seem strange considering the enormous
increase in power of stations since the early days, but
is
. there are two other points to consider. The first
that people no longer look upon minute signals as
acceptable and now demand what at one time would
*

Osram Valve

&

have been regarded as very loud signals in the
" phones on the table " category. The other, the
inescapable fact that the only power available is that
derived from the aerial and big aerials are out of fashion.
The question of good signal strength has particularly
to be watched when meeting the need for reasonable
selectivity since to some extent the two requirements
are conflicting. The degree of selectivity needed varies
according to area, but to suit the majority of users a
two -circuit tuner is essential. This, without critical
design or adjustment, gives considerably better station
separation without undue sacrifice of strength than
the most carefully designed single -circuit set. Incidentally, in assessing selectivity requirements account
must be taken of various powerful stations situated
about the country giving special services to Europe.
No details of these transmissions appear to be
TABLE OF VALUES

Aerial Circuit

Station
Coil
L.W. Light (1,500m)
(464m)
Third

HHl

Scottish

HH3
HH3
HH3
HH3
HH3
HH3
HH3
HH3
HH3

(434m)
(371m)
(341m)
London H. (330m)
(285m)
West
(276m)
Midland
(261m)
N. Ireland
London L. (247m)
West Local (206m)
Third Local (194m)

Northern
Wales

HH2

H112

Series Parallel

DF

C in

1,000
300
300
400
250
200
200
150
150

200

100

70
70

pFt

150
100

200
150
150
100
100
80
70
50
40

t For modified circuit

Electronics Dept., G.E.C.

F

Crystal
Ciruit

Coupling
C in
allel pF
C in
pF

ParCoil

1,500 20-25
HH2
350 10-15
HH3
300 10-15
HH3
250 10-15
HH3
HH4A 1,000 15 -20
900 10-15
HH4A
700 10-15
HH4A

HH4A"

HH4A
HH4A
HH4A
HH4A

650
600
500
330
300

10-15
10-15
10-15
10 -15
10 -15

only.
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generally available but they make their presence
known in a very definite fashion in some areas. It is
not anticipated that higher selectivity than that given
by the standard arrangement will often be needed,
but modifications will be mentioned for the benefit of
those unfortunately placed.
The circuit finally adopted after numerous trials
is shown in Fig. 1. It will be seen that station
selection is by switching and that each station has its
own pair of coils individually tuned and coupled. This
arrangement has two distinct advantages besides
extreme simplicity of operation. In the first place
there is no ganged tuning to impose limitations on
the circuit and in the second place optimum values
may be chosen for each station instead of compromising
between the requirements of different parts of the
waveband. Thus instead of performance being
sacrificed for the sake of simple operation it has in
fact been improved.
Even if the design had not been started with commercial coils in mind this circuit would have made
them almost essential, since six home -made coils of
reasonable efficiency are apt to take up a lot of space.
The coils used are wound with stranded wire and have
adjustable dust iron cores. In spite of their small size
they have " Q " values of over 100.
The aerial circuit is series tuned, an arrangement
which is now uncommon in any but transmitting
circuits but which gives greatest signal strength in the
simplest way with the majority of aerials likely to be
used for crystal reception. The modern method of
aerial coupling widely used in valve receivers consisting of a high impedance aerial coil is quite unsuitable
for crystal working because of its poor power- transfer
efficiency. The other common form of coupling consisting of a low impedance coil or tap on the tuned
circuit is better, but big deviations from optimum
occur with different aerials unless several taps are
provided. It will be noted that the coils used are
actually h.f. transformers and the primary windings
cari be used for this form of coupling in special cases.
Typical values of series capacitance are quoted but
these may have to be modified for aerials differing
greatly from that for which the set was designed.
This slight disadvantage in setting-up procedure is
amply compensated by the greater signal strength
resulting from a correct matching.
Coupling between the circuits is by top capacitance.
The value to be aimed at is the critical coupling which
AERIAL CIRCUIT

COUPLING

.SERIES CAPACITORS

-11`///
11-

gives maximum strength without double humping. It
cannot be exactly specified since some of the factors
affecting it vary from one set to another, in particular
the aerial damping and the crystal load. A pre -set
0 to 30pF trimmer could be used by the meticulous
but the typical values listed are unlikely to cause
audible loss.
To feed the crystal a straightforward parallel tuned
circuit is used. A tapped circuit might have been expected here, and indeed first experiments showed that
with ordinary values, placing the crystal circuit across
the whole of the coil produced so much damping as
to cancel out most of the advantage of the double
circuit tuner. To avoid having non -standard tapped
coils made up, alternative means were explored such
as a capacitance tap and a second crystal to complete
the rectifier d.c. path. However, as often, the simplest
means proved most effective and the equivalent of a
matching tap was provided by lowering the impedance
of the circuit by an unusually low L/C ratio. Thus
a 390 -itH coil is used for 1,500 metres instead of the
more usual one of 2,650 µH, whilst the coil for the
lower end of the broadcast band is 35µH instead of
178 µH. A stranded wire version of the Weyrad HH4
coil, called the HH4A, is used here, this single minor

departure from standard being preferable to the
introduction of several tapped coils.

Germanium Crystal
The crystal used is one of the new germanium

diodes which are already finding wide application in
electronic gear generally. Many of the specialized
types now available are selected for characteristics
which are not important in a crystal receiver, and
several of the standard types will give good performance in this set. For general purposes the G.E.C.
type GEX35 will be found satisfactory, but where
maximum sensitivity is desired a low level rectifier
such as the GEX64 or GEX66 should be used. Where
maximum selectivity is desired, a high impedance
rectifier such as the GEX44 /1 or GEX45 /1 will give
optimum performance.
Headphones of 4,000 ohms resistance can be fed
direct or low- resistance ones can be operated via a
suitable transformer, the impedance for matching
purposes being taken as about 15,000 ohms. The
precise value varies with signal so cannot be specified, but it is by no means critical. While the quality
of reproduction which may
be obtained from a crystal
CAPACITORS
receiver is extremely good,
CRYSTAL
the cheaper patterns of
DETECTOR
headphones
diaphragm
have a restricted frequency
o
H
marked
response
and
resonances which colour
the reproduction. This is
particularly
noticeable
when signal strength is
high. Where better quality
Z

il,
IMA

0002µr

I
I

I
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AERIAL CIRCUIT
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CRYSTA CIRCUIT
PARALLEL CAPACITORS

1.
Circuit diagram of the
crystal set. Values of the series
and parallel fixed capacitors
depend on the three stations
required and they are given in
the table.
The aerial circuit
parallel capocitors(shown dotted)
are required only under the
conditions explained in the text.

Fig.
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entailed. Yet another variation is to use the primary
coil of the crystal circuit as a secondary to feed the
advantageous. F
It is suggested that wherever possible an outdoor crystal. This gives very low damping at considerable
expense of signal strength. It is perhaps worth menaerial should be used. This need not, however, be
tioning that those who require two programmes only
the elaborate affair of the old days, consisting of thick
need fit only the appropriate two pairs of coils, whilst
stranded wire and strings of heavy insulators. The
those in London who wish to have the Light Promain point is that it should be strong enough to withstand the weather. Within ten to twenty miles of a gramme available on both wavebands will easily find
room for an additional pair of coils. This was in
powerful station a loft aerial will give reasonable
fact done in the prototype to facilitate checking its
results, but it should be as long and as high as the
performance.
house permits. Except in districts. very near to a
Tests were made at a number of places in the
station the picture -rail type of aerial is quite certain
London and Midland areas, results being compared
to be disappointing. A 1-megohm resistor is shown
by taking readings on a micro-ammeter in series with
connected between aerial and earth to avoid accumuthe phones. Variations due to local conditions were
lation of static since the circuit provides no other
greater than had been anticipated, and it was surprisdirect path. Measurements show that a low resisting to find that in some parts of London the 1,500 ance earth connection is really important, and a clip
metre Light Programme provided a greater signal
on a cold water pipe is one of the most satisfactory
than the Brookmans Park transmission of the same
solutions.
The photograph shows how the set is made programme. It is a matter of opinion as to what constitutes acceptable strength, but even 5 µA gives a
up. This construction was adopted so that it could
signal that enables programmes to be followed perbe fixed permanently in an inconspicuous position
Probably the minimum
fectly in a quiet room.
such as under a window ledge with the phones hangcomfortable level is about 20µA. Where readings
ing on a nearby hook. The chassis used is a readily
above 100µA are obtained programmes can be folobtainable standard size, but clearly a much smaller
lowed on a sensitive loudspeaker in quiet súrroundone could accommodate the components and could
ings. One of the highest readings obtained was over
be used to suit individual tastes. The actual wiring
is sufficiently obvious from the photograph of the
400µA from an aerial on top of the Wireless World
underside of the chassis to need no detailed descrip- building, this figure being given by the Home Service.
tion. Type numbers of coils and values of capacitors
A precise list of parts is not specified since, in general,
for various stations are given in the table. The
constructors will wish to use components available
adjustable dust cores should give sufficient range to
locally. It is sufficient to mention the following
cope with the normal ± 20 per cent capacitor tolerpoints:
ance. As far as possible values have been chosen
The chassis measures Tin x 4in x tin; the switch is
which are readily available, but in case of difficulty
a 2 -pole 3 -way " Yaxley " type; the coils are Weyrad
a value can, of course, be made up by connecting
" H " type and the crystal is a G.E.C. germanium diode.
two or more in parallel.
The lining -up of the set is not difficult, but since
tuning is fairly sharp some guidance may be helpful.
The capacitance values given in the table are calculated to tune to the station required with the core
near the mid position. Clipping the aerial temporarily
on to the primary winding (green tag) of the crystal
circuit and turning the set into a single circuit tuner
is probably the quickest way of getting a tuning
point on this coil. The aerial can then be transferred to its proper terminal and the aerial coil
brought to resonance. After this the crystal coil
should be re-trimmed. Should the aerial coil not peak
a different value of series capacitance should be tried.
The values listed are for an aerial about 80 ft long
and 20 ft high; a larger one may require a smaller
value and vice versa. In the case of very small aerials
some parallel capacitance may have to be added
across the coil to produce resonance, as shown in
dotted lines in the circuit diagram Fig. 1. The process is repeated for each pair of coils, after which
tuning from one station to another consists merely of
rotating the switch.
The basic arrangement described above allows of
certain variations which may be worth trying in some
circumstances. The first is using the primary coil for
aerial coupling. In this case parallel tuning of the
aerial coil is necessary and appropriate values of
capacitance are given in the table. An alternative is
to couple these parallel -tuned coils to the aerial via
a small capacitance, the actual value depending on
This view of the Ediswon 8- channel electro- encephalograph
circumstances. This constitutes a very flexible aris an example of the growing tendency to design equipment
rangement, especially useful for highly damped
with an eye to easy maintenance.
'crials, but in general severe loss of signal strength is

is desired the moving coil type of headphone is

-
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Mystery Broadcastill
THOMAS RODDAM Speculates on

W

hat the P.M.G. Meant

THE latest pronouncement on v.h.f. broadcasting

under £40 fora commercial f.m. receiver which gives
appears to have been drafted by a student of the that highfidelity performance we are promised. A
works of Franz Kafka and of Lewis Carroll.
of money, a lot of design effort, a lot of components
It lays down the future plans with all the precision of lot
to be taken from the limited national supply for
a charabanc poster advertising a mystery tour. Let
slightly improved entertainment. For the moment,
us consider what the Postmaster- General said.
amplitude modulation would let us have good recep" Research has discovered an entirely new conse- tion with cheap
convertors and our present receivers,
quence, which completely sets aside all the reasons for
and we could buy high- fidelity sets later.
giving favour to one or the other "* [a.m. or f.m.]. Can
This case against f.m. is a case against pulse moduthis possibly be true, in the engineering sense, not the
lation, too. I still believe that pulse modulation is the
political? If it is true, what can this " entirely new "
final answer to the v.h.f. broadcasting question, and I
thing be? I am, fortunately, in a position to reveal
am afraid that I have converted the P.M.G. just at
to readers of Wireless World a sensational possibility.
the moment when expediency makes me hesitate.
In an article (July, 1945), " Radiophare" discussed And
Mr. Ness Edwards is no Duke of Wellington, to
telepathy and suggested that radio engineers would do say " expediency
be damned."
well to conduct more experiments on the transfer of
Pulse modulation, for broadcasting purposes, will
ideas. Shortly after this
probably be pulse position
article appeared a lady, whose
modulation. A typical scheme
name I have unfortunately
Speculation, tinged with some scepticism,
would be one using 30,000
forgotten, got into communihas been rife in technical circles ever since
pulses per second, each pulse
cation with me and revealed
lasting 1 microsecond.
the Postmaster -General stated in Parliament
A
that a certain Foreign Power
transmitter having a mean
that (unspecified) advisers had drawn his
was, in fact, well advanced in
power of 1 kW would then
attention to an
entirely new " system (of
this field, and was engaged in
radiate 33 kW during pulses
modulation,
putting ideas into people's
by implication). The P.M.G. said
and would be received as a
heads, all unbeknownst. My
the whole question of v.h.f. broadcasting
33 kW
transmitter.
The
own studies, carried out on a
would have to be re- examined in the light
modulation is applied to the
number of bathing beaches,
of this discovery.
pulse epoch : that is, the
showed that some individuals
pulses are advanced or recertainly possess a capacity to
tarded slightly from the exact
introduce a common idea into a number of inde- 33.3 µsec spacing, according
to the modulation. They
pendent heads.
might, for example, be moved 1 -2 µsec at 100 per cent.
I am afraid that this possibility, although no odder
modulation. This
be an extravagant scheme
than some engineering proposals which have been in band -width, for would
it would need a 2 -Mc /s band:
studied at a high level, does not rank as Roddam's band -width could be saved by
using longer pulses,
nap for to -day. If for one reason only, it must be
with a smaller duty ratio. When a second programme
eliminated : the Chancellor of the Exchequer would
is provided, a new train of pulses is interlaced with
not be able to get his 15 per cent from telepathy. We the first, and a gate circuit in the video section of
the
must think again.
receiver (they call it video in the pulse world) is used
" Research has discovered
.", and in a fortnight,
to select the wanted programme. A common r.f. and
too. That fortnight, like the thirteenth stroke of a
i.f. head can supply two video systems, so that you can
crazy clock, casts doubt on all that has gone before.
have both programmes from
lot of v.h.f. receiver
Not even a new system of colour television can be equipment. The advantage ofone
the pulse system is that
developed in a fortnight. My interpretation of this is
there is no tuning : the r.f. circuits can be pre -set
that a gentleman from the Ministry has been reading and drift- proof. Pulse modulation
a considerdepartmental files and back numbers of Wireless able gain in signal -to -noise ratio, andoffers
is better in this
World. He has worked back to February, 1947, when respect than f.m. Furthermore, an approximate
an obstinate scribe was advocating the use of pulse lation suggests that it will be much better calcumodulation, although Mr. Herbert Morrison had multi-path propagation conditions : you will under
not get
promised, in 19464. "detailed plans for the establishunbearable distortion when the local gas -holder is full.
ment of fin, stations . . . within a year or so."
But we must still buy a complete new receiver.
Yes, in 1946.
Perhaps I can at least
the mystery within the
The case for frequency modulation was really that mystery of the P.M.G.'s dispel
statement. He cannot indithey have it in America, but that is in another country,
cate the nature of the new development, because it
and besides . . . The case against f.m. must now lay has not been tested and proved.
How on earth does
great stress on the financial side. We need completely
he imagine a new broadcasting system can be tested
new receivers for f.m. reception, and if we are to reap
in secret? And why? Security is becoming such an
any real benefit from v.h.f. they must be good
obsession in some quarters that we shall soon have
receivers. My guess is you will be lucky to get out
our programmes scrambled. This blanket is debasing
the idea of secrecy : everything, classified and un* Hansard 20 July 1951.
Hansard
t
16 July 1946.
classified, is becoming "fairly secret."
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Radio

Telearchics
Outlining Some of the Principal
Systems

Preliminary trials on a 5 -ft diesel-powered model (Electronic DevelopThis and many
ments) with which it is hoped to cross the Channel.
other radio -controlled models are at present on show at The Model
Engineer " Exhibition at the New Royal Horticultural Hall, Westminster, where radio telearchics is a prominent feature this year.

PROBABLY one of the earliest radio telearchic
systems was that demonstrated at the Paris
Exhibition of 1906, when Professor Branly,
using his famous coherer, showed how apparatus
could be switched on and off at a distance. This
was about the limit of the simple wireless equipment
of those days, but with the development of new radio
techniques control systems have become more and
more versatile, until now they can convey and reproduce at the receiving end almost any kind of manual
operation. Flying an aircraft by remote control,
for instance, has become quite a commonplace affair.
This seems to imply a bewildering variety of complex systems in use nowadays. From the functional
point of view, however, there are only two basic types:
selecting systems, which convey different orders, like
" start " and " stop," and positioning systems, which
convey the different degrees of an order, as necessary,
say, for turning a rudder. Many of the systems met
in practice, of course, are not just simple selecting or
positioning systems but combinations of the two.
To begin with selecting systems, perhaps the most
elementary kind is that in which the orders can only
be given in a certain sequence. The orders are transmitted as impulses, and at the receiving end these
are arranged to operate a selector or stepping switch
CONTROL
KEYS

fT
f.

,

1

__

say, four fixed contacts, orders can only be
given in the sequence 1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3, 4, 1,
etc., so to get from, say, order 3 to order
2
2 it is necessary first to pass through orders 4
and 1.
Such a system has the great virtue of simplicity
and, because the weight of apparatus at the receiving
end can often be reduced to a matter of ounces, it is
used very widely in radio- controlled models. The
fundamental disadvantage of having to pass through
a whole sequence of orders before getting to the right
one does not always matter, as this can usually be done
so quickly as to make little difference. A worse
drawback is that the operator must always remember
the last order given if he is to calculate the right number of impulses to the next one he wishes to give.
This can become very confusing, so the system is
really only suitable for handling a short sequence
of orders which can be memorized easily.
With a slightly more complex version of the same
system these inherent disadvantages can be avoided.
For instance, the selector can be fitted with a homing
device that will automatically return the wiper to the
same initial position after the completion of each
order. Then, each order is represented by a definite number of impulses and a code is formed. With
this arrangement it is possible to use some device
such as a telephone dial for generating impulses at
the transmitter, as this can be made to send the right
number automatically when the order is dialled.
Another refinement can be added to prevent the wiper
from actuating all the intermediate control circuits as it
travels to its final position.
This can be a slugged relay,
which operates to break the
circuit of the wiper so long as
impulses are being received
and the wiper is travelling,
then, when the impulses cease
and the wiper comes to rest,
falls back and so completes
the required circuit.
Whatever form the sequential system may take, however,
(b)
it is inherently rather slow in
operation, and this makes it
unsuitable for such uses as
various control channels.
the control of high - speed

...

o0

i

I
yz

so that with each impulse the wiper moves on
to a new contact and completes an associated
control circuit. If the selector has a ring of,

J

OPERATOR

(a)
Fig. I. Selecting system using modulating tones to provide the
At (a) the transmitter and (b) the receiver.
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aircraft.
For an almost instantaneous response
probably the best system is the multi -channel type
in which the orders are conveyed as different frequencies. In one form, the orders are transmitted
as different radio frequencies and these are sorted
out at the receiving end by means of r.f. tuned
circuits and detectors, the outputs of which actuate
relays. This, of course, amounts to a separate receiver for each order, but a modified scheme has been
proposed requiring only one r.f. tuned circuit and
detector. The tuned circuit has a variable tuning
capacitor which is rotated continuously so that the
incoming frequencies-whenever they are transmitted
-are tuned in sequentially, or sampled, before passing
to the detector. The resultant detector output voltages are then distributed to the correct relays by a
rotary switch driven in synchronism with the capacitor.
Even with such modifications, selecting systems
Using different carrier frequencies tend to be unwieldy
in design-and, of course, they occupy a great deal
of space in the frequency spectrum. It is more
convenient to use a single carrier frequency with a
number of modulating tones to represent the orders,
and this system is, in fact, very widely used for
control purposes. Little explanation is necessary,
for the mode of operation can be seen almost at a
glance from Fig. 1. At the transmitting end (a)
the modulating tones are generated by the oscillators
fl, f2, etc., and are selected for modulating the transmitter by a suitable switching arrangement. After
being received and demodulated at (b) the tones are
identified by a bank of filters ; the output of each filter
is then passed to a rectifier so that when the correct
tone arrives it produces a d.c. voltage, which actuates
a relay. A common practice is to include the relay
in the anode circuit of a cut -off valve and apply the
d.c. voltage to the grid in a positive sense to overcome
the negative bias.
Besides being almost instantaneous in operation,
the multi- channel system has the further advantage
that several orders can be given at the same time.
This feature is useful in another way. It means that
the number of orders possible is not limited to the
number of single tones available, since additional
orders can be formed by combinations of tones.
At the receiving end the contacts of the relays can then
be interconnected in such a way that the transmission
of tone combinations will bring into operation new
circuits which are quite independent of the individual
tones.
For installation in models, however, the receiving
system in Fig. 1 usually proves too heavy and expensive, mainly because of the filters and the electronic
apparatus necessary to work the relays. As an alternative, it is possible to use electromechanical frequencyresponsive devices, which can be made much lighter
than the equivalent electrical systems. A set of vibrating reeds, for instance, can be made to resonate
with the various incoming frequencies by means of
an energizing coil fed straight from the receiver. As
each reed resonates it vibrates against a fixed contact
and interrupts an external circuit, thereby generating
impulses which can be made to charge a storage capacitor and so produce a steady voltage for operating
a relay. Although it is the physical properties of
the reeds which actually do the responding, improved
selectivity can sometimes be obtained by electrically
tuning the inductance of the energizing coil to the
frequency band occupied by them. A device working
on a very similar principle is the resonant relay.

Interior of the 5-ft E.D. model. The 4 -stage receiver (left)
uses deaf-aid valves and drives a tuned -reed selecting system
with three reeds working between 300 and 350 c /s. These
switch the steering motor to port or starboard and sound a
horn. The transmitter uses 100% square -wave modulation.

Here the armature is a permanent magnet held in
position by a hair spring, and this oscillates backwards
and forwards like the balance-wheel of a clock whenever the input to the energizing coil corresponds
to the natural frequency of the mechanism.
Now to positioning systems. As mentioned before,
these are for conveying different degrees of an order
and enabling progressive adjustments to be made
to a distant control mechanism. One of the simplest
is that sometimes used for controlling the rudder
movement of light craft, where very little mechanical
power is needed. The actual driving mechanism
is an electromagnetically -operated pawl and ratchet
or an escapement, and this is stepped round by means
of impulses from the transmitter.
With heavier craft, where considerable power is
needed to apply helm, it becomes necessary to drive
the rudder through reduction gearing from a rever-

r

(i)

MARK

>

SPACE

STARBOARD TENDENCY

MARK

=

SPACE

STAT IONARY

SPACE

PORT TENDENCY

(ii)

MARK

(

T

T

-á

TO RUDDER

(a)

(b)

T1

FROM

RECEIVER

-

P

R

Positioning system working on variations of pulse width ratio, suitable for rucder control. The transmitted
pulses (á) after being received are fed into the control
Fig. 2.

mechanism (b).
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sible electric motor -so

Fig. 3.
Left
Part of a
device for rudder positioning
making use of the automatic :

that ole crder is needed
for part h'lm and another
for starboard helm. In its

pilot principle.

simplest form, however,
this is not a very precise
method of positioning,
since the angle finally
taken uó by the rudder
SWITCH FOR
depends on the time the SWITCH
PORT
ARBOARD
steering motor is running
and so cannot be deter(a)
mined very accurately.
There are, however, a
number of improved versions of ttfe basic idea
VARIABLE
OSCILLATOR
and these provide the
operator with a much
better measure of control.
,'CT
One is a development of
the time- switch principle
11,
in so far as the duration
of the signal controlling OPERATOR
the steering motor is adjusted automatically for
the required rudder position -that is, not the
(o)
duration of the signal in
absolute time, but the ratio between the mark
period and the space period in a train of square
pulses. Fig. 2(a) shows how the pulse-width ratio is
varied.
At the receiving end (b) this train of pulses is
made to operate the relay R, which, as can be seen,
determines the direction of the steering motor.
During a mark the armature is pulled over to the
contact S and the rudder moves to starboard ; during
a space the armature falls back on to the contact P
and the rudder moves to port. Thus, if the mark space
ratio is 1 : 1 as in (ii), the rudder will move equal
amounts in both directions and, if the reduction
gearing between motor and rudder is sufficient and
the pulse repetition frequency is great enough, it
will remain stationary for all practical purposes.
If broad pulses are transmitted as at (i) the rudder will
progressively move to starboard, and if narrow pulses
are transmitted as at (iii) it will move to port. And
the greater the mark/ space ratio the faster the rudder
will move. To maintain the rudder in any particular
position it is only necessary to revert to the 1 : 1
condition as at (ii). At the transmitting end the
pulse generator can take the form of a vibrating relay,
and there must, of course, be some means of continuously varying the pulse width.
The main disadvantage of the system is that the
signal cannot be removed without sending the rudder
to one extreme or the other. Moreover, the steering
motor is necessarily consuming current all the time.
Another method of controlling the steering motor
enables the operator to determine not merely the
position of the rudder but the actual compass course
that he wishes the craft to take. It involves a form
of automatic pilot, controlled by a gyroscope, that
maintains the craft on whatever course has been
set. Referring to Fig. 3 (a), a constant -course heading
is provided in the craft by a gyro- magnetic compass
which maintains an electrical reference in the form
of a pivoted contact arm, R. When the craft deviates
from this heading, the gyro drives R into contact with
one of the segments and thereby switches the steering

Below

3a'

:

Fig. 4. Servo position-

ing
system
working
variations of frequency :

i

the transmitter and

on

(a)
(b) the

receiver.

(b)

FREQUENCY

DISCRIMINATOR

/

-.00-----/
CONTROLLED MECHANISM

(b)
motor in the right direction to correct the deviation.
When the craft has swung back on course again the
reference arm R returns to the neutral position
between the segments and so switches off the motor.
Steering is achieved by transmitting an order
which deliberately rotates the segments the required
number of degrees with respect to the arm R (30' to
port in Fig. 3(b)). As the craft commences to turn
the gyro swings with respect to it and so causes
R to follow-up the rotation of the segments. When
the craft has almost completed the order the gyro
has swung through an equivalent angle but the gearing between it and R is arranged so that R has actually
overtaken the neutral gap (Fig. 3(b)) and is now on the
starboard segment. As a result the rudder begins
to return to amidships, and the craft finally settles
down on to its new course with R back in the neutral
gap.

The initial rotation of the segments is achieved by a
stepping mechanism which is operated by impulses
from the transmitter-so many degrees being represented by each impulse.
From the description of the above system readers
will no doubt recognize that a servo or follower
principle is involved by the fact that " error-signals " are
produced by deviations from course or by steering.
These error-signals are of a mechanical nature and consist of deviations from a mechanical norm R that exists
at the receiving end of the system. There are, however,
other kinds of servo systems used in telearchics,
and one of the most common and easily recognized
is that where the error -signals are electrical deviations
from an electric norm established at the transmitting
end. In other words, a change deliberately introduced
in the transmitted signal produces an error -signal
at the receiver, and the servo or follow -up mechanism
works by continuously and automatically adjusting
itself so that this error -signal is balanced out. There
are several ways of producing the continuously variable
change required in the transmitted signal-by varying
the frequency, amplitude or phase-but the final
effect is the same whatever method is used.
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Fig. 4 shows, for example, the essentials of a servo
position control working on variations of frequency.
The transmitter (a) includes a variable- frequency
oscillator, the frequency of which is varied in accordance with the degree of the order by means of the
variable capacitor CT. At the receiving end (b)
a similar variable capacitor is used for tuning, and the
object of the servo or follow-up mechanism is to keep
the system constantly in tune with the varying incoming frequency by rotating the variable capacitor
CR so that any movements of the rotating vane of
CT are followed faithfully by corresponding movements of the rotating vane of CI,.
The variable capacitor at the receiving end is
actually part of a frequency discriminator of the wellknown type which gives zero voltage output when it
is tuned exactly to the incoming frequency and positive
and Negative voltages when the incoming frequency
is too low and too high. Now assume that an operator
at the transmitting end has decreased the capacitance
of C., and thereby increased the transmitted frequency.
The discriminator then becomes off tune and produces a negative voltage error -signal which, after
rectification, closes the relay R(_,. As a result,
power is applied to the reversible motor M, which
drives the rotating vane of CR in such a direction as
to decrease the capacitance. By doing this, it progressively brings the discriminator into tune with the
increased frequency ; and when the circuit is exactly
in tune the output of the discriminator falls to zero,
relay 12,_, opens, the motor stops and the moving
vane remains stationary. The whole system is now
restored to a balance condition. In the same way, if
the operator increases the capacitance of CT, relay
Rt , will cause the motor to increase the capacitance
of CR correspondingly until once again the system is

SELECTOR

-

_

SOLENOID
HONING

---FOR

ött
..

EL

SC ICONA

ENE

I

CLOCKWORK

-.

DRIVE

Sixteen -bosition selector operated by a clockwork -driven
escapement which is tripped by an electromagnet. After
each order, the selector is homed by a solenoid and slow -acting
plunger ; this operates fully when there is a pause after a
(Maker : N. A. Ough.)
series of actuating impulses.

e

restored to balance. It can be seen, then, that since
the motor M is caus'n the rotating vane of CR to
follow closely every movement of the rotating vane of
CT, any mechanism driven by M will also follow the
rotating vane of CT and any movements applied to
CT by an operator. The tuning control at the transmitting end can thus be calibrated in terms of mechanical displacement at the receiving end.
There are, of course, alternative methods of driving
CR. For instance, the incoming frequency can
be keyed so that the discriminator will produce
positive or negative pulses instead of d.c. voltages,
these pulses being arranged at the correct frequency
to drive a two-phase synchronous induction motor.
Another ingenious system employs a simple series
resonant circuit as the discriminator. Then, as the
incoming frequency is varied above and below the
resonant point, the phase of the current in the circuit
either leads or lags with respect to the applied voltage,
and these changes of phase constitute positive or
negative error -signals which drive a two -phase motor
in either direction. As in Fig. 4, the motor rotates a
tuning element in the resonant circuit in such a direction as to bring the circuit back into tune with the
incoming frequency and restore the system to balance.
The system working on variations of amplitude is
similar in form. At the transmitting end the variable
element is an attenuator, and a corresponding variable
attenuator at the receiving end is kept in step with it
by means of an amplitude- comparing circuit.
Positioning by means of phase variations is a rather

U:ed by civil engineers (Sir Bruce White,
Wolf, Barry and Partners) for testing
scaled -down harbour installations (above),
this model boat is only I.8in long. Pulses
of r.f. on 27 Mc s are transmitted to
operate the receiver (right), a selfquenching super -regenerative type using
an XFGI subminiature gas triode. A
sequential selecting system gives four
rudder positions with the aid of a rubber dliven escapement and enables the motor
to be started, stopped and reversed.
I
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more complex matter, but
/I REFERENCE PHASE
an example of how it can
f,
t
be done is provided by a
ll
SUFILTERIERMOÓULÁTOR
telearchic system developed FREQUENCY
GENERATOR /i
by the General Electric
13
AMPLITUDE
TRANSMITTER
MODULATOR
Company for controlling
fl
PHASE
HSUB-CARRIER
high -speed A. aircraft in
MODULATOR
FILTER
flight. Here, (Fig. 5), the
conversion from mechanf, CONTROL PHASE
ical movement into variations of phase is done by a
phase shifter, PST, in the
transmitter, and at the
/,
(a)
OPERATOR
receiving end a servo
system is arranged to drive
a
corresponding phase
shifter PSR such that the
phase change initiated by
f
PHASE
ti CONTROL PHASE
PHASE
PST is always reproduced
FILTER
DISCRIMINATOR
DISCRIMINATOR
by PSR. Referring to (a),
RECEIVER
the frequency generator
f, REFERENCE PHASE
PHASE
FILTER
produces f1, one output of
DISCRIMINATOR
which provides the reference phase whilst the other
i
output,
after
passing
th :ough PST, provides the
CONTROLLED
(b)
controlling phase. These
MECHANISM
of the same
outputs
control
phase
is
varied with respect
Fig. 5. Phase-shift servo positioning system in which a
frequency but different
to a reference phase : (a) the transmitter and (b) the receiver.
are
then
in
phase
phase - modulated on to
A feature of this system is that it enables a number
two separate sub-carrier frequencies, f$ and f3, which,
in turn, are amplitude modulated on to the carrier of of position- control channels to be operated on the
the transmitter. At the receiving end (b) the sub- one radio link. All that is necessary are additional
carriers 12 and f3 are filtered out and from them the pairs of phase shifters, corresponding to PST and
etc.)
two f1 channels, differing in phase, are produced by PSR, and additional sub-carriers (f4, f5
demodulation in the phase discriminators. The f1 to carry the new fl control phases. By using, say, two
control phase is now compared with the fl reference of these control channels for a single function it is
phase in a discriminator, after the latter has passed possible to convey the information with great accuracy,
through PSR. Any difference between them produces as one control channel can be used as a kind of vernier
an error -signal in the form of a d.c. output which on the other. The G.E.C. equipment actually contains
energizes the motor and so drives PSR in such a seven control channels in all, together with the extra
direction as to eliminate the error signal. Looked at channel for the reference phase.
Finally, it goes without saying that combinations
in another way, the balance condition of the servo is
with f1 (reference) in the same phase as f1 (control) ; of the above basic systems can be used where a large
therefore PSR works to neutralize exactly the phase number of different orders are required. One very
difference introduced between the two at the trans- convenient method is to provide a group of control
mitter and so moves through a corresponding angle to channels by means of modulating tones, or sub -carriers,
then each of these can be regarded as a radio link in
PST. The mechanical drive in (b) is then taken
its own right and used to carry a subsidiary system.
from the servo motor in the normal way.

-

-

Left : Commercially made receiver for radio -controlled models. Right : Steering mechanism driven by a reversible electric
motor (maker, N. A. Ough). The wires on the right connect to a rudder -bar.
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Efficiency Liiie-can Circuits
Part 2-Diode Conditions
By W. T. COCKING, M.I.E.E.

an example of conditions with a directly -fed
deflector coil the following figures were derived
in Part I for a valve having a peak-anode current
of 200 mA with a minimum anode -cathode potential
of 95 V : LL = 22.3 mH, C = 1160 pF, rT, = 44.6 Q,
IL = 360 mA and overshoot x = 0.8. This results in
LLIL2 = 2.9 mH -A2 and this is typical for a moderately
efficient deflector coil with a 50° tube at 9 kV. The
ideal mean valve currents were i a = 46.6 mA and i o =
30 mA but under practical conditions they are both
likely to be 5-15 mA greater. This data all refers to
the circuit of Fig. 1 which is repeated here for ease
of reference.
The voltage and current waveforms are shown in
Fig. 4. For the scan period 71 they have been calculated from the foregoing data, but for the fly -back
period they have been estimated only. The voltage is
shown with respect to the " cold " end of the deflector
coil, point 1 in Fig. 1. Under the ideal operating
conditions, which we are at first considering because
they are the simplest, V, must be cut off except
during the initial part of the scan, when the current is
changing from -160 mA to zero. When it is cut off
its anode potential must be negative with respect to
its cathode, which means that the diode anode potential with respect to point 1 must be more negative
than the voltages shown in Fig. 4.
Over the initial part of the scan, however, the
anode voltage must vary in a particular way. The
required voltage is easily computed if the voltage current characteristic of the diode is available. From
the curves of Fig. 4 take, say, four equal increments of
time during the conductive period of the valve and
read off the corresponding currents and voltages.
From the valve characteristic determine the anode cathode voltage for each current and add these voltages
to those of the circuit, from Fig. 4. Plot the result.
With times of 16, 25.5, 35, 44.2 and 53.2 µsec,
40, and
80,
120,
160,
we get currents of
95 and
93,
91,
89,
0 mA and voltages of
97 V. At these currents the voltage drops across a
typical diode are 14, 10.9, 8.2, 5 and 0 V and hence
the anode voltage of the diode with respect to point 1
97 V.
90 and
84.8,
80.1,
75,
must be
This curve is plotted as a dotted line in Fig. 4
over the conductive period of V2. Outside this region
the shape of the curve is unimportant as long as it
lies below the voltage curve of the circuit.
This voltage is provided by the device A in conjunction with the R1C1 circuit. Generally speaking,
R1C1 is an auto -bias circuit which under the influence
of the mean diode current id builds up a constant
voltage equal to the back e.m.f. across LL. Thus
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Calculated current and voltage curves for a peak
current in V1 of 200 mA and an overshoot, x, of 0.8. The
dotted curve indicates the required anode voltage for the
diode during its conductive period. At other times it must
be more negative than the coil voltage.
Fig. 4.
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[Fig. 3(c), Part

The basic economy circuit with a directly -fed
deflector coil. This diagram is repeated from Part I for
easy reference.

Fig. 1.
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by terminals 1, 3; the current of V2 [Fig. 3(b)] also
flows through it by terminals 1, 2. Under the influence
of these currents it must build up the required voltage
waveform as just described between terminals 1, 2.
It should do this with a minimum voltage drop
between terminals 1, 3, since this voltage drop must
be taken into account in assessing the h.t. voltage
needed. b;
With the device A in the position shown in Fig. 1
the diode current flows through the whole impedance
between 1, 2 and this is usually higher than the impedance between 1, 3 or 2, 3. It is usual to avoid this by
a slight re- arrangement of the circuit which becomes
as shown in Fig. 5. The current of V, still flows through
A by terminals 1, 2, but the diode current by terminals
2, 3 while the diode control voltage is developed
between 2, 3 instead of 1, 2.
Either circuit will work, but the network forming
device A is not quite the same in the two cases.
Usually, the position for A shown in Fig. 5 is the
better and from now on we shall consider this.
The diode current flowing through the impedance
between 2, 3 will set up a voltage drop in opposition to
that needed. The voltage developed by the current
of V, must therefore be sufficient to overcome this.
Therefore, in general, the circuit must be of lower
impedance between 2, 3 than between 1, 3 and there
must be a phase reversal between the two. As a first
approximation, therefore, the device A must be a
transformer with a step -down turns ratio between
1, 3

and 2, 3.

It must be more than a simple transformer, however,

for it has to produce a control voltage for the diode
at a time when V is non -conductive. It must, therefore, be of such a nature that it gives a response
after the exciting current has ceased.
The device A usually consists of a resonant circuit
arranged to act as a tuned transformer and one form
is shown in Fig. 6, which is numbered to correspond
with Fig. 5. The anode current of V, [Fig. 3(c)]
flows in at terminal 1 and the diode current of V2
[Fig. 3(b)] enters at terminal 2. The result is the
sanie as if the wave of Fig. 7(b) flowed in the simple
R
H.T.

Left
Fig.

+

Fig. 5. The circuit of
is here re -drawn with
the diode control device A
in a different position. This
is the more usual practical
:

I

arrangement.

Right

2
:

Fig.

6.

One

practical form of control
element for the diode is
shown here. In practice
the inductance is variable.

tuned circuit of Fig. 7(a), this circuit being connected
in series with the diode. Two cycles of the wave are
shown. The first part of the cycle is the diode current
itself and comprises the negative -going step followed
by the positive -going linear section. The second part
of the cycle-the negative -going linear part ending
with the positive -going step -is a copy of the anode
current of V, reversed in phase by the transformer
action and increased in amplitude by the transformer

ratio.

The effect of this current wave on the tuned circuit
depends on the constants of the tuned circuit. If
the damping is critical or greater the circuit is non oscillatory. The main effect is produced by the
steps in the wave at the beginning and end of fly -back
and the linear intervening parts have relatively
little effect and can be ignored in a first approximation.
The major current step at the end of the scan
(A) Fig. 7(b) will produce a voltage wave across the
circuit of the general form shown in Fig. 8, curve A.
It is a form of saw -tooth and is roughly of the shape
required. The second step (B) will produce the same
waveform, but inverted and of smaller amplitude,
and it will start after the first. The waveform produced
by the two steps in succession will be the sum of the
two individual waves.
Curve B shows the resultant waveform when the
second step occurs at t /2CR = 0.6 and curve C when
it occurs at t /2CR = 1 for the case when the second
step has one-quarter of the amplitude. of the first.
The first, curve B, is more of the form required
and leads to such practical values as 0.05 µF and 13.7
mH with a shunt damping resistor of 262 O.
Diode Control Waveform
These curves are given only as an indication of the
form of the results. Exact calculation is extremely
difficult and the writer knows of no way of performing
the inverse calculation for determining the required
component values. The curves, too, are affected by
the position of the damping resistor ; it can be
in shunt with L and C or in series with either, or it
may be split and be partly in series with each.
In practice, it is necessary to determine the proper
values by experiment, and it is normal to have the
inductance continuously variable as a linearity control.
In most final designs the proper damping is obtained
by designing the coil to have the proper losses, but
sometimes a fixed resistor is used. Instead of the
transformer it is quite common to employ a single
inductor with two capacitors as in Fig. 9, the stepdown ratio being obtained by making the " secondary "
capacitor larger than the primary." This particular
arrangement is unsuited to the circuit of Fig. 5
because it interrupts the h.t. supply.
When the conductive periods of the two valves
overlap, as they do in practice, the diode current is
different from the idealized case just discussed and the
anode -voltage waveform required by it is also different.
The diode current is greater and the control waveform
must be modified to suit.
Simple calculation becomes impracticable because
there is no obvious optimum amount of overlap. It
becomes necessary to take the curvature of the valve
characteristics into account and a graphical method
must be adopted. In practice, the simplest course is
usually to employ the simple idealized approach to
determine suitable values of components for an initial
experimental set -up. The precise conditions are then
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i

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7.
as the

The control element

single
waveform (b).

of Fig.

S has the same effect
tuned circuit (a) fed with the current

found experimentally and consist mainly in finding the
proper grid drive and bias for V, and the optimum
values for the components in A.
This is a case where it is good engineering practice
to design by a combination of approximate theory and
experiment because it is much less laborious than a
full theoretical solution.
The performance obtainable with all circuits of this
nature and the values of components required are
both very dependent upon the amount of over-shoot
obtained in the oscillatory fly -back. If the valve V,
is cut -off very quickly for the fly -back, as it should be,
the overshoot is governed by the circuit losses and
these occur mainly in the deflector coil. The magnitude
of the overshoot is related to the Q of the circuit and,
in fact,
X=E-'/2q
This relation is not of the highest importance at the
moment for it is often as easy to measure x as Q, but
when the transformer is introduced it becomes
necessary.
In order to show the effect of the overshoot the
TABLE
x
0
0.4

Q

-

1.71

0.6
0.8

7.05

1.0

Co

3.1

Ii,

Lr.

C

I

i

id

(mA) (mH) (pF) (mA) (mA)
200
280
320
360
400

72.5
37.1

359
700
28.4 915
22.3 1165
18.1

1140

84
60
52.5

46.6
42

0

9.6
18.9
30
42

in

d

EL
(V)

ÌL

0.42
0.18

176
125
110

0.1

0.0467
0

96
87

P

(W)
14.8

7.5
5.8
4.56

3.65

circuit constants have been calculated for several
values of x and are listed in Table 1. To those accustomed to work at radio- frequency the Q values
will seem remarkably low. In fact, however, a Q of
around unity is all that can be expected of a coil wound
on a closed core of transformer stampings at some
32 kc /s -the natural frequency of the fly -back. The
provision of an air -gap helps considerably and a
deflector coil necessarily has a very large air-gap,
but even then a Q much in excess of 10 is unlikely.
With low -loss materials for the iron circuit much
higher Q values are possible.
The figures in Table 1 are all for a valve delivering
a peak current of 200 mA and a deflector coil of 2.9
mH-A2. They are all for ideal conditions and in
practice the mean anode current is of the driving valve
V, is likely to be from 20 per cent to 50 per cent higher.
The column headed P shows the product of EL and is ;
it is a part only of the total input power because it
does not include the anode dissipation of the valves.
The point of importance is the way in which it falls
as the overshoot is increased. When h.t. boost can be
used a part of this energy can be fed back and utilized ;
the power needed then decreases much more rapidly
with increasing overshoot.

The case of x = 0.8 is a practical one. If the real
anode current is 60 mA instead of the ideal 46.6 mA
and the mean anode potential of V, is 95 V, the anode
dissipation is 5.7 W. The circu t power is 0.06 x 96 =
5.76 and so the h.t. input power is about 11.5 W.
Although much better than this can be done, it
is an arrangement which demands no special materials
and is free from many of the spurious oscillation
troubles which are liable to occur when a transformer
is introduced. With a deflector coil which is far from
the most efficient the output is sufficient to scan a
normal tube at 9 kV.

Uncontrolled Diode
Before we go on to consider the effect of the transformer it may be as well to say something about a
circuit which is quite commonly used and which in its
basic form is that of Fig. 1 but with the terminals 1,
2 and 3 of A connected together. In other words, it is
the circuit of Fig. 1 without the control device A.
It is quite easy to show that in this arrangement both
V, and V2 must be conductive throughout the scan if
the current in the deflector coil is to be linear. V,
has to provide a peak -to -peak current of IL (1 + r,,/R)
where R is the diode resistance ; V2 has to carry the
current ILrL/R in addition to the current resulting
from the overshoot and the voltage developed across
RIC, must equal the inductive back e.m.f. across LL
less the initial voltage drop at the start of the scan in
rL and R.
If i1, is the peak current in the deflector coil, the
peak current in V, is 1 + rL/R times as great and the
mean current is I.
(1 +
iD. The basic efficiency
Tl
R)
of the circuit is much lower than with a controlled
diode and, unless rL /R can be made quite small, it may
well be poorer than that of the heavily damped circuit.
However, all the surplus current provided by V,
flows through V2 into the auto -bias circuit R,C, of this
valve. This current is much greater than with the
controlled diode and so a greater power is developed
in RI. When a transformer is used, therefore, there is a
09
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of a critically damped circuit to a sudden
is shown by curve A. A second change of
current in the opposite direction and of one-quarter the
amplitude produces the total result shown by curves 8 & C
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A common pracform of control
network for the diode
is shown here.
It is
inapplicable to the par ticular circuit of Fig. I
since it would interrupt
the h.t. supply.

Fig. 9.
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greater power available to be fed back as h.t. boost than
with the controlled diode and this undoubtedly
removes the basic disadvantage of the circuit.
Comparing the two, the controlled diode ,circuit is
very efficient on a current basis and permits a moderate
h.t. boost to be obtained. The uncontrolled diode
circuit is very inefficient on a current basis, but permits
a large h.t. boost. Although basically the less efficient,
it may be practically the better circuit in a case where
h.t. voltage is the main limitation and plenty of current
is available.

In practice, too, it is not necessary to maintain a
precisely linear current in the deflector coil. When non linearity is permitted it is possible to obtain some " current- saving " in the driving valve and the efficiency can
be increased appreciably.
So far, we have only considered in detail the directlyfed deflector coil and, as already mentioned, this is
very rarely used. A transformer or auto -transformer
feed is generally adopted. The next step, therefore,
is to consider the effect of this component. Before
doing so, however, it is necessary to point out one

practical difficulty that arises with both directly With both, the
and auto -transformer -fed coils.
cathode of V, is at high potential to earth-up to about
1 kV with direct feed and possibly several kilovolts
The heater -cathode
with an auto -transformer.
insulation of most valves is hardly adequate to withstand this and so the heater must be fed from a well insulated winding on the mains transformer or,
often more conveniently, from a small transformer
between the normal heater supply and V2.
This is not only a nuisance but it rules out the
possibility of d.c. operation of a receiver. It is, therefore, one reason why the use of a double -wound
transformer for feeding the deflector coil is so popular.
Because there can be a phase reversal between primary
and secondary and the diode can be connected to the
secondary, the diode cathode can be made earthy.
However, diodes rated for heater -cathode peak voltages
of as much as 3 kV are making their appearance, and
the writer has used metal rectifiers with success. The
difficulties of heater supply are thus not at all serious.
(To be continued.)

The Modulation Battle
More Advocacy of A.M. for British Broadcasting

THE long- standing arguments as to the relative

merits of amplitude and frequency modulation
for British broadcasting were continued at the
4th session of the Brit. I.R.E. Convention, held at
Southampton, where J. R. Brinkley (Pye) read a paper
entitled " V.H.F. Broadcasting : the case for Amplitude Modulation."
On the question of metre -wave broadcasting in
general, the author contended the outstanding merit
was its ability to provide multiple programmes, and
this advantage should be exploited to the full. Many
low -power stations were better than a few of high
power, which were inherently inefficient, as attenuation increased rapidly beyond the limits of the optical
path.
Mr. Brinkley based his case for a.m. on the twin
factors of economics and availability of channels. He
Experimental a.m. converter with three triodes and crystal

contended that f.m. was inherently more costly; also
that for the service he envisaged channels were available on a.m. but not on f.m. To equip the listeners
of this country for reception of f.m. would cost about

£60 million.
Cheap and satisfactory convertors for f.m. were a
virtual impossibility, and the author was highly critical
of such units as had already been produced. For amplitude modulation, on the other hand, he claimed the
problem could be solved at a cost of about £5, and
showed a small 3 -valve experimental convertor with
crystal control comprising an earth -grid triode as r.f.
amplifier, an oscillator-multipler and a triode mixer.
The power requirements of this unit were so small
that it could be fed from the supply system of the
average receiver. With convertors of this type a.m.
broadcasting on metre waves would be compatible
with the existing B.B.C. transmissions,
and rapid growth of the metre -wave
frequency control.
service might be expected. If the
public had to buy completely new receivers, as for f.m., development would
be too slow to be effective.
In the discussion that followed, the
President of the Brit. I.R.E., Paul
Adorian, seemed to express the general
feeling by admitting that amplitude
modulation had distinct attractions on
a short -term basis, especially in view
of the present economic situation of
the country, but, as a matter of longterm policy and from the engineering
aspect, he preferred frequency modulation.
Earlier in the session Mr.
Adorian had, in his opening address,
expressed his belief that the B.B.C.
f.m. plan could be justified. It would
allow the majority of listeners to use
cheap receivers; only those in fringe
areas would need expensive sets.
,
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Tens or Twos?
Fingers and Thumbs Don't Count in Electronics
By

"CATHODE RAY"

READERS who try to keep up with modern
developments, such as electronic calculating
machines (or computors) and the newer
systems of communication, must surely have come
across such terms as a " scale of two " (or some other
number) or a " binary scale," and may have wondered
what they meant. They may have noticed, too, that
some of the best -known radio manufacturers now
offer for sale not only such obvious products as receivers and amplifiers, but also mysterious things
called " scalers." There are few words even in the
English language that have so many meanings as
" scale." In this particular context, however, one can
hardly suppose that the devices in question are for
the processing of fish or crocodiles or even for boiler
reconditioning or dentistry. They might conceivably
be used in the drawing office, or in the manufacture
of measuring instruments, or perhaps be something
to do with " scale distortion." But no; this kind of
scale is a piece of valve circuitry used in electronic
computors and atomic research -among other things.
I don't propose to say anything about the circuitry,
but will try to explain the rather important basic idea
of " scale " itself.
Some time ago I referred to the debt we owe to
our system of numerals which we take so much for
granted, and how anybody who doubted it should
try doing a little simple multiplication in Roman
figures. We get so completely used to our system
at such an early age that we tend to regard counting
in tens almost as a law of nature, and are quite
horrified when someone proposes that it would be
better to count in twelves and make the sign " 100 "
mean the number we now call 144. Yet there is no
reason more binding than widespread custom for
making ten the number at which to change from
single to double figures, unless it be that most people's
fingers and thumbs add up to ten. As the pioneer
who invented the dozen probably realized, twelve is
a better number than ten on which to base a system,
because it is divisible by two, three, four, and six,
instead of only two and five.
But that is by the way. The point is that although
our familiar decimal (or scale -of-ten) system is used
so universally that it has never occurred to most
people that there could be any other, we are free to
base a system on any number we like. If we adopted
the duodecimal or scale -of-twelve system it would
be necessary to have two new single figures to stand
for ten and eleven, so that the first double figure (10)
could mean twelve. On the other hand, a scale of
fewer than ten puts some of our present figures out
of a job. For the number of the scale is really the
number of different values or levels that can be
written in single figures. In the scale of ten there
are ten: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. The smallest scale
that can be used is two, and it requires only two
figures, 0 and 1. All the rest are superfluous.
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Although it may be very proper and systematic to
expound the nature of a system fully before going on
to say how or why it is used, in practice it is very
irritating to have to absorb a lot of new information
before being able to find out whether it is going to
be worth the effort; and in case my rather abstract
talk about scales and numerals is engendering a " So
what? " attitude among any readers who have not
already -given up, I had better provide some clue to
where all this is leading.
Imagine you are starting to invent an electronic
calculating machine. You are using valves so as to
get quicker action than is possible with mechanical
contrivances.
For convenience in reading the
answers you connect a milliammeter scaled in whole
numbers from 0 to 9 in the anode circuit of the valve
dealing with the "units," and similarly for tens,
hundreds, etc. The valve is initially biased beyond
cut -off, so that the milliammeter reads 0. By means
of cunningly devised circuitry you arrange that when
the pulses or other signals representing units arrive
each one steps up the anode current by 1 mA, and
directly 9 mA is exceeded the " units " valve flops
back to the start and at the same time sends a signal
to the " tens " valve to make it read 1. This is what
mileage indicators and other counters do mechanically:
Before long you would probably decide that it
might be a waste of time going any further in working out the details of such a system, because it would
need a lot of setting up to make all the milliammeters
read the whole numbers correctly all over their scales,
and it would also be necessary to have all their supply
voltages very effectively stabilized, otherwise the
readings would go all haywire whenever the electricity
people decided to start shedding voltage. And even
then one could never be sure that the slope of at
least one of the valves had 'not drifted half a milliamp
or more -enough to raise a doubt as to which number
was meant.

Twos are Better for Valves
For the really terrific calculations that justify the
expense of electronic computing machines it just
wouldn't do to have any risk of slipping a whole
number here and there, perhaps in the billions
column. A valve is all very well, but one is unwise
to rely on it to click with mathematical precision and
mechanical rigidity into ten different levels on its
characteristic curve.
The fact that it actually is
curved and not straight is another difficulty. And it
is taking a risk to expect the triggering action to
distinguish infallibly between 9 mA and 10.
It is not, however, asking too much of a valve to
expect it to distinguish between "off" and "on."
The bias for "no current" can be made as negative
as is necessary to ensure such a condition no matter
how much the valve characteristics or the voltages are
351

off-centre; and so long as the current is large enough
in the other condition to be recognizable as a current,

it doesn't matter (within reason) how much more than
the minimum it is. So non -linearity is of no account
whatever, nor are drifting voltages or valve characteristics, so long as the valves can still pass any current at all. On this basis the whole thing is as reliable
as it possibly can be.
And that is where the scale of two, or binary scale,
comes in. Since it has only two varieties of figure,
0 and 1, its whole scale is fully represented by the
two conditions " off " and " on." And yet the system
can count up to any number, the only inconvenience
(apart from its unfamiliarity) being the larger number
of figures or digits, and hence valves.
Let us see how it works out. Nought is, of course,
denoted by 0 everywhere. And one is denoted by 1.
There is no such thing as " 2," so adding another one
column,
means carrying to the next -the " twos
where a 1 appears, and the 1 in the units column is
cancelled. This procedure is exactly what we do in
the decimal system when adding one to nine.
Adding another one brings 1 back into the units
column, so we have " 11." (In the decimal system that
symbol denotes one ten plus one one = eleven; in the
binary system it denotes one two plus one one.) Adding the fourth one clears the units column again, as
the two there is carried to the twos column; and as
that makes two twos it also is cleared and carried
to the next-the "fours" column. Result : 100 (to
"). And so on, like this :
be read as " one
Binary scale
Ordinary or decimal
number
number

"-

-

-O -O

0

0

1

1

2

10
11

3

4

100
101
110
111
1000
1001
1010

5

6
7
8

9
10

By now you will probably have caught on to the
thing enough to realize that the next column after the
"fours" shows the absence or presence of an eight in
the total; the next, a sixteen, and so on. For example :
" 1001101 " in the binary notation would mean (1 x 26)
+ (0 x 25) + (0 x 2°) + (1 x 2') + (1 x 2') + (0 x 2`) +
(1 x 2 °) =(1 x 64) + (0 x 32) + (0 x 16) + (1 x 8) + (1 x 4)
+(0 x 2) +(1 x 1)= 64 +8 +4+ 1 =77. (Remember that
any number to the power 0 is 1.)
Now, you may say, nobody except perhaps a music hall " lightning calculator " could tell straight off that
" 1001101 " was the number that in the decimal system
is called seventy-seven. How can anybody be expected
to know without working it out that the seventh figure
from the right is a sixty-four, and so on for the others,
and that the total comes to seventy-seven ? On the
Well, addecimal system one can see it straight off
mittedly arithmetic in the binary system is less concise, owing to the larger number (though smaller
variety) of figures needed; but the duodecimal system
certainly wouldn't be open to this criticism, yet people
would still complain that it would mean calculation
with the twelve -times table to find that "77" meant
the number that we call "ninety- one." They would
say that with tens it is, of course, quite easy, because
they are-well, tens
Yet really it is just a matter of habit, and if we had
!

!

been brought up from infancy to count in twelves
or thirteens or threes, with the symbols and names
appropriate to the system, it would seem very odd to
count in tens. It is really no easier (except as a result
of practice) to tell that the number 534 is equal to five
hundreds plus three tens plus four than to interpret
it as five gross plus three dozens plus four. The difference we make is that we immediately start converting
the latter into the decimal number, 760, because we
have been accustomed to knowing how many " 760 "
means, and would have difficulty in associating it with
the figures " 534."

Using Twos for Communication
Though it would be very muddling to introduce the
duodecimal or binary or any other non -decimal scale
of counting into everyday life, we have seen that the
binary system (for example) has distinct advantages for
special purposes such as electronic computing. The
solution, if the advantages are worth it, is to translate
or code the decimal notation into binary for the purposes required, and then back again into decimal when
those purposes have been accomplished. After all, this
is no more novel than translating the letters of the
alphabet into dots and dashes for the purpose of longdistance communication, and then back again.
Originally the morse code was invented because at
that time nobody had discovered how to send spoken
words by wire in the form of the original sounds, so
there was nothing for it but to translate them into
signals. But seeing the obvious inconvenience of this
indirect method, with its extra process at each end,
one might suppose that now line and radio telephony
have reached such an advanced state of development
code telegraphs would be as obsolete as sending messages by lighting fires on the tops of hills. Nevertheless, the greater part of telecommunication other than
domestic radio and telephone is done by telegraphy.
Why ?
You can appreciate one of the main reasons by considering the output stage in your broadcast receiver.
Suppose it is capable of an output of 1 watt without
serious distortion from overloading. And suppose you
adjust the volume control until the announcer's voice
is just reaching this limit at its peaks. Even if he is
reading the news in his usual level tones, you might
be surprised to know how little the average power is.
I tried measuring it during sentences of speech (so as
not to bring the average down by including the zero
power between sentences) and found it to be about
one -twelfth of what it would have been if the peak
amplitude had been kept up all the time. And, of
course, some sounds are reproduced at far less than
the average -about one-seventieth in my experiment.
I don't claim that these figures are highly accurate
in any case they depend a good deal on the speaker
but they probably represent typical conditions in the
transmitter.
That may be all very well for broadcasting, where
dozens or even hundreds of kilowatts are used to cover
quite moderate distances, and millions of people are
contributing all the time to pay for them. But for
communication pure and simple the aim is certainty
of reception under all conditions, at the minimum cost.
The ultimate limiting factor is signal /noise ratio. In
telegraphy the sender is either radiating at full power
or not at all, and all the receiver has to do is tell which
is which. But in telephony one has to provide
for handling many times as much power

--
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during the peaks in order to bring the quietest
bits well above noise level. They have to be
well above, because it is not just a matter of distinguishing between signal and no- signal but between,
say, " m " and " n " sounds. Otherwise one is reduced
to " m for monkey, n for nuts," etc., and progress is
so slow that one might as well use morse and be done
with it.
So telegraphy is much more economical and reliable than telephony. But the convenience of being
able to speak into a sender and hear the voice come
out of the receiver is so obvious that inventors have
tried to combine it with the advantages of an on /off
signalling system by devising automatic speech
coding. The morse code, or any other based on
letters and words rather than sounds, makes things
very difficult because it necessitates a sort of robot
shorthand -typist to translate the sounds of a voice
into words; and even a human listener may find that
difficult if the speaker comes from another part of the
country! So *tile problem remains unsolved. A more
practicable scheme is to make the signalling code
mean sounds instead of letters, and this has actually
and successfully been done in the Vocoder, which I
described briefly some while ago.* The idea behind
the Vocoder was not so much the improving of signal/
noise ratio as the reduction of the frequency band
required by the voice communication channel.
And that is rather a different story. Just now let
us stick to the one idea of getting the best possible
signal /noise ratio-and hence the longest range for
the lowest power -by using simple on /off signals.
How can the infinitely graduated amplitudes of speech
waveforms, for example, be translated into such
simple signals?
If you transmit the waveform of any sound, you can
reproduce the sound. For example, if Fig. 1 represented a specimen of a sound waveform you could
transmit it by causing the current in a telephone line
to have the same waveform. Alternatively (though it
would hardly be a practical proposition) you could
plot a graph of the waveform on a long strip of paper,
make a list of the ordinates (the heights of points on
the graph above or below the baseline) at close enough
intervals to enable the graph to be replotted at the
receiving end, and send them there by telegraph.
Taking the first half -cycle of Fig. 1, for example, you
would. wire the numbers 0, 19, 38, 60, 76, 83, 69, 52,
14, 10, 0, from which the recipient could replot that
half cycle; and so on for the rest of the job. The
sound could be reproduced from this graph in the
same way as the sound track on a film.
This is where we join on to last month's story,
which had got to showing how waveforms can be
communicated by a series of pulses, sampling the
waveform at intervals close enough to include at least
two within the shortest wavelength present. In other
words, the sampling frequency has to be more than
twice the highest frequency to be transmitted. What
this sampling amounts to is a particular method of
signalling the graph ordinates : they are represented
directly by the amplitude of the pulses. To signal
the waveform with reasonable accuracy it would
probably be necessary to detect amplitude variations
down to 1 per cent of the highest peak. So for the
smallest pulses to be distinguishable above the noise
level it would be necessary for the largest to be 100
times greater in amplitude, or 10,000 times greater in
*

"Channels of Communication," Wireless World, July, 1947.
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power, than would be necessary to override noise.
So this method of sampling shares the power wasting characteristics of the original waveform.
Theoretically the numbers couldr" be signalled in
morse, but seeing that for tolerable speech quality it
would be necessary to send at least 10,000 doublefigure numbers per second it might be rather difficult
to decode them back again into waveforms! The decoding problem could be simplified if the wave amplitudes were represented by variation in pulse duration.
With the 100 -unit scale we are assuming that would
be equivalent to having anything up to 100 of the
shortest pulses side by side (Fig. 2 (b) ). If the sampling
frequency were 10,000 per second, each sample would
have to take place within 1 / 10,000th sec, or 100µ sec,
so the shortest pulse could not at the outside be more
than 1 µsec. That would necessitate a bandwidth of
over 1 Mc /s right away, for rather poor quality sound,
and for only one channel!
But we have already seen that in the binary scale
a 7-digit group permits counting in units up to
1 +2 +4 +8 +16 +32 +64127, or rather better than
the 100 -unit scale we have been assuming as a necessity. So any one of 128 different amplitudes (including 0) can be signalled by a group of seven pulses or
100

90
80
70

60
50

40
50

20
10
o

I. If sound is transmitted electrically in its own waveform, its peak power must be many times greater than noise
and interference, to ensure that the low- amplitude details
Fig.

are not lost.

(a)
(b)

(c)
When the waveform "plots " are signalled by the
varying amplitude of pulses (a) it is still necessary to use a
comparatively very high power to ensure that the smallest
pulses are distinguishable from noise. Iff, to avoid.this, pulse
duration is varied (b) the large variations needed demand a
very wide frequency band, to transmit the narrowest pulses.
But in p.c.m (c) a 128 -level range is compressed into a group
of only seven equal -sized pulses or spaces.
Fig. 2.
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A close -up of the Fig. 2. (c) type of binary -scale
signals, being those necessary to communicate the first five
points in the Fig. I waveform.

Fig. 3.
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no- pulses, as in Fig. 3, which represents the first five
amplitudes in Fig. 1. Some signals of this type are
also shown in Fig. 2(c) for comparison with (a) and
(b). A method of decoding has been worked out, and
a 12-channel telephone installation demonstrated successfully. The system, which is called pulse code
modulation (p.c.m.) was described in Wireless World
by Thomas Roddam (March, 1949, p. 82).
What p.c.m. does is to obtain an enormous economy
in power for a very moderate price in bandwidth. On
the basis of our calculation (which admittedly is oversimplified, but gives the general idea) a sevenfold
increase in pulse frequency and therefore of bandwidth allows a 127- or sixteen -thousand -fold saving
in power. So long as the difference between signal
and no- signal can be detected at all through noise and
interference, there is no point in using any more
power. And whereas frequent relaying of speech,
etc., in the usual form causes noise to accumulate at
each stage, the p.c.m. signals can be re- formed and
cleared of noise and distortion at every stage in a
long transmission. But, of course, a system of this kind
would not be popular for broadcasting, because the
automatic decoding gear would put up the cost of
receivers. In a point -to -point system, with only one
or two receivers, that is negligible compared with the
saving in cost of the sender. Incidentally, there would
seem to be nothing to prevent this p.c.m. system being
applied to the special low- frequency signals of the
Vocodert.
As a matter of interest, let us find the general relat

journal I.E.E., Part III, Sept., 1948, p. 404 (8.2).

tionship between number of digits and number of
numbers in a binary group. We have already found
that a seven -digit group gives a choice of 128 numbers. That is because the first digit gives a choice
of two numbers; for each of them the second digit
gives a choice of two, making 22 in all; for each of
them the third digit gives another choice of two,
making 2'. And so on; D digits can count 2D numbers, say N :
N = 2D
Another way of writing this is D= log,N.
Increasing D from 7 to 8, only about 14 per cent,
increases N 100 per cent. And, as we have seen, N is
bound up with the signal /noise ratio and minimum
transmitter power. So it is very interesting that the
Hartley Law (M =kBT) in its modern form makes
k= log,(R +1), where R is the signall/noise power
ratio. It follows that the way in which information
is organized for transmission by p.c.m. agrees in principle with the ideal. For example, you can theoretically divide the. bandwidth (B) needed to transmit a
given amount of information (M) in the seven -pulse
groups shown in Fig. 3 by seven, by transmitting it in
single pulses (Fig. 2(a)), but the single pulses have to
be recognizable at 128 distinct amplitudes, so the
signal /noise ratio must be vastly greater. In this way
the maximum amount of information that can be communicated by an ideal system depends not only on
bandwidth and time but also on signal /noise ratio.
But as it is proportional to the logarithm of this ratio,
make
a very large change in signal power is needed to
information.
of
rate
the
in
difference
much
,

High -Power Klystron
5

kW Output at 500 Mc,'s

is an experimental
high -power klystron amplifying valve developed by Varian Associates
in collaboration with General Electric of America for use as the output
stage in a high -power 500 -Mc /s television transmitter. This valve is at
present known as the Type Z -1891.
The theory of operation of the klystron is fairly well known, but a brief
explanation of this particular valve may be of interest. It has three
way
resonant cavities in cascade through which the electrons pass on their
from cathode to the catcher, or anode. Divergence of the beam is prevented by an external magnetic field.
When an r.f. input signal excites the resonant input cavity the electrons
are "bunched," or velocity modulated, so that they travel in concentrations
or groups. In passing through the following resonant cavities some power
is extracted from these bunches, the operation being such that the power
transferred to the output cavity is very much greater than that required
to velocity -modulate the beam at the input cavity. Thus the valve
behaves as an amplifier capable of very high gain at extremely high
frequencies.
As a final broad -band amplifier in a vision transmitter, where the output
response is required to be flat to within 1 db over a range of 5 Mc /s,
a gain of 50 times is claimed, while in an accompanying sound transmitter,
where a relatively narrow band suffices, gains of the order of 5,000 are
said to be attainable. Under either condition of operation the output
power is said to be 5 kW. r
Modulation in the aforegoing description means the " bunching " of the
electrons; not modulation in the more generally accepted sense by sound
or vision signals. This takes place in an earlier stage of the transmitter
and the high -power klystron behaves as a linear amplifier. '
Pure electron coupling exists in this valve with complete isolation of
input and output circuits. The valve is water cooled.

THE centre -piece in the accompanying illustration
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Recording

Design

tuidio

General Principles and Their Application to Small Rooms
By P.

A.

SHEARS

IN

sound recording the studio provides the link
between the matter to be recorded and the
microphone. It is no less a part of the apparatus
than the recording equipment, and equally can make
or mar the overall performance ; its contribution is
therefore worth investigating.
Reproduction of sound over a microphone-loudspeaker system, whether or not recording is interposed,
differs from direct listening in several respects. The
most apparent of these is that a monaural- singlechannel-system combines in the microphone the
direct and reflected sound, so the listener cannot
exercise his normal faculty of directivity and thus
cannot distinguish between sound proceeding directly
from the source and that reflected from the walls and
oh' °cts in the studio. Once the direct and reflected
sounc.-e combined they cannot be separated again ;
the final quality of the studio output thus depends
greatly on the quality of the reflected sound, which
appears as reverberation and as an apparent modification of frequency response.

arises which, for example, makes certain pianos unusable in certain studios. Transients produced at the
commencement of a note by the impact of the hammer
on the strings may excite modes of oscillation in the
room which are reproduced as dull thuds ; also,
harmonics may become changed in relative amplitude,
thus changing the character of the sound.
These defects originate within the studio and can
only be remedied in the studio itself. The studio
characteristic is three dimensional-amplitude, frequency and time. If the studio is not to upset the
balance of high and low frequencies it must clearly
.

Typical Defects

In practice, moreover, the reflected sound may be
emphasized owing to a limited frequency range in the
reproducing equipment. Suppose that a studio is
bass -heavy due to excessive reverberation at low
frequencies ; while this defect might not be serious
when observed on the relatively wide-range monitor
loudspeaker of the recording equipment, when
reproduced on an instrument limited to, say, 4 kc /s
range, the excessive bass is no longer balanced by
high frequencies and a recording may become unrecognisable. Some recording equipments have a
bass -cut control which can alleviate this trouble.
Frequently, the response of a device is peaked near
the limits of its range to give an illusion of greater
frequency range ; this is done in the case of the ordinary
radio loudspeaker and cheapens the whole set. However, if this method is adopted in recording to cover
up studio defects, the result may sound quite different
on different reproducers ; a studio low -frequency
resonance may coincide with a loudspeaker resonance
on one reproducer and yet be cut off on another.
The same applies to variations in high- frequency
response. A high- quality loudspeaker in the recording
room is of no help, since a response " cooked "
to sound balanced over a wide range still is not
necessarily balanced over the smaller range of a home
reproducer on which a recording might be played.
However, even if the frequency response could be
corrected, a bad studio will still introduce a distortion
in time. In addition to reverberation prolonging sounds
in general, standing waves may be set up in the air
or in the structure of the studio which decay relatively
slowly. If these or their harmonics coincide or beat
with frequencies from the source of sound, a confusion
WIRELESS WORLD, SEPTEMBER 1951
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Idealized reverberation

characteristic of
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studio.
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Fig. 2. Reverberation curve illustrating two typical defects
in studios.
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have a reverberation curve which remains flat throughout the period of decay of a sound. Fig. 1 shows a
flat characteristic while Fig. 2 shows a typical pair of
defects
an excessive reverberation time at a low
frequency and a " flutter echo " due to high- frequency
reflections.
The effect of these defects may be reduced somewhat by directional microphones. The ribbon microphone picks up some 6db less reflected sound at low
and middle frequencies than the moving -coil type ;
but the latter also becomes directional to the extent
of some 6db, above a few thousand c/s (Fig. 3).
However, the fact that the ribbon microphone may

-

i/

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
MOVNG
RIBBONIMICROPHONES
AT MIDDLE & LOW
FREQUENCIES

..

CIL

RIBBON

ALL FREQUENCIES

MOVING COIL
MIDDLE & LOW FREQUENCIES

HIGHOÉIREUÉÑCIES

Fig. 3.

180°

Illustrating the directivity of ribbon and moving -

coil microphones.

Optimum reverberation time in terms of volume
(based on figures given by Kirxe and Howe, J.I.E.E. Vol. 78,
p.404 1936).
Fig. 4.

300

be positioned to avoid picking up from a certain
direction, and its better frequency response, have
resulted in its more general use.

Reverberation Time
A range of 50 -8000 c /s, at any rate on the axis of the
loudspeaker, is generally regarded as the minimum
for good quality reproduction. The studio should
therefore perform satisfactorily over this range, which
means in practice (apart from echoes and other
anomalies which must in any case be removed) that the
reverberation time at any frequency within these
limits should not exceed a certain value.
The optimum absolute value of the reverberation
time, defined as the time taken for the sound to decay
by 60db, depends on the size of the studio and the use
to which it is to be put. Fig. 4 has been plotted as the
average time for a number of successful concert halls,

and extrapolated downwards gives a guide to studio
times. Speech generally requires a shorter reverberation time than music ; also studios require a shorter
time than halls for live performances due to an
apparent increase in reverberation time on account of
monaural transmission-the ear cannot discriminate
against reflected sound ; and because the listener's
room itself contributes some reverberation. Singers
and violinists often prefer a room with a longer reverberation time than the optimum for recording since
they can then judge their own tone by listening to the
reflected sound. In a large hall this reflection, though
too weak to interfere with recording, occurs long enough
after the original sound to be audible to the performer.
If the reverberation time of a small studio is increased
to give a similar effect however, the loudness of the
first reflections of sound at the microphone retains the
characteristic quality of the sound as that from a small
studio. A small studio cannot successfully be made to
sound like a large one.
The reverberation time at any given frequency may
be adjusted by the amount of sound absorbing material
in the room, and may be calculated from Sabine's
formula :

Reverberation time T
loo

=

0.05 V

Six, +

S2x2 & etc.

seconds

where V is volume of studio in ft'
S 1 S2, etc., are areas of absorption material in ft2
xi X2, etc., are coefficients of absorption of materials
For coefficients of absorption greater than 0.5
Eyring's version is to be preferred
0.05 V
T S, log, (1 -x,) -}- S, loge (1
x,) etc.
This formula is independent of frequency and
suggests that a uniform absorption is required over the
frequency range to produce a level reverberation

:-

-

z

105

104

STUDIO VOLUME

105

(CUBIC FEET)

characteristic. However, although the absorption
of high frequencies by the air can usually be neglected,
at low frequencies standing waves may be set up in
the studio, generally referred to as " eigentones." In
large studios (105 ft') the fundamentals of these are of
very low frequency but in small studios (3000 ft')
objectionable modes may lie in the range 50 -150 c /s.
Their frequencies may be calculated precisely, but a
rough guide can be found by regarding one half wave
length as occupying the distance between opposite
walls, or floor and ceiling. There are thus three
fundamental modes corresponding to the length,
breadth and height of the studio. These, together with
any unpredictable structural resonances which may
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occur make it desirable that, rather than have a level
reverberation characteristic at low frequencies, these
frequencies should be absorbed as much as possible.
The frequency of an eigentone may be calculated
from

c(p2
q"
+'Z_
\1,

f

r-

13_)"

2

where c
velocity of sound
1130 feet /sec, p, q
and r are integers from 0 upwards, and the fundamental mode in any one direction is given when the
corresponding integer (p, q or r) is made unity. For
example, the fundamental mode in say the 1, direction
is given then p = 1 and q and r = 0.
The formula then reduces to

:-

c

f = 21, ; or

1130
(11

frequencies the panel must be flexible enoughi.e., of low enough mechanical impedance-to vibrate
over an adequate area to couple the absorbent in the
air space to the air in the studio. Part of the energy is
dissipated here, and part in the internal damping of
the panel material itself. The electrical analogy is a
damped acceptor circuit, and the construction is
shown in Fig. 6.
The panel may be of various materials from paper
to building board, or insulation board, and rock wool
may be used around the perimeter of the air space to
provide damping. In the case of a panel of thick
o

being in feet).

Illa

alternatives may well arise below 500 c /s.
The crux of the problem of small studios is that
these low -order eigentones are within the audible
range ; for it is these that, because of their large
dimensions in relation to the dimensions of the room,
are most difficult to absorb or break up.

Provision of Absorption

06
05

04

4

The curves in Fig. 5 show that the textiles encountered in most living rooms absorb principally
high frequencies. These can be used therefore for
this purpose in studios, but they are liable to collect
and produce dust which may be a nuisance, and
professionally, specially made absorbent tiles which
can be distempered are often preferred.
However,
some grades of ordinary insulating board absorb high
frequencies to about one -third of the extent of these
special absorbers and may suffice where a large enough
area can be provided. Also this may be cheaper, if,
as is frequently the case, panels of insulating board
can be arranged simultaneously to absorb low
frequencies by resonance.
Resonant absorbers, though
practically the only means
of absorbing low frequencies, are cheap and simple
to construct and may be
L. R,
painted without impairing
performance.
Basically
these consist of a flexible
c
panel mounted several
inches from the wall, usually upon battens, thus enclosing an air space in which
some absorbent material is
provided. If absorption of
low frequencies only is required the panel must be
sufficiently heavy, and hard
c
L
enough mechanically to
reflect high frequencies ; in
electrical terms the impedC=
Rz
ance at the surface of the
material must be high
SURFACE
enough to reflect high -freEFFECT
quency sounds. At low
A

,

4
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Fig. 5. Absorption coefficients of some
(based on data from reference 5).
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Fig. 6.
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This mode corresponds to a half-wave lying in the
1, direction in the studio, with pressure antinodes at
the end walls. To find other modes the appropriate
values of p, q and r are inserted and a hundred or so
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STIFFENING TO REDUCE
TRANSMISSION BY OUTER PANEL

Characteristics of some resonant absorbers (based
data from reference 5).

Fig. 7.
on

LOW FREQUENCY ABSORBER

Below

:

MAY BE REMOVABLE FOR
CLEANING AND OPERATING
WINDOW

Ceiling absorption unit.

Fig. 8.

,,fo
INSULATION BOARD
FOR HIGH FREQUENCY

LAMP

ABSORPTION

.---

FLUORESCENT LAMP

"4

/"

INDIREC
LIGHTING

SIDES MAY
BE OMITTED WHEN
THICK INSULATION
BOARD IS USED

(TYPE

CEILING ABSORBER

A)

soft material this latter may be unnecessary owing to
high internal damping in the panel.
Curves for typical absorbers are shown in Fig. 7.
A is a curve obtainable with a Ain thick soft insulating
board ; B1 a curve for an Ain thick hard board ; and
B, a 3-layer absorber of the same board as B1 analagous
to a 3- section filter incorrectly terminated. The
difference in high- frequency absorption of the two
materials is clear. The choice of panel material usually
depends on the amount of high- frequency absorption
required, the mounting and spacing from the wall
controlling the low-frequency absorption.
The spacing from the wall is given by
29,900
d
few
when
d = distance of panel from wall in inches
w = weight of panel in lb /ft2

:-

f

= frequency of maximum absorption
Fixing centres of the battens must not be too close,
otherwise the vibration of the panel will be interfered
with, reducing the absorption coefficient at the
resonant frequency. The centres should be varied

Window treatment to admit light and air combined
with low- frequency absorber. Sound insulation is about
40db closed and 25db open.
Fig. 9.

-3

to 8 feet is a
somewhat throughout the studio
suitable range.
In medium -sized studios such as that in the example
in Fig. 10 the eigentone fundamental frequencies may
be below 50 c /s, for which inconveniently large
absorbers would be required. However, provided
that the response of the recording equipment falls oft
fairly sharply outside the working frequency range
these very low frequencies may be ignored. In
magnetic recording the problem seems less important,
but the author experienced one case in disc recording
where a guitar band so strongly excited an eigentone
of about 25 c/s that the resultant patterning of the
disc prevented satisfactory playback.
Normally, the resonant panelling may be tuned to
the lowest eigentone frequencies in the working
range. The spacing from the wall will depend on
the grade of board used and may be calculated from
the formula given above, and will usually be between
1 and 6 inches depending on the frequencies to be
absorbed.

Distribution of Absorption Material
In most cases of small studios it will be found
necessary to cover the greater part of the interior
surface of the studio with treatment. This is especially
so when converting ordinary rooms to studios, since
studios constructed as such generally have thin floors

specifically for absorbing low frequencies. If the
floor is concrete or heavy board some treatment must
be applied to the ceiling.
This follows the general rule that absorbents are
not effective for directions of propagation parallel
to their surface. A floor -ceiling mode of resonance
is scarcely affected by material on the walls. This
WIRELESS WORLD, SEPTEMBER 1951
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FREQUENCY (c/s)
means that at any rate three surfaces,
8
8 SM 8o 8o $b om
one in each plane, must be treated;
S
8
Ñ
N
N
30
per
is
only
about
and as absorption
400
cent it is desirable that all surfaces
A
should carry some treatment.
350
It will usually be found that some of
the low- frequency absorbers must reflect high frequencies if the high 300
TOTAL ABSORPTION
frequency reverberation time is not to
be reduced excessively. If this panelling
CALCULATED REQUIRED ABSORPTION 260 UNITS
250
is located on the lower half of the walls,
furniture will help to disperse direct re5BOft2 PANELLING A RESONATING AT 80 cis
flections between opposite sides. At a
200
higher level-say about 4ft from the
zo
floor, hard reflecting surfaces should
150
not face one another.
If these hard surfaces are grouped
132fí2
a
principally near one end of the studio
PANELLING BI,
100
RESONATING AT 60c s
are
procurtains
the " live " end-while
rI I'
vided at the other " dead" end, a useful
BO ft- PANELLING Bs
50
variation in effects can be produced.
41111
Usually, however, the performers will
EXISTING ABSORPTION
occupy the live end and the microo
phone a position towards the dead end.
2
3
If the floor is carpeted this should be
2nd 63rd MODES (HEAVILY ABSORBED)
arranged to roll back from the live end,
FUNDAMENTALS
(OUTSIDE RANGE )
but the ceiling above must carry some
absorbent (Fig. 8).
Various sound insulating Above : Fig. 10. Absorption
schemes will be found in and reverberation calculations
textbooks to permit win- for the studio (Fig. 12) condows to be opened without sidered In the example.
admitting noise. Fig. 9
09°
Right : Fig. II. Calculated
shows the type of arrangefrequency
curve
reverberation
ment. For the purpose of (I) from data of Fig. 10, (2)
ss-__
D81,_
o
calculation the noise in the with alternative treatment
20
exceed
not
D
studio should
of 660ft2 of insulation board
The recording on 2 -in battens.
phons.
equipment must be in a sep- Fig. 12. Suggested layarate room for monitoring
of room 20ft x Sft x 12ft
°S$
8
S
' °
..
and to avoid distracting out
§ §
a e 8=
m-.
according to calperformers, and a double treated
)
(c
/s
FREQUENCY
culations in the text.
window between may be
found necessary to avoid
WINDOW TO
WINDOWS
RECORDING ROOM
A
feedback.
acoustic
of
condition
threshold
" singing " must be avoided
at all costs as this modifies
the frequency response. It
A TYPE
HARD PLASTER
is worth remembering that
ORIGINAL WALL
the least crack around a door
or window transmits a conA TYPE
/v
/
siderable amount of sound
INSULATING BOARD
and any insulating door or
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An Example
A room 20ft x 15ft x
12ft high with hard plastered walls and coconut
matting over floorboards is

to be converted to a studio.
1.

I

I

3- SECTION HARDBOARD

(LOW FREQUENCIES)

4

Volume = 3600 ft3
From Fig. 4 reverberation time not to
exceed 0.7 sec.

ONLY

POLISHED BOARDS
(PERFORMERS HERE)

COCONUT

MATTING

BI TYPE PANELLING

WINDOW INSULATOR
AND ABSORBER AS FIG.9

ON NEAR WALL

(NOT SHOWN)
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fitted into the room structure as convenient,
and their area is thus predetermined, e.g.,
80fí2, coefficient of absorption as Fig. 7.
3. Calculate first eigentones
(3) Panelling to absorb low frequencies only
c /s, where i = length, width, height in
Type B1. The amount of this is chosen so
f = 1130
that total absorptions at low and high
2l
feet respectively
frequencies are as nearly as
possible equal. 132ft2 was
TABLE
found to be a convenient
Absorption in Sabine Units.
area in the example.
(4) The remainder of the abFrequency (c/s)
50
60
100
250
500
2000
8000
sorption is provided by inFloor f Coefficient
...
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.1
0.1
sulation board which to
(300ft') I Absorption
...
30
30
30
30
60
120
30
...
Doors f Coefficient
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
some extent absorbs all fre(IOOft')
...
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
.Absorption
quencies, the low- frequency
Existing absorption (P)
...
40
40
40
70
130
resonance being adjusted to
4G
40
absorb the respective eigenType B. ( Coefficient
..
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.45
0.1
0.05
tone of the wall concerned.
panelling
jl Absorption (Q) ...
44
44
44
44
36
8
4
(80ft )
This resonance is fairly
Type B, I Coeff. when
broad and a uniform spac0.48
0.14
0.39
0.36
0.17
0.08
0.05
panelling j resonating at 60 c/s
52
63
22
19
ing from the various walls
48
10
5
(132fí') l Absorption (R) ...
will often suffice and save
Type A
Coeff. when
cost (see Fig. 7).
Insulation resonating
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
at 80 c/s
board
116
232
232
174
174
174
(5) Plot total absorption and
174
Absorption
(S)
(580ft')
check final reverberation
Total absorption
time.
(P +Q +R +S) ...
...
252
379
280
364
269
262
313
Figs. 10 and 12 show the absorption provided in a fully treated
studio. Fig. 11 shows (curve 2) the
4. Calculate absorption : (see Table above)
rise in bass reverberation time resulting from the use of
a cheaper arrangement of panelling-which does not
(1) Existing absorption.
fully absorb the low frequencies. Curve 1 corresponds
Floor : 15 x 20 = 300fí2
Absorption coefficient -below 200 c/s as for to Fig. 10.
¡- -in panelling (0.1), above 500 c/s estimated
References.
absorption of coconut matting half that of
1. Meyer, " Electroacoustics " (Bell).
2. Wood, " Acoustics " (Blackìe).
-in carpet (see Fig. 5).
3. Hope -Bagenal, " Practical Acoustics " (Methuen).
Doors : 100ft2. Absorption coefficient 0.1.
4. Cullum, " The Practical Application of Acoustic Principles "
2.

0.05 V
From T =

Sx

Sx

= 260 Sabine units

-

:

(2) 3- section absorbers for a band of low fre-

quencies.

As these are bulky they must be

NEW 1100k
The Testing of Hearing Aids (Booklet No. 490), by
D. B. Fry and P. Denes. Pp. 39 with 11 illustrations.
The National Institute for the Deaf, 105, Gower Street,
London, W.C.1.

(Spon).
5. Constable and Constable, " Principles and Practice of Sound
Insulation " (Pitman).
6. Moir, " Acoustics of Small Rooms," Wireless World, Dec. 1944.

that those responsible for devising the tests have a rational
and practical appreciation of the problem, they have not
only succeeded well, but have also provided students of
electro- acoustics with a well- written resumé of recent
advances in the theory of hearing aids.
F. L. D.

Price ls.

THE task of evaluating the performance of a hearing

aid in general terms and on the basis of objective
measurements is a formidable one. In view of the wide
diversity of hearing defects and the range of age and
aptitude in patients, one might be justified in thinking
the difficulties insuperable. However, by limiting the
problem to the transmission of intelligible speech and by
carrying out large numbers of tests under carefully controlled conditions, workers both in this country and
America have arrived at an optimum performance specification which appears to be independent of the particular
type of deafness involved and which serves as a satisfactory basis for correlating subjective judgment with
objective measurement.
In this book the authors give a well- reasoned argument,
supported by references to the work of the Medical
Research Council, the Harvard University report on hearing aids and others, for the validity of objective testing
and describe in detail the apparatus used for the measurements upon which the National Institute for the Deaf will
issue test reports on commercial hearing aids.
One assumes that the object of issuing this booklet is
to inspire confidence in the reliability of these reports.
By placing all their cards on the table and by showing

I.F. After Copenhagen
the B.B.C. moved on to its new Copenhagen
last year, unexpected whistles came
into the homes of millions of listeners who were using
superhet receivers. The reason was, of course, that the
most commonly used i.f., 465 kc /s, was no longer suitable
for the new frequencies and all kinds of heterodyne notes
were being generated. This eventuality, predicted some
time before the change *, has now been confirmed by the
Broadcast Receiver I.F. Sub -Committee of B.R.E.M.A.
in a report on a series of tests carried out by various
B.R.E.M.A. member firms. Three i.f.s were under consideration, 422 kc/s, 465 kc/s and 470 kc/s, and the tests
covered a total of 31 different sites. The main conclusions
of the report are that 465 kc /s ìs, in fact, no longer satisfactory as a standard i.f. and that set manufacturers should
confine their choice to either 422 kc /s or 470 kc /s. There
is absolutely no hope of finding a single i.f. that will give
freedom from whistles on all B.B.C. stations in all parts
of the country.

WLIEN
Plan frequencies

*

Wireless World, September, 1949, page 322.
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18TH

National Radio Exhibition

Classified Guide

to

the

Principal Classes

Place: Earls Court, London, S. W.5
Date : 29th August to 8th September
Times : 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Admission : Adults 2s. 6d., Children Is.

THE

Eighteenth National Radio Exhibition,
organized by the Radio Industry Council and
supported by 88 manufacturers and a number of
non -commercial users of radio -such as the Armed
Forces -will be opened by Earl Mountbatten at Earls
Court, at 11.0, on August 29th. On the preceding day
a pre-view of the exhibition has been arranged for
overseas visitors and specially invited guests.
We have again prepared our guide to the exhibition
in a classified and tabulated form as we believe this

of Exhibits

method of presentation gives a comprehensive view of
the activities of the various exhibitors, and also enables
the makers of any particular class of equipment, and
their stand numbers, to be located quickly and easily.
Those who are unable to visit the exhibition and
depend on the pages of Wireless World will, it is believed, find this form of presentation a useful reference.
Lists of exhibitors are given both numerically by
stand number and alphabetically under trade names
or abridged company names.
Perhaps it need hardly be said that this year television will again be the centre of attraction. This is
partly due to the imminent opening of the northern
station, Holme Moss, which will bring a further 12
million people within the range of a station, and of
the Scottish station at Kirk O'Shotts, and in part to
a number of technical developments. In the 250 -foot
television viewing avenue, some 40 makes of receiver
will be working.
(2)

(1)

(I)

Murphy V202C with
I2 -in tube. (2) KolsterBrandes
receiver
with
rectangular c.r. tube. (3)
Stella ST1480U console.
(4) H.M.V. type 1815
table model.
(5) Peto
Scott
TVI69 projection
receiver.

(3)

(4)
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cial exhibits of the Government Departments, Forces;
B.B.C., D.S.I.R., etc., and we must therefore deal with
them briefly in this introduction. The B.B.C.'s participation is largely centred in the television studio in
which programmes are to be rehearsed and broadcast.
On their stand they invite visitors to " come and be
televised "; for this they are using two 12 -inch monitors. A 1 :7 working model of one of the feeder
switching towers at the B.B.C.'s short -wave station is
demonstrated on the stand.
Each of the three Services has a stand. To deal
with the senior service first; the Royal Navy's exhibit

Larger and brighter picture's are the dominant
feature of the new season's models and few sets have a
c.r. tube smaller than 12in, while several makers are
showing sets fitted with 15- or 16 -in tubes. The introduction into television sets of the " flat-face " type of
tube will, it is claimed, provide a wider viewing angle
and produce the effect of a larger tube.
The present indications are that few changes, apart
from cabinet designs, will be found in sound broadcast receivers. Portables and personal portables are
becoming more popular and incidentally smaller.
In the field of sound reproduction the principal highlight is a more general use of two- and three -speed
turntables in radio -grams and record players.
The tendency towards specialization in radio
exhibitions is more than ever noticeable this year.
It will be very apparent to the visitor that the national
show is largely one of domestic radio equipment. A
few component makers whose products are available
on the retail market are showing, but the specialized
firms catering for set makers only are far less
prominent.
Rather surprisingly, fewer firms than had been
expected are showing test apparatus and anything in
the nature of fixed and mobile communications equipment is virtually non -existent, the special exhibits of
the three Services excepted.
Our classified lists do not include the non -commer-

represents the bridge of a modern cruiser and the
operations centre in which is simulated the action taken
during an aerial attack on the ship. In addition to
this live display the stand also exhibits the type of
equipment issued by the Admiralty to members of
the Royal Naval Volunteer Wireless Reserve for
training in their own homes.
Both the Royal Corps of Signals and the Corps of
Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers -the main
users and the repairers of Army communication
equipment -jointly man the War Office stand which
depicts signalling systems through the ages and the
equipment necessary for the maintenance of modern
radio and radar gear.
The Royal Air Force exhibit consists mainly of
(Continued on page 364)

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF EXHIBITORS AND GUIDE TO THE STANDS
Stand

Name

67
41

A.R.B.M.
Ace

Aerialite
Alba (Balcombe)
Ambassador (Fitton)
Amplion
Antiference ..
Army
Avimo
Avo (Automatic Coil Winder)
B.B.C.

Baird (Scophony) ..
Barclays Bank
Belclere (Bell & Croyden)
Belling -Lee
Bernards
Board of Trade
" British Radio & Television "
British Railways
Brown Brothers
Bulgin
Burndept
Bush
.

899
4
Ix4

94
234

Io
9

..
..
..

..
..
..
..

..
. .

..

Collaro

Columbia
Connoisseur (Sugden)
Cossor

D.S.I.R.
Decca
Defiant (Co -op)
Dibben
Dubilfer

Dynatron

E.M.I.
Econasign

Eddystone (Stratton)
Ediswan
Eelex (Eastick)
Ekco
" Electrical & Radio Trading
Electron (New London)
" Electronic Engineering "
Elpico (Lee)

.

.

237
50
20
22
64

Io4T

24
70

Io7T

..
..
..
..
..

Ferguson

Ferranti

..
..

..

28, 51
233

..

Garrard
Goldring (Scharf)
Goodmans ..
Grampian ..

Peto Scott

77
74

G.E.C.

G.P.O.
Gamma

92
49

15

68

..

355

9
Ito

84

H.M.V.

Haynes
Hobday

6

IoiT

Hogg..

Io6T

Hunt..

95

Invicta

93
78

8x

J.B. Cabinets

33

86
235
82
92

xo8T
45
71
85

rI

7

63

IooT
57

16

K.B..

..

Factors
L.E.S.
Lloyds Bank

.. xo5T

Kerry's
L. & P.

..

..

73

.. 103T

Petter

Philco
Philips
Pilot
Plessey
Plus -a -Gram (1largoliu)

54

83, 90
.. 66
8

25
.. 225
.. 3o
17, 65

Portogram
Practical Wireless "
Pye ..
`

R.A.F.
R.G.D.
Regentone

32

232
76
88
44

..

Roberts
Rola -Celestion
.

39

87

S.T.C.

Scott

Sobell

18
23
19
56

Stella

xI1

Simon

Imhof

.. 213
.. 44A

..

Etronic (Hale)
Ever Ready

Ossicaide

62

12

..

English Electric

Stand

Name

58

40

46

...

Stand

Name

M.C.A.

Magnavista (Metro Pex)
Marconiphone
Masteradio
McMichael

Mullard
Multicore
Murphy

Nationa Provincial Bank
..
Navy
..
..
Newman

52

xo2T

Io9T
42

236

Skarsten

T.C.C.

59
75

48
61
26
232
29

23

Ultra

53

Valradio
Vidor

21
55

31

79
8o

97
38
27
36

..

..
Taylor
Telerection ..
Television Society
..
Trix

W.B. (Whiteley)

..

..

Waveforms
Wearite (Wright & Weaire)
..
..
Westinghouse
..
Westminster Bank
Winel (Elwin)
Winrad (Winter Trading)
" Wireless & Electrical Trader
..
" Wireless World "..
..
Wolsey

..

6o

..
..
..
..

112
43
72
14

".
..
.

99T
3

98
5
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FIRST FLOOR

Offices, and Demonstration Rooms
Alba
218
Bush
217
Cossor
202
Decca
212
Defiant
221
Ediswan
216
Ekco
223
E.M.I.
213

Ferguson
Ferranti
G.E.C.

..

Offices and Demonstration Rooms
Grampian ..
.. 205
Goldring ..
.. 206
H.M.V.
..
.. 209
Invicta
215
McMichael
214, 222
Marconiphone
.. 208
Mallard
..
.. 201
Murphy
..
.. 219
Philips
..
'
.. 204

203
210
211

Pye

Ultra

WEST
BROMPTON
ENTRANCE

..

..
..

224
220

PH/LBEACH
ENTRANCE

GROUND FLOOR

WARWICK ROAD ENTRANCE
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five pieces of radio and radar equipment, including a
trainer (Type 102) which simulates the responses received in aircraft fitted with H2S blind bombing

apparatus. Air interception gear, Rebecca, Gee and
the transmitter-receiver TR1936 which is now standard communication equipment for bombers in the
R.A.F.
The activities of the Post Office in the fields of
radio and telecommunications generally, and the contributions made by its research engineers to improve
the public services are illustrated on the two large
stands occupied by the G.P.O.
The main feature of the Ministry of Civil Aviation
exhibit is a scale model of London Airport as it will
ultimately be, showing the radio and radar aids at
present in use.
All the non -commercial users of radio so far mentioned make use of the ionospheric recordings of the
Radio Research Directorate of the D.S.I.R. On the
Department's stand a recorder, which continuously
sounds the ionosphere with pulses in the frequency
band 0.6 to 25 Mc /s is demonstrated. Variations
in the service area of a television station due to
meteorological variations is also illustrated. By using
two television receivers on the stand, one tuned to
Alexandra Palace and the other to Sutton Coldfield,
it is hoped to demonstrate the varying signal strength
from the latter (but not A.P.) during weather changes.
In conclusion, we will touch upon the technical
services provided at the show for the distribution of
sound and vision. Television will be distributed to
the stands on the Sutton Coldfield carrier frequencies
to avoid interference with the reception of the
(1)

Three sources of
Alexandra Palace transmissions.
programme will be available: (a) B.B.C. transmissions,
for the reception of which a radio link working on
6,800Mc /s will be used between Alexandra Palace
and the exhibition; (b) films from a film scanner in
the control room in the exhibition; and (c) programmes from the B.B.C. studio in the Hall. A small
transmitter, installed in the exhibition control room,
The distributed
feeds the distribution amplifiers.
signal, which has an average level of 1 mV ±3db
measured on Test Card " C," conforms in every way
to standard B.B.C. practice.
A radio-frequency distribution system working on
1030 kc/s ± 150 c/s is fed by co -axial cable to a number of demonstration rooms on the first floor of the
exhibition for the operation of broadcast receivers.
This signal will be modulated by magnetic -tape recordings. The signal level at each outlet is 300 mV
and the frequency response is within ±2db from
20c /s to 14kc /s.
A second service, for the demonstration of audio
equipment, is superimposed on the cables carrying
the medium -wave r.f. signal. The overall frequency
response from the Post Office line input to the a.f.
outlet on the stands is within ±3db from 20 c/s to
16 kc /s. There is, of course, the usual sound reproducing system for music and announcements throughout the show and a subsidiary amplification system for
relaying the sound from the B.B.C. studio to the
visitors looking through the glass -panelled walls.
The focal point of the technical services at the show
is the R.I.C. glass -panelled control room situated on
the first floor.

(I) Ekco TCI62 console. (2) Scophony -Baird I2 -in tube
set with neutral filter. (3) Grampian Type 506 receiver amplifier. (4) Pye FVI C console with I2 -in tube. (5) Acg
" Cadet " Model TRG645. (6) Invicta Model 94. (7)
Bush Model SUG26.
(2''

(4)

(3)
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(2)

(1)

(I)

H.M.V. Model 1123. (2) Master adio car set Model 700. (3) Cossor
table model. (4) Chassis of Philips
receiver inverted to show accessibility.
(5) H.M.V. Model 1615.

(3)

RECEIVERS

:

(4)

(5)

Broadcast, Television, Communications and Special Purpose
Broadcast

Television
é

FIRM
C

Ú

(Stand)

Ace

(41)
(89)

Alba
Ambassador

...

...

..

...

...

...

...

...

...
...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Bush

Columbia
Cossor
Decca

...

Defiant
Dynatron
E.M.I.
Eddystone
Ekco

Elpico
...
English Electric;

Etronic

Ever Ready
Ferguson

...

Ferranti
G.E.C.

...

...
...
...
...

Grampian
N.M.V.

...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...

...

...

...

...
...

...

...

...

...

...

K.B.

...
...

...
...

...

...
...

...

Imhof
Invicta

McMichael
Marconiphone
Masteradio
Murphy
Peto Scott
Philco
Philips

Pilot
Portogram
Pye

R.G.D.
Regentone

Roberts

...
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...

...

...
...

...
...
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Stella

Valradio
Vidor
W.B.

L

Ñ

6

a.á

u

2a.

ó

óa
a
e

ú

Fa`

E

>

Ú

u

ú

e

- -

(57)
(16)
(58)
(92)
(49)
(77)
(74)

...
...
...
...

Y

1

(7)

.

Q M

Ñ ÿ

I

-

(28, 51)
... (110)
(84)
...
(6)
(93)
...
(78)
(S2)
(59)
...
(79)
...
(80)
(61)
...
(73)

- -

.

-

(S4)

...

Sobel)

Ultra

...

...

Haynes

C

(50)
(40)
(62)
(46)
(86)
(82)
(91)
(71)
(85)

Baird

Burndept

m

á

(83, 90)
...
(66)

(IIS)

(17, 65)
...
(76)
...
(88)
...
(44)
...
(56)
.

...
.

(III)
(53)
(21)
(55)
(60)
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ACCESSORIES

:

Including Materials, Valves and Non -electronic Rectifiers

Aerials
Y

o
L

e

N

E

FIRM
u

Cu:

'C

'

L

ç

>W
Y

(Stand)

Aerialite
Amplion

...

Antiference
Baird
Belling -Lee
B rown Bros.

...
...

Bulgin
Burndept
Cossor ....

...

Dubilier

E.M.I.
Eddystone
Ediswan
Ekco

...

Electron
Elpico
...
English Electric
E

tronic

...

Ever Ready

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

Ferranti

G.E.C.

...

Haynes
...
Magnavista

...
...
...

Goldring
H.M.V.

Marconiphone
McMichael

Mullard
Multicore
S.T.C.

Scott

T.C.C.

...

Telerection
Valradio
Vidor
...
W.B.
Wearite
Westinghouse
Wolsey
...

...
...

...
...

m

F

°s

...
(47)
... (I14)
.. (94)
...
(S0)
..
(64)
... (107T)
...
(2)
...
(40)
...
(86)
...
(45)
...
(85)
...
(7)
(63)
...
..
(57)
(16)
(58)
(92)
...
(49)
(74)
(28, 51)
...
(35)
...
(84)
...
(6)
(31)
(79)
(59)
(75)
(48)
(87)

I-

W

C

ÓI

u

tJ

d

E

]

V

:

O

Q

ú L

C

>

«

ÿ

á.

Ñ

u

ao

m

Ia
a0i

s

C
óg

C

a
O

CI

C

Y

L

N

=

`e

E

"

O

Óí°±

7
C

O.

C

.9

I-

¿ 7,'E

aFz

r,

;

--

...

...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

(I8)
(97)

I

-

--

- - -

e

I

(27)
(21)
(55)
(60)
(112)
(43)
(5)

TEST AND MEASURING GEAR : Including Signal
Generators and Test Sets
d

«
Ée

FIRM

N
e
i N
L
gelo

re
dM
os

-

OM

d

d
b`Y ÿ
E
_> y
C
M 9
Ú
o.5 7 Y
O
N a EE mb >0.

óa.

m

11.

ÓO

(Stand)

Avo
Belclere
Bulgin
(2)

...
._

Cossor _.
E.M.I.
Eddystone
Ediswan

Goldring

_.
...
...

(9)
(22)
(2)
(86)
(85)

...
...

(7)
(63)

Hogg

Taylor ...
W.B.
Waveforms

(35)
106T
(38)
(60)
(34)

Y
I-

I-

-

- -

'

SCIENTIFIC, INDUSTRIAL AND MEDICAL
APPARATUS
Ñ
C_

Y

FIRM

L

i0 p
C

p

(Stand)

(I) Waveform's

5- channel television

signal generator. (2) Dubilier e.h.t. capacitor in glazed ceramic tube. (3) Amplion
" Activette " unit for reactivating dry batteries.
(4) G.E.C. 12 -in flat -faced television c.r. tube with aluminized screen. (5) T.C.C. " Plimoseal "- treated capacitors.

Belclere ...
Cossor ...
Dynatron
..
Ediswan ..
English Electric
...
Ossicaide

Taylor

...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

O

V

9
Y

a

WE u Eb

(22)
(86)
(71)
(85)
(63)
(58)
(32)
(38)
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SOUND REPRODUCING EQUIPMENT:
Audio -Amplifiers and Electro- Acoustic Apparatus
c
o

c

FIRM

w

u

(Stand)

Baird
Belclere

...
...
...

Collaro
Decca

...
...

Defiant

E.M.I.
Eddystone
Ediswan ...
Ekco
...
Elpico
...
G.E.C.

-

(851

e

--

Grampian
H.M.V.

K.B.

R

D

-

T

D

D,R

W

L. & P. Fac-

tors

105T
Marconiphone (79)
Plus -a-Gram
(25)
Portogram (115)
R.G.D.
(76)
Rola- Celestion (39)

(I) Goldring magnetic turnover pickup, Model

No. 165.
(2) Pye portable radio -gramophone Type P32QTG.
(3) Goodmans " Axiom 90." (4) Collard Model 3/514.
(5) " Simphonic " Model IA magnetic tape recorder.
(6) Hunt's dual mica capacitor, Type L73. (7) Belling Lee 18 -way screened connector.

.

Simon

... (13)
...
(23)
...
(60)
... (112)

Trix...
W.B.

Wearite

-

II

T

D,R

T

D, R
D, R

T
I

D, domestic loudspeakers

(5)

reinforcement loudspeakers
W, wire recorders

R, sound

;

T, tape recorders

;

(7)

COMPONENTS: Excluding Accessories and Sub-Assemblies
áx
'o
Y
W

(Stand)

Antiference
Belclere
Belling-Lee
Bulgin

Dubilier

Eddystone
Elpico

Goldring

Goodmans
Haynes

Hunt
Imhof

...

Valradio

...

...

...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...

...
...

...

...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...

...

(95)
...
(93)
(33)
...
(39)
(87)
...
(97)
...
(21)
(60)
... (112)
... (99T)

...

...

...

...
...

...
...

"_
..

...
...
..

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

W.B.

Wearite
Ninrad

...

...

l.B. Cabinets
Rola-Celestion
S.T.C.
T.C.C.

...

..

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

4

yY
Iy0

Aerialite

x

.

_

FIRM

...

...

.

...
...
...

.

(47)
(94)
(22)
(64)
(2)
(45)
(7)
(16)
(35
(96)

Y

U

T

-

D
D

e

-

o

--

D

- - -

(68)
(35)
(96)
(110)
(84)
(52)

Goodmans

l7E

LL

-'

(28, 51)

Garrard ...
Goldring ...

CV
d

pú

- - - --

(22)
(81)
(12)
(82)
(91)
(7)
(63)
(57)
(16)
(92)

Etronic

L

É`
«

É

E

(S0)

Connoisseur

á

d

.é

R

IY

2....

U

Y`

.
'i:

P

r
M

:

- -- - .

i. il2

4b

,p

K>

C

6'

O
C

-
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d

_
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H
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M

¿

Y
E

Y
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e
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(1)

.5

(3)

(4) Roberts portable Model RP4
(and RMB). (5) Alba Model 6921AC.

Eddystone 740. (2) Etronic EMU4214
Model. (3) Pilot "Little Maestro."

(I)

(4)

NUMERICAL LIST

2
3
4

5
6
7

8

10
11
12

13
14
15

Theobalds Rd..
Board of Trade, Lacon House.
Loudon, W.1'_S.
Essex.
Barking,
R.I.,
-Pass
Bye
&
Co.,
Britain
F.
A.
Dorset House.
" Wireless & Electrical Trader,"
Stamford St.. London. S.E.I. Pollard St.. BrigR. N. Fitton. Princess Works,
house, Yolks.
R.1.. London.
Wolsey Television, 73, Gresham
S. W.9.
t
Ponders End, Enfield.
tr
Haynes Radio, l ::e ensay.
Middx.
Alcechurch Rd.
Stratton & Co., Eddystone Works,
\Vest Heath, Birmingham, 31.
Essex.
Plessey Co., Vicarage Lame. Ilford, \ioder
House.
Coil W
on, S.W.I.
O.SI .1.
St.,
Avimo, Taunton, Somerset. St.. London. S.W.1.
Eoonasign Co., IO. Victoria Green Lane. 11,1111 se.
A. R. Bogdan & Co., Well

Doas

George St., London, W.1.
Simon Sound Service,
Henry Elwin, Ph m1,t,el yt.,N ich ha ., Trading
Gamma Electronics,
Estate, Slough, Bucks.
4w.

ttt,

St., London, Ell:2.
18 Lee Products, 90, Great Eastern
17 Pye, Radio Works. Cambridge. Rd., Ellesmere Port,
18 Geo. L. Scott & Co., Cromwell
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Barclays Bank, 54, Lombard St.. Loudon,
Middx.
Valradio, Nev. Chapel Rd., Pelthau., Oxford.
John Bell & Croyden, 117. High St..
Tottenham
Trix Electrical Co., 1-5. Maple Place,
Court Rd., London, W.I.
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London,
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Telereetion, 12. Suffolk l'orale, Cheltenham, Ojos.
General Electric Co., Magnet House, Kingeway,
London. W.1..2.
J. & S. Newman, loll, Hampstead ltd., London,
N,\Y.1.
°Practical Wireless,"' Tower House, Southampton
St., London, W.C.2.
Metro Pen, 42A. Denmark Hill. London, S.E.S.
Oasieaide, 1, Upper Richhunnl Rd.,. London.
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Westinghouse Brake & Signal Co., 82, York Way
London. N.1.
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London. W.3.
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Ultra Electric, Western Avenue, London, Lion Si.
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Richmond, Surrey.
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English Electric Co., Queen's House, Kfngeway.
London, W.C.2,
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Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Victoria St., Mansfield, Notts.
Murphy Radio, Welwyn Carden City, Herts,
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London, W.C.2.
Belling & Lee, Cambridge Arterial Rd., Enfield.
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65
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Pye, Radio Works, Cambridge.
Pilot Radio, 31 -37, Park Royal Rd., London.
N.W.10.
Association of Radio Battery Manufactaxers,
41, Gordon Square. London, W.C.1.
Garrard Engineering & Mfg. Co., Newcastle St.,
Swindon, Wilts.
British Railways, S22. Marylebone Rd., London,
N.W.1.

Gramophone Co., Hayes, Middx.
E,M,I. Sales & Service, Hayes, Middx.
A. C. Cossor, Cossor House, Highbury Grove, London, N.S.
87 Standard Telephones & Cables, Footecray, Sldeop,
84
85
88

Kett.

Regentone Products, New Factory, Eastern Ave -,
Rumford, Essex.
89 A. J. Baleombe, 52, Tabernacle St.. London, E.C.l.
90 Philips Electrical, Century House, Shaftesbury Ave -,
London, W.1:2.
91 Co-operative Wholesale Society, 1, Balloon St.,
Manchester, 4.
Rd.
92 Hale Electric Co., Radio Works. Talbot
London- W.113,
93 Alfred Imhof, 112, New Oxford St., London, W.C.1.
94 Antilereaee, 87, Bryanaton St., Marble Arch.
London, W.1.
95 A. H. Hunt, Bendon Valley, Garrett Lane, London,
S.W,IS.
96 Goodman" Industries, Lancelot Rd., Wembley.
Middx.
97 Telegraph Condenser Co., North Acton, London,
I.
98
Wireless World," Dorset House, Stamford
London, S.E.1.
99T Winter Trading Co 6, Harrow Rd., Loudon, W.I.
100T J. J. Eastick & Sons, 12, Errol St., London, E.C.1.
101T Hobday Bros., 21, Great Eastern St., London,
88

St

E.C.`l.
102T Kerry's, Warton Rd., Landon, E.15.
103T Patter Radio & Electrical Suppliva, 201 -9, Forest

Rd., London. E.17.

104T Bernard", The Grampians, Western Gate, London,

W.6.

& Provincial Factors, 230, Tottenham
Court Rd., London. W.1.
106T F. Livingston Hogg, 77, Wood Vale, London, N.10.
107T Brown Brothers, Brown's Buildings, Great Eastern
St., London, E.C.2.
108T Horace Dibben, Upper Banister St., Southampton.
Hanta.
lOST L.E.S. Distributors, 15, Allred Place, London,

105T London

110

J.B. Manufacturing (Cabinets) Co., 86, Palmeraon
Rd., London, 14.17.
Waveforms, SI), Oakleigh Rd., London, N.11.
Erwin Scharf, 49, De Beauvoir Rd., London, N.1.
Television Society, 69. Compton Rd., London, N.21.
"Electronic Engineering," 28, Essex St., London.

Dynatron Radio, Perfecta Works, Ray Lea Rd.,
Maidenhead. Berk.:.
72 Westminster Bank, 51, Threadneedle St.. London.
E.C.2.
'73 Peto Scott Electrical Instruments, Addlestnuc Rd.
\Veybrilge, Surrey.
74 Ferranti, Holliuwnod, Lancs.
Avenue.
75 Mollard, Century House, Shaftesbury
London. W.C.2.
76 Radio Gramophone Development Co., Pale Meadow
Print Works, Bridguorth, Shropshire.
77 Ferguson Ratio Corporation, 105, Judd St., London.

Taylor Electrical Instruments, 419. Montrose
Avenue, Slough, Bucks.
Rola Celestion, Ferry Works, Summer Rd., Thames
Dltton, Surrey.
Burndept, West St., Erith, Kent.
Ace Radio, Tower Works, Tower Rd., Pound Lone.
London, N.W.10.
Lloyds Bank, 71, Lombard St., London, E.C,3.

Invicta Radio, Parkhurst Rd., London, N.7.
Mareoniphone Co., Hayes, Middx.
Masteradio, 10.20, Fitzroy Place, London, N.W.I,
Collar", Ripple Works, Bye -Pass Rd., Barking.
Essex,
Decca Record Co 1 -3, Brixton Rd., London, S.W.9.
Philipe Electrical, Century House, Shaftesbury Ave..
Loudon, W.C.2.

283
234
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'78

79
80
81

82
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112
113
114
115
231

232

238

27

W.C.1.
Grampian Reproducers, Hanworth Trading Estate,
Feltham, Middx.
Stella Radio & Television Co., 9.15, Oxford St.,
London. \\',1.
Wright & Weaire, 138, Sloane St., London, S.W.1.
Electrical & Radio Trading," 96, Long Acre,
London. W.C.2.
Amplion, 230, Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.I.
Portogram Radio Electrical Industries, Preil Works,
St. Rule St., London, S. W.8.
Admiralty, Whitehall, London, S.W.1.
Air Ministry, Parliament Square House, Parliament
St., London, S.W.1.
General Post Office, Headquarters, London, E,C.1.
War Office, Whitehall, London, S.W.1.
Dept. of Scientific & Industrial Research, Charles
House, 5 -11, Regent St., London, S.W.1.
Ministry of Civil Aviation, Ariel House, Theobalds
Rd -, London, W.C.1.
British Broadcasting Corporation, Broadcasting
House, London, W.1.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Editor does not necessarily endorse the opinions expressed by his correspondents

B.B.C. /G.P.O. Standards
R. WHITE'S letter in
c. situation,
if the facts are

your July issue reveals a
as stated, which is shocking.
It is
i very regrettable that the B.B.C., which is obliged to
publish an annual report to show what is does with our
money, is not also obliged to declare annually its standard of technical achievement. All the hush -hushery
which surrounds the quality of B.B.C. equipment and
G.P.O. lines should be done away with before the possibility of spending £200,000 on even one v.h.f. station is
given a moment's consideration.
B.B.C. quality as heard here in Edinburgh does seem
to have improved in the last few months, but even so I
can hear little difference in fidelity between live and recorded material, and what difference there is is often in
favour of the disc. Programmes originating in Scotland
and broadcast in this region only do not seem to be of
better technical quality than those which are piped from
London, or, worse still, are piped down to London for
control purposes and then piped back up again to the local
transmitter. This suggests that the transmitter causes the
main loss of quality.
A merely moderately good tape recording covering a
frequency range of 100 to 7,000 cycles sounds to most
people greatly superior to the average B.B.C. transmission,
while speech over a good closed circuit often shakes them
visibly. Film recording, involving electrical, chemical and
physical processes can also be highly successful, to say
nothing of the humble disc, slowly edging its way up to
the 20,000-cycle mark. What prevents broadcasting from
being at least as good?
W. J. MACLEAN.

Edinburgh, 9.

ON the evening of July 7 Droitwich was radiating a
programme of dance music relayed from the Continent and between 11.00 and 11.15 p.m. this emanated
from the German N.W.D.R. system in Hamburg.
From the moment the German transmission commenced
the whole balance of the frequency characteristic was improved and there was no audible intermodulation buzz.
Although I do not suggest that this was a perfect transmission I was so impressed that I waited to compare with
it the ensuing programme from London. The instant the
English announcer spoke, back came that intolerable harshness and transient buzzing effects that we have for so
long had to tolerate on the majority, though not all, of
our programmes.
Does this not demonstrate the important fact that the
above-mentioned distortion does not originate in the
B.B.C.'s main modulators, or even in the much maligned
land lines, but in the microphones or early audio amplifiers
at the studios? I feel somehow that it is bound up with
the B.B.C. rising top characteristic (as we know, top lifting
increases the harmonic content).
A. A. COTTERELL.
Wednesbury, Staffs.

YOUR correspondent C. R. White poses the question
whether the B.B.C. has a different standard for the
As a Northern listener
provinces than for London.
anxious to obtain the best quality I can afford and who has
long suffered the vagaries of the Moorside Edge transmitters (Home 434 m and Light 247 m) I do not think
there can be any doubt that the reply is in the affirmative.
Indeed, it is not too much to say that the whole B.B.C.
set -up for provincial broadcasting is such as to make a
lower standard inevitable.
I had for some time been puzzled by the fact that the
quality of broadcasts known to originate in local studios
was noticeably poorer than that of programmes coming by
landline from London. In February of this year I wrote
to the B.B.C. on the matter. They stated that normally

all broadcasts of provincial origin, whether in Home or
Light programmes are routed via London, which in the
case of the Manchester studios must involve nearly 200
miles of landline instead of the 20-odd miles from Manchester to Moorside Edge. Poor quality is thus inevitable
under present G.P.O. landline standards. The only
apparent reason for this curious system is to give London
direct control of provincial studio's output. It is significant
of this that my original letter to the B.B.C. in Manchester,
though concerned solely with Northern transmission
quality, was acknowledged with the intimation that the
complaint was a matter for London, and the ultimate reply
came from the Engineering Information Department there.
It would seem that provincial listeners contemplating
the purchase of high-fidelity equipment should ask themselves whether the substantial expenditure involved is
worth while under current conditions, unless they are fortunate enough to be in the service area of the new Third
Programme transmitter at Daventry, which, though about
100 miles distant, gives much better quality in the Manchester area than either of the local Home and Light
medium-wave stations.
J. BRAMALL.

Manchester.

The Innocent Pentode
" DIALLIST," in your July

issue, repeats an ancient
libel on the innocent pentode. He charges it with
producing high harmonics, amplifying high frequencies
more than low, and even amplifying its own harmonics.
Can these things be true ?
Manifestly, the pentode does not amplify high frequencies more than low: the mutual conductance is constant.
But if the load impedance rises, the gain will rise, and this
effect is not offset in the pentode, as it is in the triode, by
a high input capacitance.
When used at the same efficiency, the pentode produces
less distortion than the triode. But it can be operated over
almost the full anode voltage, and then it runs more
sharply against end -stops, and the high harmonics rise.
There is another source of distortion, and this may be in
" Diallist's " mind when he states that the pentode amplifies its own harmonics. When the cathode is not decoupled, and the screen is at a.c. earth, and not at a.c.
cathode, the screen current is in the feedback loop. The
screen current, being a triode current, is severely distorted,
and this feedback increases the distortion.
The bad reputation of the pentode is the result of careless circuit design: it is not the car which kills, but the
driver. Feedback is used to make up for deficiencies in
output transformer design and then, with such large phase
shifts that the feedback is positive at high audio frequencies, the valve is blamed for the increased distortion. Instead of improving the design, the designer cries loudly
that triodes were good enough for his father, and they are
good enough for him: 10 per cent distortion was good
enough for his father, too.
No, Sir: "Diallist" must suppress these reactionary
thoughts and must be screened from the triodomaniacs.
This is no time to lay down the slide-rule.

THOMAS RODDAM.

Bass Without Big Baffles
T MUST thank your correspondents G. A. Briggs and
O. G. Kerslake (your August issue) for their generous
remarks concerning the performance of my amplifier.
In case readers should be discouraged by Mr. Briggs'
revelation that I use a "doctored" loudspeaker, perhaps
I had better say a few words about this. The " operation "
merely consisted of removing a pair of diametrically oppo-
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site limbs of a four -limbed central spider with scissors.
The loudspeaker (with a cloth surround to the cone)
had a specified fundamental resonance at 45 c /s, and,
by thus increasing the compliance of the central spider,
this figure was reduced to the region of 30 c /s. I believe
that a really smooth bass response (in terms of the fundamental or of artificially produced harmonics) can only be
obtained if a loudspeaker with a low natural resonance is
used. However, my circuit was originally evolved round
a cheap 10 -inch speaker and a cabinet with a frontage of
23ft by 11ft, and gave excellent results. Dimensions such
as those (or less) come into my category of " small
baffles."
It may be that Mr. Briggs is under the impression that
spurious harmonics at higher frequencies are removed in
my amplifier by filtering. This is not so, since the filter
precedes the distorting valve V, and limits frequencies
admitted to V, to those lying below about 100 c /s. It is
on the presence of a full range of harmonics appearing at
the anode of V, that the effectiveness of the circuit is

dependent.
There would seem, from personal correspondence which
I have received, some demand among readers for information regarding suitable valve substitutes, etc. The following list of Osram equivalents (or near equivalents)
should prove useful
For 6SF5 substitute Osram H63.
For 6J5 substitute Osram L63.
For EL33 substitute Osram KT61.
If the last -mentioned output valve is employed the value
of the cathode bias resistor R,6 should be altered to 90
ohms. Otherwise no circuit modifications need be made.
Regarding a suitable output transformer, I can recommend a Wharfedale W12, using tappings giving a ratio of
22: 1 for the 15 -ohm speech coil.
Snags in the form of instability are common with high slope output valves such as those specified. Leads to
and from the output transformer should be kept as short
as possible, and leads at the input end of the amplifier
should be screened. The small capacitor C,,, was included
in order to improve stability and its value may be varied
In some layouts this item may best be
accordingly.
K. A. EXLEY.
omitted altogether.
Leeds, 6.

:-

WHY all this talk about synthetic " bass " ? Recently

after hearing a concert in the Royal Festival Hall,
seated where the volume level seemed comparable with
that of a 10 -W amplifier at close quarters, I certainly had
no desire to go home and introduce abnormal bass emphasis. On the assumption that the experts who dealt with
the acoustics of the Festival Hall were right, I found it
necessary to return my bass lift circuit to " flat " on my
Voigt equipment to approximate to what I was hearing at
E. R. VEATER.
that concert.
Hayle, Cornwall.

Valve Priorities
ON page 166 of your April, 1951, issue, " Free Grid "
asks whether de Forest devised a valve with grid in
1912 only, since a German named von Bronck had discovered high- frequency amplification already in 1911.
" Free Grid " therefore assumes that the invention was
made by de Forest before 1911.
It is correct that von Bronk discovered high-frequency
amplification in 1911. (See German Patent 271,059.)
De Forest devised in 1907 the gas- containing Audion
valve which had a grid, see U.S.A. Patent 879,532. This
valve was, however, not intended to be an amplifier valve
but a receiving detector valve and, at the time, could not
hold its own against the crystal detector, since it had
rather low sensitivity. ,
Knowledge of amplifier valves came to us in Europe
through another inventor, R. von Lieben, who invented

continued
the amplifier valve in 1910, see German Patent specification 249,142 (corresponding Austrian Patent 54,011).
Stuttgart, Germany.
TELEFUNKEN G.m.b.H.

Diathermy Interference

IT

would appear that a great many of the hospital diathermy equipments in use throughout the country are
tuned to the same frequency as the Holme Moss television station.
In York and many West Riding towns, to my personal
knowledge, radiation from these equipments is causing
such serious interference that reception of the Holme
Moss station will be impossible while they are operating.
What action do the authorities concerned propose to take
to eliminate this interference?
R. CUSSINS.
Cussins and Light, Ltd., York.

Intermodulation Tests
T READ with interest the article in the July issue on
" Intermodulation Distortion in Gramophone Pickups."
Recently I have been making a series of intermodulation
distortion measurements on various pickups (using a test
set which I am confident avoids the pitfalls mentioned by
Mr. Berth Jones in the June issue) and I am surprised at
the emphasis placed by Mr. Kelly on the application of
this particular form of measurement to checking the
tracking capabilities of a pickup.
The minimum needle pressure required for a given
pickup to track a given frequency recorded at a given level
can be determined correct to at least 4- gram by the observation of waveform on an oscilloscope. The waveform
produced by failure to track has a characteristic " spiked "
appearance and a very small trace of this form of distortion is easily detectable.
The intermodulation distortion method can certainly be
used to check the tracking capabilities of a pickup at the
modulation frequency (although in my view it is an overelaborate method). With the record discussed (JH138)
this can be done at 60 c/s and 400 c/s for the maximum
recording level at those frequencies; but this does not
necessarily indicate the tracking capabilities of a pickup
with a bass mechanical impedance resonance at 40 c /s,
or worse still at 80 c /s. Further, in the case of a cantilever
crystal pickup with a bass resonance at, say, 35 c/s and
a treble resonance at, say, 10,000 c /s, the minimum needle
pressure required may be determined by the impedance
at the high- frequency resonance, i.e., although the pickup
may track perfectly at 60 c/s ( +8.6 db recorded level
relative to 1 cm /sec) with a given needle pressure, a
higher needle pressure will be required for perfect tracking at 10,000 c/s and the same recorded level (well below
the maximum recording level at this frequency). The only
answer would be a large number of intermodulation test
records with a corresponding number of interchangeable
filters in the test set A relatively small number of high level, single- frequency records (whose frequency can be
varied by a variable speed turntabe) and a reasonably good
oscilloscope provide a far simpler method.
I suggest that the importance of intermodulation distortion measurement for pickups lies in that it is a sensitive and convenient way of measuring non -linearity when
the pickup is actually tracing the record groove modulations satisfactorily. In this respect a small difference in
intermodulation distortion between two pickups (as
measured on the 400 c/s-4,000 c/s side of the record) is
definitely detectable by ear when playing orchestral music
records. In fact, within reasonable limits, intermodulation
distortion measurements would appear to be as important
as frequency range or response curve in judging the performance of a pickup. I have found so far that the critical
unbiased listener will invariably express preference for
lower intermodulation distortion rather than better freL. J. ELLIOTT.
quency response.
London, N.W.3.
!
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Stereophony on Television
Channels
Proposals for Binaural Broadcasting
HEN the P.M.G. made his famous statement
on a new system of broadcasting, was he, by
any chance, referring to stereophony ? Probably not, considering how many times the official wet
blanket has been cast on the idea. Yet the fact remains many technical people still regard stereophonic
broadcasting as the thing of the future. And, unlike
the Chief Engineer of the B.B.C.,* they do not see
overwhelming objections in the fact that two sound

W

channels are necessary -especially in these days of
multichannel radio links. The stereophonic broadcast staged in France last year did, certainly, require
two complete chains of equipment from microphone
to loudspeaker, and it was rather cumbersome -but
then, after all, the B.B.C. used fundamentally impractical methods to show the world that a public television service was a practical possibility.
One of these devotees of stereophonic broadcasting,
H. H. Olofsen, of Hilversum, Holland, has written
to us expressing his faith in the idea and suggesting
how an experimental system might be put into effect
without too much trouble. He demolishes the main
argument against the scheme -that we can't afford to
set up duplicate systems because of the cost and the
lack of space in the ether -by pointing out that we in
Britain already have a system of duplicate transmitters and receivers standing idle for large parts of
the day and just asking to be used. He has in mind
the television system, with its vision and sound transmitters and corresponding dual arrangements in the
receivers. Mr. Olofsen proposes, in fact, that the
vision transmitter should be used for the second sound
channel, so that in the television receiver it would only
be a matter of switching the video output from the
cathode ray tube to a second loudspeaker.
The scheme is simple and certainly worth a trial.
Plenty of enthusiasts would be willing to convert their
television receivers, but what about the B.B.C. ? Unfortunately, its attitude can be predicted only too
clearly from the fact that last year it rejected a
proposal for radiating binaural programmes from the
twin transmitters at Wrotham. Perhaps, too, its sense
of economy would recoil at the suggestion of using
a vision channel of 3 -Mc /s bandwidth for a mere
Certainly this would be
15 -kc /s sound spectrum.
wasteful. But here Mr. Olofsen comes forward again,
with a proposal for utilizing this wide bandwidth to
the full. He points out, in fact, that it would accommodate quite a large number of sound channels. So
far from one stereophonic programme monopolizing
two transmitters and receivers, he says, four stereophonic programmes could be radiated from a single
transmitter and received on a single televisor.
A multiplexing system would, of course, be necessary to achieve this, and one which would utilize the
existing vision transmitting and receiving circuitry to
*

Wireless World, April, 1950, p. 158.

the best advantage, with a minimum of alteration and
change -over switching. Our correspondent suggests
a time- division multiplexing system using pulse
modulation. Each of the four programmes modulates
a separate train of pulses and the trains are staggered
so that they interlace to form a single, more closely
packed pulse train. This is transmitted ir* place of the
usual vision waveform. In the television receiver the
individual pulse trains are selected by gate circuits
-Mr. Olofsen thinks the time -base circuits could be
adapted for this purpose -and so the four programmes are reconstituted. The operation of the
gate -pulse generators is controlled by the original television sync. pulses, which are retained in the signal
and separated in the usual way in the receiver. So
far so good, but what about the two sound channels
necessary for each programme ? To accommodate
these, Mr. Olofsen proposes to make the pulses in
each train alternate in width and modulate one channel on to the narrow pulses and the other on to the
wide ones. Then, in the receiver, a pulse -width discriminator separates them and so obtains the two
channels. He adds that the system would be suitable
for carrying " hyper- high- note " monaural programmes as a possible alternative experiment to the
stereophony.
Incidentally, our correspondent makes the further
suggestion that an extra channel could be provided by
modulating the sync. pulses themselves. In fact, as
" Cathode Ray " mentioned in "Sampling" last
month, Pye have already tried a similar sort of
scheme for carrying the sound of a television programme, the idea being, of course, to obviate the
separate sound transmitter. " Cathode Ray " also
posed the question: " Is it (sampling) the Answer to
the Wavelength Problem ? ". Mr. Olofsen thinks that
his multichannel scheme might well be. He suggests that all national and regional programmes could
be distributed in this way, so that the medium waves
would then be left free for such things as programme
Thus our present
exchanges between countries.
sound broadcast receivers would become redundant
and we should get all our programmes, television and
sound, from the same box.
Undoubtedly this would be a welcome innovation
to the average listener-viewer who at present must
have either two separate sets or an equally expensive
combined model. For the B.B.C., however, it would
raise the new problem of how to share the available
hours of the day between television and sound -and,
until euch time as the mounting pace of life forces
us all to develop multichannel minds, it would need
to be time division without multiplex. But at the
moment, unless the B.B.C. has immediate plans for
making television a 24 -hour service, there would be
no organizational difficulties in sharing the channels
with stereophony, and, as Mr. Olofsen points out, it
would give " full employment " to the transmitters.
371
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WORLD
Modulation Muddle
Exports
A.M. -F.M. Controversy
AFURTHER complication in the
a.m. -f.m. controversy has been
caused by the United States' request
that we in this country should, " in
the interests of world standardization," reconsider the decision to use
a.m. for our single -channel v.h.f.
maritime radio services.
When asked in the House of Commons if he would give an assurance
that he intended to maintain his
declared policy on this question the
P.M.G. stated that discussions with

U.S. representatives had not yet
taken place but, as matters stood, he
proposed to support the case for
amplitude modulation in any international discussions.
Reference was made to this question recently by C. O. Stanley,
chairman of Pye, Ltd. He stated
that during the three years since the
decision was made to use a.m. for
v.h.f. maritime telephone services
the G.P.O. had " failed to equip a
single British port with the necessary
shore facilities " despite the fact that
manufacturers had the equipment
He added that the
available.
countries now pressing for a change
in our policy " can point to substantial progress in this field, whereas
Britain can point to none."

International Conference
SINCE the Atlantic City Conference in 1947 a number of meetings have been held in order to pre-

pare plans for the allocation of
frequencies to specific services or, as
in the case of the Copenhagen Conference, to a service in a given area.
Whilst some of these have had plenipotentiary powers, others have been
purely investigatory. Now a conference is in progress in Geneva
opened on August 16th -to confirm
and, where necessary, modify the
plans drawn up at these meetings for
the allocation of frequencies between
14 kc /s and 27.5 Mc /s to the four
main services. Where, as in the case
of the Rapallo conference, a complete plan was not produced the present conference will be called upon
to work out methods for drawing up
new plans.
The conference has also to determine the role of the International
Frequency Registration Board in the
implementation of the new allocation
tables.
The U.K. delegation, which will
be led by Sir Robert Craigie, includes
representatives of the Post Office,
B.B.C., Armed Services, Foreign
Office and Ministry of Civil Aviation.

.

OF

VIR[LISS

I.T.U. Geneva Conference . Record Radio
Audio Engineering Convention

Among the Post Office delegates
are Col. A. H. Read (Director of
Overseas Telecommunications), S.
Horrocks (Telephone. and Radio
Branch), C. F. Booth (Radio Development Branch), E. Potts (U.K.
representative on the Provisional
Frequency Board) and R. M. Billington, whose main interest is in maritime mobile services in the U.K.
The B.B.C. representative is W. J.
Chalk.

Radio Exports
EXPORTS of radid equipment in
the first six months of this year

reached
a
record
value
of
£10,195,333, which was 39.4 per cent
more than the figure for the same
period in 1950.
The biggest increase was in the
export of receivers which rose by
74 per cent to £2,110,824. Loose
components exported were valued at
£3,387,892, of which approximately
10 per cent went to the U.S.A. and
Canada. Exports of valves rose by
54 per cent to £1,817,171. Capital
equipment (broadcast transmitters,
communications equipment, navigational aids, etc., not including installations in ships and. aircraft)
increased by 12.6 per cent to
£2,646,618.
According to the Radio Industry
Council radio exports now form the
highest single group among exports
of the electrical industry.

Business Radio
WHEN questioned in the House
of Commons on the Government's policy regarding the use and
expansion of mobile radio services,
the P.M.G. gave details of the number of licences in force at the end
of July.
Taxis, hire cars, delivery vans, etc.,
head the list with 243 licences
covering 222 fixed stations and 1,054
mobile stations. Police and fire services had 182 licences (428 fixed and
2,403 mobile stations); harbour and
tug services, 65 (74 and 258); public
utility services, 53 (61 and 221);
ambulances, 19 (20 and 266); contractors, works, etc., 12 (8 and 62);
and railways, 8 (7 and 41). This
gives a total of 582 licences, 820 fixed
stations and 4,305 mobile trans-

mitters.

Audio Convention
THE sixth and last session of the
Brit. I.R.E! Convention, which

will be devoted to the subject of

audio -frequency engineering and
acoustics, will be held from September 4th to 6th in the Richmond
Hall, Earls Court, during the period
of the National Radio Exhibition.
Admission to the convention,
which will be under the chairmanship of H. J. Leak, is by ticket
obtainable from the secretary of the
Institution, 9, Bedford Square,

-it

HOLME MOSS. Medium -power stand -by transmitters (5kW vision, 2kW sound)
installed by Marconi's at the B.B.C.'s northern television station which is to be
opened by the P.M.G. on October 12th. The transmitters are similar to those
originally ordered for the five secondary stations.
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London, W.C.1.

The registration

fee for the session is lOs 6d.
Most of the fourteen papers to be
read will include demonstrations,
and the session will conclude with a

discussion on high- fidelity reproduction in which both technicians and
musicians will be invited to take
part.
The papers are:-

" The Royal Festival Hall: Acoustic Design
and Testing," by P. H. Parkin, B.Sc.
(D.S.I.R. Building Research Station).
" Some Aspects of Magnetic Recording and
Reproduction," by O. K. Kolb, Ph.D.
(British Acoustic Films).
" Problems in Magnetic Recording, with
particular reference to Film Production,"
by N. Leevers, B.Sc., A.C.G.I. (Leevers
Rich).
" Microgroove Recording," by N. C. Mordaunt and E. D. Parchment (Decca).
" Loudspeaker Baffles and Cabinets," by
J. A. Youngmark, M.A. (Goodmans).
" Stereophonic Reproduction using a 3channel System," by J. Moir, M.I.E.E.
(B.T.H.).
" Intermodulation Distortion: Its Significance and Measurement," by E. Berth Jones, B.Sc.(Eng.) (E.M.I. Studios).
" Loudspeakers: Relations between Subjective and Objective Tests," by F. H.
Brittain (Acoustics Division, G.E.C.).
The Mechanics of Hearing," by T. S.
Littler, M.Sc., Ph.D. (Wernher Research
Unit on Deafness).
" The Loudspeaker in the Home," by P. J.
Walker (Acoustical Manufacturing Co.).
" Electrophonic Organs," by L. E. A.
Bourne (Compton Organ Co.).
" Speech Input Systems for Broadcast
Transmitters," by S. Hill, M.Sc. (Standard Telephones Cables).
" Piezo- Electric Crystal Transducers," by
S. Kelly (Cosmocord).
" Objective Testing of Pickups and Loudspeakers," by K. R. McLachlan and R.
Yorke, B.Eng., B.Sc. (University College,
Southampton).

Broadcasting Station Guide
ALTHOUGH

the Copenhagen
Plan has now been in use for
some eighteen months the situation
in the 1.w. and m.w. bands is still
far from satisfactory. There is continuous jockeying among certain
stations to get better positions.
According to the latest available
details there are nearly 200 stations
operating on unauthorized frequencies; **zany of them sandwiched
between the agreed channels.
The situation can best be visualized by perusing a copy of the latest
edition (6th) of our 96 -page book,
" Guide to Broadcasting Stations,"
which includes operating details of
some 360 authorized and 190 unauthorized long- and medium -wave
transmitters in Europe Details of
some 1,400 short -wave broadcasting
stations throughout the world are
also given in the book, which is available from booksellers price 2s., or
by post from our Publisher, price
2s 2d.

The substantial growth in the
use Of metre -wave broadcasting in
Europe is shown by the increased
number of stations listed; 46 as compared with 11 in the last edition.
The contents also includes : European television stations, Consol and

standard frequency transmitters,
international call signs, standard time
throughout the world and wavelength- frequency conversion tables.

Price Cutting and Service
reported in last month's
issue the plea that the provision of " after-sales " service in
such " technical " industries as radio
and television called for some special
dispensation in regard to the Government's proposed abolition of retail price maintenance.
The Board of Trade has now announced that special consideration is
being given to " certain technical
goods, such as motor cars, radio and
WE

television."

Bevan and H. Page for their paper
" Sutton Coldfield Television Broadcasting Station " and the Ambrose
Fleming Premium to Dr. J. A.
Saxton, G. W. Luscombe and G. H.
Bazzard for their two papers on
" Propagation of Meter Radio Waves
between the Normal Horizon."
Extra premiums are awarded for
the following papers:" The Vision Transmitter for the
Sutton Goldfield Television Station"
A. Nind and E McP. Leyton);
Low -Frequency
Radio-Wave
Propagation by the Ionosphere, with particular
reference to Long-Distance
Navigation ' (Caradoc Williams); " Frequency Standardization " (Dr. L. Essen);
" The Use of Saturable Reactors as
Discharge Devices for Pulse Generators " (W. S. Melville); " Crystal
Diodes " (R. W. Douglas and Dr. E.
G. James); " An Automatic Monitoring
of Broadcast Programmes " (H. B. Rant zen, F. A. Peachey and C. Gunn RusseIl); Factors Governing the Radiation Characteristics of Dielectric Tube
Aerials " (D. G. Kiely); " Cheese Aerials
for Marine Navigational Radar " (D. G.
Kiely, Instr. Lieut. A. E. Collins, R.N.,
and G. S. Evans); and " Some Properties of Wave Guides with Periodic
Structure " (Dr. A. W. Lines, G. R.
Nicoll and Mrs. A. M. Woodward).

(E.

PERSONALITIES
DR. D. C. ESPLEY, O.B.E.

(See "Personalities ")

Valve Making

IN

his opening remarks as chairman of the valve session of the Brit.
I.R.E. Convention, J. R. Hughes,
who at short notice took the place
of J. W. Ridgeway, spoke of the empiricism of valve making and of the
difficulties of standardization in view
of this. But, he asserted, " the main
obstacle to standardization is the
valve user."
There are, he pointed out, no
second chances in valve making; it
is a case of " one- shot " production
a valve is either usable or unusable.
He also touched upon the present day demands for miniaturization,
smaller heater and filament current,
operation at higher frequencies and
reliability.

-

D. C. Espley, O.B.E., D.Eng., the
chairman of the I.E.E. Radio Section
for the next session, has been in the
Research Laboratories of the G.E.C.,
Wembley, since 1930. He is in charge
of telecommunications research activities
at the laboratory and was responsible
for the design, development and installation of the London -Birmingham
television radio -relay link.
J. A. Smale, B.Sc., who has been
elected vice-chairman of the I.E.E.
Radio Section, is chief engineer of
Cable & Wireless, Ltd. He joined the
Engineer -in- Chief's Dept. of C. & W. in
1932 and was responsible before the
war for the development of long-

I.E.E. Awards
PREMIUMS have been awarded

by the I.E.E. for twelve papers
read before the Radio Section, or
accepted for publication, during the
1950/51 session. In addition, the
John Hopkinson Premium, which is
not confined to a Section, is awarded
to R. J. Clayton, Dr. D. C. Espley,
G. W. S. Griffith and J. M. C. Pink ham for their paper " London Birmingham Television Radio Relay
Link," and the Heaviside Premium
to Dr. G. G. Macfarlane and Mrs.
A. M. Woodward for their paper
" Small -signal Theory of Wave
Propagation in a Uniform Electron
Beam."
The Radio Section Duddell
Premium is awarded to P. A. T.
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J. A. SMALL, B.Sc.

distance s.w. relay stations as a means
of overcoming unfavourable propagation conditions. He also originated
work
important
development
on
frequency -shift keying.
Dr. H. G. Booker, who went to the
U.S.A. in 1949 as Professor of Electrical
Engineering at Cornell University, was
recently appointed chairman of the U.S.
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Navy advisory board on aerials. He
was at one time in charge of the Mathematics Section of the Telecommunications Research Establishment of the
Ministry of Supply.
R. B. Dome, the engineer in the
American General Electric Company's
laboratories responsible for the development of the frequency -interlace system
of colour television described in our
December, 1950, issue, has been
awarded the Morris Liebman n
Memorial Prize by the American I.R.E.
for
his contributions to the inter carrier sound system of television
reception. . .

"...

.

IN

BRIEF

Broadcast Licences. -The increase in
the number of " sound " receiving
licences in the U.K. is counter -balanced
by the withdrawals of " sound " for
" vision " licences so that there is now
a gradual decrease in the former. At
the end of June the number of " sound "
licences totalled 11,562,800 a decrease
of 7,900 during the month.
Vision
licences increased by 27,800 to 897,000.
The
overall
totals
were
May,
12,439,900; June, 12,459,800.
D.G.
Radio Production.
The
Government has decided to set up a
Radio Advisory Council through which
liaison between the Ministry of Supply
and the radio industry can be maintained on matters affecting defence.
When announcing this in the House the
Minister of Supply stated that a Director- General of Radio Production would
be appointed to act for the Ministry.
Unadvised I -The P.M.G., in reply to
a question in the House, stated that the
Television Advisory Committee, which
was reconstituted on the appointment
of the Beveridge Broadcasting Committee, had not met since November
4th, 1949.
Educational Opportunities.-Prospectuses covering both day and evening
courses in telecommunications, television and radio theory, servicing and
the amateur transmitter's examination,
for the 1951 -1952 session have been
received from The Polytechnic, Regent
Street, London, W.1; South East London Technical College, Lewisham,
S.E.4; and Brentford Evening Institute,
Brentford, Middlesex.
B.S.R.A. Officers. -C. E. Watts has
been elected president of the British
Sound Recording Association for the
second year and M. J. L. Pulling and
B. C. Sewell re- elected vice -presidents.
H. Davies and H. J. Leak were also
elected vice -presidents.

-

I.E.E. Council. -Among those elected

to office on the Council of the Institution of Electrical Engineers for the ensuing year are the following members of
the Radio Section: -Dr. W. G. Radley
(G.P.O.) a vice -president; and Dr. J. L.

Miller (B.I. Callender's Cables) and
Prof. F. C. Williams (University, Manchester) ordinary members.
I.E.E. Radio Section.-The following
have been elected to fill the vacancies
occurring on the Radio Section Committee on September 30th:-Chairman,
Dr. D. C. Espley (G.E.C.); vice-chairman, J. A. Smale (Cable and Wireless);
ordinary members, G. Millington
(Marconi's), Dr. E. L. C. White
(E.M.I.) and W. E. Willshaw (G.E.C.).
R.S.G.B. Call Book. -The first edition of the R.S.G.B. Amateur Radio
Call Book, which contains the names
and addresses of some 6,000 amateur
transmitters in the British Isles and the
Irish Republic, is available by post from
the Society at New Ruskin House, Little
Russell Street, London, W.C.1, price
3s 9d, including postage.
Advice to potential viewers on such
matters as size of screen, type of aerial
and operation of a television set, is
given in the illustrated 28 -page booklet
` What you need to know about TV "
which is being issued free by Pye, Ltd.,
Cambridge.
B.I.F. -Next year's British Industries
Fair will be held from May 5th to 16th
in both London and Birmingham.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS
British transmitting and receiving gear
has been chosen by the authorities in
Bogota, Colombia, for their television
service. Marconi's are supplying the
525 -line transmitter and associated
studio equipment whilst Ekco receivers
will be available from the Muncipality
under a hire -purchase scheme.
Ekco.-To mark the silver jubilee of
the formation of E.K. Cole, Ltd., the
annual report and statement of account
is issued as an illustrated brochure. It
recalls that the company was formed in
1926 to marker the Ekco battery
eliminator.
Television Afloat. -Pye, Ltd., are
operating through their subsidiary company Rees Mace Marine, Ltd., a service
whereby ships lying in the Thames can
be equipped with television receivers
for the duration of their stay. The installation charge is 35/- and the rental

3/4 per day.

-A

Wired Television.
long -term
agreement has been made between
Broadcast Relay Service, Ltd., and
Electric & Musical Industries, Ltd., to
pool their wired television research and
techniques. The arrangement envisages
the participation of radio retailers in
existing or new television relay services
operated by B.R.S.
Pye (Canada), Ltd., of Ajax, Ontario,
announce that their director, W. Jones,
has been appointed Controller of Radar
Production in the Electronics Division
of the Department of Defence Production in Ottawa.
He will retain his
directorship of Pye (Canada), Ltd.
We are advised that J. H. Head, commercial manager of Sydney S. Bird &
Sons, makers of Cyldon components,
has joined Advance Components as
general manager.
Burndept, Ltd., have opened a new
factory at Erith, Kent, which is to house
the company's Electronics Division.
Telerection, Ltd. -A new factory
Antenna Works, St. Pauls, Cheltenham,
Glos. -has been acquired by Telerection, Ltd., whose offices will for the present remain at 12, Suffolk Parade,
Cheltenham.
Valradio, Ltd., inform us that their
projection television receiver has been
accepted for inclusion in the South Bank
Exhibition.

-

MEETINGS
British Sound Recording Association
Presidential address by C. E. Watts,
at 7.0, on September 21st, at the I.E.E.,
Savoy Place, London, W.C.2.
Institution of Electronics
Southern Branch.
Design Considerations for a Modern High- Fidelity
Radiogram
Receiver "
by
Lewis
Williams (Electro Acoustic Developments) at 7.0 on September 5th in the
Lecture Hall, Central Library, Portsmouth.
Television Society
Engineering Group.
Slot Aerials "
by H. Page (B.B.C. Research Dept.) at
7.0 on September 21st at the Cinema
Exhibitors' Association, 164, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.
Society of Relay Engineers
" Television Relay by Wire " at 2.30
on October 2nd at the E.M.I. Institute,
10, Pembridge Square, London, W.2.
British Institution of Radio Engineers
Annual general meeting at 6.30 on
September 26th at the London School
of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine,
Keppel Street, London, W.C.1.

-"

-"

RECORDING ROOM,
housing twelve disc and
eight tape recorders, in
the new headquarters
of the Canadian Broad-

casting
Corporation.
The control panel for
each recorder is fitted
with a,n automatic programme selector switch
by means of which any
one of 50 outlets from
the Master
Control
Room can be recorded.
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SHORT -WAVE CONDITIONS
July in Retrospect

:

Forecast for September

By T. W. BENNINGTON *
DURING July the average maximum usable frequencies

for these latitudes decreased somewhat, both by day
and night, as compared with those for June. Daytime
working frequencies remained about the same as during
the previous month, being higher than had been expected.
17 Mc /s was usually the best received daytime frequency
for east/west paths, though those up to 22 Mc /s were
frequently usable, and U.S.A. amateurs on 28 Mc /s were
audible on at least one occasion. For north/south paths
22 Mc /s was about the highest regularly usable frequency,
though here again higher frequencies were sometimes
receivable. At night 11 Mc /s was usually workable till
after midnight, and 9Mc /s the night through.
Sporadic E was very prevalent, and a considerable
amount of amateur communication on 28 Mc /s with
certain European countries was noted as occurring by way
of this medium.
The month was notable for the amount of v.h.f. reception which occurred by means of (presumably) tropospheric refraction. Dutch and German stations on
89 -94 Mc /s were very frequently received, as also were
French stations on 42 Mc /s.
Sunspot activity was, on the average, considerably lower
than during the previous month.
Though several ionospheric storms occurred only one
of these had really serious effects upon communications,
namely, that which occurred during the period lst-4th.
The other disturbances occurred during 16th -18th, 22nd23rd, and 16th -31st. Only one Dellinger fadeout has so
far been reported, i.e., on 4th at 1255 -1440 g.m.t.
Forecast : During September the daytime m.u.f. for
these latitudes should increase considerably, and that for
night -time decrease somewhat, as compared with con44
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Educational Filmstrips
THE

35 -mm

filmstrips on technical subjects produced
by Mullard with the co-operation of the National

Committee for Visual Aids in Education, have already
been mentioned in Wireless World. There are now
three additions to this series. " The Story of Radio,"
35 frames in black and white, traces the history and
development of radio and explains in simple terms
how a broadcast programme (sound only) is transmitted and reproduced. It is suitable for pupils in the
11 -16 age group and costs 10s. "The Cathode Ray
Tube," however, occupies two filmstrips and is
designed for older and perhaps more specialized audiences in technical schools and colleges. The first part,
29 frames in colour (price £1), is concerned with
history, development and general principles, while the
second part, 30 frames in black and white (price 10s),
deals with construction and manufacture.
These three are distributed by Unicorn Head Visual
Aids, Ltd., of Broadway Chambers, 40, Broadway,
Westminster, London, S.W.1.
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Typical frame from the filmstrip describing the history,
development and general principles of the cathode ray tube.
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ditions during August. Daytime working frequencies for
long -distance communication should increase generally,
though 17 Mc /s will probably be about the highest
regularly usable frequency for east /west circuits, with
21 Mc /s, or slightly higher frequencies, sometimes usable.
Over north /south circuits frequencies up to 23 Mc /s
should be regularly, and those up to 30 Mc /s sometimes,
usable. At night 9 Mc /s should be regularly usable up to
midnight, and 7 Mc /s thereafter over east /west circuits,
whilst over north /south circuits 11 Mc /s should be regularly usable till midnight, and 9 Mc /s thereafter.
Sporadic E is likely to decrease somewhat in the
frequency of its occurrence, though some medium-distance
transmission on, exceptionally high frequencies will
probably be possible by way of this medium. Working
frequencies for medium -distance communication by way
of the regular layers will be somewhat lower than during
August, both by day and by night, and such communication will take place by way of the E or F, layers for
only a short period daily.
The curves indicate the highest frequencies likely to be
usable over four long -distance circuits from this country
during the month.
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"Surplus" Deters

Modi1yin
Two

Useful Instruments from an Ex- Government Indicator
By W. H. CAZALY

CERTAIN instruments obtainable quite cheaply
from Government " surplus " sources contain
moving-coil movements' which can be modified
to provide linear -scale and centre -zero indicators of

Visual Indicator Type 3 (10Q!4)

TOP ZERO

ADJUSTER

COUNTERWEIGHT

POINTER
LUMINOUS TIP

\%
\

BALANCING
STUB

LUMINOUS
SCALE

MAGNET

Of the two movements in the indicator, this one has
linear characteristic and can be converted into a lowcurrent meter.
Fig. I.
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Fig. 2.

meter.

Suggested form

of construction for the modified

general utility. These movements are often very well
made, and it seems a pity to regard them as "scrap."
As an example, the Visual Indicator Type 3 (10Q /4),
obtainable for a few shillings at the time of writing,
contains two moving -coil movements. Originally this
was an aircraft instrument used in blind approach
systems. One movement, the L -R, is a sensitive
centre -zero indicator with flat pole faces, which can be
used as a null indicator in bridge and other measuring
circuits. Since the pole faces are flat, the characteristic is not linear, so that it is not very suitable as a
"meter," but it makes a useful galvanometer with a
deflection (when a new long pointer is added) of about
1;in on either side of ,the central zero for about 30µA.
Currents of the order of 0.5/ÁA are quite detectable.
It is heavily damped, and the working forces are so
small that slight vibration (gentle tapping) is advisable
to make the pointer return exactly to zero over the
last -Lin adjacent to the zero mark. Its modification
into a bench galvo is quite easy, on the lines which
will be described in respect of the other movement.
The other movement (Fig. 1 shows how it appears
when taken out of the instrument) has curved pole
faces, with a linear characteristic over about 80 °,
so that it can be converted into a low- current meter
such as a 0- 750,ÁA or a 0 -1mA indicator.
It is proposed to outline, as a typical example, the
conversion of this linear movement into a single -range
0-1 mA meter with a gratifyingly long scale (about
5 inches). If the principles of construction in this
simple example are grasped, it should not be difficult
for the experimenter to utilize these and similar movements in test instruments of various kinds.
First, a warning. Robust as moving -coil movements appear to be, it must always be borne in mind
that the fine steel pivot points have considerable
deforming pressure per unit area exerted on them if
the pointer is not handled very gently indeed. Wood
blocks should be at hand to rest the movement when
it is taken out of the instrument and keep its weight off
the pivot assembly; the pointer may be moved or
steadied by means of a fine camel -hair artists' brush.
All work done on the movement must be carried out
on a clean surface scrupulously clear of dust, and the
worker's hands must be clean; a good idea is to work on
a large sheet of white paper pinned on a wooden table,
with direct daylight as the illuminant. The equipment required other than the kind normally found in
a small workshop comprises fine pointed tweezers, a
sharp razor blade, sharp nail scissors, a camel -hair
brush, a tube of Durofix (celluloid cement), and a
scrap of Chatterton's compound, with a small solder-
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ing iron for the melting of the compound. A
jewellers' eyeglass is also a convenience, for close
inspection of fine operations.
The first step consists of the construction of all the
parts other than the actual movement, and assembling
them ready to have the movement fitted. Ideas will
vary about the form of the final instrument, but,
assuming that a plain 0-1 mA meter is to be the final
outcome, the author's suggestions illustrated in Fig. 2
may be useful. To outward appearances the meter
will look like a shallow box made of non -magnetic
material, as shown in Fig. 3. The top and sides form
a removable cover, which can be taken off the base of
the box, with a window over the scale, a zero adjuster,
and the terminals. The base of the box constitutes
the main base plate on which are mounted the scale
plate, the movement, and the shunt. The cover, scale
plate and base plate are carpentering jobs and should
be constructed first, accurately and neatly. Plywood
'+ inch thick is quite suitable, but other materials, such
as Paxolin, Bakelite, aluminium, etc., can be used, as
The movement
long as they are non -magnetic.
mounting bracket is of stout brass or aluminium.
Next, a new pointer, which is to be added to the
existing pointer of the movement, should be prepared.
It consists of a thin, straight piece of hollow grass
stalk, about 24-in long, gathered at the end of the
autumn when Nature has turned it into a thin -walled,
very light but remarkably strong, tube of cellulose
fibre. Referring to Fig. 4, a short sleeve, about Sin
long, made out of wider grass stalk, is slipped for about
bin over the butt end of the longer stalk, being secured
with a tiny touch of Durofix. The open end of this
sleeve will go in due course over the prepared end of
the existing movement pointer, so the choice of stalks
of suitable thickness should be carefully made after
inspection of the movement pointer. When made, the
new pointer is brushed with india ink and set aside to
dry thoroughly for an hour in a warm place.
While it is drying, the scale card can be prepared.
The total length of the modified pointer, from tip to
pivot, can be fixed at 31in, which will give a scale
length of about Sin. With this 31-in as radius, an
arc is drawn to subtend an angle of 80° on a piece
of Bristol board. The arc is then divided into ten
parts (each 8 °), and these divisions can each be further divided by eye into five sub-divisions. The ten
divisions are then marked 0 to 10, from right to left,
and the drawing is inked in. A light pencil line is
drawn from the centre of the scale (the 5 mark) to the
centre on which the arc was drawn, to assist later in
placing the card in the correct position on the scale
plate. The scale card is then cut to fit the scale plate
with a small amount of play and stuck to the plate so
that the central pencil line lies over the medial line of
the base plate. Touches of glue at the four corners of
the card will be sufficient to hold it without the buckling that might ensue if a lot of glue were used. The
card must, of course, be dead flat.

Mounting the Movement
Now the movement can be dealt with. It is mounted
on a non -magnetic metal bracket of fairly rigid construction (duralumin or hardened brass or aluminium
in thick are suitable), in such a way that (a) the
top assembly plate of the movement is level with or
very slightly above the surface of the scale card and
parallel with it; and (b) the pivot of the pointer is over
the spot where the scale arc centre would be. Allow-
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INSIDE)

TOP ZERO

ADJUSTER

Fig. 3. The modified meter in its housing. The top and
sides are made as a removable cover which fits on the base

plate (Fig. 2).
Fig. 4. Detail of the movement, with the extended pointer
and extra counterweight.
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TIP -LESS

EXISTING

MOVEMENT POINTER

COUNTERWEIGHT

ing a slight amount of play in the bolt holes of the
bracket will enable it and the movement to be positioned by eye with adequate accuracy.
The bent-over luminous tip of the existing pointer
is snipped off with a really sharp pair of nail scissors,
proceeding very cautiously in order to avoid strain
on the pointer and steadying it with the camel -hair
brush against jerking or violent swinging as it is cut.
Next, the prepared grass pointer is added to the now
tipless movement pointer by slipping the hollow butt
sleeve over the existing pointer (with a trifle of Durofix inside the sleeve). If the choice of grass stalks
has been intelligent, the sleeve should slip on quite
easily but not too loosely. Grass is cheap and several
experiments in making these grass pointers are worth
while. Until the cement inside the butt sleeve has
dried, the now long pointer should be supported about
in in above the scale card by suitable packing.
When the Durofix is really dry (after about an hour),
the packing can be removed and the new long pointer
should then swing freely over the scale card, equidistant from its surface at all points. Slight final
adjustment of the movement with the play in the bolt
holes of the bracket will facilitate obtaining a nice
parallel swing. The pointer should be moved by
blowing it gently or pushing it with the brush. The
pointer can be brought to the zero end of the scale
(to the right, notice, not the left) by setting the too
zero adjuster central and moving the bottom adjuster
to bring the tip over the zero mark on the scale.
As soon as the assembly is tilted, the pointer, at
this stage, will swing away from the zero mark, because it is not yet balanced by a counterweight on
the balancing stub on the other side of the pivot.
First the pointer is cut so that its tip just overlaps
the scale arc (not projecting above the sub-division
marks). This is done by steadying the pointer with
the brush against the scale card and cutting off the
required amount from the tip with a clean, chisel -like
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Fig. S.

Circuit for determining the shunt necessary to give
I milliamp.

full -scale deflection with
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Fig. 6. Device made
from a 2 B.A. bolt

for external operation of the zero
adjuster.
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r

-
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-STIFF
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action of the razor blade. Unless the grass stalk is
exceptionally thin and light, the pointer will be still
unbalanced and will require added counterweight.
The counterweight consists, in these instruments, of
a fine helix of copper wire slipped over the balance
stub. It is not advisable to try shifting the existing
counterweight since this is fixed with cement, and
there will be risk of damaging the movement while
loosening it. A small helix of 36 or 34 s.w.g. copper
wire is prepared by winding -Tin along a darning
needle. This additional counterweight is slipped over
the free end of the balancing stub. A tiny touch of
Chatterton's compound will fix it. Cement or glue

which dries is not very suitable, since the drying -out
of moisture will upset the balance a little; the compound hardens by cooling. The small soldering iron
is used to melt the compound. The added helix is
shifted on the stub until its position is such that the
pointer tip does not swing away from the zero mark
by more than about -gain when the assembly is
tilted sideways through a right angle.
The meter, as it can now be called, will show fullscale deflection of 80° with current between 600 and
700 pA passing through the coil. To make it show
full-scale deflection with 1mA passing, a shunt is
added. The circuit shown in Fig. 5 is employed for
the purpose. A variable wire-wound resistor of 1k1
maximum is used temporarily as the shunt and its
value is adjusted until the meter under construction
shows full -scale deflection when 1mA is indicated on
the instrument used as the standard. Then the shunt
is accurately measured, and a fixed wire -wound resistor of small size is constructed to have exactly the
same value and is wired permanently across the coil
leads of the new meter.
Save for the connection of the movement leads to
the terminals in the cover, and the fitting of some
externally operable zero -adjusting device, the instrument is now complete. The simplest kind of zeroadjusting device would consist of a i-in diameter hole
in the cover, with a sliding lid, over the top zero
adjuster of the movement, and something could be
inserted through this hole to push the adjuster about.
Details of a more elegant device, somewhat resembling
the kind used in commercial moulded cases, is shown
in Fig. 6. The position of this arrangement is such
that the bent end of the stiff wire soldered to the end
of the 2 B.A. bolt just engages in the slot of the zero
adjuster without fouling the balance stub beneath it.

Standard Frequency Transmissions
Guaranteed Accuracy of B.B.C. Stations
THE B.B.C. radiates four broadcast transmissions that

are guaranteed to have a frequency stability of +1
part in 10 ". These standard frequency transmissions are
the Light Programme transmission from Droitwich on
200 kc /s, which is broadcast daily from 0800-2300 G.M.T.,
GRO on 6.180 Mc /s in the 49 -metre band, GSB on
9.510 Mc /s in the 31 -metre band, and GSV on 17.810
Mc /s in the 16 -metre band. Of these four, the 200 -kc /s
transmission is particularly useful for those in Europe requiring a guaranteed standard, for, owing to the wavelength
used and the high power output of the transmitter, it can
be received in most places. Although the frequency is
guaranteed to be within 1 part in 106 of its nominal value,
it is usually maintained to within ±1 part in 10', and can
therefore be used with confidence for measurement or
comparison to this high order of accuracy. For example,
the B.B.C., in conjunction with the British Forces Network in Germany, uses this 200 -kc /s transmission for
maintaining the German transmitters precisely on their
nominal frequency of 1214 kc /s, which they share with
the B.B.C.'s Light Programme transmitters in the United

Kingdom.
The 200 -kc /s transmission is also used by the B.B.C.
to control the carrier frequency of a number of low- power,
unattended transmitters operating in the United Kingdom
on the Third Programme channels of 647 and 1546 kc /s.
Briefly, the method used is to pick up the signal from
Droitwich on a t.r.f. receiver which is followed by a limiter
and a chain of frequency dividers having an overall division ratio of 200: 1. The 1 -kc /s output from the dividers
is compared with the transmitter frequency in a control

unit, which automatically adjusts the master oscillator frequency by an appropriate amount and in the right sense
so as to correct any frequency error.
The frequencies of the standard transmissions on short
waves (GRO, GSB, GSV) are maintained to well within
± 1 part in 106 of their nominal values. In view, however,
of the Doppler effect, interference, and vagaries of the
propagation path, it is not expected that these transmissions will be suitable for measurements requiring an
accuracy better than ± 1 part in 10 '. Unlike the 200 -kc /s
standard, these transmissions are not radiated according
to a fixed schedule but at times which vary seasonally
according to the requirements of the Overseas Service.
Apart from these standard transmissions, the frequencies
of all the B.B.C.'s medium -wave stations are usually maintained to within ±1 part in 10' of their nominal value.
The short -term stability is generally better than ±5 parts
in 10'. Though no guarantee is given that this higher order stability will be maintained, it is very unusual for the
frequency to be outside these tolerances. Similarly, the
frequencies of B.B.C. short -wave transmissions are
accurate to ±30 parts in 10', as agreed at the Atlantic
City Conference in 1947. In practice, however, it is rare
for the frequency to exceed the limits of ± 10 parts in 106,
although such an accuracy is not guaranteed.
It may be noted that the 440 -c /s tuning note radiated
immediately before the opening of the B.B.C. Third Programme, and the 1,000 -c /s note preceding the start of
the Home Service and of the Light Programme are maintained to the same accuracy as that of the Droitwich
200 -kc /s transmission.
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Manufacturers' Products
New Equipment and Accessories for Radio and Electronics

Radio Tuner Unit
CONSTRUCTORS

of
high quality amplifiers will be interested in the radio unit produced
by C. T. Chapman (Reproducers),
Ltd., of Riley Works, Riley Street,
Chelsea, S.W.10. It has a four-stage
superhet circuit (ECH42, EF41,
EBF80) with two -position variable
selectivity (7 kc /s and 10 kc /s) and
amplified a.v.c. The makers claim
very low noise and distortion and tell
us that differential distortion is nonexistent. The three controls are for
tuning, wave range and selectivity
in addition to the normal medium and long -wave bands there is a
short -wave range of 16 -50 metres. An
output of approximately 250mV is
available into 50 -500 k12, External
power supplies are needed for the
heaters, which consume 1 A at 6.3 V,
and h.t., which takes 20 mA at 250 V.
Finished in stove enamelled silver
lacquer and complete with an illuminated glass scale and bronze
escutcheon, the tuner costs £12 plus
£5 6s 8d Purchase Tax.

-

Electric Drill Suppressors
OR eliminating the interference
set up by their " Wolf Cub "
drill, Wolf Electric Tools, Ltd., of
Pioneer Works, Hanger Lane, London, W.5, have produced two suppressors, one for sound broadcast
wavelengths and the other for television. The first, which costs 23s 6d,

is housed in an earthed metal case
and is fitted at one end with a length

of cable for connection to a three -pin

mains plug, the other end being free
to take the drill cable.
The television suppressor, however, has to be
fitted inside the drill body and drill
owners are asked to send their
machines to the nearest Wolf service
depot where the job will be done for
8s 6d including return postage.

IIPMENT

SOUND E

FOR

HIGH POWER
INSTALLATIONS
Most of the Trix
Amplifiers and associated radio and
gramophone units,
mixers, remote control relays, etc.,
are designed to be
easily adaptable to
rack mounting.
From the
wide
range of Trix equipment and accessories the requirements of any High

Ultrasonic Soldering Bath
TO permit the tinning of small and
awkwardly shaped aluminium
parts which cannot be handled by
their ultrasonic soldering iron, Mullard, Ltd., of Century House,
Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2,
have introduced an ultrasonic soldering bath. It works on the same principle as the iron in so far as the
oxide is removed by ultrasonic vibration coming from a magnetostriction
transducer, but here the parts to be
tinned are immersed in molten solder
and the ultrasonic energy is applied
through this. The bath consists of
a container, in across and in deep,
which is heated by a conventional
resistance winding and agitated
ultrasonically by a magnetostriction
element composed of iron alloy
It has been designed
laminations.
to operate from the same power unit
as supplied with the iron -an amplifier which maintains a 20 -kc /s oscillation by means of two coils on the
magnetostriction element.

Power

installation

can be met. We
shall be pleased to
outline a suitable

--

scheme
without
obligation
on receipt of details of
the type of installation you need.

Typical Rack -Mounted Equipment

(I)

HORN

Reflex
SPEAKER

Thïs is a heavy duty reflex type horn speaker
suitable for both speeds and music reproduction,
having an air column 48in. in length, with
flare diameter of 25ir.
Full details of
these and other
models

(3)

in

she

large Trix range
of Sound Equipment available on
request. Send for
latest catalogue
and price lists.

lE
NE

64R45

(3) Mullard ultrasonic
soldering bath.

29''f'

lr7DON
STAND

(I) Wolf electric drill
suppressor.
(2) Chapman radio tuner unit.
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THE TRIX ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.
-5 Maple Place, Tottenham Court Road.
'Phone : MUSeum 5817
London, W.I.
Ii
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&
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'

.

"Trixadio, Wesdo, London."
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RANDOM RADiATIONS
By

` DIALLIST "

F.H.F. Mystery
and thorough comparative trials of a.m. and f.m. from
Wrotham, the Postmaster General's
announcement in the House of Commons came as something of an anticlimax. The betting was on f.m.,
for the B.B.C. had made no secret
of its own views and any who had
had the chance of comparing the
twin transmissions must have been
in full.agreement with them that for
high -fidelity broadcasting on metre
waves f.m. is the better of the two
systems in fringe areas. The P.M.G.
left us all rather gasping by his
statement that he was advised that,
in view of a certain recent development, it would be unwise to decide
right away in favour of either
system; he would say nothing of the
new development, save that it had
not yet been fully tried out. And
there, at the moment of writing, we
still are. The B.B.C. people professed no knowledge of it, so it must
be something worked out by the
Post Office engineers. One cannot
believe that they would have given
the P.M.G. the advice they did if
they had not felt fairly sure that they
had something rather good. What
that something is is anybody's guess.
AFTER THE LONG

Acoughstics

the B.B.C. might invent a cough filter for the microphone. Those who
design our receivers would make
sure of a terrific selling point could
they devise a cough -eliminator which
might be switched in when required.
What an opportunity, if ever we
come (which Heaven forbid) to the
commercial programme, for the
sponsors
You have just been
listening to barkless Bach: a cantata
without a cough. Every member of
the audience was supplied with
Chiselers' Comforting Coughdrops
for Chesty Chappies."

-"

Sponsored Television
SPEAKING
of
sponsored
programmes reminds me that I have
had several letters recently from
both Americans and Britons in the
U.S.A. in which reference has been
made to the programmes provided
for viewers in the States. I gather
that there is no little dissatisfaction
with the matter provided by the
advertisers responsible for the programmes. Some recent items have
been, to say the least of it, not in the
best of taste and I hear that one gave
such widespread offence that a good
many parents with children in their
homes got rid of their receivers
forthwith. Parenthetically, I would
doubt whether that drastic step

achieved its object, for, if I know
anything of " Junior" and his sister,
they would make prompt arrangements to continue their viewing in
the homes of young friends where
television receivers were still in situ!
Those who support the idea that we
should go in for sponsored television
might give a little thought to its not
very pleasant possibilities.

That 15 Per Cent
WHEN THE GOVT. lightly gave as

the reason for proposing to appropriate 15 per cent of the net licence fees
that it was only just that the listener
and the viewer should Hake some
contribution to the general revenue in
return for their entertainment, it
must have been forgotten that both
have made and continue
to
make substantial payments into the
Government's kitty. When you buy
your broadcast or television set you
pay a considerable sum to the
Treasury in the form of Purchase
Tax. And whenever a new valve or
c.r.t. is acquired, you pay your by no
means small whack to the general
revenue in the same way. Let's see
how it works out in the form of
annual contributions. Putting it on
the low side, we might take the average P.T. on a wireless set at £7 10s.
Give the set a life of five years and
that represents £1 lOs per annum.
Tax on the renewals needed during
that period won't be less than 5s a
year-and may come to a great deal
more. John Listener, then, is already
putting at least £1 15s a year into the
pool, in addition to the cost of his
receiving licence. John Viewer starts

THE ACOUSTICS of the Royal Festival
Hall, one reads, are so excellent

that every sound is heard at its full
value in any part of it. So far as
broadcasts from the hall are concerned, I would say that one of its
most striking acoustic features is the
way in which it does justice -and
more than justice -to the "'ackin'
corf." Clear through (or even over)
loud musical passages come these
bronchial barks; when the conductor
stills the orchestra to a pianissimo
passage, the coughs do not follow
suit but
continue their loud
obbligato. Clearly, somebody ought
to do something about it; but what ?
Tactful and charming attendants
might move silently on rubber soles
to administer lozenges. Alternatively,
human
gorillas,
with
bulging
muscles, and also rubber-soled,
might be employed to warn the persistent cougher: "One more cough
out of you ..." and then, if need be,
to chuck him out. The experts of
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with a much larger amount of P.T.
when he buys a television set : about
£20 would probably be a fair average
-say £4 a year spread over the five
years of his set's life. With his 15 to
20 valves and his c.r.t., I'd put the
P.T. on his necessary replacements
at not less than 12s 6d p.a. -and
that gives an annual total per viewer
of £4 12s 6d, again in addition to his
licence fee. On the whole, I feel
that our 111 million listeners and
our round about a million viewers are
already contributing pretty well to
the country's general revenue.

PLUGS
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'THE CHOICE OF CRITICS'
REGD. TRADE MARK

House of Bulgin extends a
very warm welcome to all our
Friends, to visit Stand No. 2 at the
National Radio Show. For over
a quarter of a century we
have continued to give service,
especially in times of difficulty,
Technical advice when required,
and unsurpassed quality of manufactures at all times.
With a range of over 2,000 different
types of components which include
15,000 piece parts, an enthusiastic
staff, and experience dating since
the inception of Broadcasting we
are sure Design and Production
Engineers will find many new Buigin Products displayed, and our
Technical Engineers ready to give
assistance on any problem of

Problem Corner

THE

IF ONE MAY JUDGE from the number
of replies that each of them brings

in, readers seem to like the little
headaches that I offer them from
time to time. Every one of them is
founded on an actual experience.
Here's a recent adventure. I was in
the drawing room of a completely
non-technical friend. The set, an
up -to -date mains superhet of first rate make, was switched on for the
nine o'clock news. From moment to
moment the announcer's words were
blotted out by shattering volleys of
sounding
interference,
staccato
rather like the exhaust noises of an
unsilenced motor bike travelling at
great speed. The source of this
interference was obviously something
electrical in the room, for the house
itself was completely detached from
others and everything in other rooms
was switched off. In this drawing
room there were working at the
time diffused lighting from three
concealed 80 -watt fluorescent tubes
of the kind -to- complexion type, an
ordinary 2 -kW electric fire (it was a
chilly evening), a 600 -W bowl fire,
an electrically heated coffee pot and
three 60 -W lamp bulbs. Given that
you had no measuring or other instruments available: (1) How would
you have set about tracking down the
interference ? (2) Given that the
bowl fire was guilty, what do you
think was the cause of it ? I warn
you that it -was something that I
hadn't come across before.
:

manufacture.

GENERALLY speaking, the individual can do little in response
to the majority of appeals made in
the interest of national economy. But
the salvage of wate paper is an exception; everyone can help. Of
course, paper is Wireless World's
raw material; equally, of course, we
have an axe to grind, but we will not
apologize for re- echoing the appeal
being made by the Waste Paper Recovering Association for renewed
salvage efforts.

CROCODILE

SOCKETS

AUG. 29th to SEPT. 8th-VISIT STAND No. 2
NATIONAL RADIO SHOW, EARLS COURT
co

O

z

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE No. 190/W.W.
PRICE 1/- POST FREE

MANUFACTURERS

OF

RADIO

&

ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS

A.F.BULGIN E CO.LTD
BYE-PASS ROAD BARKING
TELEPHONE Rippleway 3474

(S lines?
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UNBIASED
Plea for Push Buttons
RADIO has had its fashions in
receiver design just like women's
clothes and some of them have been
almost as silly, but on the whole there
has been a sound reason for even the
most ephemeral of wireless fashions.
As an instance of this I would point
to the popular reflex design of the
early days of broadcasting. The high
price of valves forced this compromise on us and great ingenuity
was exercised in getting round some

of its more glaring snags; how glaring

they were was pointed out at the time
by this journal under the apt title of
Rocks That Wreck Reflexing."
Other fashions, after a brief innings,
have virtually disappeared only to
return later in vastly improved form
to become a permanent feature of
design, the most outstanding instance
of this being the superheterodyne.
Push -button tuning threatens to become another instance of it. P.B.T.
first made its appearance in pre-war
years and, despite a lot of teething

A

leaning towards the bar

troublm, it bade fair to become a
permanency in all sets, but the war
changed all that. It is, however, now
starting to stage a comeback but a
very cautious one so far. Nevertheless, I venture to prophesy that in
its greatly improved and more stable
form it will eventually sweep all other
forms of tuning off the market. The
sooner it does so the better, for it is,
in my opinion, the only tuning
system which is technically sound
and at the same time completely
womanproof.
If you pause for a moment to think
instead of sitting down to write an
indignant letter to the Editor, you
will see why this is so. In the case
of the ordinary system of variable
tuning everything must of necessity
be a compromise. If, for instance,
the degree of aerial coupling and the
LC ratio of the tuning circuits be just
right for receiving a station at one
end of the tuning scale, they certainly
won't be just right at the other end;

By

FREE GRID

the aerial coupling is, of course, set
at a compromise value for all stations
and the LC ratio varies from station
to station with the tuning. Much
the same thing applies to all the other
possible " variables " in the receiver.
But with, pre -set P.B.T. a woman or
other completely untechnical user can
adjust a large number of " variables "
simultaneously by simply pushing a
button having the requisite large
number of cams on the rod attached
to it. Everything can, in fact, be
made " optimum" for receiving a
particular station.
My thoughts in this matter are, of
course, far from original; they are
just self- evident. But I do not doubt
that those with a leaning towards the
Bar can quickly work up a convincing
set of counter -arguments to put
before you who form the jury; in
fact, I could do it myself.

National Radio Centre
THAT

portion of the South Bank
Exhibition which lies between
the County Hall and Hungerford
Bridge is, I believe, already earmarked for the erection of some sort
of Government building, otherwise
I would have suggested that a new
and up-to -date Broadcasting House
be erected there. Already, however,
there is talk of clearing the unsightly
mess on that portion of the south
bank of the Thames which lies between Waterloo and Blackfriars
bridges so that it may be made into
a fitting counterpart of the Victoria
embankment on the other side of the
river.
So far only vague and tentative
suggestions have been made as to the
nature of the buildings to be erected
there. But now that the National
Concert Hall has been built and the
Queen has laid the foundation stone
of the National Theatre on the
adjacent section of the river bank, it
would surely be fitting for the whole
of the south side of the Thames between Hungerford and Blackfriars
bridges to be turned into a national
entertainment centre. What more
fitting than that the National Concert Hall and National Theatre
should be flanked by a super radio
and television centre which would
make New York's Radio City look
like a penny gaff. Next year, which
sees the B.B.C.'s 30th birthday and
also the 30th anniversary of the first
radio exhibition at the Horticultural
Hall, would be a fitting time to lay
the foundation stone.
The site is ideal in every way even
as to size, being not too big or too
small. There would be ample room
for spacious studios as well as public

listening and viewing halls. There
would even be room for the administrative offices, although it would be
preferable that they be left in the
human rabbit warren at Portland
Place and allowed to overflow into
the present studios. The opportunity
of acquiring such a magnificent position for broadcasting H.Q. is not
likely to occur again for a thousand
years.

Television Recording

IT

is astonishing what a large
number of " tape " recording and
reproducing outfits -to say nothing
of parts for making them-is available nowadays. The makers of some
of them stress the fact that among
their many uses is the bottling of
broadcasting programmes for future
consumption, but, so far as I know,
none of them incorporates a timeswitch so that you can pre -set the
whole apparatus to can a programme
which is due to go on the air at a
time when you can't be at home to
listen. Eventually, of course, as I've
always demanded, every receiver will
incorporate a recorder and timeswitch as an integral part of it. At
present, however, the expense of
doing this would be too great, and
the resultant set, complete with P.T.,
would be far beyond the means of all
save dentists and others who earn
their daily crust by the cold sweat on
other people's brows.
Although, as I have already mentioned, recording units are now available in considerable numbers, I
think I am correct in saying that
nobody has yet made any attempt tc
produce one for the vision part ol

television programmes. I am not, ol
course, thinking of apparatus for recording television as actual pictures
on cine film, but as modulated electrical impulses on disc or tape.
Baird recorded vision on discs long
years ago and there is no fundamental
reason why the same broad principles
should not be used for recording it
on tape. It is no business of mine to
take the bread out of the mouths of
inventors and manufacturers by
giving full technical details here and,
therefore, much against my will, I
refrain from doing so.

Cold sweat
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The PERFECT TEST TEAM
See us at the

RADIO SHOW
Stand abi

7'

No.

EARLS COURT, LONDON,

Aug. 29-Sept. 8

The illustration depicts a set of modern " AVO " testgear being used to measure the " Q " of the secondary
winding of the second I.F. transformer on a chassis of unknown characteristics-just one of many tests which
can be performed by this combination of instruments.
A signal of predetermined frequency from the " AVO " Wide Range Signal Generator is being led into the
Electronic Test Unit, where it is amplified and fed to the secondary winding of the transformer. The Electronic
Testmeter is connected across the tuned circuit under test and, from the readings obtained and the controls
of the Electronic Test Unit, the " Q " of the circuit can be determined.
The three instruments, shown as a team, cover a very wide field in measurement and form between them a
complete set of laboratory testgear, ruggedly constructed to withstand hard usage.
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Proprietors & Manufacturers:-

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
WINDER HOUSE

DOUGLAS STREET

LONDON

S. W.1

Telephone:

ViCtoria 3404-9
TT 1

A
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GOODSELL
RECEIVERS AND HIGH-FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS
NOTE THESE FEATURES
* Steel chassis.
* Partridge Mains and Output Transformers.

* Impregnated grid coupling condensers.
* Faper Condensers on the H.T. supply line.
* Matched or close tolerance resistors,
balance is important.

* Model D.P.S. with separate H.T. supply

incorporated on the same chassis for use with

where

multi -stage pre-ampifiers.

Williamson Amplifier Type K.T.66 D.P.S. to
Illustrated is the dual power supply
model with Partridge transformers, large paper
specification.

condensers and B.V.A. valves.

Price £32 10'-

Four -Stage Tone -Control. Wide range
four -stage tone -control and equalizer for

L.P. and Standard records, with microphone and
radio input.
Complete with engraved perspex panel £8,15'-.
Four -Station pre-set superheterodyne receiver
with variable selectivity, from £81151- plus Tax.

Type E.L.37 D.P.S., illustrated,

is

new model,

a

using a special output transformer with sectionalized
windings and having an e::tremely low leakage inductance,
together with the latest Mullard B8a valves. 9 watts output.
£22;'-j-.

You need a GOODSELL for good reproduction
DEMONSTRATION ROOM AND SALES OFFICE

B.K. PARTNERS LTD., 229,231 Regent Street, W.I. (Sole Distributors for United Kingdom)
STOCKISTS

MANUFACTURED

HOLLEYS RADIO 285 Camberwell Road, S.E.5
CLASSIC ELECTRICAL CO. LTD., Lower Addiscombe Road, Croydon

BY GOODSELL

LTD.,

40 GARDNER STREET,

H.P. TERMS-from L.R.S. COMPANY LTD., BALCOMBE, SUSSEX

1
Brighton

2 673 .5
BRIGHTON,
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The Mullard range of electronic flash tubes is

wide range
of industrial
applications

finding increasing use in industrial photography and in problems involving
the analysis of motion in production processes.
On account of their high luminous efficiency, low -triggering voltage, day.
light colour quality, and short -flash duration, the Mullard flash tubes at
present available offer wide possibilities in equipments used for applications

varying from the motion -study of workers to the examination of high.
speed machinery in operation.
Brief technical details on these tubes

are listed below.

Fuller

information will be supplied on request to the Communications and
Industrial Valve Department.

DESCRIPTION

TYPE

LSD2
LSD3

LSD3A
LSDS
LSD7
LSD3
LSD9

Microsecond flash tube
For operation in portable flash equipments
.

.

-

For studio flash equipments. Provision is made for a
....
modelling lamp. This tube supersedes the LSD4
For higher power portable equipments
Stroboscopic flash tube

MAXIMUM SINGLE
DISCHARGE RATING

MAXIMUM OPERATING
VOLTAGE

(JOULES)

(KV)

35
100

10
2.7

1000

2.7

200

2.7
2.7

30 watts dissipatioi.

1000
Quartz tube for high -power or U.V. flash
.._
A full range of straight tubes is also available for those who require line source flash tubes.

STAND No. 75

THE RADIO SHOW
EARLS COURT

2.7

/Millard-)
411MINIMIIINNIIIMMINMEN

MULLARD LTD., CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2
MVT 100
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'HINDUISM flzdie
SAPPHIRE GRAMOPHONE MOLE

a-0004?"ta

000
teartote,e4eitleteestewS"
No.

TRAILER for use with heavy
Magnetic Pick-up or ordinary
Gramophones

No. 3

No. 2

I

for use with
Standard or Crystal Pick-up
STRAIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT for use with
Miniature Pick-up

AS USED FOR BROADCASTING
OBTAINABLE FROM ALL MUSIC & RADIO DEALERS
or direct from

BROADCASTER RADIO SUPPLIES LTD.,
Telephone: CLErkenwell 2133-7

112-114-116 Old Street, London, E.C.1

Telegrams: Plusagram, Cent, London

STANDARD ENCLOSED RACK UNITS

--11,Imhof standard rack units are available as single units or multiple assemblies in small or large quantities. Units are made

in 6ft. and 4ft. sizes to take standard 19in. panels and are
19in. deep. End and back panels are hung on lift-off hinges
and back and top panels are louvred for ventilation. A range
of standard accessories is available, including mobile base

unit, gram unit, desk unit, and panels, chassis, chassis runners
and brackets, telescopic runners, handles, etc. Semi -Standard
variations are units to take 22iin. panels and / or units 24in.
in depth and racks with inner panel mounting frames. Special
quotations can be given for non-standard variations. Write for
illustrated leaflet on enclosed racks giving full details and prices.

ALFRED IMIIOF LIMITED, 112-116, Nem Oxford SI., London, W.C.1. Tel.: MUS. 7878
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WINDSOR
rieC01461 WOBBULATOR

THE

MODEL 2604

too

OBBULATOR MODEL 260 A. TELEVISION

WOBBULP'1°

The first self-contained electronic instrument providing
visual alignment facilities for television receivers.

Simple. compact and efficient-its use will save many
hours of valuable time in the service department.
FEATURES

* CARRIER FREQUENCY 5-70 Mc/s.
10-140 Mc/s (on 2nd harmonic).
* BANDWIDTH 0-5 Mc/s total. 0-10 Mc/s (on

2nd

harmonic).

* SWEEP FREQUENCY. 50 c.p.s. sinusoidal, return
trace blacked out automatically.
* OUTPUT. Adjustable from 0-10 mV approx.
Fixed and variable attenuators are fitted. Output
impedance 75 ohms.
EARLY DELIVERY.
Please write tor further details and
information on other WINDSOR
and TAYLOR products.

WAT0R.

MODEL 260 A

WIND S OR
And TAYLOR
Ve-seiterk

TEST
TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.
419424

MONTROSE

AVENUE, SLOUGH

BUCKS.

ENGLAND

EQUIPMENT}

Tel. SLOUGH 21381 (4 lines)
Grams. & Cables : TAYLINS, SLOUGH

6
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"rile 01#19011ERS°
AcAm
STOCKISTS
IVIE LARGEST INSTRIIMENTS

Of ELECTRONICNORTH
THE

genera

signal

test

oscillators, television
and
boxes,
Oscilloscops, radio
resistance
meters,
tors,
photoelectric
recorders,
amtape
detectors,
gear,
fidelity
metal
high
units,
testers,
portable
valve

E.I-A:T

monitors,
meters, constant
radiation
eleclifirs,
millisecond
and industrial kinds.
electronic
of all
transformers
apparatus
voltage
control
apparatus,

Whatever your

favourite piece of music,
the Soundmirror will
record it and play it

back for you again and
again.
There is no end
to the thrills which this
new magic entertainer
can bring. It will record
the humorous patter of your favourite

tronic

comedian, the art of the orator, the
fun of a party or important family
occasions like weddings.
It will play them back with perfect

fidelity immediately it is recorded and as often as you wish.

Unwanted
recordings are automatically erased as new ones are made and the magnetic
tape used time and time again.

MODELS FROM f69 . 10. 0 exclusive of microphone.
Manufactured under agreement with the Brush Development Co., of the U.S.A
Licensed under the Brush Development Co., the Brush Crystal Co., Magnetone
Inc., and Thermionic Products Ltd. Patent No. 454595 and others ; and patents
pending in all the principal countries of the world.

DISTRIBUTION Suppliers

and

Stockists of all types of Electronic Instruments
and equipment.

COMPLETE INSTALLATIONS
ENGINEERED. Metal Detection.

Batch

Counting. Electro-chemical Controls. Radiation
Thickness Measurement.

DESIGN of ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE & SERVICE

THE

OUndMirror

ADVANCE COMPONENTS LTD.

MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDER

Now available in England-the
book " Magnetic

by Dr. S

J.

Recording "

Begun.

A com-

prehensive treatise. Price 25/-,
postage 9d. extra.

We are pleased to announce that we
have been appointed sole distributors

Coll on your local radio dealer

and hear your own voice recorded or write for literature
or a demonstration by appointment to the manufacturers.

in Lancashire for Advance Components
Ltd. Trade enquiries will receive
immediate attention.
Write us to add your name to our mailing
list for regular information on new instruments
and development.

THERMIONIC PRODUCTS LTD.
(Division SM/WW), Hythe, Southampton.

Phone :, Hythe 326,

London Showrooms : Morris House, Jermyn Street, S.W.1
Soles and Service C'ntres
Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol, Leeds, Newcasrle, u/osgow, etc.

F. C. ROBINSON & PARTNERS
DEANSGATE

Telephone : Whitehall 6422 (5 line:).

LT D

MANCHESTER

.

DEAnssate 6601
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DUBILIER

OLUME CONTROL
TEST POINTS
33%

66%

50%

100

A

Heat processed resistance element bonded

Z 80

to
1cr)

to
cc

phenolic

resin

laminate.
Unique contact brush

assuring definite,

noiseless contact and
minimum operational
wear. Spindle fitted
with pressure gland,

60

unitconn pletely sealed

O

and fully tropical.

I-

0

Extended terminal
wires safeguard against

1

40

thermal interference

1

with the seals.

1

1

Small in sizeand weight

21S.W.G.x 2." LONG

made in Linear, Log
and Inverse Log laws.
Available in non -tropi-

TINNED COPPER WIRE
I -

w

cal form for normal
conditions.
Full details of these

ce 20

w

a_

and other outstanding
resistors available on

ANGLE OF ROTATION 260°

application.

0

10

260° 234

20

30

40

50% ROTATION 70

2.08

182.

156

130

104

78

80
52

90

100

26

0

A CROWN Of RES/STOR ENGINEER/NG ACII/EVEMENT

DUBILIER
RESISTORS

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD., DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, NORTH ACTON, W.3.
Telegrams : Hivoltcon, Westphone, London
Telephone : Acorn 2241 (5 lines)
Cables Hivoltcon, London, Marconi International Code.
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Recognised as the Most Reliable Valveholders

Now in full production
NOVAL and 87G
Valveholders

,

URD O
Mo ulded

41

of all types in

o

,,
,,

,

NYLON LOADED

BAKELITE

holders

go 4.410
dr cc3
4/it

I

NOVI"

Valve

."ItliellWG

We make all types of Valveholders
Wholesale Enquiries:-CYRIL FRENCH LTD., HIGH STREET, HAMPTON WICK, MIDDLESEX KIN. 2240
Manufacturers' Enquiries:-THE McMURDO INSTRUMENT CO. LTD., VICTORIA WORKS, ASHTEAD, SURREY
ASHTEAD 3401

og

ov, Or 4
MIL

'IT,

Goo
HIGH FIDELITY -12" P.M.

TCVANE AXIOM 150
This 12' high fidelity unit has

a

diaphragm (Patent No. 451754).

twin curvilinear

A carefully
designed magnet assembly using anisotropic material provides a total flux of 158,000 maxwells on a

1r pole. The back centring device is a dustproof

WINGS
@DAY®
"111N0hV 3111,,

Give for
those
who Gave

bakelised linen disc with concentric corrugations.
The combination of these features gives this precision -built instrument an outstandingly wide
coverage from 40 to 15,000 c.p.s. free from bas;.
modulation effects.

Fut,
OUStPM100,

An ideal high fidelity reproducer for the record
enthusiast and the connoisseur of wide range musical
reproduction, it gives exceptionally fine transient
and frequency response.

Meet us at the Radio Show-STAND 96

Frequency Coverage

Overall Diameter
Overall Depth

Fundamental Resonance

use
with this
model we recommend
Goodmons High FiHeavy
Duty
delity
Output
Transformer
Nett
Type H.4.
For

Weight 5 lbs.-2.3 kg.

A Bass Reflex Cabinet
measuring
approximately 30"x23"x 1 6"

and a corner cabinet
been specially
designed for this loudhave

speaker and working
drawings are available

40115,000 c.p.s.

12A"-31.3 cms.
611"-17.6 cms.
SS c.p.s.

11,4.4 cms.
Voice Coil Diameter
Voice Coil Impedance
IS ohms at 400 c.p.s.
Maximum Power Capacity ... 15 Watts Peak A.C.
Flux Density
14.000 gauss
12 lbs. 13 oz. -5.8 kg.
Net Weight
Finish
Grey Rivelling Enamel

GOODMANS

INDUSTRIES

Lancelot Road, Wembley, Middlesex.

i £10.5.6
LIST

LIMITED
WEMbley

1200
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Outstanding in its class...
TYPICAL. RESPONSE CURVE
AUDIO AMPLIFIER TYPE 243

INTO IS OHM RESISTANCE

0
o

0

-5
ROL Z ERO

-10
-15

-20
2

5

10

20

50

100

200

500

FREQUENCY

1000 2000 5000 10,000 20,000 50,000 100000
C.P.S.

The METRO VICK audio amplifier
The type 243 amplifier is designed for use with high grade public
address systems, for the connoisseur of quality and for industrial ap-

TYPE 243

plications where faithful response over the audio range from 3o to I c,000
cycles is required. This Metrovick instrument is outstanding in its class

and provides an output of zo watts.

SPECIFICATION
Response:

db from 3o to ic,000 cis at zero position of

Supply: 200/25oV co c/s single-phase; consumption approx-

tone control.

imately 17o VA for full output.

Controls: These are recessed

Input: Gramophone not exceeding o.21/ for full output.
Microphone not exceeding o.ozV for full output. The two
circuits can be mined as required.

Impedance: 7 ohms, is ohms and 45 ohms.
Output: 20 watts with negligible distortion.
Tone Control : Continuously variable.

to avoid damage and are
illuminated when in operation.
Dimensions:
x sVx to}'.
Weight : 601b. net.
Finish : The instrument is housed in an attractive steel case,
stove enamelled in cream or blue as desired. A leather carrying handle is fitted.

METROPOLITAN -VICKERS ELECTRICAL COMPANY, LIMITED, TRAFFORD PARK, MANCHESTER, 17
Member of the A.E.I. group of companies

ME TROVICK Applying Electronics to Industry
R/E rot
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MAINS TRANSFORMERS, FULLY INTERLEAVED.

SCREENED AND IMPREGNATED. ALL GUARANTEED.
ALL PRIMARIES ARE 200250 v. Half Shrouded.
HSM63. (Midget). Output 250-0-250 v. 60 m/a., 6.3 v. at 3
amps., 5 v. at 2 amps
H563. Output 250-0-250 v. 60 m/a., 6.3 v. at 3 amps., 5 v. at
2 amps
HS40. Windings as above. 4 v. at 4 amps., 4 v. at 2 amps
Output
H52. 250-0-250 v. 80 m/a
H530. 300-0-300 v. 80 m/a
H53. 350-0-350 v. 80 m/a
H52X. 250-0-250 v. 100 m/a
H575. 275-0-275 v. 100 m/a
H530X. 300-0-300 v. 100 m/a.
I -153X. 350-0-350 v. 100 m/a

161-

18/6
18/6

21/21/21/23/23/23/23/ -

Fully Shrouded

FSM63. (Midget). Output 250-0-250 v. 60 m/a., 6.3 v. at 3
18/6
amps., 5 v. at 2 amps

Output

23'-

F52. 250-0-250 v. 80 m/a
F530. 300-0-300 v. 80 m/a
F53. 350-0-350 v. 80 m/a
F52X. 250-0-250 v. 100 m/a
F575. 275-0-275 v. 100 m/a
F530X. 300-0-300 v. 100 m/a.
FS3X. 350-0-350 v. 100 m/a

23 23:-

25/9
25/9
25/9
25/9

All the above have 6.3-4-0 v. at 4 amps., 5-4-0 v. at 2 amps.
FS43. Output 425-0-425 v. 200 m/a., 6.3 v. 4 amps., C.T. 6.3 v.
4 amps., C.T. 5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded
51/4550. 'Output, 450-0-450 v. 250 m/a., 6.3 v. 2 amps., C.T. 6.3 v.
4 amps., C.T. 5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded
75/F30X. Output, 300-0-300 v. 80 at/a., 6.3 v. 7 amps., 5 v. 2 amps.
Framed.

Flying leads

31/9

F35X. Output, 350-0-350 v. 250 m/a., 6.3 v. 6 amps., 4 v. 8 amps ,

wonder

Fully shrouded
71/6
FS160X. Output, 350-0-350 v. 160 m/a., 6.3 v. 6 amps., 6.3 v.
3 amps., 5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded
45/4 v. 3 amps., 0-2-6.3 v. 2 amps.

F543X.

Output, 425-0-425 v. 250 m/a., 6.3 v. 6 amps., 6.3 v.

6 amps., 5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded
69/H56. Output, 250-0-250 v. 100 m/a., 6.3 v. 6 amps., C.T. 5 v.
3 amps. For receiver 81355. Half shrouded
29/3
H5150. Output, 350-0-350 v. 150 m/a., 6.3 v. 3 amps., C.T. 5 v.
3 amps. Half shrouded
30/9
F36. Output, 250-0-250 v. 100 m/a., 6.3 v. 6 amps., C.T. 5 v.
30/9
3 amps. Half shrouded
FS120. Output, 350-0-350 v. 120 m/a., 6.3 v. 2 amps., C.T. 6.3 v.
33/2 amps., C.T. 5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded
F5256. Output, 250-0-250 v. 80 m/a., 6.3 v. at 6 amps., 5 v. at
3 amps. Fully shrouded
PR1/1. Output 230 v. at 30 m/a., 6.3 v. at 1.5/2 amps

it

the

develop

30/9
231-

350-0-350 v. 150 m/a., 6.3 v. 4 amps., 5 v. 3 amps...
34/9
FSI50X. Output, 350-0-350 v. at 150 m.a., 6.3 v. at 2 amps ,
C.T, 6.3 v. at 2 amps., C.T. 5 v. at 3 amps. Fully shrouded
34/9
The above have inputs of 200/250 v.
F5150.

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

Output, 4 v. 2 amps
Output, 6.3 v. 2 amps

F4.
F6.

9/--

F6X. Output, 6.3 v. 0.3 amps

FI2X. Output, 12 v. at

ON

iteria

1 amp

Output, 12.6 v. tapped 6.3 v. at 3 amps
Output, 24 v. tapped 12 v. at 3 amps
F12 and F24 framed with Flying Leads.
FU6. Output, 0-2-4-4-6.3 v. at 2 amps
F29. Output, 0-2-4-5-6.3 v. at 4 amps
FU6 and F29 clamped with Flying Leads.
F5. Output, 6.3 v. at 10 amps. or 5 v. at 10 amps. or 12.6 v. at
S amps. or 10 v. at 5 amps
F6/4. Output, four at 6.3 v. tapped at 5 v. at 5 amps. per winding,
giving by suitable series and parallel connections 24 v. at 5 amps.,
20 v. at 5 amps., 18 v. at 5 amps., 15 v. at 5 amps., 12.6 v. at
10 amps., 10 v. at 10 amps., 6.3 v. at 20 amps., 5 v. at 20 amps.
F5 and F6/4 framed with Flying Leads.
FUI2. Output 0-4-6.3 v. 3 amps
amp.
FU24. Output 0-12-24 v
The above have inputs of 200/250 v.
F12.
F24.

I

9/6/9/18/6
26,/-

11/20/9

Or*

37/9

57/19/6
19/6

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

Ratios 26, 46, 56, 66, 90, 120-1 50 m/a. max. current.
C.T. for Q.P.P. Class B., etc. Secondary 2/4 ohms. Top panel
and clamped, each
6/ On Midget Power Pentode, ratios 30, 60, 90-I, 40 m/a ,
Secondary 2/3 ohms, each
OP2. Midget Pentode, ratios 45-I, Secondary 2/3 ohms, 40 m/a
39/6
per doz
OPIO. 10/15 watts output. 20 ratios on Full and Half primary 19/9
28/6
OP30. 30 watts output, 20 ratios on Full and Half primary

MOP!.

Williamson's O.P. Transformer to Author's specification E4/3/6
Chokes for Williamson's Amplifier. 30H. at 20 m/a
13/6
10H. at 150 m/a

Choke C4. 60 m la., approx. 8 H., 350 ohms
Choke C5. 40 m Ia., approx. 5 H., 360 ohms
Choke C6. 50 m/a., 50 H., 1,500 ohms
90 in/a., 180 ohms, clamped
360 Micro henries clamped
Belling Lee Co -Axial Plugs. Type 642/F., each
C7.
C8.

Belling Lee Co -Axial Sockets.

TELERECTION LIMITED

Makers of fine aerials
Antenna Works, St. Pawls, Chelten-

35/6
5/ 4/ 2.2/6/3
5/3

ham, Glos. Phone: Cheltenham 55960.
Grams: Telerection, Cheltenham.

1/3
1/3

Messrs. Midland Auto
Components, 58. Cambridge St.
Birmingham.

Type 604/S, each

Quotations etc. -stamped addressed envelope please.

C.W.0.1(add 1/- in L for carriage), all orders over C2 carriage paid.
Trade and also Export enquiries invited

H. ASHWORTH (Dept. W.W.),
676, Gt. Horton Road, Bradford, Yorks.

Main distributors
for Holme Moss Area

PLEASE ASK FOR CATALOGUES SHOWING
AERIALS COVERING EVERY REQUISITE
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DEPTH
PERSPECTIVE..
The ability of a reproducer in separating the
instruments of an orchestra is dependant among
other factors upon the area from which the sound
appears to emanate. Many experimenters will
have found that a larger area appears to improve
orchestral analysis but that it detracts from the
realism of solo instruments and the human voice.

In the Corner Ribbon Loudspeaker, the sound
source is small and forward, but it radiates a
proportion of sounds in nearly all directions,
including upwards and to the rear. The sound
pattern reproduced from solo instruments is very
similar to that obtained in nature and it is probably the only loudspeaker
which can be used in direct comparison laboratory tests to give a complete
illusion of most instruments to a critical audience.
With an orchestra, the larger microphone distances influence the acoustics
of the recording so that the apparent sound source in the loudspeaker
recedes. Reflections from the back radiation add to the area of sound
so that it now appears to emanate from an opening of eight to ten square
feet.

The above is ji-st one of the reasons why the Corner Ribbon Loudspeaker
gives an analysis of sound in natural perspective.

THE

CORNER RIBBON
LOUDSPEAKER

£83
controlled sale

A booklet describing the development of this loudspeaker
is available on request

is important to remember that a
good loudspeaker will give you
It

music, noise and distortion, all faithThe QUAD
fully reproduced.

amplifier used with a good loudspeaker will give you the closest
approach to the original sound.
THE Q.U.A.D. AMPLIFIER

in two units as illustrated

E35

C-4 CCU STICA L

MANUFACTURING CO LTD
HUNTS TEL ASSII

HUNTINGDON
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AN AUDIO FREQUENCY RESPONSE CURVE
when plotted point by point is a tedious
and lengthy operation. A bottleneck in
production, it requires numerous instruments and operatives who could be used
more profitably elsewhere.

The

MODEL

1900

AUDIO

FREQUENCY RESPONSE CURVE
TRACER (see illustration) incorporates in
the one instrument all the circuiting needed

for taking a response curve.

It auto-

matically draws on the screen of a cathode
ray tube a full and accurate curve once in
5 SECONDS repeating it as often as
desired.

The instrument's small size, portability and moderate price plus its high
speed of operation, make it invaluable
wherever a response curve must be taken.
Model 1900 A.F. Response

For details write to:_

AL
ELECTRONICS
INDU STRI
Industrial
Controls and Precision Instruments
Curve Tracer

Makers of

99, GRAYS INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.1.

UNITED INSULATOR
TELEPHONE:

ELNBRIDGE

CO.
5241

LTD. OAKCROFT

RD.

TOLWORTH

Phone: HOLborn 9873/4

SURBITON
CABLES:

CALANEL,

SURREY
SURBITON

SEPTEMBER, 1951
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.96.e
Germanium Diodes
The photograph shows a G.E.C. germanium diode soldered between

adjacent tags of an octal socket in

a

noise -suppression circuit.

Standard half -watt and quarter -watt resistors provide an interesting
comparison in size.

It is important to note that this photograph is of a G.E.C. production
television sub -chassis into which the crystal is soldered without heat
shunts and with the leads clipped to the required lengths.
For further information apply to Osram Valve & Electronics Dept.
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO

LTD., MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W C.2

SEPTEMBER, 1951
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EXACT
EFFORTLESS

TUNING

The S.L.8 Spin wheel drive gives easy
control through a ratio 24-1. Fitted
with constant velocity coupling, it
eliminates strain on the Condenser,
providing mechanical and elecrical

isolation from vibration and noise.

Complete with 3 -band glass scale 9in.
x 41in. Printed short, medium and
long wavebands with station names.
Scale length 7in.
Supplied with
florentine bronze escutcheon.
PRICE 27/6.

?ill -achromatic
Television
Lens

INCREASES
YOUR PLEASURE
See the new models at the

RADIO EXHIBITION

S.L.5, similar but fitted with reverse
vernier drive, gives ratios of 18-1
search and 50-1 reverse vernier.
PRICE 26/6.

STAND
No.

Replacement Scales calibrated to Copenhagen
Plan now available for :
Airplane Drive
2/3 retail
Squareplane Drive 2/6 retail

31

Full Vision Drive
2/9 retail
S.L.8 or S.L.5 Drive 4,6 retail

PRECISION COMPONENTS BY

a product of

JACKSON

METROPEX LTD
r42a DENMARK HILL, LONDON, S.E.5.

BROS. (LONDON) LIMITED
KINGSWAY

WADDON

SURREY

Telephone: Croydon 2754
Telegrams : Walfilco, Souphone, London

L._

...J
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7i/evision. Radio
and Car 4eria
40AERIALITE
See these NEW Products at
AERIALITE have specialised in the design and manufacture of

aerials of high performance and quality. For this reason you
should visit STAND 47 and see the comprehensive range of
Television. Radio and Auto Aerial Equipment available.
AERIALITE also manufacture Coaxial Plugs and sockets,

and

Connector and Matching Boxes-for efficient television aerial
installation.

A full range of cables including
R.F. CABLES

are exhibited.

It will pay you to pay us a visit.

Bayonet Cap Fitting.
Makes the Aerialite ineven
better.

sulator

Quicker fitting

and

a

operation.
To
fitted shortly as

single

MODEL 63A

be

standard on the single
and " H aerial arrays.

For optimum results in fringe "
and difficult reception areas.

Lightning Arrestorprovides effective protection for radio and

television installations.
Static charges are automatically discharged to
x IB x
earth. Size
lin. deep. Completely

MODEL 69
A high gain double four
element folded dipole. T/V
Forward
gain
Acceptance angle
50'. The ideal aerial for
reception
outer fringe
or multiple receiver installations in local areas.
Price C24 complete.
aerial.

waterproofed for out-

14 db.

door windowsill mounting.

Coaxial

Box-(Part

T V aerial with excellent signal
Suitable for locations
Easy to
15-20 miles.

Price I0'-.

instal and moderately priced

Universal

at 13/6.

aerial for header

bar mounting.

It

has

Coaxial

Plug (Part No. 155).
To R.E.C.M.F. standard
and provides a 100 per
cent. efficient connection. Simple clamping
method for braid and

MODEL 17

A car

153)

Matching
Box-(Part
No. I53A) same size.
multi Designed for
point television receiver installations.

A full flexible indoor loft type

up to

No.

for
skirting
board
mounting. Finished in
mottled brown. Easily
fitted. Size 2in. x lkin.
Price 6'-.
x I in. deep.

MODEL 74

gain.

Connector

Price 101-d.

sheath.

a

streamlined appearance and
in chromium.
is finished

Line Connector. (Part

The aerial extends to 35 in.
and is single hole fixing.
Price 32'6d.

coaxial

No. 154) for joining two
feeders

in

an

and
waterefficient
Does
proof manner.

not require soldering.
Price I;-.

AERIALITE

LTD.,

CASTLE

WORKS,

STALYBRIDGE, CHESHIRE

WIRELESS WORLD
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IN STOCK
AMPLIFIERS

SPEAKER

BARKER Natural Sound Reproducers :

Williamson Amplifier components, including full

Model 148a
Model 150a

GOODMANS " Audiom 60 "
15in.

W.B. CONCENTRIC DUPLEX
10in.
I 2in.

LIS IS
LI8 18

Super 5/CS/AL including baffle
Super 8/CS/AL
Golden 10in.
W 10CS/8
Super 12/CS/AL
Choke Vol. Con.
Microgroove Equal

Crossover Unit

0

E7

0
0

08 10
7

range

resistors and

precision

of

Output transformers by :
0 VORTE X 10 N (radiometal core)
6

(silcor

I

core)

PARTRIDGE (unpotted)
(potted)
6
LEAK
" Point One " Amplifier
E4 12

EIS 15

W HARFEDALE

0

E8 12

E4 12

0 17

6
6

PC/PA/U Remote Control Pre -amp...

E8 10

0

£14 10

ACOUSTICAL " QUAD " Ampli-

LI

10

E2 IS

0
0
0

E3

9

6

capacitors.
E7

7

0

E4

4

0

E6 4
E6 12

4

125 IS

0

E8 IS

0

Radio Feeder Unit

07

fier with tone control unit
Radio Feeder Unit

BERRY'S 10 -watt Amplifier

0

4

6

£35

0

06

0
0

LI5

15

0

05

0

0

RECORDING EQUIPMENT

" Q -MAX " MODEL G.D.O.I.
GRID DIP OSCILLATOR
This is an extremely useful instrument
which may be used for resonant frequency

determination, tuning transmitters without application of power and for the
determination of coil, mutual and stray
Inductances, fixed and stray capacitances.

includes built-in mains power pack.
The frequency range of 1.5 to 300 Mc:s
is covered by means of a series of eight

CLIFTON Tape Desk, 71in. and I 2in. p.s., 50-9,000 c.p.s., three motors
BERRY'S Recording Amplifier. Record/playback. Mic/Radio inputs. Built-in bias/erase
oscillator. Circuit and kit of parts
Completely assembled and wired
PH IDELITY and CLIFTON Recording Heads. All types from
WODEN MT 10IA Matching Tranformers
B.S.R. Motors
Oscillator Coils, 45 or 65 kcs
TAPE. E.M.I. per 1,200 ft. spool
G.E.C. High coercivity, 1,200ft. spool
DUREX per 1,200ft. spool

E12

07

3
3

E2 17

0
LI
LI

il

6
18
10
5
10

LI IS

plug-in coils.

91

G NS (with one coil).
Extra coils 3'6 each.
twin speed

00 19

3

head

LS 14

8

£3 II

RECORDING

Standard Head (extra)
ACOS GP20

8

EQUIPMENT

motor

Pick-up with microgroove

E3 II

E R RY

SEND THREE
PENNY
PE
NY
STAMPS FOR
SPECIAL LIST

8

(SHORT WAVE) LTD.

25, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1

REGULATED POWER SUPPLY

TEL: HOLBORN 6231

D.C. OUTPUT : Continuously variable from

20-500 volts at 0-300 milliamperes. RIPPLE
VOLTAGE : 8 millivolts maximum.

INTERNAL RESISTANCE : 3 ohms.

P(;):
II

STABILISATION : 0.5% for a ± 10% change
in mains voltage.
TWO STABILISED
NEGATIVE LINES : 0 to -170v variable,
41111..

MODEL SRS. 15x

FREQUENCY RANGE : 25 cls to 250 kc/s in
four overlapping ranges. OUTPUT : 100
milliwatts into 600 ohms.
INTERNAL

-170v fixed. Regulation 1% from no load to
full load at maximum output voltage. TWO

A.C. OUTPUTS: 6.3 volts at 5 amps,
unregulated.
Terminals identified for
connection in series or parallel.

WIDE RANGE OSCILLATOR

IMPEDANCE: Less than 10 ohms.
DISTORTION :

Less than I% from 25 c/s to

200 kc/s. HUM LEVEL : Less than 0.1% of
maximum output voltage.
STABILITY :

Frequency drift 1 2% or 0.2 c/s including
initial warming up period. With a mains
voltage variation of ± 10% the frequency

drift is less than ± 0.2% at lkc/s.

to) 4,

*

..

ACCURACY : 1% or 1 c/s. ATTENUATOR :

60 db in steps of ldb.

MODEL OS. so:

SOLARTRON LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS LTD
22 HIGH STREET, KINGSTON -ON -THAMES

KINgston 1787
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ACCURACY

17

RELIABILITY

-,
ATTENUATORS FADERS SWITCHES WIREWOUND POTENTIOMETERS PLUGS
AND SOCKETS WIREWOUND RESISTORS HIGH STABILITY CARBON RESISTORS
KNOBS DIALS AND POINTERS TERMINALS

PAINTON
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it is STILL

/

THE BEST

"" .-

,"

-

LONGDISTANCE

-'"

\\\

Nti(1(1V,,

AERIAL!

The FA22 maintains its superiority.

Quite apart from its proven high

N,

sensitivity, its very sturdiness
raises it well above any other TV
aerial.
Designed by engineers,
its scientific construction enables

The Famous

FA 22

it to withstand the rigours of the

most exposed positions. A seamless Steel spreader, adjust.
able Steel Mast -head Clamp to fit masts from l lin. to Sin. dia.,
Shock Absorber Reflector Mountings, and the general overall
weatherproof method of construction ensures this unrivalled

strength and durability.
Complete
ALL CHANNELS

£5.12 . 6

GUARANTEED FOR TWO YEARS

...in any man's

mind there's a
single tissue
of doubt.

Suppose,

just suppose, that
something should fail

when something should
One problem
less, one more worry
'winged', lessens such
The
moments of fear.
go right.

confidence of

surprisingly many is

based on Parmeko's

BUT-HERE IS A
woKritY
coMPAI41°"
TsA5:2
;ihe
"11 T.t
STUDY THIS SPECIFICATION
The TS SO retains the well known
TELECRAFT DIPOLE FEEDER BOX

diameter Aluminium Alloy Tube
COLLECTORS AND REFLECTORS
New Type REFLECTOR ASSEMBLY
Die-cast MAST -HEAD casting
.15 Wave -length SEAMLESS STEEL
SPREADER

7ft. SEAMLESS STEEL MAST
STEEL LASHING with welded joints

12ft. 7 -strand GALVANIZED
LASHING -WIRE

single-minded skill,

for they make only
Transformers - and, by
George, they make 'em
well.

3 CORNER -PLATES, "1" Bolts, "U"
Bolts, ROPE GRIPS, THIMBLES, Etc.

Comp'ete

£412.6
ALL CHANNELS

Remember! Because of

their fine construction TELECRAFT
AERIALS ARE BETTER THAN ANY yet CHEAPER THAN MOST

All Stove Enamelled Throughout
Contact your

Send for

Wholesaler

Descriptive

and insist on

Literature
LIMITED

PARMEKO of LEICESTER
Makers of Transformers for the Electronic and Electrical Industries

QUADRANT ROAD

:

THORNTON HEATH

SURREY
Tel. : THOrnton Heath 1191-2-3

Depots :-BIRMINGHAM,

SCOTTISH ENQUIRIES :

WORTHING, STOKE-ON-TRENT

Glasgow, S.I
Langside 4633

BRISTOL, MANCHESTER, LOUIS GRACE, 28, Langside Place,
GLOUCESTER
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Proving
its name

T. v / 0 7'
f:

0

71? -1 71 77, a c //V./

M

in dimensional as well as curvilinear aptitude;
a diameter of hole ranging from

with

.056 to .500 there is practically no bare
wire insulation problem beyond their capacity.
Each bead is complete in itself, providing

for easy and rapid assembly, is accurately
made to fine limits, capable of withstanding
extremely high temperatures, and will
resist severe thermal shock.

They are fine ceramics, finely made to the
high standard for which all Taylor Tunnicliff Porcelains are world famous.
Our technical representatives are at your
service to give you detailed information.
Immediate delivery can be arranged.

Tunnicliff

Albion Works
Telephone:

(REFRACTORIES)

Longton
Stoke

n)0
FOR BARE WIRE INSULATION

The flexibility of fish -spine beads extends

Taylor

0

on

Ltd.

Stoke on Trent
Trent

5272/4

*/* 940/9/c0-ef
/he 544,10e:ft head

20
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Production tests are
carried out on each
Silver Mica Capacitor
and inspection tests are
performed regularly on
selected batches.

We use modern test
equipment of high precision,

and

standards

are frequently checked
by official laboratories.
A system of visual mica

inspection has been
evolved from long experience and enables us

to select the best dielectric plates to ensure
of all

good stability
capacitors.

STABILITY RADIO

COMPONENTS LTD.

COMMERCE ESTATE, WOODFORD AVENUE, LONDON, Elf!.
Telephone: BUCkhurst 6501/2

TO HAMS
ift DEALERS

I

WE GIVE TOP PRICES FOR THE FOLLOWING
AMERICAN MADE GOVERNMENT SURPLUS EQUIPMENT

IN NEW OR GOOD SECOND-HAND CONDITION

TEST SETS, ALL KINDS
TRANSMITTING TUBES
Clystrons, Thyratrons
Magnetrons, Xtal Diodes

SIGNAL GENERATOR TYPE 10. 100 Kc/s-100 Mcs

Price £7 . 10. 0
As manufacturers engaged solely in the production of signal generators

we confidently claim our New TYPE 10 to be the finest instrument
value obtainable. Equally suitable for the testing of radio and
television receivers, it is the ideal instrument for the service engineer
or home constructor.

100 KCIS to 100 Mc/s
Modulated or unmodulo ted carrier Direct
calibration
Adjustable 400 c.p s AF signal
Stable RF oscillator
Large, easily read scale
AC mains operation.

Obtainable only direct from the manufacturers. Send for full technical
details or call at address below.

HOMELAB INSTRUMENTS
68a, COBDEN ROAD, LONDON, E.II
Telephone

:

SIGNAL GENERATORS
FREQUENCY METERS
COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS
All kinds of American made surplus
Radio

Components

We ,:re interested in any quantity.
from one upwards. Drop us
line and we will clinch the deal
by return of post or send our
representative to see you.

and

Equipment

ALTHAM

ALTHAM RADIO CO BRAZENNOSE ST

MANCHESTER

2

Tel Deansgate 5387

LEY 5651
dm AR 15
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MUSIC LOVERS
THE WORLD OVER

"Triple"

Cone type
Effective cone dia

9in.
Cloth

Suspension

Voice coil dia.
Coil impedance (to order) Standard

Ii -in.
15 ohms

Flux density

15,000 lines sq. cm.
20,15,000 c.p.s.
35 c.p.s.
10 watts

Frequency range
Natural resonance

Max. peak input

Price £ 8
EXPORT
ENQUIRIES

INVITED

A few
Overseas Agencies

still open.

:

5

:

0

This amazing Reproducer, known the world over, requires little introduction. The unique diaphragm assembly is comprised of three cones
which, used in conjunction with an extremely powerful magnet system,
control completely the brilliant upper register down to the lowest note
of the organ, with perfect ease. This enables a class of reproduction to
be obtained which will delight and thrill the heart of every music lover.

If you are not fully conversant with all the ingenious constructional
details of this High Grade Reproducer, you should write without delay
for Descriptive Leaflets-or better still call for an audition of: "BAKERS"
SPEAKERS, RECEIVERS and AMPLIFIERS, the combination of which
offers the highest possible QUALITY REPRODUCTION obtainable.

Also Available :
12" Single Cone and 18" Duplex Speakers
and High Class Amplifiers and Receivers
for Home use and Public Address.

BAKE Ps
tse.tAtiheit9
RADIO

EQUITABLE HOUSE, Dingwall Rd., CROYDON.

P4:onize4 bitaeulactu4as of Mvvieny

Telephone : CROYDON 2271/2

Spedeets. J'4;nCe 1925
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ULTRA GEN

USING I4v VALVES-PROPERLY
The Ultra "Twin" is a portable for use on AC/DC mains, or on batteries. The four
valves (plus metal rectifier) are 1.4v miniatures whose filament voltage is obtained
from the smoothed HT supply. An important design requirement is that the filament

No. I

voltage must be maintained substantially constant in the interest of the life
of the valves. This is much easier said than done.
This difficulty could arise when the mains input to a normal rectifier circuit is changed from, say, 230v A.C.
to 230v D.C. The HT voltage would decrease on
the D.C. supply by as much as 25%. This change
MAINS VOLTAGE4. ,

-added to the normal maine variation that has

SELECTOR

to be allowed for-is more than could be tolerated.
To avoid the necessity for complicated switching
to equalise the HT between A.C. and D.C. mains,
the Ultra engineers have designed a circuit such

that the rectifier efficiency on A.C. mains is
adjusted to a value which compensates for the
voltage drop which occurs when the set is used on
D.C. mains. See resistance R in the diagram.
In this way, the HT voltage and filament voltage
is maintained substantially constant at the correct
value when changing over from A.C. to D.C. mains
without the need for switching.
This is just one of the outstanding features of the
Ultra "Twin" portable that has made it about the
most popular receiver for many years past.
ULTRA

MAINS

I,

BATTS
SWITCH

+

faro

HT

LT

AC/DC
MAINS

ON/OFF

t

HT

SWITCH

-+
LT

BATTERIES

LIMITED

ELECTRIC

WESTERN AVENUE

-

ACTON

SWITCHES

W.3

Induction Motors..

SWITCHES

SWITCHES

FOUR POLE MOTOR
A

precision

engineered

FP 10
well

balanced motor, designed to give
constant, trouble free performance
indefinitely. This motor is used
extensively in many wire and tape
recorders, and gramophone units
now manufactured.

Note these features :-Fully protected

SWITCHES!!

Dual

voltage range

Negligible external magnetic field
Oil impregnated self aligning
bearings Speed constancy and silent
running.

Speed (light) 1400 r.p m. Torque
inch ozs. Weight tI lbs.

TWO POLE MOTORS SRI & SR2.

A rugged and highly efficient motor that will stand heavy
overloads, and for intermittent ratings is capable of giving up to

WE HAVE THEM !

OAK -AB -NSF
TELE-RADIO (1943) LTD.
177 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2
Phone : PAD 5606
PAD 6116

Shop Hours :

Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m. -6 p.m.
Thursday 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

twice the rated power. Used extensively in many motion displays,
fans and gramophones now manufactured. SRI MODEL; Speed
(light) 2750 r.p.m. Torque 3.0 inch . ozs.-Weight 2.31 lbs.
SR2 MODEL; Speed (light) 2750 r.p.m. Torque 2.0 inch ozs.Weight 1.7 lbs.

.. Leaders in their field
Birmingham Sound Reproducers Ltd., Old Hill, Staffs. Tel. Cradley Heath 6212/3
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There's a place for YOU

4J--)1,AvA

The Royal Air Force urgently needs a trained reserve
it can count on in an emergency. And it is men and
women like you who must form that reserve - people
who are ready to give up a small part of their spare
time to training : either to continuing to fly or to doing

... in the

equally important jobs on the ground. Your close
association with the Royal Air Force will bring you

11==

111111111 .111M1 MEM

new experience and fresh companionship. Moreover,
by volunteering now, you will be showing the world
that you at least are ready to face up to whatever the
future holds. Post the coupon below for full details.
=1 ==,
VI=
IMO NM 1111

MEI

TO: ROYAL AIR FORCE (W.D.69), VICTORY HOUSE, LONDON W.C.2

Please send particulars of part-time service with the R.A.F.

(Applicants from British Isles only.)

NAME
ADDRESS

(If ex-R.A.F. or W .A.A.F. please give rank, trade and number)
4010

11 =MI

=MI

* If you are

MOM

between

11 MU

11

MEM

r 4 and 1 7 - and keen - join

=0

the Air

=M. MO MI= MEM

Training Corps *

14.1

1951
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37 TV manufacturers rely on the
Murphy Pattern Generator
How can it help with your
TV servicing problems?
Skilled TV engineers are scarce and therefore
expensive.

You must use them to maximum

advantage. Trainees cannot be expected to
compute accurate results from indifferent equipment. Provide them with foolproof test gear.
The Murphy Pattern Generator is the answer.
It saves the time of the skilled man and increases
his output. It cannot give misleading results and
is

requires no imagination or judgment. This pattern

generator will positively prove whether or not
a TV receiver will interlace.*
The full scope of this instrument must therefore

be appreciated when considering price.
Nearly all TV receiver manufacturers rely
on the Murphy Pattern Generator in their service
departments and dealer instruction classes. The
Murphy Pattern Generator is already saving
thousands of pounds in TV servicing in all areas.

If in London for the radio show, visit Stand

io6 for a demonstration.

therefore easily understood by the trainee.

The Murphy Pattern Generator is completely
reliable in use for it does not depend on the skill

of the operator but gives visual proof which

*

If a pattern generator does not give the correct frame
line pulses, there is no proof whether a receiver

sync. and

is interlacing or not, and the pattern is unreliable in consequence.

For instance, if you apply a pattern not in accordance
with the B.B.C. Standard Sync. Waveforms, a faulty receiver
may appear to be working correctly, or vice versa. In these

F. LIVINGSTON HOGG
THE

Specialists in high-grade instruments for the communications industry,
HAMPSTEAD, N.W.6
LABORATORY, 71
PRIORY
RD. WEST
MAIDA VALE 3272
Telephone

RADIO SHOW, 1951
Stand No. 6

circumstances, only a transmission can prove that a job
has been successfully completed, and the whole purpose of

a pattern generator is therefore defeated.
The pattern of the Murphy Pattern Generator conforms
to B.B.C. Standards and will give accurate results without
any further check on transmissions,

on EXHIBITION at
MODERN ELECTRICS LTD.,
Charing Cross Road,

164,
NEW

London, W.C.2

3rd. Edition Now Ready

'phone TEMple Bar 7587

Immediate delivery from stock

TELEVISION CIRCUITS
FOR THE GUIDANCE OF

Export enquiries welcomed.

THE CONSTRUCTOR

Contents :-

Circuits cover, video receivers for upper and lower
side bands, sound rejectors, video detectors and amplifiers, sync separators, line and frame time bases for
normal and wide angle CR. tubes, H.T. boost, E.H.T.
supplies by fly -back and R.F. oscillator, power unit,
sound receivers, sound amplifier.
Coil construction and coil data charts.
A popular circuit reference book giving practical
information. Not an extracted collection of published
circuits but an up-to-date series developed and proved
by repetitive production and especially applicable
to the requirements of the constructor. 64 pages,

Si" x 5r, 2/6 post free.

SOUNDMIRROR

TAPE RECORDERS
SOUNDMIRROR
Table Model
Portable Model

TAPE

£69 10
479 10

0

460

0

0

SIMPH ON IC
Complete with Microphone

e

SCOPH 0 NY-BAIRD
Complete with Mic£58
rophone

5

6

E20 19

3

CONNOISSEUR
2 -speed Motors

All components for the making of Television

ACOS

Receivers, including the scanning of wide angle
CR. tubes.
Ask for list, post free.

ACOS

E9

6

44 II

4
5

0
0

Acos Crystal
Moving Coil
' Magnetic Recording'

0
0
0

46 16

6

47

7

0

CI

6

0

C19 10
5

0
0

110 10

0

by S.1 Begun, post
free

TEST GEAR

AVO

D.C. Minor
Uniminor

SIGNAL GEN.

Wide Band
430
Valve Tester
LSO
Electronic Test Meter L40

II

5

LP and Std. Heads

42

3

4

DECCA. Pick-up

E3

15

4

33i and 78 spd....

E3 14

334-45 & 78 spd.

4
4

El 3
terms.
attention to post

Prompt

0

MICROPHONES

43

G.P.20 P.0

DECCA. Motors

HAYNES RADIO Ltd. ENFIELD, VIWDLYESEX

5

Models, HR2, 7, 8

CONNOISSEUR. Pick-ups
Standard and Microgroove
Standard

Cl

E.M.I Tape
LI 5
G.E.C. Grade A Tape 41 10
Durex MCI -III Tape
El IS
E.M.I & G.E C. spools
4
Telephone Attachment,
for all Tape Recorders 43 3

Univ Bridge

426

0
0
0

0

0
0

0
0

TAYLOR

ALL TAYLOR TEST GEAR IN
STOCK. Still available on H.P.
Send

S.A.E

for catalogue and

orders
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High Fidelity at a
NEW PRICE LEVEL

THE REMARKABLE NEW

FERGUSON '300' RG
Up to now, if you wished to enjoy high
fidelity reproduction, you needed to be
unusually rich or technically skilful-rich
enough to afford one of the few really fine

instruments on the market, or skilful
enough to build one for yourself.

The new Ferguson 300' RG changes all
that. It brings really high quality within
the reach of thousands of families.
The heart of the equipment is the new al.
amplifier.

MODEL '300' RG
Here are some of its characteristics :
Total Harmonic Distortion...
0.05% for 3 watts, 0.4% for 5 watts, 1.0% for 6 watts
Frequency Response referred to 1,000 c.p.s

.

± .5 dB, 30-10,000 c.p.s.
Load Damping Factor ... 30
30 dB of negative feedback is applied overall with ample phase margin

for stability. Continuously variable Bass and Treble tone controls are
fitted. Specially matched to the amplifier is a new and exclusive 10" P.M.
speaker, heavily damped to avoid resonances. And the result is outstandingly good-by any standards. At the price it is, we think, quite unrivalled.

Brie!.

Specification
6 -valve

3

wave-

band superhet.
Negativefeedback

amplifier of 6
watts maximum output. High flux density
10" P.M. speaker. Interchangeable microcell

crystal pick-up heads, with sapphire styli.
Garrard 3 -speed auto -changer for all types
of records including L.P. Two-tone walnut
cabinet with built-in record storage space.

Fine sets these FERGUSON's
THORN ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED, 105/9 JUDD STREET, LONDON W.C.1

TOPE/BMWS
cordially

LOWTHER'S

their

to

you

ible by

or

bus

Bromley

APLZef'ffirTAWAIT

invite

showrooms

(which are easily
to
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access-

train

South)

for a demonstration
of the most up-

to-date range of

sound and

vision
equipment.

THE LOWTHER MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Lowther House, St. Mark's Rd., Bromley, Kent
Telephone : RAVensbourne 5225

ICS HOME STUDY
backs radio experience with

sound technical knowledge
MANY men who wished to link their radio experience with a sound

technological background have received successful instruction by means of
an ICS Course Its value has been proved not only to amateurs but to men
who already have a professional interest in radio and television engineering,
including those taking qualifying examinations. It is invaluable, also, to
students who wish to prepare themselves for a job in this field. Courses of
instruction covering radio and, if necessary, television, include thefollowing:
Complete Radio Engineering . Radio Service Engineers . Radio

Advanced Short -Wave Radio . Elementary
Service and Sales
Electronics, Radar and Radio Television Technology.
.

And the following li_d1/2 Examinations

British Institution of Radio Engineers P.M.G. Certificates for
City and Guilds Telecommunications .
Wireless Operators
.

Wireless Operators and Wireless Mechanics, R.A.F.

Students intending to sit for the above 1952 Examinations should enrol
NOW for Courses in preparation.
Using a specially prepared study programme students will complete their
Course, with time for revision, before the examination date, when they
will sit with full confidence of success.

MODEL WX

AUTOMATIC COIL

WINDING MACHINES

AND HAND WINDING MACHINES

Wave winding machines for single or multiple coils of 1/16" to

(I.C.S. Students are coached until successful)

I" wide for power drive.

Write today for cur FREE " RADIO " booklet which fully describes

SOLE AGENTS ABROAD
K. G. Khosla & Co., 22 School Lane, New Delhi, India.
Etablts Octave Houart, 14 Quai de l'Industrie, Sclessin-lez-Liege.
Heftye & Frogg, Oslo, Norway, Storgaten, IS.
R. H. Cunningham P.T.Y. Ltd., 62 Stanhope Street, Malvern,
Victoria, Australia.

the above ICS Courses and the facilities for the complete study of Radio
and/or Television technology. The ICS Advisory Department will also give
free and impartial advice on the need for and the means of instruction.

GENEROUS DISCOUNT GRANTED TO ALL MEMBERS OF
H.M. FORCES.

rnateiy-recie

ETA TOOL CO
(LEICESTER) LTD.

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

29a, WELFORD ROAD, LEICESTER

Dept. W.L.26., International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

'Phone -5386
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CINTIL

WHEN
- ACCURACY
coUNTS
There are many

times when a
required, the
which can be relied

frequency source

accuracy of

THE ,CINTEL'

is

upon.

R.C. OSCILLATOR AND
FREQUENCY MONITOR
provides any frequency in the range
10c/s

to 100Kc/s with an accuracy of

+0.005% ±0.1c/s and indicates the exact
value by means of an electronic monitor.
This monitor samples the frequency every
5 seconds, measures it against a crystal

and indicates the result on five panel
meters each scaled 0 - 9. This operation
continues automatically and thus the

exact output frequency is always known.
Full technical details are available in

publication No. RC111.

CINEMA -TELEVISION LIMITED
A Company within the I. Arthur Rank Organisation

FOREMOST IN THE MANUFACTURE OF
Counters & Chronometers Metal Detectors Oscilloscopes Photo -Electric
Electronic Instruments
Cells Cathode Ray Tubes
Geiger -Muller Tubes

WORSLEY BRIDGE ROAD LONDON SE26
Telephone: HITher Green 4600
SALES AND SERVICING AGENTS:

F. C. Robinson & Partners Ltd.,
287 Deansgate, Manchester, 3.

Atkins, Robertson & Whiteford Ltd.,
100 Torrisdale Street, Glasgow, 5.2.

H. Hawnt & Co. Ltd.,
59 Moor St., Birmingham,

CINTEL
REGISTERED TRADE MAR.
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YOU CAN MAGNETICALLY RECORD
using your Gramophone Motor as a Drive

Necessary parts, also usable later for a more
ambitious job, plans available, 1 Spool Diamond Magnetic
Recording Tape and 1 take-up spool, 2 Corner Brackets, 1 Roller,
1 Record -playback Head Kit, 1 Friction Clutch, 1 Dual-purpose Supersonic Oscillator and Two stage Preamplifier and your Radio Chassis. Set of parts C7.15.0 or items supplied separately.
Also Constructional Data for Wire and Tape Recorders Ss.

PARK RADIO OF MANOR PARK, 676/8, 783 Romford Road, London, E.12

Thedemand for q ualified techni-

cians to fill well -paid industrial
posts grows daily. Through the unique facilities offered
by E.M.I. Institutes, you can train for a worthwhile job by
means of our Home Study Courses. As part of the great

E.M.I. Group (H.M.V., Marconiphone, etc.), we have
first hand knowledge of the technical training required

in modern industry. No other college can offer you

with 4

such a practical background of industrial experience.

r-POST THIS
Please send, wt

I
I

I

Models for

Radio -grams and
Autochange Radio -grams
(inc. 3 -speed motors)

STAND 21

NATIONAL
RADIO SHOW

-------

t

interest me.)

0 Radio

0 Draughtsmanship
0 Mech. Eng. 0 Elect. Eng. Eng. 0 Auto. Eng. 0 Aero. Eng.
0 Production
Education (Matric).
D Television
O General Cert. of
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
0 Civil Service
EXAMS IN Mech. Eng.,
for
A.M.I.Mech.E.,
Also Courses
CITY and GUILDS etc.
A.F.R.Ae.S. ,Telecommunications,

the subjects which

I

Models for Electric Gramophones from £8, plus 10%

OUPON NOW-

Division, Dept.LONDON,URE
16,
(W.4.
E.M.I. INSTITUTES, ROAD. CHISWICK,
1 have marked
43, GROVE PAR
FREE BROCH
thout o 61' ation your

I

DCIAC CONVERTER

C

I
I
I

Elect. Eng.,

I

Other Sublects...............

1

I

NAME

................
....................

. .............

..............................................................
...............
..

ADDRESS........................

.......

I

Radios
Televisions, etc.,
from £10.15.0, plus 10%

input. 6, 12, 24, 32, A, 110 or 200/250V. D.0
Output 230V. 50 or 60 cts.

Descriptive literature W.W.7 from the manyfacturers:NEW CHAPEL ROAD, HIGH STREET,
FELTHAM, MIDDX.
Telephone : FELtham 4242

Overseas Enquiries to nearest E.M.I. Organisation Depot.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES-The College backed by en Industry
L33a
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16 inch
METAL C.R. TUBE
British made by

'ENGLISH ELECTRIC'
FOR MANUFACTURERS AND CONSTRUCTORS
Introduced into this country by ENGLISH ELECTRIC', the Metal
Cathode Ray Tube is one of the most significant television
developments for many years.
It offers the following outstanding advantages:* Magnetic focus and magnetic deflection

* Short overall length 17g inches-suitable for shallow
cabinets

* Brilliant picture of uniform focus on an almost flat
screen

* Robust yet lightweight construction

* An ion trap fitted to prevent ion burn discolouration
and prolong tube life

PRICE

24

.

6

. S TAX PAID

For full technical details and price for quantities write to

The ENGLISH ELECTRIC Company Limited
TELEVISION DEPARTMENT, QUEENS HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2
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Three heads

are better
than one!

i

For Standard and Microgroove Recordings
Green Spot with .00t" radius sapphire for microgroove recordings.

Red Spot with .0025" radius sapphire for modern
standard recordings.

Yellow Spot with .003" radius sapphire for older
standard recordings.

These pickup heads are fitted with an easily

Extremely low mass at needle point (4/5 mg.
only), allowing for reduction in downward
pressure to to/tz grams for standard recordings,
and 5/7 grams for microgroove recordings.
Prices : With one head L4 10 o plus L t 19 0
Purchase Tax. Extra heads each f, 2 I0 o plus
LI t 8 Purchase Tax. Spare armature system

replaceable armature system complete with a semi-

with sapphire 14/8 including tax.

permanent sapphire.

Licenced under Letters Patent No. 186900 andlor 617424.

Armature mass zo mg.

ir9

a
,-,-.....,-........

.....,...

onnoisseur

.,_

proditet

.i,,,,,,,..----..,4.--_--

Tel. : HALIFAX 69169.

See STAND No. 12, Radio Show, Earls Court, August 29 to Sept. 8

Manufactured by A. R. SUGDEN & CO. (ENGINEERS) LTD., Well Green Lane, Brighouse, Yorks.

66
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Bandspread coil units for mixer input-Simp:ified
construction with superlative performance.
In spite of the absence of an R.F. stage the sensitivity
and image rejection characteristics of these units

are very good. By their use the construction and
alignment of bandspread receivers is simplified and
the overall cost substantially reduced.

\ OF GREAT BRITAIN

television
Clearly

Unsurpassed

Standard types are available for early delivery.

TYPE B.S.4.-9 ranges.
13,

16,

rill

19, 25, 31 and 41 metres bandspread.

15.7-43, 43-140 and 175-570 metres general coverages

TYPE B.S.6.-9 ranges.
13,

16,

19, 25, 31 and 41 metres bandspread.

43-140, 175-570 and 800-2,000 metres general coverage.
special 2 -section 2 gang tuning
condenser
supplied as an additional item together with a punched
coverplate and octal valveholder.

The

Prices :

Coil Unit
Coverplate, etc.

94/6 plus 40/10 P.T.

Tuning Scale

18/9

24/ -

THE

WEYMOUTH RADIO MANUFACTURING

CO., LTD.,
CRESCENT WORKS, WEYMOUTH, DORSET

Your Ambassador dealer will be proud to show you
truly unique television receiver. Nowhere will you

find anything to compare either in picture quaky,
cabinet style or price.

Ask to see the Ambassador T.V.5, l5" tube, 13r x
l01" picture. Price £l36. Literature on request.

Ambassador Radio, Princess Works, Brighouse, Yorks
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SIGNAL GENERATORS
WAVEMETERS

FM

BRIDGES

AM

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

RADAR

TV

31

VALVE VOLTMETERS

0 -METERS

OUTPU

TELECOMMU

VAL

REFER TO MARCONI .

SIGNAL GENERAT'

.

.

WAVEMETERS

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
SIGNAL GENERATORS

0 -METERS

WAVEMETERS

IONS

TELECOMMUNICK

INDUSTRY

SIGNAL GENERATC

METERS

WAVEMETERS

4S

FM

SIGNAL GENERATOR;

7iTERS

TELECOMMUNICATIOW

FM

M

OUTPUT METERS
MEDICINE
TV

AM

INDUSTRY

A

AM

SIGNAL GENERATORS
FM

RADAR

RADAR

OUTPUT METERS

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

WAVEMETERS

TV

AM

SIGNAL GENERATORS
WAVEMETERS

MEDICINE

INDUSTRY

FM

RADAR

OUTPUT METERS

INDUSTRY

TELECOMMUNICATIC

WAVEMETERS

MEDICINE

TV

AM

FM

FM

OUTPUT METERS

MEDICINE
TV

RADAR

OUTPUT METERS
AM

MEDICINE

IDUSTRY

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

FM

AM

TV

RADAR

OUTPUT METERS

MEASUREMENT
MASTERY OF
Marconi mastery of measurement is turned to
account in a wide range of radio communication and
allied measuring instruments. Embodying the skill born of years of
experience, they nevertheless employ the latest techniques in circuits and contemporary styling. If you are professionally engaged in the radio communications
field, write now for your copy of this 70 page, fully illustrated catalogue and find
how the 3o preferred instruments can help you.

MARCONI instruments
MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD
London Office: Marconi House, Strand, W.C.2.

ST ALBANS

HERTS

Midland Office: 19 The Parade, Leamington Spa.

Phone: ST ALBANS 6161/7
Northern Office: 30 Albion Street, Hull.
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geromprito_

LANE PRECASAION

*war rAPE mime
CoNp
co, °NEN)"S

Heavy balanced flywheel gives extreme freedom from "wow"

and " flutter."

8.ParaZ °3,4144,

Po/1°i,,

High fidelity Record Play Back and Erase Heads in mumetal

Sr lajz

shields to ensure wide range response with correct amplifiers.

Vg S,epOrd/P1 to

'4°

8oPpiteri

Pp 8, Per ge ay Sae M4'net4I

Fast Re -wind.

Very

8

-44.021.

4'1.10)

simple mechanical

Dimensions-Nin. x

action --nothing to go
x 7in.

wrong.
°sou

'

New,
k'co :4611 co°

PRICE

44481(Lit41.°,1d

check:2,

ea

TApa

20

.441 at 10'elPe
ta to,
Vee413.

£1610-0

0

gh fidelity

CARRIAGE AND PACKING 10/-

js

2'ra& 14-.4,1,1y,..:
!"4.71

THROUGHOUT THE W onio

S LTD.

20

ch,,r

"th.r.415.0

DIK SALE

$1 15

r we Z.*" % 442bA

200 v.-250 v. A.C. only.
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0
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LONDON, W.I. Phone Gemini
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itaill111111111111111gel-

RdIO

Drayton
T.V.
FREQUENCY
Model 1.1M2.

2 -valve

'

MOTOR UNITS

CONVERTER

for

model, self-contained power

unit, enables immediate change -over SUTTON
COLDFIELD tuned receivers to HOLME MOSS
reception, without ANY alteration to chassis, etc.
Price £8.0.0.

T.V.
PRE -AMPLIFIERS
model, self-contained power unit,
£5.17.6, TWO -valve model, self-contained power
unit, for EXTREME fringe areas, £7.10.0.
Extremely eTicient. Many thousands in use.
Your dealer will be pleased to demonstrate.
Illustrated leaflets giving technical specification,
One -valve

The Drayton R.Q. is a miniature

capacitor induction type motor with a cur-

rent consumption at 230 volts 50 cycles
of 0'09 amps pf.
/t is available:
R.Q.G. GEARLESS for running at 2700
r.p.m. continuously or intermittently in
either direction or continuously reversed.
R.Q.R. GEARED for continuous running
or reversing at speeds from 27 mins. per
rev. to 600 revs. per min.

R.Q.H. GEARED for high final shaft

speeds for continuous running, forward or
reverse.
Send for List No. N.302-1

actuating valves,
dampers,
geneva

rheostats,
movements,

rocking baths, flashing signs, illuminated
models, soldering and

welding fixtures,

rotating tables, automatic light strip feed,
lubricating and other

small pumps, small
machines,

animated

displays, vibrators,

developing baths,

agitators, fans,
aspirators and
similar devices.

etc., forwarded with pleasure, write:

Manufacturers

RAINBOW RADIO
MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
Mincing Lane, Blackburn, Lancashire
Drayton Regulator & Instrument Co. Ltd., West Drayton, Mdx.

W. Drayton 2611
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THE

/RECTIFIERS
for your particular

RADIO & TELEVISION APPLICATIONS

will be found at

STAND N° 43
at the RADIO SHOW- EARLS COURT
August 29th to September 8th

We cordially invite you to visit us at the
above so that you can see for yourselves
our newest rectifier developments. The type
36EHT rectifiers incorporating elements
that withstand an extremely high peak
inverse voltage are particularly suitable for
E.H.T. supplies to television receivers and
other electronic devices where current
demands do not exceed 2 mA. D.C. Where

a few extra milliamperes are required, we
can

offer the type

rectifier.

I 6HT double -voltage

New H.T. rectifiers constructed

with double -voltage elements will show a
great reduction in size for any given output,
and many well-known commercial television
sets incorporate them. There, in their attractive new hammer grey finish, will be the
" Westalite " battery chargers, with outputs
that range from 72 to 2,400 watts.
And, of course, a copy of " THE ALL
METAL WAY " will be available to all.
A handy publication with much useful
information on . . .

WESTINGHOUSE

RECTIFIERS
WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE

&

SIGNAL

CO.

82, York Way, King's Cross, London, N.1.

LTD,

34
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on B.50 Series

Microphones

The VITAVOX B.5o Series
is most comprehensive and
includes instruments to
meet almost every
requirement for a hand
microphone. The series
comprises Type B.5o,
incorporating a high-grade
moving coil element ; Type

B.51 with crystal insert;

and Type B.52, similar to
Type B.5o but with a
transformer for direct
connection to amplifier or
medium impedance line.
The diagram indicates the
wide range of switch circuits
available with Types B.5o
and B.51, and the different
transformer ratios available
with Type B.52 which has
no switch. Additional
versions can be supplied for
special purposes when
required in quantity.

',.f.,1

6''''

Lai

174,

CL

RELAY cONTcTs NORMALLY).

ro

NO SWITCH-

No SWITCH

t

CATALOGUE NUMBER CN I 79

GREEN

100.000 CHMS

10,000 OHMS

SNITCH

CODE

IMPEDANCE

IMPEDANCE

500 I 500 ON/AS
NO

i

2

00.011 cam

SER

I-11

E

CATALOG[ NUMBER CN 17B

L=am

1-'1

tt

L-I

v

Lq__, _KEN

1

'

I ,Ct,Fi

i' i
:

rek/ Ye-

1/

..... CH 170

CATALOG

t

ALL DIAGRAMS SHOW THE SWITCH IN THE NORMAL POSITION 63. BEFORE THE KNOB IS PRESSED

,

,

VITAVOX LIMITED
Westmoreland Road, London, N.W.9.
Tel.: COLindale 867x.
Grams.: Vitavox, Hyde, London.
Cables: Vitavox, London, England.

VITAVOX

5586

Several of the scientific
instruments displayed in

CABINET
SYSTEM

the Festival of Britain
exhibition are housed in
Widney-Dorlec cabinets.

4,0)

know about this unique

elr

If you do not already

cabinet system, write for
details.

As

specified

for

conversion of the
Type 25 unit of
the TR.1 196, Type

18 and Wartime
Utility receivers,
and others.

To avoid
vradio ailments"
EVERY

GOOD

o RADIO DOCTOR
PRESCRIBES

OSMOR
erP

COILPACKS
These mighty midget
coilpacks will cure
your radio troublesand
ensure better performance

in

every way.

Easy to assemble,

with only five simple
connections, the pre -

Technical Adviser : C. H. DAVIS
69 BROMPTON ROAD
LONDON, S.W.3

ESTABLISHED 1898

HALLAM!, SLEIGH L (HESTON I.T°
MONEY WORKS BIRMINGHAM 4
Phone: Alton Cnass 0914, unal Grams: Superfine. SIrmn4ham.4.

aligned " Q " Coilpack saves hours of
frustrated grappling with complicated
circuits. All types available for mains
and battery sets, complete with full
instructions and circuit diagrams.

Send 5d. (stamps) for free circuits and neon illustrated lists of Coils, Coilparks.
and all Radio Components.

OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS LTD. (Dept. W.22)
BRIDGE VIEW WORKS, BOROUGH HILL, CROYDON, SURREY
TeLephone : Croydon 1220
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We've no
YES-MEN

at Keighley
...they're all
rd')
600 KNOW
-

MEN

Lisn't always easy to resist the
suggestion that price is the final consideration when selling in a competitive market. That is why
we employ a team of knowledgeable, strong-willed " know -men "
specially briefed to reject any compromise with quality.

We at Keighley are not satisfied by the knowledge that each
switch we turn out will function correctly when it leaves our
hands - we must also know that it will continue to do so throughout

"THE
SWITCH
PEOPLE"

the life of the appliance it is designed to control.
Only then can our " know -men " feel satisfied that their job
is well done. And-secure in the knowledge that fundamental simplicity of design, meticulous inspection at each production stage and

rugged construction have provided a more than adequate margin
of electrical and mechanical safety-they can then turn their
attention to the unravelling of the next knotty problem.
And how much extra does the discriminating appliance
manufacturer pay for this higher standard of quality? In a
word - nothing. For the price he pays for his
Cutler -Hammer Switches is immediately reflected

in longer trouble -free service, reduced maintenance costs and enhanced goodwill for his product.

CUTLER -HAMMER

N.S.F. LIMITED
KEIGHLEY YORKS

Phone : Keighley 4221/5

Grams : ENESEF, Keighley

LONDON OFFICE: 9 Stratford Place, W.I.

Phone: Mayfair 4234

Licensees of Igranic Electric Co. Ltd. for the above products of Cutler -Hammer Inc. Milwaukee, U.S.A.

Other

N.S.F.

Products

include:

OAK' Rotary, Push-button and Slider
switches ; Carbon and wire - wound
potentiometers for Television and Radio
applications.
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'CLIFTON' Tape Recorders
Model M.Q.I.

£52.10.0

(H.P. Deposit £13.2.6)

'CLIFTON' Playing Desks
With one reel Emitape

£25

(H.P. Deposit £8.6.8)

Experientia

docet !
Clifton products are backed by
many years' research.
Hear the new models -Tape Speeds, 3*, 72,
High Fidelity Reproduction.

12, I.P.S.

LONDON AGENTS : Will Day Ltd., 19 Lisle St., W.C.2
H. L. Smith & Co. Ltd., 287 Edgware Rd. W.2
EXPORT : Panrek, Suite 9. 140 Park Lane, W.I

Manufactured & Distributed by :-

BRISTOL CINE SERVICE

33, ALMA VALE ROAD, BRISTOL, 8.

Tel: 33243

M.R. SUPPLIES Ltd
Offer from stork the following brand new (or otherwise perfect) material. Brief
deseriptions-fuller details if required, on request. All prices nett.
' IMMERSION THERMOMETERS. Two models, 0/120 deg. C. and 40/140 deg.C.,
with Resistance Tube for 2f in. insertion and 'tin. scaled meter (luminous), potential
required 24 v. Tube and meter (please state which), 10/6 (des. 9d.).
A.C.e VOLTMETERS, rectifier m/coil, even scale, 2iin., 0/7 volts, 50/500 c/s, 12/6

VACUO THERMOCOUPLES (S.T.C.) 5mA (10 mA max.). Unmounted, with four

Va.ellllill tune Sin. x lin., new, boxed, 8/6.
Please state whether
standard or miniature shank required.
HIGH DUTY SELENIUM RECTIFIERS, large range, new, under half nett prim,
Examples:
12
v.
50
amps,
84/(des.
2/6),
60
v.
10 amps, 77/6 (dee.
from stock.
2/6), 30 v. 50 amps, pair £7/10/0 (des. 3/6), 240 v. 10 amps, £14 (des. 5/6). Please
enquire for other ratings.
EVERSHED BRIDGE MEGGERS (250 v.). Ex -Govt. expertly overhauled. 0/50
megohms. Bridge 0.01/1 megohm, with carrying case, £17 (despatch 416).
EVERSHED OHM -METERS. Ex -Govt., expertly overhauled. Two scales, 0/1,000
and 01200,000 ohms,with leads, probes and case (less flash battery), E5/10/0(des.1/6)
leads.

JEWEL TIPPED PERMANENT GRAMO-NEEDLES, 2/6.

A

workshop

SIMPSON OHM -METERS, 0/1,000 ohms with internal 100/1 multiplier or 0/200,000
ohms. Uses ordinary 112 cell. 57/6 (des. 1/-).
FLUXMETERS (Admiralty model WY p.p.23). 500/4,000 Gauss in three scales, with

in your

probe, etc., in portable case, E5/10/0 (des. 2/6).

VOLTAGE CHANGING TRANSFORMERS (portable). 200/250 v.-110 v. (and vice.
versa) with selector switch and voltmeter, loading 1.25 kVA. £8117/0 (des. 6/6).
STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMERS (multi -purpose). Prim. tapped 200-220-240 V.

pocket

Sec. provides: 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 17, 18, 20, 26, 27 and 30 v. 2 amps. Our
usual reliable vacuum impregnated (f/tested 2,000 v.) model, In great demand for

important uses 29/6 (des. 1/6.)

P.V.C. STRIPPER PLIERS (S.T.C.). Heated jaws remove all plastic insulation,
from cables, cleanly and rapidly, with 200/250 v. transformer, 59/8 (des. 1/6).
STUART CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS. No.21, fitted 220-250 v. i h.p. capacitor/induction
motor (1,000 g.p.h.). £20 (des. 5/6).
ROTARY VANE PUMPS. Ex -Admiralty, all bronze, power required 1 h.p. (min.),
3.000 g.p.h. positive displacement, 26/15/0 (des. 4/6). IMMERSION PUMPS,
self -priming (as R.A.F.-German version). Can be immersed up to 30in. Approx
300 g.p.h. Rated for 24 volts D.C., suitable for 22 v. D.C. or short periods 15/24 v.

THE TELEVISION AND
RADIO SERVICE ENGINEER'S
MASTER TIOMMER KIT
Contains :
1 End Trimmer.
1 Side Trimmer.
1 Yaxley Switch Contact
Adjuster.
1 Low Capacity Trimmer.

,

EXTRACTOR FANS (Hoover). Olin. overall inlet If in., outlet 31n., 24 volts A.C./D.C.

suitable for under -deck, ceiling or wall mount, 17/6 (des. 1/6); also DELCO model,
with 121n. impeller (14in. over ring). Fitted 200-250 v. induction motor, 28/17/6
(car, paid). Also ex -Govt. (new, but soiled) fitted Brooks 1/6th h.p. cap./induction
motor, 200-250 v. A.C., fitted 12in. Impeller, dia. 17in. to four mounting centres.

from 1 to 8 B.A.
1 Set of four Spanners

Reversible, 26/10/0 (des. 7/6).

BANKS OF RELAYS.,. All 150 ohms. (1) 1 bk. and 1 c.o., (2) 2 bk. and 1 c.o.. (3)
1 bk. The three relays irl metal housing approx. 41n. x 4in. x 2in., 9/6 (des. 9d.).
KNIFE SWITCHES (G.E.C.). 2 -pole c.o., Q.M. A B., 30 amps., on paxolin base

from 0 to 8 B.A.

in durable block crackle finish metal case.

9in. x 5in., 8/6 (dee. 1/-.).

-STAND 29

100 HAMPSTEAD

J. & S. NEWMAN LTD.

OVERLOAD AND SHORT CIRCUIT TRIPS. In iron clad housing, Tin. x 4in. x 2iin.
200-250 v. A.C. 5-8 amps, 16/6 ; 15 amps., 19/6 (des. either 1/6).
IMMERSION THERMOSTATS (Sunvic). 90-190 deg. F., 15 amps., 200-250 v. A.C.

Meet us at
the Radio Show

SEND YOUR ORDER TO
Te l

EUSton

2/6).u

950 r.p.m., silent, body 2fin. x3fin., with fin. shaft proj. lin., 261- (des. 1/-).

1 Set of six Box Spanners

Export enquiries invited

( de s .

CTION MOTORS. Hoover model SP201, 200-250 v. A.C.,
SHADED POLE INDUCTION

1 Screwdriver.
1 Set of feeler Gauges.

N.W.1

7RD.,

Tube 10in. long, 25/6 (des. 11.).
All goods for immediate delivery.

M.R. SUPPLIES Ltd., 68 New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1
Telephone: MUSeum 2958
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c7 C7
QUARTZ CRYSTAL
ACTIVITY TEST SET
UNSURPASSED AS A SIMPLE & ACCURATE INSTRUMENT
FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF CRYSTAL PERFORMANCE

-CZ:
PESMroi.C.f

2'

The G.E.C. Quartz Crystal Activity Test Set measures the equivalent parallel
resistance of a quartz crystal when oscillating in a circuit having an input capacity

of either 20 pF. 30 pF or 50 pF, the alternative capacities being selected by a
switch.

The dial is calibrated and has a range of 4 kilohms to 130 kilohms and is direct
reading. No calculation is necessary. Measurements can be made at any convenient amplitude of oscillation up to 10V. R.M.S. at the crystal terminals for
crystals of normal activity.
The accuracy of the loss dial calibration is ± 2%.
WRITE

FOR

LEAFLET -

DESCRIPTIVE

SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.
PEEL WORKS
Subsidiary

:

SILK STREET

:

SALFORD

of THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

:

LANCS.

LTD. OF ENGLAND
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THE LATEST MAGNETIC

FOR STANDARD AND LONG PLAYING RECORDS.
THE SUPER AUTO PICK-UP. For standard
OTHER GOLDRING PRODUCTS
records, with built in Auto Stop.
THE THREE -WAY PICK - UP. No. 150. For
standard and long playing records.
" THE HEADMASTER " interchangeable head

pick-up, for every type of record.
.THE BANTAM PICK-UP. The most popular
replacement pick-up.

*THE

Replacement Cartridges and Pick -Up Heads.
Sapphire Jewel Point Needles
Gramophone Needles
Radiogram and Gramophone Accessories.

Visit our stand No. 35.

ALL PICK-UPS WILL BE

DEMONSTRATED IN OUR DEMONSTRATION ROOM No. 206

VARIABLE RELUCTANCE

ERWIN SCHARF

" DUO STYLUS " CARTRIDGE

4 9-51a,

SUPERFIDELITY
No. 200

For standard and long playing records.
The 2 -speed record matching unit.

DE BEAUVOIR ROAD,
LONDON, N.1.
CLISSOLD 3434/6

TELEPHONE

B.P.L. TEST SETS
NOW AVAILABLE

AT NET PRICES
B.P.L.

UNIVERSAL TEST SET
15 - 18 - 6

SUPER RANGER 1,000 u/v
I13 - 10 - 0
B.P.L. SUPER RANGER 20,000 u/v.
B.P.L.

£15.10-0
COILS and I.F. TRANSFORMERS

Prices include postage and packing
and are applicable to Home Market
only.

ELECTRO TECHNICAL ASSEMBLIES
SEASIDE RD., ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA
Phone : Hastings 471

Send your order direct to :

BRITISH PHYSICAL LABORATORIES
HOUSEBOAT WORKS, RADLETT, HERTS
Tel.: Radlett 5674-5-6
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RADIO TRANSMISSION
OF INTERNATIONAL 12 CHANNEL CARRIER GROUPS
Where telephone lines cannot be built

available to extend links up to several

or. are too costly, this V.H.F. FM radio

hundred miles. Each main unit comprises

system will give C.C.I.F. transmission

a number of sub -units which are quickly

standards for 12 channel telephone
groups over a single link up to 40-50

replaced by spare sub -units when faults

miles long. Radio relay stations are

40-90 MO or 150-200 Mc/s.

occur. The frequency ranges are from

AUTOMATIC TELEPHOAT & ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
(Radio and Transmission Division)

STROWGER HOUSE ARUNDEL STREET LONDON
Telephone: TEMpla Bar 9262

W.C.2

Cablegrams: Strosogerox, London
Azett6: /inci7
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THE INSULATOR

MYCALEX TELEVISION
DIPOLE and REFLECTOR

AERIAL MOULDINGS

Watertight assembly.
Long leakage path.
Element rods reinforced by
the inserted metal tubes,
at a point where fracture
is liable to occur.

Mycalex

has

high

surface

moisture
to
resistivity
under damp conditions.

Great physical strength due
to nature of Mycalex which
is a bond of Mica and Glass.

Electrical connections easily
accessible by means of removing the tough rubber
end cap illustrated.

TYPE

MARK II

'Phone : CIRENCESTER 400 or send enquiries to

MYCALEX COMPANY LTD ASHCROFT ROAD

CIRENCESTER GLOS

THE TALK OF
MODERN BUSINESS
'111StrumBiliS

for Research and todusfrg

Model

44 SUBSTANDARD

MULTI -RANGE METER

is the "DICTOREL"
This is the machine YOU have been waiting for-but you
need wait no longer, because A.C.E.C. can supply you without
delay. It is the last word in dictating machines, and has just
the features every executive dreams of-unerring efficiency in
" taking down " by a secretary who does not interrupt, catches

every word and, by the flick of a switch, reads back exactly
what you've said in the way you've said it! If you wish to
correct your last sentence, you simply re -dictate the improvement you want, and the previous wording is automatically
obliterated by recording the new.
Exclusive distribution in England and Wales by :

169-174, SLOANE STREET, LONDON, S.W.I. Tel: SLO 6198 6199
Exclusive distribution in Scotland by :

LAND, SPEIGHT & CO. LTD.,

Tel: Central 1082

ATELIERS DE CONSTRUCTIONS
Tel: VICtoria

instrument for

general laboratory use
and for calibrating first
grade single or multi range meters. The
accuracy on the 44 range
is Substandard on D.C.
and within ± o.5 %

* These meters are made with the greatest care anti
have been supplied for a number of years to the leading
laboratories at home and abroad.

ELECTRONIC. INSTRUMENTS LTD

ELECTRIQUES DE CHARLEROI (Belgium)
56, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.I.

cision

on A.C.

THE TREVOR-JOHNSTONE CO. LTD.,

73, ROBERTSON STREET, Glasgow, C.2.

A self-contained pre-

17, PARADISE ROAD RICHMOND' SURREY
662

ENGLAND
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WRIGHT and WERIRE
LIMITED

Manufacturers of Components for the
Radio, Electronic and Sound
Recording Industries
I 3 8 SLOANE STREET, LONDON S.W.I
Telephone: SLOane 2214-5
Factory

SOUTH SHIELDS, CO. DURHAM
EARLS COURT
1
2

STAND No. 1

AUG 29-SEPT 8
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test and adjust TELEVISION independent
of B.B.C. transmissions
On ALL Frequencies with
4,

the new Radar "5 Channel"
Video and Sync Generator

V.,

C Fm t..lMt

A

cluaueforms-)
PRODUCT

PRICE: £55 Net. Single Channel Model
(London, Midland or Northern Frequency),
£48 Net.

Meet us at the RADIO SHOW, EARLS
COURT, London, Aug. 29th - Sept. 8th.
Stand No. 34.

WAVEFORMS LIMITED,

26

The inclusion of this inexpensive instrument in the
servicing equipment of retailers service departments
ensures a full eight hour working day
for all engineers now handicapped by
the inadequacy of the present B.B.C.
ea
test transmission periods. Send to -day
for full technical details to :-

Oakleigh Road, New Southgate,

Get your share of
EXTRA sales ...
.

For Television engineers, whose services cover more
than one transmission area, Waveforms Ltd., now
introduce an instrument which provides a fully
synchronized test pattern together with simultaneous
sound on all B.B.C. frequencies. A three position
attenuator is incorporated, giving outputs of ro mV.,
mV., and roo Microvolts. equivalent to local, medium
and distant signal conditions.

. with this NEW Grampian Receiver Amplifier.

A lower -output version of the well-known Grampian
Type 461, specially developed for applications where
the higher output is not needed.
A superheterodyne Radio unit directly coupled to a
L.P. amplifier with two output valves connected in
parallel. Designed to meet the stringent requirements

of Education Authorities, it is eminently suitable for
small schools, being capable of feeding up to eight

N.I I.

BRADMATE

Offer

'le,

Phone: ENTerprise 5967

LTD.

the BRADMASTER

Model 5 Tape Desk
Built to professional standards.
Two speeds -3,f and 7f inches per second.
Fast wind and rewind-full reel rewound in IA minutes.
Heavy alloy flywheel. Freedom from " wow " and " flutter."
Double servo brakes on each hub.

Push Button control.

Three heavy duty motors.
Three shielded Bradmatic heads.

Size

:

13,' -in. x 151 -in x 61in. deep.

Loudspeakers at I -watt each, or a larger number with
a proportionately smaller output

Owing to the considerable rise in the cost of materials and etc., it has

ea,h.

been necessary to increase the price of the model 5 tape desk.

etc.-they too will

interested

Grampian
Grampian
8 -watt

in

machines.

be

the

Type

Hi -fidelity magnetic sound heads :
type 5 R.P. (record/play head)
type 5 E (erase head)
Super fidelity magnetic sound head, type 6 R.P.
(record/play head)
Composite screenin5 cans (constructed of steel
and mumetal)
Oscillator coils
Tape on 7in. reels, 1,200ft. :
Emitape, type 65

506.

Type
506.
Receiver
A.C.

Amplifier. 71" wide x 131"

deep x 8f" high.

Retail

£32.10.0. P. T. £4.7.8.

G.E.0 Grade "A"

GRAMOION REPRODUCERS LTD
9 HANWORTH TRADING ESTATE, FELTHAM, M1DDX,

20083

E3

5

0 each

L3

5

0

E3 15

0

4

6

8

0

5
10

0

El

Ll
0
Durex type, MC 1-111
£1 15 0
Amplifiers and Microphones supplied.
Trade Supplied.
Send for Lists to the Sole Manufacturers

STAND NO. 110
Radio Show, Earls Court
August 28-September 8

Phone: Feltham 2657

The new

price, to take effect from Ist August, 1951, will be E41. This will
include the price of the plugbox which is now fitted to all standard

Extend your sales to
Clubs, Hotels, Works,

Grams: Reamp, Feltham

BRADMATIC LIMITED
STATION RD.

ASTON
BIRMINGHAM 6
Phone: EAST 0574. Grams: Bradmatic, Birmingham
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A new low-priced

STABILIZED POWER SUPPLY UNIT
PRICE
Stabilized Power
Supply Unit
(metered) £23.2.6
Stabilized Power
Supply Unit (without meters) £18.18.6
Plated Bench Stands
£1.1.0

SUPPLY VOLTAGE
a

'
,

,

It

EDISWAN
STABILISED POWER
SUPPLY UNIT
R1095

OUTPUT

VOLTAGE

;
LOAD

V

CURRENT

Designed and developed as a result of many years
experience in the design and use of Stabilized Power
Supplies for research and test purposes, the Ediswan

output change is less than 0.1v. With load change of
0-50 mA, output change is less than 0.1v.
Output resistance less than 2 ohms. Ripple approxi-

Stabilized Power Supply Unit R.1095 is an entirely new,
low-priced constant voltage source.
Operating on 200.250 volts, 40-100 cycles A.C. supply

mately 2 mV.

it provides an adjustable 120.250 volts D.C. highly

stabilized supply at 0.50 mA and a 6.3v C.T. 3 amp.
A.C. unstabilized output for heater supply.
The stability is such that with mains change of 10v,

The unit can be supplied with or without meters.
Provision is made for the addition of meters at a later date.
The unit is designed for standard 19" rack mounting or for
bench use. Plated bench stands as illustrated are
available if required.

Further details are available on request.

EDISWAN
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, LTD.

Radio Division
155 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2,
Member of the A.E.I. Group of Companies.

Telephone : Gerrard 8660.

Telegrams : Ediswan, Westcertt, London.
CP70
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SELECTIVE

TRANSMISSION
MEASURING SET
MODEL RP 3110

'

Designed and manufactured for G.P.O.

This is a precision instrument for measurements on multi -circuit coaxial cable carrier
systems by means of a comparison with
locally generated signals of known frequency
and level.

Frequency coverage; 60 Kc/s-3 Mc/s in
7 ranges.

below 0.2% or 2 KO
whichever is the greater.

Calibration accu racy:

Range of measurements;

Power supplies :

through levels

+ 10 db to - 61.5 db

or terminated levels + 10 db to - 81.5 db

200 - 250 Volt. 50 cis

referred to I mW in 75 ohms

BRITISH COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION LTD.
GORDON AVENUE, STANMORE, MIDDX.
Cables : DISC, STANMORE

Telephone : GRIMSDYKE 2266

The "RD JUNIOR DE -LUXE"

Amplifier

MICROGROOVE
EQUIPMENT
Supplied from Stock
Turntables, with or without pickups, by BSR,
Cosmocord, Decca, etc.

(Improved Version)
NOW FITTED WITH
GIVING

KT66 PUSH-PULL OUTPUT STAGE,
10 WATTS UNDISTORTED OUTPUT

New Specification : (Provisional)

Input Sensitivity

P. U. 78 Standard
120m/V.

Also from Stock
Gramophone

units

and pickups
recordings.

for standard

P.U. 33 L.P.

80m/V. RADIO 200m/V.
Bass and Treble Ccntrols
18 DB.
Response
within .25 DB.
30-20,000 cps.

Sound recorders and accessories-direct disc and
magnetic tape.

Public address and internal telephone installations.
Send details of your requirements to

N. MIERS
& CO. LTD.
115 Gower Street, London, W.C.I
'Phone: EUSton 7515.

'Grams : Miersco, Westcent

N.F.B. on all stages. Main loop
including output transformer 20 DB.

Distortion

not exceeding .25% at
1,000 Kc s.

PRICE

£25 . 0 0 complete

Full details available on request.
Trade enquiries invited.

ROGERS DEVELOPMENTS CO.
" Rodevco

House," '116 Blackheath Road,
GREENWICH, S.E.10.
Telephone : TIDeway

1723.
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"Frequentite" is the most suitable insulating material for all high frequency
applications. Seventeen years ago we introduced the first British -made,
low -loss ceramic, and consultation with us before finalising the design of
new components is a wise precaution.

STEATITE & PORCELAIN PRODUCTS LTD.
Head Office: Stourport-on-Severn, Worcestershire. Telephone: Stourport III. Telegrams: Steatain, Stourport
S.P.77
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TUBES!!

VALVES!!

KLYSTRONS.

MAGNETRONS,

TRANSMITTING,

RECEIVING,

CATHODE - RAY TUBES, PHOTOCELLS, ETC.
First Grade Quality - British and American Make - No Dollar Expenditure Involved

LARGE QUANTITIES & GREAT VARIETIES
IMMEDIATE

DELIVERIES

Write or 'Phone: -

STOCK

s

a

S

S

FROM

1

-SKEE)
S HE - MAN

/(pronounced

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEER & STOCKIST

95, STRODES CRESCENT, STAINES, MIDDLESEX
Telephone: STAINES 3971
Telegrams: "Shemanskee" Staines.
PROBABLY THE LARGEST ACTUAL STOCKIST IN ENGLAND

WHOLESALE & EXPORT ONLY

Precision
INSTRUMENTS

Thermo -couples are

available, complete

with 4 ft. compenLOPIATTER IPAND

TYPES.

THE LOWEST EVER

CAPACITANCE OR

ATTEN UATI 0 N

Al
A2
A34
LoWCOAt

IMMEDIATE

UM.

DELIVER/ES

P.C1

SPEC/AL/ITS /N A/RIRACED
ARTICULATED CABLES J/NCE/.929

TRANSRADIO
LTD
Ohira.CTOPS TO
IDOVERMMENT

175 A CROMWELL ROADIE:WHOM SW7

Cl

OHMS

eldfX,4

74

1.7

ODD

0.11

74 1.3 0.24
73 0.6 1.5
CAMC.

sating leads.

ATTER LOADING

IMPID

ATTEN.

01411.1.

100110,

41004

0.36
0.44
0.88

Portable
NIGH POWER

=LEXIBLE

0.84

7.3 150 2.5 0.36
40.2 132 3.1 0.36
C11
6.3 173 3.2 0.36
C2 6.3 171 2.15 0.44
C22 5.5 184 2.8 0.44
C3 5.4 197 1.9 0.64
C33 4.8 220 2.4 0.64
C44 4.1 252 2.1 1.03

PHOTOCELL
CABLE

PYROMETER
For details of this
and other SIFAM

instruments,
write for new
catalogue to :VERY LOW
CAPACITAIICE

A high-grade, 3i" scale moving coil
instrument, robust, accurate and speedy
in response. Normally supplied with 2
scales, 0-200°C and 0-400°C, and 3 surface
couples. Also supplied with ranges up to
1,600°C for all standard thermo-couples.

SIFAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. LTD.
LEIGH COURT, TORQUAY.

Telephone : Torquay 4547-8
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ectifiers
f or the

r adio industry

WHEREVER a radio or television diagram shows
a rectifier operating at 0.5 Volts or higher, at a frequency
below 5 mc/s there is almost certain to be a SenTerCel Selenium
Rectifier which will do a better job because it:

iso

Saves space and weight

41. Reduces wiring
4110

Withstands an unlimited instantaneous overload

4. Reduces heat dissipation
Please write for leaflets F/SRL9, 9a, 10 & I I go Needs no "warming -up" period
Igo Saves the cost of a valveholder
41. Is practically indestructible in service

al Imposes no limit on the size of the reservoir capacitor

imp Is low in cost

See our Exhibits on

gtandard Telephones and Cables Limited
Registered Office: Connaught House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2

STAND No.

87

NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION

EARLS COURT

RECTIFIER DIVISION WARWICK ROAD, BOREHAM WOOD, HERTS.
Elstree 2901

Telegrams : Sentercel Borehamwood
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SIZE

RANGE

2+"

31"

5"

25/LA

10p,A

10p,A

to
50A

to
50A

to
50A

(Prices on application)

type Microammeters are
stocked by Messrs. M. R. Supplies
S.50

at New Oxford Street, London, W.1.

All sizes available with
MIRROR SCALE

1st Grade Accuracy

SENSITIVE PANEL MOUNTING METERS
For particulars of these and our full range of measuring instruments write to :-

BRITISH PHYSICAL LABORATORIES
HOUSEBOAT WORKS

Telephone : RADlett 5674-5-6

RADLETT HERTS

ANOTHER BOOK
by C. A. BRIGGS *
FOR SOUND ENTHUSIASTS
AND MUSIC LOVERS

SCHOOL RADIO

pp., printed Fine Art paper, size
/It x 5), bound full rexine. 102 figures.
190

"This is a fascinating book excellently pro-

and richly illustrated:
192 pages
packed with pleasure and profit for all who

duced

are interested in the pianoforte and the science of
sound."-MUSIC TRADES REVIEW, June 1951.
It is a comprehensive
"This book is as unusual as the title.
study of the piano and contains a really fascinating chapter in which
half -a -dozen internationally famous pianists answer a searching questionnaire.

Mr. Briggs is always understandable, and he brightens the text with many
an unexpected witticism." - YORKSHIRE OBSERVER, 4th July, 1951.

*Author of Two Practical Guides to Good Reproduction
DOCUMENTED - AUTHORITATIVE - ILLUSTRATED
by G. A. Briggs
The Why and How of Good Reproduction 3rd Edition
(5th Impression). A standard reference book,

LOUDSPEAKERS

written in the author's attractive style, it answers
the numerous questions that arise in connection
with the reproduction of sound via the
Loudspeaker.

36 illustrations 89

pages,

5;"-,

(5/3 post

PRICE

free)

INC. TAX

SOUND REPRODUCTION by G. A. Briggs
indispensable, both to the expert and to the

MOD. R.A.I I.

POWER OUTPUT 10 WATTS
INPUT FOR GRAMOPHONE
TUNING INDICATOR & MONITOR SPEAKER
POLISHED OAK CABINET

amateur enthusiast, the second edition of this
authoritative work provides full information and
detailed guidance on a variety of subjects ranging

from cabinet design

to needles and grooves.

248 pages, 193 diagrams.

Bound Full rexine I 0 '6 (11- post free).

PUBLISHED BY-

WHARFEDALE WIRELESS WORKS

HOCKERILL WORKS
TEL

BRADFORD RD., IDLE, BRADFORD, YORKS

11111111r

£28.9. I

IDLE 461

BISHOP'S STORTFORD

Tel : Bishop's Stanford 1394
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B. H. MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD.

BRAND NEW RI155 RECEIVERS,
original

in

cases,

P.M. MOVING COIL LOUDSPEAKERS (3 ohm voice coils)

with

complete

10 valves, E112/10/..

2 -}in. Good mans
3in. Plessey
5in. Plessey

BRAND NEW R1355 RECEIVERS,
in original cases, as specified for the
" Inexpensive Televisor," complete

I5/-

BALANCED ARMATURE LOW

6in. Truevox
8in. Plessey

12/6
12/6
13/6
12/6
14/6

10in. P.R.C.

35/-

Type 2, 7 1

I 2in. Truevox

70/

Sin. Truevox
Sin. Rola

with 11 valves, L2/15/-.

RESISTANCE
I

HEADPHONES,

set.

HIGH

RESISTANCE
PHONES, 12/6 set.

HEAD-

SUPERHET COILS
GIVE YOUR HOME -BUILT RECEIVER

THAT PROFESSIONAL LOOK.

MOVING COIL HEADPHONES,
Type 5, 8/11 set.

We can supply all the parts to

TANNOY HAND MICRO-

help

PHONES, with switch

in

handle,

4/11.

ACCUMULATORS by worldfamous maker, 2 volt 10 a., 4 1 1.

BURGOYNE SOLDER GUNS,
75/-.

180-550, 800-2,200 metres, pair

6/6

17/6

Punched Chassis

l
3 valve plus rectifier T.R.F.
or 4 valve plus rectifier, Super het
Engraved Glass Dials
16-50 and 180-550 metres
or 180-550 and 800-2,200 m.
16-50,

180-550

and

10/6

CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS

Cabinet

(Brown or Ivory)

or

T.R.F. COILS

Bakelite

you.

16-50, 180-550, 800-2,000 metres,
set

3/9

I/.
each

800-

For T.R.F. or Superhet Receivers,
1/6

each

BRAND NEW CAR BATTERIES
Delco-Remy, in original cases
6 v. 100 a., £4 17,6, plus 7/6 carriage and
packing.
6 v. 140 a., t5,10'-, plus 7/6 carriage and
packing

2,200 m.

12 v. 85 a., British made, L5/10/-, plus

All with station names, new wavebands.

7%6 carriage and packing.

OUR POSTAL SERVICE IS AGAIN IN OPERATION
Our Only Address is

Please Note:

207 EDGWARE ROAD, W.2 Phone: AMBassador 4033
Open until 6 p.m. on Saturdays
CRYSTAL MICROPHONE

H T. ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE
CHARGER KIT

An entirely insulated crystal microphone which
can be safety used on A.G./D.C. amplifiers,
No background noise, really
High impedance.
natural tone, The ideal Mike for tape, wire and
disc recording and sound projectors. Price

camast

CORD DRIVE ACCESSORIES
Drum (21 -in. diam.)
All parts to construct an eliminator to give an
output of 120 volts at 20 m a, and 2 volts to
charge an accumulator. Uses metal rectifier,
L2.

WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER KIT

I/ -

Driving Head
Double Pointer
Spring

I/ -

4d.
3d.
6d.
2/6

Nylon Cord (yard)
Dial Back Plate

KIT. Two specially designed chokes
with three smoothing condensers with
circuit diagram. Cuts out all mains
noise. Can be assembled inside existing receiver, 6/- complete.

(CORRECT ASPECT).

We can

White
Rubber Mask for 6in. C.R. tubes at

supply

forme rs.

To suit tin., 6111., or iin. Tubes.
considerably, 25/- each.

Increase picture size

GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIER
KIT

MAINS NOISE ELIMINATOR

T.V. WHITE RUBBER MASKS

We can supply the Kit of Parts for the
latest version of this famous amplifier
complete in every detail for £10/10/-,
with valves, output and mains trans -

22/6.
SUPER QUALITY TELEVISION MAGNIFYING LENS.

a

specially

designed

8/6 each.

9in. White Masks, 9/6.
Masks, 16,11.

I2in. White

Round or flat faced.

Please add 1/6 for post orders under 40/-,
1/- under 20/-. Cash with order or C.O.D.

®,

L
Consists of complete Kit of Parts for a
2.k -watt Mains -operated 2 -stage Ampli-

fier for use with any type of pick-up.
Volume and tone controls are incorporated.

Output

3 ohms.

Cat. No. AMPI47.

impedance

is

Price complete,

59/6. For 200-250 v. mains with valves
and diagrams.
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RADIO VALVE DATA
Characteristics

of

2,000

second edition of this reference-only
ust published-contains full details of over
2,000 types of British and American radio

jE

valves, and over 100 cathode-ray tubes. Eighteen
British valve manufacturers alone are represented,

all of whom have co-operated with WIRELESS
WORLD in ensuring that the tabulated information
given is accurate, comprehensive and up-to-date.

The main tables give the electrical characteristics of each valve, and separate tables show
their base connections. Sub -divisions of the
main tables further classify the valves into obsolete, replacement or current types as recommended
by the makers. An index enables any valve to
be found in the tables quickly and without trouble.

".--.

Cathode.ray

and

Valves

Tubes

The following classes of valves are shown:
frequency -changers, screened tetrodes and pentodes, output valves, diodes, output valves and
efficiency diodes for television line scan circuit,
amplifier triodes, transmitting valves of various

types up to 50 watts anode dissipation, valve
rectifiers, E.H.T. rectifiers, tuning indicators,

barretters, voltage stabilizers and thyratrons. In

addition, non-thermionic diodes of the silicon,
germanium and selenium types are listed, and also
The cathode-ray tube section
metal rectifiers.
covers all British tubes for television receivers and
oscilloscopes.
RADIO VALVE DATA must be considered
an essential part of the equipment of every
receiver designer, radio serviceman, dealer and

experimenter.

3s. 6d. net. By Post 3s. 9d.

ASSOCJATED

Obtainable at all good booksellers or direct by post from :
TECHNICAL BOOKS

ILIFFE & SONS, DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD ST., LONDON, S.E.1

BRIERLEY DIAMOND MICROARMATURE PICKUP

LOCKWOOD

This new pick-up has many noteworthy characteristics,

some of which are listed below :The mass of the moving parts is less, we believe, than
in any other pick-up of any type-other than our own
Ribbon which is, of course, unique.
2. The output voltage-about 1/25th v.-is high enough
1.

to cause no trouble.
3. It is sufficiently robust to be used by any reasonably
intelligent and careful family.
4. The use of a diamond point has, inter olio, the
enormous advantage that a very large number of records

makers of

may

Fine Cabinets
and

specialists

woodwork

of

in

every

description for the
Radio and allied trades.

with

played

be

negligible

point wear.

This
results in a sustained
"new "
performance together with the

elimination of that
mental irritation
at the gradual
and perceptible

" falling off " unwear - resistant

avoidable with less
points.
5.
Organised

production on
reasonable

a

scale

should give us a
satisfactory Photograph of A. Standard Needle, B. Miniature
" spares ''
and Needle and C. Brierley Microarmature.
repair service and
has enabled us to

LOCKWOOD & COMPANY
67, Lowlands Road, Harrow, Middx.

Telephone: BYRon 3704

produce this pick-up at a price which many may at first
have believed to be either a mistake or a printer's error.
Pick-ups, types ..113"PIA/ID (78) and JE3;PIA IMD (LP)

£610/0.

Purchase Tax, £21121-.

Mumetal Coupling Transformer, type JBIT/A, E1/5,-.
Full details sent on request.

J. H. BRIERLEY (Gramophones and Recordings) LTD.
KIRKBY TRADING ESTATE
LIVERPOOL
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V".--4- \

MF, HF,

navigationaland VHF transmitters,
aids, AF amplifying receivers, radio telephones,
other electronic
devices
to modern
flight simulators
are featuredsystems, flight
aviation.
and
in the'
Enquiries
works, including
contribution
aerials, masts, for single units or
fiers, remote
complete netcontrols
power supply,
and other ancillary
land line ampliapparatus
are welcome.

47.

edika

WANDS WO

tr.

LONDON,

S.W.I8

C

zoie-tasts. TRANSMISSION LINES
K.2S.B

300 -ohms nominal im-

pedance, flat ribbon -

type twin ; capacitance 4.6 mmf/ft ;
attenuation at 50 Mcis,1.0 db/100ft;
power rating at 100 Mc/s 500 watts.

K.24.B

150 -ohms nominal im-

pedance, figure -8 section
twin; capacitance 10.6 mmf/ft; Atten-

uation at 50 Mc/s, 2.1 db/100 ft;

power rating at 100 Mc/s, 300 watts.

K.35.6 300 -ohm tubular twin

feeder with stable characteristics in varying weather conditions. Capacitance 4.0 mmf/ft ;

attenuation at 50 Mc/s 0.92 db/100 ft;
power rating at 100 Mc/s,
550 watts.

THE TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE CO LTD
Head Office: 22, Old Broad Street, London, E.C.2

Enquiries to: Telcon Works, Greenwich, S.E.I0

Telephone : LONdon Wall 7104

Telephone: GREenwich 3291
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ISOLATE that

6""YhEQUIFLEX
THE ALL -METAL SPRING MOUNTING
EQUAL FLEXIBILITY
IN ALL DIRECTIONS
CAN BE LOADED IN ANY DIRECTION

UNAFFECTED BY CLIMATIC CONDITIONS

N

VARIOUS TYPES FROM 1-35 lbs PER UNIT
VIBRATION IS BOTH DANGEROUS AND COSTLY

write for Catalogue and Price _12,st to

A.WELLS
&CO.LTD
STIRLING II? WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON E.I7.
FRITH

RADIOCRAFT LTD

M.O.S. TYPE APPROVED. PATENT N9571026

FOREIGN PATENTS GRANTED

20

for GRAM EQUIPMENT

30

These items available from stock :
B.S.R. MU -10 -2 -speed motors with 10in. turntable and rubber
mat. A.C. only 100-250 v 50 c/s. Speed change from 33 to 78
effected by removing turntable and reversing drive pulley. Price
L3/15/-.

B.S.R. MU -I4 3 -speed de Luxe version of above. " Rotacam "
instant speed change from 33 to 45 and 78 r.p.m. Price E7/3/4.
COLLARO AC504. Radiogram units with auto stop. Complete
with standard magnetic pick-up. Price E6/10/S.
RICHARD ALLAN portable case record player, incorporating
Collaro 3/5!4 3 -speed unit for 33, 45 and 78 r.p.m. Dual purpose
ACOS GP27 crystal pick-up with sapphire. Auto stop, walnut
finish cabinet. Price E21/5/4.
RICHARD ALLAN record player, incorporating Collaro
3RC/5I I 3 -speed auto changer. Plays 10 7in., 10in. or I2in
standard or microgroove records unmixed. Interchangeable Hi-Fi

lightweight magnetic heads for standard or L.P. records. L.P.
head fitted with sapphire. Complete in de Luxe walnut finish
cabinet.

Price E27/16/10.

CONNOISSEUR de Luxe two -speed motors as advertised.

Speeds 33 and 78 r.p m. Precision ground I2in turntable. Suitable
for standard transcription and microgroove records.
Price
E20/19/3.
CONNOISSEUR super lightweight pick-ups. Twin inter-

changeable heads with sapphires.
Price. E9/614.

Matches the above motor.

CHANCERY G33 epicyclic unit for playing L.P. records on
standard 78 r.p.m. turntables. Price E3/12/6. Decca microgroove
pick-up to match (A.C.O.S. cartridge with sapphire).

E2/9/9.

Price

GOLDRI NG lightweight magnetic pick-ups for standard records.
Price f1112/I.
MARCONI type 14 pick-ups, de Luxe lightweight type, complete
with matching transformer. Price E2/8/4.
DECCA twin -head pick-ups incorporating turnover crystal
cartridge and twin sapphires Inside of PU head turns completely
over for playing standard or L.P. records. Safety position at centre.
Price E3/19/4.

ACOS GP20 pick-ups, limited supply. Price E3/II/S.
GP I9LP heads for microgroove records. Price E2/3/4.

FRITH

RADIOCRAFT LTD

69-71 GHURCHGATE, LEICESTER.

Phone 58927

The most accurate measuring instruments in the World are
only of use if they can be read easily. A feature of the
range of Pullin Rectangular instruments is the extreme legibility of their scales.
Available in all the standard ranges in sizes 3", 31" and 6".

Let us know your requirements and we shall be pleased
to make recommendations regarding suitable instruments.

PULLIN

RECTANGULAR

INSTRUMENTS

MEASURING INSTRUMENT.; (PULLIN) LIMITED

Electric Works, Winchester St., London, W.3.

Phone: ACOrn 4651
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11.:R.S

Estd.

1925

The

NEW SUPER REMINGTON

CONTOUR 6
is

now available for immediate delivery.

This latest American design is a considerable
improvement on ALL previous shavers. We

ANTEX AERIAL and

feel sure that once you have tried the new
CONTOUR 6 you will never return to your
present method of shaving and to convince
you, our

the complete Antiference range

TEN

where you can see the

DAYS'

TRIAL

FREE

is available on receipt of deposit.

of Radio and Television Aerials
CONTOUR

and Aerial equipment.

6

Cash 18195

AC DC Model (200-250v.)

or 50/- deposit with order and 7 monthly

STAND N? 94

die

instalments of 20 (other voltages available).

Every Contour 6 Shaver is despatched in a superb
presentation case by registered post.

NATIONAL RADIO

AND TELEVISION

Write for detailed Brochure which will be sent

per return post by

THE REMINGTON SHAVER SPECIALISTS

ARMSTRONG ALL -WAVE CHASSIS

EXHIBITION

MODEL ONI 83/3. (AC/DC.) Cash £22/S/6 or a with
order and 8 monthly instalments of 40/- (Delivery ex stock).

MODEL EXP 83/3. Cash £22/5/6 or L8 with order and

EARLS COURT
AUG 29th - SEPT 8th

8 monthly instalments of 40/- (Delivery approx. 6 weeks).
MODEL RP 103/3. Cash E30/1/ or L10/101- with order

and 7 monthly instalments of 60/- (Delivery approx. 6
weeks).

All the above Chassis are supplied with Goodmans 10in.
speaker with transformer.
Passenger Train 10/- extra (payable with deposit).
10"

and

12"

W.B. CONCENTRIC DUPLEX

LOUDSPEAKERS also GOODMAN'S AUDIOM
60 UNITS are now in stock for immediate delivery
CONNOISSEUR

DUAL

SPEED

MOTORS

Cash E20/19/3 or L6/10/- with order
and 8 monthly instalments of LI

-Delivery from stock-

The

LTD.

L.R. SUPPLY COMPANY
(LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.)

ANTIFERENCE LIMITED
67 BRYANSTON STLONDONW1

BALCOMBE

-

-

SUSSEX

Telephone : Balcombe 254.
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mV to 100,000mV

.

.

Voltage measurements from 1 mV to 100V

within the frequency range of 100 to

500Kc s can be made with this Sensitive
Valve Voltmeter. The logarithmic scale
shape of the meter enables an accuracy
of ± 5% at all points to be achieved.

FURZEHILL LABORATORIES LIMITED
BOREHAM WOOD, HERTS.

AIDS TO EFFICIENCY

ELStree 3940

FOR NOM SPEED PRECISION SOLDERING

S. G. BROWN Type "K

Moving Coil Headphones meet
every requirement of those
engaged on laboratory and DX
work, monitoring, etc. Accuracy
is assured by their High Quality
reproduction.

D.C. Resistance 47 ohms.
52 ohms at 1,000 c.p.s.

Impedance

S. G. BROWN Type "F"

(Featherweight) Headphones

derive their popularity with
the world's radio enthusiasts,

experimenters and
servicemen because of their

High Sensitivity, Durability

D11 80/S

and lightness of weight:
D.C.

Resistance

4,000

ohms.

Impedance 14,000 ohms at 1,000
Weight 9 ozs.

J Type "F

Send for Brochure " W," it gives details of all
types of S. G. Brown headphones.

SHAKESPEARE STREET, WATFORD, HERTS.
Telephone: Watford 7241.

row -sot.

RESIN-CORED SOLDER
Write for generous free sample and descriptive literature
THE DU BOIS CO. LTD., 15 BRITANNIA ST.,
KING'S CROSS, LONDON, W.C.1. TERminus 6624
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Standard " Bafflette "
Extension Loudspeaker.
Walnut or Mahogany £4/12/6

" Prestige'" Extension
Loudspeaker. Walnut

E3/3/ -

Baby

E14/19/6
dew...4u rsiorenstvanisenLeaSnoirk,neVSeedverweir

Supplies are

difficult-

£2/7/6

Model N.C. Autochange Record
Player.
£22/9/8 (tax paid)
emunwPearelmeTilenteert,Mernieeeivieee

but the Richard Allan

Baffle Extension Speaker is again on show, main-

taining its firmly established reputation for firstclass workmanship, high quality materials and unique baffle
design.

Be sure to take advantage of this reliable service by placing your orders early.

Rith.1,11,6
Your first move

.

.

RADIO LTD

.

BAFFLETTE HOUSE

BATLEY

'

YORKSHIRE

FOR BETTER INSULATION

CONSULT

idlers

Makers of Low Loss Ceramics
Made in Three Principal Materials-

FREQUELEX An insulating material of Low
Dielectric Loss, for Coil Formers, Aerial Insulators, Valve Holders, etc.
PERMALEX A High Permittivity Material.
For the construction of Condensers of the
smallest possible dimensions.

TEMPLEX A Condenser material of medium
permittivity. For the construction of Condensers
having a constant capacity at all temperatures.

BULLERS LIMITED

6 Laurence Pountney Hill, London, E.C.4. Phone: Mansion House 9971 (3 lines) Grams:" Butlers, Cannon, London"
131,58
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LUXURY nAmos

COMPLETE WAREHOUSE OF
Reconditioned

A superb Amateur Superhet receiver with an RF

G.E.C. OVERSEAS 10 valve 5 waveband, push pull

output of 12 watts, twin speakers, really " hot "
on 10 metres, full range 10-2000 metres including
trawler band. Bandspread scale. Variable sensitivity and separate bass and treble tone controls.
This is the most sensitive and powerful set on the
market. The large table cabinet is finished in a new

Present day price about

ultra modern style.

£70. We offer six sets at only 830 each. 100-260 v.
A.C. mains.

PHILCO RADIOS
ONE THIRD PRICE
Large table model in light walnut
125/- large
circular dial. Very selective.
1471-

MARCONI DE LUXE 8 valve motor tuned press

button all wave table radio. Super output of 8
watts from 6L6 and high gain pick-up input for
use with the latest high fidelity types together
with a host of push button stations makes this
a most useful receiver. You can cruise round the
dial on the motor tuning. This type of set is not
available on the Home Market. Complete, of
course, with makers instructions book. Six only at
PIUS AMPLIFIERS. A superb push pull 15
watt model with all the latest refinements, extended

tone control range. 3M. moving coil panel meter
for current and distortion checks, oil filled condensers, fuses in circuits, two smoothing chokes
and although in a steel case the front panel extends
to fit on a 19in. standard rack. The high gain circuit

in latest design will give full volumes from the
smallest input. 500 ohm output, £12 ; 2/15 ohm

dial. Two speed tuning. Takes

Cathedral model in light or dark oak.
all British and European
120/- Receives
stations with great clarity.

23, LISLE

ST

Closed Thursday 1 p.m.

(Telephone

Open all day

£3 8 . 6

Each set Air Tested,
Postage and Packing 2/6.

An Exceptional Offer!
CHEVROLET CAR RADIO RECEIVERS.

9 valves, 5 wavebands, 6 volt. This product of
General Motors is exceptional value. Size 14in.
wide x Win. deep x 9in. high, graduating to Skin.
at back. Carr. and packing 7/6.

£18.10.0

Standard table model, square cabinet
in light or medium oak. An absolute
gift.

Very few of these available.

have 5 valves
despatched anywhere
have pick up sockets
ALL
take extension speakers
TYPES cover voltages 200-260 v.
are tested before despatch

output, 813.10.0 ; steel racks 12.10.0.

aerials. Complete with 5 valves, throat microphone,
phones and circuit.

grill.

188,_'circular
normal or dipole aerial.

95I_

stage for Field Work. The speech modulated
transmitter utilises a VFO with doubler and
alternate sockets are provided for large or short

De Luxe Model with Bronze speaker

All Wave de luxe table model, large

OS each.

WALKIE-TALKIE Transmitter and Receiver)
CHASSIS Type 38 Mk. II. Range 7.4-9 Mi,s.

NATIONAL 1-10

This famous receiver covering the bands 1-10
metres carries the famous NATIONAL dial,
has an RF stage, will work PM speaker or phones.
Covers

144

mcs, Wrotham FM, Police, Fire

services, Aviation etc. Complete with valves, Air
Tested.

29

supplied in A.C. or A.C./D.C. current

10

.

0

ONDON CENT -RA

GERrard 2969) LONDON, W.C.2

RADIO STORES

Saturday and weekdays 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

TUNERS

The BIJOU

Our Type 941s the ideal Quality

Tuner for your high - quality
amplifier.
This four - valve
super -Het Unit has a lively
performance with very low
distortion.
Fitted variable
selectivity 7K.0 and 10K.C.
Wave -band coverage le -50m.,
195-550m., 900 2 550m. Using
latest Mullard valves ECH42,

This ever popular
Wharfedale speaker
combines attractive

appearance, handy
size and moderate
price. Fitted with
the Standard 8"
Unit. Handles
watts.

.

Power Pack extra 75:-.

2cEF41, EB91.

817 .6 .8

TAX PAID

3

Manufacturers of Ventex Cabinets.

C. T. CHAPMAN (Reproducers) Ltd. F LAxman
4577 g

Hand polished
Walnut and fitted

RILEY WORKS, RILEY STREET, CHELSEA, S.W.I0
Daily Demonstrations at Webb's Radio

with volume control

and 5' of P.V.C.
flex. Weight 5f lbs.

Size: 12i" x 10"

AN

EVER POPULAR
FROM

8 V-

SPEAKER

"ADCOLA"
SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS
Reg. Trade nark
Beg. Design, 860002

Designed for Wireless Assembly and Maintenance.

Wharkdale
WIRELESS WORKS

SUPPLIED FOR ALL VOLT RANGES FROM 6/7v to 230/50v.

The three Adcola Models cover the requirements of the
Television, Telecommunication and Radar Engineers
and assure thorough iointing.

win. dia. Bit. Standard Model- 22/6
lin. dia. Bit. Standard Model- 25,

dia. Detachable Bit - - 30; -

BRADFORD RD., IDLE, BRADFORD, YORKS

Patented in England and Abroad.

Telephone : 'DLE 461

ADCOLA PRODUCTS LIMITED
General Offices & Works: CRANMER COURT, CLAPHAM HIGH

Sole Manufacturers :

STREET, LONDON, S.W.4.

Tel.

MACau,ay 4272.

WIRELESS WORLD
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XFY21
9.8mm
MAX

power

...reduced
by

factor

38.0

50010

RED
SPOT

fv.f.
32.0

loading

The XFY2I is a subminiature output valve
now being m -de in the
high -efficiency beam
tetrode construction.
It is a robust, reliable
valve suitble for the

output stages of hearing
aids.
is
The output
sufficient for magnetic as
well as crystal receivers.

The XFY2I his other
f_

applications in small

gz a

instruments.

15 kV. Pk. Wkg.

R.F. loading 70 kVA.

TYPE MIO 61" x

500-2000 pf.
TYPE MS

mm MIN.

R.F. loading 140 kVA.
10 kV. Pk. Wkg.
5000-10000 pf.

1000-3000 pf.

t
mmMAX

increased
10010

TYPE M20 13" x

,7.2 mm
MAX 1--c-

61" x 34" R.F. loading

150-500 pf.

15 kV. Pk. Wkg.
35 kVA.

15 kV. Pk. Wkg.

R.F. loading ratings are at room temperature (15-20'C.)

Intensive development of electrodes, dielectric and processing

now provides a new and greatly improved Hunt -Ingram
Capacitor -the MARK 51.
In this latest type, the power factor has been reduced to a
limit not exceeding 0.1%; as a result the R.F. loadings can be
increased by approximately 100%.
Among the many applications are HF. Heating (blocking and
bypass) ; High Altitude Airborne Service ; Delay Networks
in Pulse Circuits ; Radio Transmission ; Voltage Dividers and
Stabilising Units. They are particularly useful in High Voltage
and Power R.F. equipment.
Full information is freely available and enquiries are invited
from designers.
REGISTERED

Meet us at

CAPACITORS
THE TRADE MARK OF RELIABILITY

A. H. HUNT LTD
Telephone: BATtersea 3131

Filament Voltage

1.25v

Filament Current

124-mA

Anode Voltage

221v

Average Anode Current

0.25mA

Power Output

1.75mW

THE SCIENTIFIC
VALVE

r

BRITISH = MADE

Stand No. 95
THE RADIO SHOW
EARLS COURT
AUG. 29 - SEPT. 8

TYPICAL OPERATION

WANDSWORTH

ENGLAND

Established 1901

GREENHILL CRESCENT
HARROW -ON -THE -HILL, MIDDLESEX
Telephone : HARrow 2655
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URGENTLY

PROFFITTS of BOLTON
The leading suppliers of tape and wire recorders
MAGNETIC RECORDING-comparatively unknown to

most

pre-war days, magnetic recording has now achieved
amazing popularity due to the foresight of leading manufacturers,
amateurs in

and really first-class instruments can be purchased for a modest outlay
(see details of our Terms below), giving a performance very comparable
with the modern gramophone record. As one of the leading distributors in the Country, we stock only recorders which have been
thoroughly vetted and approved by us before offering for general sale,
and you therefore may approach us with confidence with the assurance

REQUIRED

THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT
IN ANY CONDITION :-

that over 25 years in the trade has

SIGNAL GENERATORS Type TF.144G, TF.390F
or G, TF.517, 605B and 804B. Ex -Govt. types 30,

to deal with all mail order queries

31, 51, 52, 52A, 53, 56, 57,

developed an organisation competent

however technical.
British enterprise gives you this
marvel of Magnetic Tape Recording.
Made in England by Messrs. Therm ionic Products, Ltd., The Sound mirror opens up enormous fields in
the development of mobile or static
recording and reproducing.
The Soundmirror uses paper coated
tape, giving 30 minutes of high
fidelity continuous recording, and
moreover the recording is permanent
and can be used indefinitely without
tonal loss of quality.

Note these outstanding features:ONE single -tip control provides for play -record rewind
positions) or fast forward requirements.
Automatic erasure as each recording is made.

(2

Perfect fidelity without scratch or other extraneous noises.
Frequency response 80-8000 output 31 watts in push-pull.
8 inch P.M. speaker.
CRYSTAL OMNIDIRECTIONAL MIKE.
Magic eye modulation level indicator.
Input channels for Mike, Gram and Radio.
Power supply 200-250 volts A.C., etc., etc.

101, 103,

106 and others.

FREQUENCY METERS Type BC221, TS.I74jU,
TS.175, TS.69AP, and other types.

CRYSTALS FOR BC.22I FREQUENCY
METERS.
RECEIVERS Type S27, SX28, AR88 and others.

ALSO:-IMPEDANCE OR UNIVERSAL
BRIDGES, OSCILLOSCOPES, " Q" METERS,
VARIACS, OUTPUT METERS, ETC.

Please write, call or phone:-

OAK ELECTRIC CO.,

PRICES. Standard Model in polished wood cabinet-a distinctive

piece of furniture 06/6.6 or deposit L15/5/3 balance 24 months.
Portable Model, case finished in crocodile skin E86/6/6 or £17/5/3

175, UXBRIDGE RD., HANWELL, W.7
EALing 0779

deposit, balance 24 months. ALL PRICES INCLUDE TAPE AND
MICROPHONE.

SCOPHONY-BAIRD HOME
RECORDER.

A

self-contained

portable recording instrument of

THE CLIP THAT GETS TO GRIPS WITH VIBRATION

Note these special features :Simplicity of operation-fast
rewind, stop and forward drive

The Clatonrite rubber -lined dual-purpose clips
absorb vibration and provide an efficient method
of securing pipes, conduits and cables. Plain
Clip type A 9373 assures electrical insulation.

British manufacture using plastic
coated tape.

Operated from one control-

Conducting or Earthing type A 9381
electrical contact through a

simplified threading.

Time indicator shows number

assures

metal tongue.

of minutes already played and
permits rapid selection of any
part of recording.

PORTABILITYEquipment contained in

neatly designed carrying case with provision
for storage of mike and
mains lead.

Records from mike, gram. pick-up or radio-frequency response
50-5000 C.P S. at 7, -in. per second.

Output 10 watts in push-pull.
Distortion less than 2 per cent at maximum level.
Weight 301b.

We shall be pleased to send literature and prices.

HOWARD CLAYTON-WRIGHT LTD., Wellesbourne, Warwickshire
Phone: Wellesbourne 316/7/8 Grams & Cables:

Clatonrite

W'bourne

Power supply 200-250Y. A.C.
Modulation level indicator, etc. Price, inclusive of M.G. Mike and
Tape MAI or El 1/13/. deposit, balance 24 months.

TAPE. We are also stockists of Wirek, Simon, etc., Descriptive
leaflets with pleasure. EMI Plastic 25/6 G.E.C. High Coercive 30/6 ;
Scundmirror paper 25/6-all prices are for reel of 1,200ft. post paid.

CONDENSERS
CRYSTALS

" MAGNETIC RECORDING " BY BEGUN At last a comprehensive technical book on recording written by the chief designer of

HEADPHONES
METERS

plies-order your copy NOW

PLUG & SOCKETS

I

BRUSH CRYSTAL CO., of America. Price 25/6 inc. post. Limited sup-

EASY TERMS
We offer the most generous terms in the trade The above recorder
may be yours for only I/5th deposit, and the balance can be paid
over 12, 18 or 24 months. Details and proposal forms on request.

RESISTORS
VOLUME CONTROLS

We hold large and comprehensive stocks of new components
and units, both Government and Manufacturers' Surplus

No. 19 Set, Equipment Available.

R. W. PROFFITT LIMITED

Wholesale and Export Only.

(Main Suppliers of Recorders, Gine and Photographic Equipment)

49/51, KNOWSLEY STREET, BOLTON, LANCS.
'Phone : Bolton 4422.

Grams :

Electra, Bolton.

Silver Mica Tubular Mansbridge
American British
High and Low Impedance
Thermo Moving Coil Moving Iron
All Types
Carbon and wire wound
Carbon and wire wound

ANDERS RADIO LTD.
167, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LONDON,
EUS.

1639

N.W.I
EST. 1928
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The entire tr= nsmitting

was si) plied
12 kW SOUND TRANSMITTER

COMMON VISION/SOUND COMBINING

5 kW

MEDIUM POWER

2 kW MEDIUM

VISION TRANS

SOUND TR

45. kW VISION TRAVSMITTER

POWER AND LOW POWER CONTROL DESKS
HIG
STAC ("1-

NIT
ITTER

- DIPOLE

AERIAL

smn-rER

POWER

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY LTD

F
FE

DER

sysTEN

om
GAIN

MARCONI HOUSE

AERIALNI-DIRECTION

CHELMSFORD

ARRAY

.

External Field

FRo
Any loud -speaker with a ring magnet has
a strong external field. This is unimportant
in a radio set, but it matters a great deal in television,

e........................
particularly in compact designs.

With centre -pole construction, as designed by R. & A. and total
enclosure of the magnet system, much of the flux leakage is confined
within the pot -shell itself. Using aluminium instead of mild steel for the
chassis also helps, though at the expense of strength and rigidity.
But these are only palliatives, so we developed (and patented) a simple and
effective method whereby, after assembly and magnetising, all external flux
is eliminated without reducing the flux in the gap.
This method enables us to make-and support-our claim of ' Zero
External Field', and accounts in part for the growing popularity of
R. & A. Reproducers among leading television manufacturers.

REPRODUCERS AND AMPLIFIERS LIMITED

WOLVERHAMPTONENGLAND
Telephone : Wolverhampton 22241 (5 lines).

Telegrams : Audio, Wolverhampton

ESSEX
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Leading Exporters of all types of Radio Receiving
and Transmitting Tubes. Current Production and
Ex -Government Surplus Special Purpose Tubes.

Over 400

Ex -Stock.

types in large quantities, available
Suppliers to Foreign Governments,

Airlines, etc.

HALL ELECTRIC
Ii LTD
lines)

89 CHARLOTTE ST., LONDON,W.I.

You're

N EONMPROD

CERTAIN to get
it at ARTHURS !"

Suitable for testing up to 250 V. supplies.
Will indicate polarity and detect leakage.

*VALVES : We have probably the largest stock of

in moulded rubber
Totally shockproof and safe.

Send your enquiries.
AVO METERS IN STOCK
419
419
£17
413
410
E40
430
450
426

Avo Model 8, high resistance
Avo Model 40

Heavy Duty
Avo Minor, AC/DC model
Electronic Test Meter
Signal Generator
Valve Characteristic Meter
Universal Bridge

black

Housed

valves in the country.
Avo Model 7

,..ah.,ss:,,,.n/SEUMLLECTRIC, L9661(5ONDON

1.;-st-4 Ut

I
I

i*

1

a.c.ko.c.

00001011

ictM4h

I

case.

HEW

I

10

A.F.BULGIN 8,co,r-rp,
BYE PASS RD.,BARKING, ESSEX

RETA1l.

Cossor Oscillograph Model 1035 485.0.0
VALVE
Mullati
ivialal'

-

-

AN:A. tesi

Pact 2. WI

..-1

epta.46,9.r.

Pg:iaultioaq --_-!:lierteubrile

itiunstZ .033.41, 216
weal t-ea. eaa, ,..,,us.
Y°sse.xl fo, catalog..

TAYLORS METERS. List on request.
DECCA PICK-UPS
£3 IS 5
DECCA HEAD
£2 19 2
ADAPTOR for Garrard
3
8

RADIO DEALERS AND

All goods offered subject to price altera-

SERVICE ENGINEERS

tions and being unsold.

LONDON'S OLDEST LEADING
RADIO DEALERS

WE HAVE WHAT YOU WANT
to service your Radio & Television Receivers.
Stock

Lines

all Types

of

Condensers-Mains

Transf ormers-Chokes-Coils-PotentiometersResistors - Loud Speakers, and
attractive items at low prices.

EST.
1919

poops: ARTHUR GRAY. LTD.

Terms C.O.D.
or cash with order

Our Only Address. Gray House, 150/152 Charing Cross Rd.,
London, W.C.2
TEMple Bar 5833/4 and 4765

ELECTRICAL, TELEVISION & RADIO ENGINEERS

many

other

SEND FOR OUR MONTHLY BULLETIN
which

includes

special

bargain

lines.

- TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED HOME and OVERSEAS

V. E. S. WHOLESALE SERVICES LTD.
I

I,

GUNNERSBURY LANE, WEST ACTON, W.3
'Phone

ACOrn 5027

WIRELESS WORLD
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FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS!
" Expert " hand -made products have enjoyed a name and reputation for high quality record and
radio reproduction that has never been surpassed, or even equalled. Many readers of the
" Wireless World " may also be readers of the " Gramophone," and to those who are, we need
no introduction. Ever since the first issue of the " Gramophone " over twenty-five years ago,
our name and reputation for high quality reproduction has been known and respected by critics
and music lovers in every corner of the world.
We are fully aware that the " Gramophone " appeals mostly to the music lover, but we feel quite
sure that " Expert " productions will have an equal appeal to the more technical minded readers

of the " Wireless World," who will have a special interest in the test report by the National
Physical

Laboratory on the 15 -watt New Master Amplifier (a special three-piece outfit) ; from

this report you will see that this amplifier, like the latest edition of the " Expert " Master

Speaker, is " in a class by itself."
The purpose of this advertisement is to put our theory to the test.
If you are really interested in the highest quality reproduction it is possible to obtain, irrespective
of all other considerations, then you will ask us to send you full details of our work, and we will
be very pleased to do so.

"EXPERT"
GRAMOPHONES LTD
" INGERTHORPE "

GREAT NORTH ROAD

LONDON

DEMONSTRATIONS AT ANY TIME, DAY OR EVENING BY APPOINTMENT

N2

Phone MOUNTVIEW 6875

TELEVISION & RADAR

SQUARE WAVES
HAS A
THIS OSCILLOSCOPE
GAIN
Y -AMPLIFIER
STEPPED

CONTROL COMPENSATED, ON
EACH
STEP
TO
6
DB.,

OF APPROXIMATELY
ENSURE
ACCURATE

REPRODUCTION OF SQUARE WAVES

OTHER FEATURES
BUILT-IN WOBBULATOR
TIME -BASE 10-250,000 cis

BRILLIANCE MODULATION
SHIFT CONTROLS, etc. etc.

PRICE

£25

MODEL 11W
WRITE FOR DETAILS

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS AVAILABLE

ERSKINE LABORATORIES LTD., SCALBY, SCARBOROUGH, YORKS.
(THE DEVELOPERS and MANUFACTURERS OF THE NOW FAMOUS TYPE 13 FOR THE SERVICES)
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Dept. W.W.

18 TOTTENHAM
COURT ROAD,
LONDON, W.1
Tel.: MUSeum 2453/4539

TO RADIO

AND T/V

Shop hours Monday - Friday 9-5.30
FULL MAIL ORDER FACILITIES.

Saturday 9-1
Please add postage

R E LAY S

(EX -MINISTRY)

DEVELOPMENT

D.C. COIL RESISTANCE

ENGINEERS

3,000 TYPES : 1.90 to 80,0000
600 TYPES : 0.40 to 9,2000

This midget pre-set variable resistor with

ALSO LARGE STOCKS OF

new double -slider gives greater stability and

DOUBLE & TRIPLE -WOUND
AND SLUGGED COILS.

makes accurate adjustment easier. Designed

for panel or chassis mounting : available

CONTACTS

600 or 3,000
TYPE

3,000 TYPES : up to 8 sets.
600 TYPES : up to 4 sets.

in any value from to to 25,000 ohms.

3,000 TYPES : Make (M). Break (B),
in Twin -silver, Twin -platinum, Dome -

silver (2 amp.), Tungsten (5 amp.),
and Flat -silver (8 amp.).
Change Over (C), in all but Tungsten Make Before -Break (K), in Twin -silver and
Twin -platinum.

EDEN
LELECTRIC LTD j

N(A,

SIEMENS
TYPE

600 TYPES : (M), (B) and (C), in
Twin -silver and Twin -platinum.

H/Akir

SPECIAL
3,000 type Relays with 80,0000 coils
operating on approx. 600
with
up to four sets of contacts.

Charfleet Industrial Estate, Canvey Island, Essex. Phone : Canvey 691

I KW TELEGRAPH TRANSMITTERS. Two HF 300's output. Operation 3.5 mc to 16 mc.

HALLICRAFTERS BC 610's. Complete with speech amplifier,

antenna tuning unit

;

exciter units and coils for all bands.

RCA TRANSMITTERS. Type ET -4336. Complete with matched
speech amplifier, crystal multiplier and VFO units. Brand new.

LM -300 TRANSMITTERS (U.S.A.). 140 kc to 400 kc and 650 kc
to 1,600 kc. 300 watt output.

No. 12 TRANSMITTERS. With coupling units, remote contro'

COILS COILS COILS
T.R.F. SUPERHET FILTERS PACKS
TELEVISION COILS I.F. TRANSFORMERS

FOR DEPENDABLE COMPONENTS
CONTACT

etc.

AR. -77's NC 200, NC 45.

AUTOMATIC HIGH SPEED TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT.

OLYMPIC RADIO COMPONENTS

w'reless.

COIL WINDING SPECIALISTS & MANUFACTURERS

" BOEHME " (U.S.A.). Up to 400 signs per minute on line and

NAVY MODEL TBY-8 TRANSMITTING - RECEIVING

EQUIPMENT. Output 0.75 watts on M.C.W. telegraphy and

224, H ORNSEY RD., N.7.

NORTH 2914

0.5 watts on telephony. Frequency range 28-80 mc.

SKYRIDER DIVERSITY HALLICRAFTERS RECEIVERS.
Complete with console, power units and loudspeaker.
All above items in excellent working condition.
Working demonstration upon request.

RADIO DEALERS & SERVICE ENGS. ONLY

EXPORT AND IN THE U.K.

TX VALVES 805, 807, 813, 814, 861, 866A, DET-I6 and many
others.

Large stock of Tx condensers, crystals and other components.
Alignment and repair of communication receivers and all other
short-wave equipment undertaken.

P.C.A. RADIO
Transmitter Division:The Arches, Cambridge Grove,
Tel. RIV 3279
London, W.6,

Receiver Division: 170 Goldhawk Road,
London, W.12,
Tel. SHE 4946

Invited to write for our 1951 Complete Price List.
Full details of A.W.F. speaker cone assemblies give you fast,
cheap, speaker repairs in your own workshops. A.W.F. Transformers and, chokes for almost all replacements.
A.W.F.
Repair Department for repairs to speakers, transformers,
Gram. motors, Vac. motors, etc., Current stocks of Tungsram
Valves, T.C.C. and Dubilier capacitors. Erie Resistors and
pots, Components and Cabinets for "View Master" and
" E.E." Televisors, and hundreds of other lines.

ENCLOSE POSTAGE 3d. inland, 2/- Overseas Air Mail :

A.W.F.
RADIO PRODUCTS
THORNTON ROAD
TATLER CHAMBERS
BRADFORD YORKS
TEL: 24008

GRAMS. & CABLES: "TESTPROD"
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Announcement!
We are pleased to announce the SIMPHONIC IA, an addition to
our range of portable recorders. The new model has an impressive
specification and offers long playing times coupled with ample output
power and high quality. Features include :-

3,1 and 71 ins secs. with CONSTANT SPEED CAPSTAN
TWIN TRACKS
Finger tip MONO -MASTER control
PUSH-PULL output -8 watts RESPONSE 50-10000 c s
Independent BASS

and

TREBLE controls

The well-known SIMPHONIC Model 2B, is still available for all
applications where simplicity, reliability and moderate cost are
important considerations.
MODEL
2B

See the 2B and our NEW MODEL 1A at the RADIO SHOW Stand 13

or write for details.

Recorder House, 48-50 George Street, Portman Square, London, W.I, England
Telephone: Welbeck 7371 (4 lines)

Cables: Simsale, London

Telegrams: Simsale, Wesdo, London.

AN ULTRASONIC SOLDERING IRON
Can be used for soldering
aluminium, and other metals
that form refractory oxides

T'

problem of soldering metals that form refractory oxides has now

been overcome.

A new soldering iron, developed by Mullard Ltd., destroys oxide film by
ultrasonic stimulation and provides a " clean " metallic surface.
This means that perfect soldering of aluminium, and other metals, can now

be achieved without scraping or brushing molten metals. Standard soft
solders can be used. And no flux is needed.
A small electronic amplifier supplies the ultrasonic power. Two controls,
a mains and a trigger switch, ensure simplicity of operation. Unskilled
workers can use the apparatus without discomfort, since the ultrasonic
frequency used is inaudible
to the human ear. Full in-

formationabouttheMullard
Ultrasonic Soldering Iron-

The soldering iron has a nickel silver bit driven

the only commercial model

by a magnetostriction transducer. The transducer is arranged to run at its natural resonant

on request.

frequency by a feed -back system. A conventional
low voltage winding heats the soldering bit.

in the world - is available

Mullard
The Mullard Ultrasonic Soldering
Iron and Amplifier. The unit operates
from A.C. mains and is robustly made
to suit workshop conditions.

POTENTIOMETRIC
CONDUCTIVITY EQUIPMENT
ELECTRONIC POLAROTITRATION APPARATUS
GRAPHS TEMPERATURE CONTROLLERS UNIVERSAL
VALVE VOLTMETERS
MEASURING BRIDGES

P.M. SIGNAL GENERATORS

OSCILLOSCOPES

NORTHERN AGENT: F. C. Robinson & Partners, Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Manchester,
MIDLAND AGENT: Hadley Sound Equipments, 72, Cape Hill, Smethwick.

3.

SCOTTISH AGENT: Land, Speight & Co. Ltd., 73, Robertson Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Mullard Ltd., Equipment Division, Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue,
London, W.C.2. Telephone: GERrard 7777

IMullard I
(1,41.340)
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VALVES...and their Applications
,/

.7

MINIATURE BATTERY RANGE

yyt
,

,
OUTPUT PENTODES DL92 & DL94
RATINGS AND

OUTPUT PENTODES

CHARACTERISTICS

\i". Two output pentodes, DL92 and DL94, are

DL92

available in the Mullard range of miniature
battery valves. Both have centre -tapped filaments
and can be operated with the two sections of the

Series connection

2.8 V

2.8
0.05

Vf

filament either in series when the L.T. drain is
0.05A at 2.8V, or in parallel when the drain is
0.1A at 1.4V. The filaments are, of course,

0.05 A

Parallel connection
Vf

suitable only for D.C. operation.
Type DL94 is designed for operation with equal

1.4

1.4

0.1

0.1

If

voltages on screen and anode, and is the type
recommended for normal domestic battery or
A.B.C. receivers. Operated with the filament
sections in parallel and with anode and screen

V

A

Operating Conditions
Series filament

potentials of 90V, this valve will give an output
of 270mW with 7% total distortion for a drive
voltage of 3.2 V.
Type DL92 may be operated with either equal or

unequal voltages on screen and anode, and is
primarily intended for use in miniature all -dry

Va

90

90

V

Vg2

67.5

90

Vg1

-7

V
V

-4.5

I,

6.1

7.7

182

1.1

1.7

mA
mA

2.0

mA/V

g,,,

1.4

Ra

8

10

Pout

5.5
235

Dm,

13

Vin

battery receivers, particular attention having been

(r.m.s.)

Kit

3.2 V
240
mW
7

%

90
90

V

Parallel filament

paid in its design to performance at anode and

Vg2

90
67.5

Vg(

-7

Va

screen potentials of 67.5 V. Under these conditions
an output of 160mW is obtainable with the series

filament arrangement or 180mW with parallel
filament arrangement, the drive voltage in either

la

7.4

102

1.4

2.1
10

3.2

5.5

Pout

270

Dcac

12

mA

2.15 mA/V

8

(r.m.s.)

voltage is increased to 90V, the screen voltage
remaining at 67.5V. In this case the output with
series filament connection is 235mW and with
parallel filament connection 270mW, again with

9.5 mA

.57

Ra

Greater output can be obtained if the anode

V

-4.5 V

gm

case being 5.5V.

270
t

7

Ki2
V

mW
`A

Limiting Values
Va max.

a signal input of 5.5V.
Other valves in this range include:
DF91 Variable -mu pentode
DAF91 Short grid -base pentode with diode
DK92 Heptode frequency changer

DL94

Filament

Vg2 max.

90
93

90
90

lk max.

12

* 12

V
V

mA

* 6mA for each 1.4 -volt section of the
filament.

\kimisminzawmp

Reprints of this article together with additional data may be obtained free of charge from the cddress below.
MULLARD

LTD.,

Technical

Publications

Department,

Century

House,

Shaftesbury Avenue,

W.C.2.
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ON LAND

BRIMAR

IN THE AIR

BRIMAR

ON THE SEA

BRIMAR

EVEN UNDER THE SEA

BRIMAR

1,410.4

14p.i

p -A

67

acs

BRIMAR
vAivEs are proving that there's no
substitute for EXPERIENCE
Brimar experience and Brimar techniques have

produced one of the world's finest ranges of
replacement valves.

PERFORMANCE PROVED in actual circuits
For Industry . . . the Services . . . for all
whose work demands a guaranteed minimum

life and complete reliability-

NOW es-ate-a/Nap 8RIMARIZEI
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited FOOTSCRAY, KENT
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high fidelity MICROPHONES
FOR PUBLIC ADDRESS : RECORDING : AMATEUR RADIO

TYPE MIC 22
This model incorporates the famous Acos
" Filtercel " insert giving extreme sensitivity
and high fidelity. Response is substantially
flat from 40-6,000 cps. The microphone is
vibration and shock proof and is not affected
by low frequency wind noises. Two alternative mountings are available for the MIC
22 head:
MIC 22-2 is supplied as a complete unit incorporating
an attractive desk stand with cable side entry.
MIC 22-I is for fitting to any British or American type
standard floor stand and can also be used as a hanc
microphone.

PRICE £6 6. (Either Model)

TYPE MIC 16
Incorporates the Acos Floating Crystal Sound
Cell giving a response substantially flat from
30-10,000 cps. Performance is unaffected by

vibration or shock and low frequency wind
noises. As in the case of the MIC 22, two
alternative mountings for the MIC 16 head
are available:
MIC 16-2 is a complete desk stand unit with side
cable entry.

MIC 16-1

is

ready for fixing to either British or

American type floor stands by means of a knurled ring.

PRICE £12 12. (Either Model)

COSMOCORD LIMITED

ENFIELD, MIDDX.

P.S. As you probably know, we make good pick-ups too, in large numbers.
But even larger numbers of people want them. Although,
therefore, we expect to be producing still more and still better pick-ups soon, just now we don't advertise pick-ups at all.
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THE "BELLING -LEE" PAGE
Providing technical information, service and advice in relation
to our products and the suppression of electrical interference
General

Characteristics

of

Parasitic Element Arrays in
Relation to Television Aerials.

frequency is centred on a
Television channel the res-

ently it does, and the wind really
blows on the coast. Let us hasten

always lower in
frequency) will be much worse
than if the channels were
reversed.

aerial is just not designed for it,

ponse on the sound channel
(which is

(5) Under the conditions stated
in (3) impedance matching
problems are raised. The im-

pedance at resonance is low
(15 ohms and less) and the
impedance becomes very reactive slightly off tune. Thus,

what one gains by optimising

the dimensions may readily

be lost in the process of matching, particularly when the

load impedance (any make of
T.V. set) is not standardised
and varies considerably from
model to model.

(6) Under the conditions stated
in (3) the aerial elements must
be very rigid or considerable

picture flutter will occur in
gusty winds.

(7) Under the conditions stated
in

(3)

manufacturing

and

assembly tolerances must be

closer and may result in a

higher proportion of material
rejects.

The conclusion which must be

"BeUing-Lee" ' Multirod" mounted on a
14' mast.

Theoretical considerations of the
action of parasitic elements in
increasing the gain of a dipole may
be summarised as follows :)

There is no known aerial

array or system (theoretical or
practical), for a given compact-

ness, which can give a gain
or directional response comparable to the simple parasitic

element array as typified by
our " H " and " Multirod "

models.

(2) The

maximum

gain

can

only be secured at one frequency, and the closer one

designs for that maximum,
the more pritical is the response

on either side of the design
frequency.

(3) The maximum gain

will

be obtained with close spacing
(around rfro wavelength) and
a parasitic element shorter
than the fed dipole, and which

acts as a director instead of a
reflector.

(4) Under these conditions the
performance will fall rapidly

on either side of the design
frequency.

If

the design

drawn and which we must reiterate
is that the general problems arising
out of manufacture and subsequent use will be least when wide
spacing (I wave) is employed.

to add that we do not exactly
recommend the practice, as the

and we certainly could not be held
responsible for accidents.

Rain Static ?
Precipitation Static ?
" Coronette " Static Discharger
Yes, this is a hardy annual. We
had a visit from a member of a
prominent Scarborough firm who
volunteered the information that
his company never installed a

" Belling -Lee " " Skyrod " vertical

aerial without fitting one of these
dischargers. They really do work

in that area. We have heard the
same thing from one of the best
dealers in the Bristol
area and, perhaps with less emphasis, from most parts of the country.
known

In fact, to our knowledge, there

are not many districts where they
will not justify their use ; one of
these is in the North-West, round
Whitehaven.

We claim that the fitting of a

" Coronette " will reduce noise by
about 4o db. The residual noise
may even then, in certain circumstances, be sufficient to spoil the
programme.

As compared with close spaced

parasitic elements they are :

(a) Easier to match and fairly
tolerant of

fortuitous mis-

match.

(b) Comparable in gain on both
sound and vision channels.

(c) Less susceptible to gust flutter.
(d) Less susceptible to proximate
conductors.

(e) Easier to manufacture.
A strong case for closely spaced
parasitic arrays might be made
for single channel (CW) working

where all the variables are under
the designer's control, e.g., mast,

material, type of feeder, proximity
of other conductors, receiver input
impedance, etc.

" Winrod " Aerial.
This was designed to be fitted
on a window -sill. We have heard

of people fitting them on the gutter

board to take advantage of extra
height, but lately, again from a
coastal town, we learn that a considerable number have been fitted
to chimney stacks.

Our first query was " How does
the bracket stand it ? " but appar-

" Cororsette" Corona Discharge Limiter.

In controlled experiments carried

out by our Research Department
at Enfield, the programme from
the Brookmans Park Transmitter

has been completely blotted out by

this form of interference, but on

switching to an aerial fitted with a
" Coronette " no interference was
apparent. This does not mean
that reception from a more distant
station would necessarily be satisfactory in similar conditions.
We would welcome correspond-

ence on this subject as we feel
there is a lot to be learned.

See our announcement on Page 72.

BELLING & LEE LTD
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL RD., ENFIELD, MIDDX., ENGLAND
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A QUESTION FOR DESIGNERS

How will
tomorrow's

" battery radio
be different?

Circuits progress ; new cases will evolve from new materials
and techniques - but the one outstanding feature of
tomorrow's battery radio is here today -

VERNER

Lightweight Accumulators

One third the weight and half the size of

In addition, Venner Lightweight Accumulators

standard accumulators of comparable capacity,

are completely non -spillable, are unharmed

these revolutionary miniature storage batteries

by high charge and discharge rates and may

maintain a steady

1.5 volt

output on load

be

left

in

discharged

condition

without

throughout their discharge period.

damage.

Thus they eliminate the need for constant

The services of our technical department are

replacement due to voltage drop, which is the

freely at your disposal in investigating the many

failing of all other conventional L.T. batteries.

operational advantages of these accumulators.

For full technical data please write for leaflet VA011/WW

ACCUMULATORS LTD
Distributors for London and Home Counties :DAVID & SOLF LTD., 173, SLOANE STREET, S.W.I. Tel.: SLOane 8532

KINGSTON -BY-PASS, NEW MALDEN, SURREY.

Telephone: MALden 2442 (6 lines)
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3 -WAY MIXER

& peak programme
meter for recor6ing and large

sound installations etc.

One milliwatt output on 600 ohm line (.775 V) for
an input of 30 microvolts on 7.5-30 ohm balanced
input. Output balanced or unbalanced by internal switch. The meter reading is obtained by
a valve voltmeter with
second time constant,
which reads programme level, and responds to
I

transient peaks.

Calibration in 2 db steps, to plus 12 db and minus
20 db referred to zero level. Special low field
internal power packs supplies 8 valves including
stabilising and selenium rectifier, consumption
23 watts.

Manufactured by:

VORTEXION
LIMITED
257-263, THE BROADWAY, WIMBLEDON,
LONDON, S.W.19

Telephones : LIBerty 28;4 & 6242-3

Telegrams

" Vortexion, Wimble, London."
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PREVIEW OF

"BELLING -LEE"
STAND No. 64 AT THE NATIONAL
RADIO EXHIBITION
Readers of the " Belling -Lee " page who are visiting the

TERMINALS

National Radio Show will find us on Stand No. 64 in the

insulated, sealed and glass
seal.

EA
FUSES & FUSE H OLDERS

centre of the hall. The " Multirod " surmounting the
section of a " Skytower," which reaches up from the centre of
the stand, offers an easy landmark.
A brief mention of some of the exhibits is made below :-

baseboard, panel, neon indicating
and miniature.

PLUGS & SOCKETS
single, coaxial,

multi -sealed

and

high tension.

SCREENECTOR
range of I -2 -3 -way screened plugs
and sockets.

INTER -CHASSIS
CON NECTORS
(Unitors).

VALVE H OLDERS
(B7G, B8A, B9G, B9A, D.I. Diode)
and High Voltage.

L
INTERFERENCE Suppressors
to meet the
Wireless Telegraphy Bill.

VALVE HOLDERS
Both the B7G (Belling -Lee L.718)
and the B9A (L.720) are made with

PLUGS AND SOCKETS
A very comprehensive range will be

intended to fill the gap between the
cheaper types and the very expensive P.T.F.E. holders but are likely
to prove too expensive for cheaper
The incommercial receivers.

screened r, 2 and 3 pole connectors,

fixing flanges or skirts to take the
standard screening cans. They are

sulators are moulded from high quality nylon filled powder, and a

new flat -type screen is incorporated
giving the desired screening between
contacts ; this may be cut down if
necessary for application where
space is limited.

The contacts are made of silver-

plated beryllium copper differenti-

ally hardened to obtain the best

exhibited including such items as
single, coaxial, multi and sealed
connectors, also a special range of

together with aerial outlet boxes
such as the one illustrated above.
This is the " Belling -Lee " L.739,
which was produced for use with

plug L.733/P, also illustrated, a new
inexpensive plug, specifically designed for unscreened balanced twin

feeder as used for television or
shortwave reception. The twin
feeder (L.336) is loaded simply by

pinching the wires in the

spills

provided and the ingenious black
polythene moulding folds into shape

possible

where it is held together by means
of the two ball -headed studs.

Other types exhibited will be the
B8A (L.6zo), B9G (L.500), high
voltage, duodecal, etc.. . .

This replaces 3 others, and accepts
coaxial cables of outside diameters
from 70," to
including 5o ohm.

contact pressure. The
solder tags remain annealed and are
tin dipped for ease of soldering.

We are also showing the newly
developed coaxial plug L.734/P.

OTHER ITEMS OF INTEREST INCLUDING TELEVISION AERIALS
A particularly interesting section is

devoted to radio interference sup-

pressors, both industrial and
domestic, together with motor
vehicle ignition suppressors, a

windscreen wiper suppressor designed for use on public transport

speedily and efficiently.

We will be showing an extensive
range of television aerials, both
outdoor and indoor types. These
include the " Multirod " 4 -element
array for " fringe " area reception,
the well-known " Viewrod " H '

electrical

and simple dipole types with a

One of our mobile research units
will be available for inspection in
the electronic attractions section.
These vehicles enable us to carry

and " Viewflex " indoor models, and
the " Veerod " loft mounting aerial.

vehicles using
systems.

24 -volt

out on -the -spot investigations into
the behaviour of televiosin aerials,

variety of mountings, " Doorod "

problems and answer your queries.

Amongst the broadcast aerials on
view will be the " Skyrod," an aft.

vertical aerial with or without
" Eliminoise "
anti -interference
matching
transformers,
the
" Winrod " an easy -to -fix windowsill aerial, and the " Carod," a
telescopic, rattle -free motor -car
aerial for scuttle mounting.

Our Sales engineers, who are

familiar with the possibilities and
peculiarities of your location, will
be available to assist you in your

BELLING & LEE LTD
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL RD.. ENFIELD, MIDDX., ENGLAND
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RADIO & TELEVISION
WITH THE WORLD'S FINEST

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND...
When you choose a Marconiphone you choose a set with a

pedigree' going back to the very beginning

real

of Radio. So if you want to be sure of
reliable, high standard reception, you
can always confidently choose
Marconiphone.

Model VC. 56DA (London)
Model VC. 76DA (Midlands)
Model VC. 86DA (Northern)
Corner Console with 12" tube.
£93.15.0 (Tax Paid)
Model VT. 56DA (London)
Model VT. 76DA (Midlands)
Model VT. 86DA (Northern)
Table Model with 12" tube.
£79 . 15.0 (Tax Paid)

Model T. 29A
5 -valve, 3 -waveband Table
Receiver for AC mains.

Price on application.

MARCONIPHONE
THE

TA. Mareaniph-re Co. Ltd., Hayes, Middx.

GREATEST NAME

IN

RADIO M.243
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RECORDING

UNIT

(HU. II)

For use with any normal
communications receiver.

o. Accepts Frequency Shift or
On/Off telegraphy signals.
10.

tuning indicator for
Frequency Shift reception.
Visual

0, Outputs: Double current into
high or low resistance.
0. Supplies: 110 or 200-250 volts,

50 c/s mains, 75 watts consumption.

MARCONI

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

SURVEYED PLANNED INSTALLED MAINTAINED
MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY LTD

MARCONI HOUSE

CHELMSFORD

DESIGNERS USE THEM

.

. .

DEALERS CHOOSE THEM

.

.

ESSEX

eicae,ule zee Cl/STOMfR

Zdiaduel litg aye,/
Manufacturers' Enquiries to :-

ROLA CELESTION LTD.
FERRY WORKS, SUMMER ROAD, THAMES DITTON, SURREY
Ember brook 3402-6)

SEE US AT EARLS COURT

STAND 39
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53 Ranges with Rotary Switch Selection

The

WESTON
S.75
Multi -Range

Test Set

This uniquely comprehensive Test Set has 53 ranges for
measuring A.C. and D.C. current and voltage, resistance
It is completely self-contained with
and insulation.
internal batteries to provide power for the ohms ranges and
self-contained power pack for insulation measurement at
500v.

Selection is carried out by two 20 -position switches.

A fully -protective safety device is fitted and is operative
for forward or reverse overload. The 150 -division 6in.
scale is uniformly divided and is fitted with an anti -parallax
mirror. The set is enclosed in a handsome bakelite case
and fully complies with B.S.S. No. 89, covering first -grade
instruments. Full details of the ranges covered, and of the
complete specification, will gladly be supplied on request.

SANGAMO WESTON LIMITED
ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX
TELEPHONE: ENFIELD 3431 (6 LINES) AND 1242 (4 LINES)
TELEGRAMS: SANWEST, ENFIELD
BRANCHES :
Glasgow, Manchester, Newcastle -on -Tyne, Leeds,

Liverpool, Wolverhampton, Nottingham, Bristol,
Southampton and Brighton.
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COME...
SEE...

Come and see us at the Radio Show. You'll find
us at Stand 6o, ready to welcome old friends and
new. (If this is not possible, we shall be happy to

send you descriptive literature on any of our
products in which you may be interested).
See the complete range of Stentorian extension

speakers and chassis units and other famous
Whiteley components.

Hear the celebrated Concentric - Duplex High

HEAR

Reproducer, combining exceptionally
high quality with great power handling capacity.

...Fidelity

See and hear the "VIEW MASTER"-the Television set that anyone can build

#firglifift

Smmi

SEE YOU AT
STAND 60

EXTENSION SPEAKERS

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO.

LTD

MANSFIELD

NOTTS

The Greatest Advance towards Perfect Reproduction

The NEW "TONE COLOUR" UNIT Plus the

TYPE A -Z

F

02.10.0
Complete

SOUND SALES LIMITED
DEMONSTRATIONS at our London Showroom:
LLOYDS BANK CHAMBERS, 125 OXFORD STREET, W.I
(Works: West Street, Farnham, Surrey

(ENTRANCE IN WARDOUR ST.)
Telephone: Farnham 6461)

Telephone: GERrard 8782
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CRAFTSMANSHIP
`I can most certainly say at this stage that the workmanship and .finish are of a
quality which I have never before encountered in the radio industry, despite the fact
that my association with the industry in one capacity or another extends back over 27
years.
I think you are to be congratulated all the more on this achievement in view
of the increasing tendency nowadays towards inferior workmanship and design."
Part of a letter from a purchaser who is a very well-known engineer and
whose identity is known to the Editor of " Wireless World."

"POINT ONE"
AMPLIFIERS

NEW RC/PA/U
REMOTE CONTROL PRE -AMPLIFIER

" POINT ONE " TL/12 12 WATT
TRIPLE LOOP FEEDBACK AMPLIFIER

PRICE : 9 GUINEAS

PRICE : 27 GUINEAS

APPLICATIONS
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

For laboratory use as a stabilised -gain audio -frequency power amplifier.
For the highest possible standard of disk recording.

For the highest possible quality of reproduction from Pickup, Radio, Microphone, Film and Magnetic Tape.
For use as a driver amplifier in the speech modulator chain of broadcast transmitters.
Used with the RC/PA/U pre -amplifier and the best available complementary equipment the TL/12 power amplifier
gives to the music -lover a quality of reproduction unsurpassed by any equipment at any price. It is designed in a
form so that the power amplifier can be housed in the base of a cabinet and the small pre -amplifier mounted in a position

best suited to the user.
The pre -amplifier and the power amplifier are drilled for bolting together to make a single transportable unit. A
cover with a carrying handle is available for this unit, and assembled in this form the equipment is particularly suitable
for lecturers and for Public Address work where very high quality of reproduction is essential.
The New B.B.C. Monitor loudspeaker uses a Leak TL/12 amplifier. 731 TL/12 amplifiers were ordered by broadcasting
authorities during 1950, including :The Swiss Broadcasting Corporation.
The British Broadcasting Corporation.
The Italian Broadcasting Corporation.
The South African Broadcasting Corporation.
The Swedish Broadcasting Corporation.
The " POINT ONE" TL/12 and RCIPAIU AMPLIFIERS are built to a tropical specification and they are distributed
throughout the world. During 1951 to date (May, 1951) orders totalling over 2,000 have been received from the U.S.A. for
6.

RCIPAIU and TL/12 amplifiers for high quality radio/gramophone reproducers for the home.

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS APPLY TO YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR 'WRITE TO DEPT. W.

H. J. LEAK
&
CO.
LTD.
WESTWAY FACTORY ESTATE

BRUNEL ROAD

Phone : SHEpherds Bush 1173, 1174.

Telegrams : Sinusoidal, Ealux, London.

(Est. 1934)
ACTON, W.3
Foreign : Sinusoidal, London.
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ELPREQ PAGES
MAINS/BATTERY PORTABLE
Ultra modern cabinet, highly suitable for
making up an all -mains and/or all -dry
battery receiver. Cabinet dimensions,
7lin. deep and lot in. high x 12in. wide.

Imitation crocodile cabinet with back and
wooden platform, battery dividers, inner
front drilled for three controls, and handle,
22/6 complete.

ivory Fret with Perspex Window, loud

SERVICE DATA

speaker louvres and turning scale, 5/6.
Frame Aerial wired for long and medium
wave with plug board and tag strip, 5/6.
Unwired, 2/6.

100 service sheets, covering British

receivers which have been sold in

big quantities, and which every

Metal Chassis punched out and with

EX -ROYAL NAVY SOUND
POWERED TELEPHONE
These require no batteries, and will
go for long periods without attention. Complete with generator and
sounder which gives a high pitched
note, easily heard above any other

Also fitted with an indicator
lamp which in quiet situations can
be used instead of the sounder, or
where several 'phones are used
together will indicate which one is
being called. Size 71in. x 9in. x
71 in., wall mounting, designed for
ships' use, but equally suitable for
home, office, warehouse, factory,
garage, etc. Price 37/6 each, plus
noise.

3/.6 carriage.

TRIP SWITCHES
In addition to

the psany inuses,
dustrial

these
trip
switches are

useful additions

to your laboratory and workFitted
shops.

into the power circuit like a normal
switch they can in the first place be

used to control the power outlets
and when as often happens a short
circuit occurs, instead of the fuses
blowing, the switch will simply trip
and will not close again until the
short is cleared. The actual current
at which the switch trips can be
adjusted.

Price 12/6.

service engineer is ultimately bound

loudspeaker cut out, 5/6.
Assembly for holding dial and lamps, 1/9.

Matched Knobs, set of 3, 2/-.
Or all items unwired frame aerial, 38/6 ; wired frame aerial, 42/6.
Wiring diagram and constructional details, 2/6. All components
available (total cost of set should not exceed £7/10/-. For details, see
constructional data.

REMOTE CONTROL
W th only one pair of wires and a
simple push button you can select
any one of four stations without
leaving your armchair. This is just

one of the many applications of our
impulse relay, the price of which is
only 3/9. There are many other

purposes to which it can be put

we will supply a booklet of circuits
for 1/9 post free. The action of the
impulse relay is as follows :-

current to the solenoid causes the
ratchet wheel to rotate one notch
per impulse, a built in automatic
switch keeps the impulses coming
in until they are switched off by
secondary contacts which operate
four times per complete revolution. Shorting the secondary contacts
starts the impulses again. Attached to the ratchet wheel is a four way
single pole switch. We are sure that there are many new applications
for this relay and we offer prizes for new ideas.

to meet. The following makers are
included : Aerodyne, Alba, Bush,
Cossor, Ekco, Ever -Ready, Ferguson, Ferranti, G.E.0 , H.M.V.,

Kolster Brandes, Lissen,

McMichael, Marconi, Mullard,
Murphy, Philco, Phillips, Pye,
Ultra. Undoubtedly a mine of

information invaluable to all who
earn their living from radio servicing. Price £1 for the complete
folder.
Our folder No. 2 consists of 100
data sheets covering most of the
popular American T.R.F. and
superhet receivers " all dry "
etc., which have been imported
into this Country. Names include
Sparton,
Crossley,

Emmerson,
Admiral,
R.C.A. Victor, etc.

Each sheet gives circuit diagrams
and component values, alignment
procedure, etc., etc. Price for
the folder of 100 sheets is El.
Post free.

MISCELLANEOUS
BOOKLETS
These give circuit diagrams and
details of Ex -Government receivers
and equipment. In practically all
cases the

TIMED SWITCH MECHANISM
This comprises a beautifully made 8 day jewelled miniature clock
or watch movement, which operates two 2 amp contact switches.
These switches also are quite suitable for mains use. There are two
calibrated dials, one contact adjusts in hour intervals up to 6 hours,
the other one in one hour intervals up to 36 hours. The whole is
really precision made to stringent M.O.S. specification. The size

of the complete switch mechanism is 3M. long and 2Iin. across. Or
if you wish, the miniature clock movement can be removed completely
and this then measures only liin. x fin. The price of the complete
timed switch is 27/6. These are brand new still in the manufacturers
original sealed boxes.

SPECIAL

information has been
extracted from official publications.
Separate booklets for each piece of
equipment.
Booklets
available
covering the following:-R1155,
R208, R109, TR1196. TR18,
I3C348,

BC312,

R1116,

R107,

R103, BC221, BC342, Pre -Amp.
from RF27, Pre -Amp. from Unit
208A, T.V. Receiver from 11 -metre
superhet for London or Birmingham, T.V. receiver from 3170, etc.
T.V. receiver from 194 strip. Dual
band T.V. receiver. Price of any
of these booklets is 1/6 each-all
post free.

PERSONAL SET OFFER
Resulting from the changeover of a
famous manufacturer to important
work, we are able to offer practically
12 -CELL ACCUMULATOR
This accumulator can be coupled
up to give 24 v. with all cells
connected in series or 12, 6 or
2 volts by series parallel arrangements. They were originally made
for the Admiralty by a leading
manufacturer, have never been
filled, and are in excellent condition. Each is contained in a
wooden crate as illustrated. Price
27/6 each.
ance 5/-.

Postage

and insur-

all the parts for the really neat personal
radio illustrated.

The most important thing of course,
is

the cabinet and for this we can

offer a complete kit of parts, which
includes cream plastic lid, base and
escutcheon, crackled metal body and

all accessories such as knobs, hinges,
lid arm and clips, etc.
Price 22/6, but remember this brings
the complete cabinet size 7 x 4 x 31in.
Other items available are :Metal Chassis. Five -part assembly
comprises the main chassis and
sections for holding the batteries and the loudspeaker. Price 4/6. Ditto
with four B7G valve holders already riveted in their correct positions.
Price 7/-.

Frame Aerial, 3/6.
Oscillator Coil, 3/6.
I.F. Transformers, Wearite Midget type 400B, 15/- pair.
Volume Control, 1 meg. Midget, 3/6.
Speaker, Midget Plessey 3in., 14/6.
Output Transformer to match, 5/-.
On/Off Switch, lid operated, 1/6.
2 -GANG .00035 TUNING
CONDENSER
Complete with perspex dust cover
and built-in trimmers. Super job
for tuning
8.6 each.

personal

receivers,

Resistors, miscellaneous, total 8, 4/-.
Condensers, miscellaneous, total 9, 4/6.
B7G Amphenol Valve Holders, 8d. each.

Tuning Condenser, 8/6.
Assembly Instructions, including wiring diagram and alignment
data 216.
Note.-All these parts are offered separately. Valves required are
IRS, IT4, IS5, 3S4 or 3V4, all available at low prices, send for our
current valve list.

" SNIPERSCOPE "
Famous

wartime

" cats

eye "

used in conjunction with a lens
system and h.t. for seeing in the
dark. This is an infra -red image
converter cell with a silver caesium
screen which lights up (like a
cathode ray tube) when the electrons

released by the infra -red strike it.

It follows that as light from an
ordinary lamp is rich in infra -red

these cells will work : burglar
alarms, counting circuits, smoke

detectors and the hundred and one

other devices as will the simpler type
of photo cell. Here then is a golden
opportunity for some interesting
experiments price 9/6 each, or
six for 52/6. Data will be supplied
with cells if requested.

HIGH VOLTAGE

CONDENSERS
We have many types in stock, one

special one at a low price is .01 rafd.
5 kV. in 5in. Ali -can, 2/8.
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TWO -VOLT

ACCUMULATORS

Made for the Forces by
one of the most famous

firms
in the world.
15 amp. -hour size approx.
6in. x 1 lin. square in

ebonite case, pre -charged,
only need filling with acid,

SPRAY GUN

5/9 each, plus 9d. post
and insurance. Six or

Hand operated, ideal to put the

finish on a good chassis, and for

more post free.

respraying valves, etc. (completes
the perfect job).
Price 15/6,
complete with instructions plus

LAMP HOLDERS

9d. postage.

We carry a large assortment of dial
holders. Price 6d. each.
Order by list numbers.
lamp

POWER PACK FOR ALL -DRY
RECEIVERS
Output 90 v. H.T. and 7.5 v. L.T.
using metal rectifiers. Fitted into

bakelite case, size only 31 x 21 X 11,

complete with flex and mains input
plug. Suitable for A.C. or D.C.
mains. Price 19/6

bur

BREAK -DOWN UNIT
At present-day prices the spares in

this unit would cost at

least £5.

Here is a list of the main contents :
3 two metre coils ;
3 tuning condensers, split -stator

type;

4 two -watt carbon resistors useful
values

1 tapped 20 watt resistor, vitreous
covered ;

15 AMP. DOUBLE POLE

ROTARY SWITCH
Made by the famous Diamond H

Company, it is complete with
pointer knob. Price 5/6.

ALUMINIUM TUBE
(CONDUIT)
fin.-ideal for all lighting work and
making T.V.
Price 1/6 per foot.
for

aerials,

10 kVA ALTERNATOR SETS
Complete electrically with all switch gear, voltage regulators, frequency
meters. etc., etc. These have two circuits, one giving 10 kVA. at
230 v. 50 cycles, the other giving 11 kVA. 230 v. 500 cycles. Complete
with ' Vee ' belt pulley. Can be driven by lorry engine, oil engine, etc.,
the speed of which is not important. Unused but somewhat storage
soiled. Price £65, carriage extra.

OCCASIONAL 4 CABINET "

etc.

Attractive bakelite cabinet, size 12in. x
5in. x 6in., suitable for making a T.R.F.
or superhet receiver. Price with back

tEst;==2,,z2

17/6, in walnut, green or ivory. Post
and insurance 2/6.
PUNCHED
METAL CHASSIS T.R.F. for three
valves and rectifier, 5/6. Superhet for
four valves and rectifier, 5/6.
ENGRAVED GLASS DIALS 16-50

AERIAL STRAINERS
Brass body, price 1'6 each.

and 180-550 metres, 2,'6. 180-550 and
800-2,200 m., 2/6. 16-50, 180-550 and 800-2,200 m., 2/6. Dial back
plate, 2/6. COILS T.R.F. 180-550, 800-2,200, 5/6 per pair. Superhet
16-50, 180-550, 800-2,200 metres, 10/6 pet set. CORD DRIVE
ACCESSORIES Drum 2lin. dia., 1/6. Driving head, 1/6. Double
Pointer, 4d. Spring, 3d. Nylon Cord, 6d. per yard. A set can be built
into this cabinet for less than £6, constructional data, 1/6.

6 -VOLT AMERICAN HEAVY-DUTY BATTERIES
SPEAKER IN
METAL CABINET
This has a 61in. P.M. Goodman's
Speaker, heavy magnet type, complete with an output transformer.
It is fitted in grey steel case with
perforated front and back, ideal for
P.A. work in canteens, clubs, etc.,
EXTENSION

27/6 each.

R OA
f1.1

Made by one or other of the most famous
American battery companies. For reliability and long service between charges
these are in a class of their own. Capacity
rating is 140 amp -hour. We have a
limited quantity of these batteries avail-

able, unused-in fact they have never
been filled with acid, and the price is

£5/10/-, carriage extra at cost depending
upon your locality.

6 paper condensers, .05 mf. 1,000
v. working.
3 paper condensers, .1
working ;
2 H.F. chokes;
4 paper condensers, .1 mf. 450 v.
working ;

2 paper condensers, .15 mf.
5 bakelite moulded mica
densers .001 ;

con-

1 paper condenser, .01 mf. 3,000
v. working ;
24 rubber grommets,
assorted
sizes ;
6 resistors, 1 watt, all useful
values ;
6 resistors,
watt, al
useful
values
40 resistors. I watt, alt useful
values ;
1!

40 silver mica condensers assorted
values, including : 10, 15, 20,
40, 50, 100, 150, 300, and 500 pf.
types ;

4 English octal valve holders ;
2 English 5 -pin valve holders
1 E.F.50 type valve holder;
3 diode valve holders ;
1 louvred casing, size 12 X 7 X
4in. ;

1 heavy metal chassis size 12 x
7 x 2in.
8 condenser clips, assorted sizes.
Also an assortment of nuts, bolts
P.K., self -threading screws, tag
boards, chassis mounting tag connectors, screened grid caps, plain
grid caps, levers, rollers connecting rods, output sockets, etc. etc.

ALL THIS COLLECTION OF
PARTS FOR 6/6 only plus
1/9 postage and packing.

CLEAR PERSPEX PANELS

Size 5fin. long, 31in. wide, and a
little over a fm. thick. Price 1/6
per panel.

Orders under £2 add 1/6, under £1 add 1/-. Postable items can be sent C.O.D., additional charge approx. 11, List 6d. All post
orders to Ruislip. Early closing days: Wednesday ;Ruislip ; Saturday, City.
Telephone: Ruislip 5780.
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PLUGS & SOCKETS

REPLACING THE U.U.8
AA

You can overcome the shortage of
current indirectly heated
rectifiers by using a Thermal Delay
high

Switch. You simply connect this
across the heaters of a directly
heated rectifier such as FW 4/500
and the H.T. will not be switched
on until the other valves have
had ample time to warm up. The
delay switch is as illustrated, with
the addition of a protective cover,
Price 3/9 each, the heater voltage
is 4, but of course 'his can be used
on higher voltages with a limiting
resistant.

1911

SOCKET STRIPS. Paxolin mounted.
Two socket engraved L.S. 6d. each.
Bin C16B.
Two socket engraved A.E. 6d. each.
Bin C18A.
Two socket engraved P.U. 6d. each.
Bin C19A.
Two socket engraved Dipole 6d. each.
Bin C19B.
Two socket plain. 5d. each. Bin C 18B.

Three lugs, centre earthed, 4d. each.
Bin C17 B.

Four lugs, one end earthed, 5d. each.
Bin C17C.
Six lugs, two ends earthed, 6d. each.
Bin CI7E.

each Bin C19D.
Four socket engraved A.E. Pickup, 9d. each.

C1610

Four socket engraved P.U. Ext. L.S. 9d.
each. Bin C16E.
Five socket plain. 9d. each. Bin C16C.

444444444H

clam

3 PIN PLUG AND SOCKET

extra sensitive for
high speed or

radio control

_als)

work, weight only

11 oz., closes on

vs,*

solid,

Very useful for connecting up gramophone
pick-ups, extension loudspeakers, etc. We can
offer this at a really knock -out price, namely
8d. per pair.
TELEPHONE JACKS AND PLUGS
ryf
Jack Plugs,
Bin D31A.

bakelite,

7d.

Bin CJ8CR.

Seven way brass cased plug
ideal for portable apparatus.
Price 2/3 each half, Bin

D33BR & D33BL.

rewound

WANDER PLUGS
Insulated split -pin type, blue 3d. each.
D31F.
Insulated split -pin type, red, 3d. each.

suitable

for breaking 20
31 F

2.)0A

be

achieved

from its
glass case

and altering the contact screw. No precise

can be quoted, but we
estimate that the limits by adjusting
figures

I/ lL /14

and over with
I pr. of contacts
7/6, with 2 pr.
of contacts, 8/ then 6d. extra

200°C.

Price

ATTENUATORS

MINIATURE FLEX CONNECTORS.
Plug and socket complete, ebonite, non-

of 2,000 ohms

about

INDUCTANCE TYPE

D32E.
Larger banana type, black, 6d. each. Bin D32D.

reversible. Ideal for toys, razors, etc.,
2 amp rating, 9d. pair. Bin D32B.

re-

by

moving
the thermostat,

Bin

Bin D30A.

resistances

les

High

fidelity

enthusiasts will
confirm that an
ordinary wire
wound volume
control in series
with

a speech
introduces
distortion. We

CO -AXIAL PLUGS AND SOCKETS.

coil

Suitable for car radios as well as T.V. for mic.
leads, etc. Plugs 6d. each. Bin D32AR.
Sockets 7d. each. Bin D32AL.

have some inductance

type

attenuators

per pair of con-

Medium sensi-

tivity type 1,000

C

wound in a very compact manner
with heavy stud contacts giving re-

C la E.

TERMINALS. Screw and Spade.
Spades, red or black, for L.T. Batteries.

E0A

batteries, 9d. each. Bin C20A.

have been chosen to enable the

Screw Earthing terminals, flat bottom plate

control to be calibrated in decibels.
Price 4'6 each.

tacts.

ohms and over with 1 pr. of contacts, 4/6, extra contact as above.
Low voltage types coil resistances
of 100 ohms and over with 1 pr. of

tional temperature can

Bin

Lockable wander plug, can't fall out 9d. each.

tive types with

coil

contact at 31°C. (88°F.).
Variations of this opera-

20°C. to
3/6 each.

operation.
Its contacts are

prices
as
follows : sensi-

These are sealed in a
glass tube and break

the screw would be from about

for mains

Upright

THERMOSTAT

etc., 1/4 each.

can
of
course be

types.

Bin C18CC.

11 components (22 lugs), 1/- each.

each.

DNC

coil but

mounting,

6 components (12 lugs), 8d. each.

ing on metal panels, complete with insulating
and spacing washers, 1/3 each. Bin D31C.
B7G PLUG
With hard rubber body, fits into standard B7G
valve holders, ideal for joining small chassis,

in bakelite, this
relay has
a 24 v.

Post Office

Bin C18CL.

Bin D31D.
Jack socket for D31D, one hole fixing for mount-

enclosed

Paxolin

mounted.

5 components (10 lugs), 7d. each.

ea. Bin D31B.
Jack Plugs thin type fibre insulated. 1/3 each.
D

Totally

48/- doz.

GROUP PANELS.

Jack Socket for D31A. 10d.

platinum changeover contacts, adjustable pressure.
Price 13/6.

amps.
Price,4/6,

Miatettint

Bin C19 E.

o Extra light weight

mA.

Bin C17A.
0

Three socket engraved Al, A2 and E 9d.

RELAYS

2

c iv B.

TAG STRIPS. Paxolin mounted.
Two lugs, one earthed, 3d. each.

Three socket engraved DIP and E. 9d. each.
Bin C16D.
C'9 P.

0

3d. each. Bin C18E.
Spades, heavy duty, fit ex -Government car

contacts. 3/6,extra contacts as above.

for

flush mounting, with soldering tag.

actance tappings as follows : off 42,
34, 23, 13, 7.9, 4.3, 1.7 0 ohms.
You will see that these tappings

4d. each. Bin C19C

Earthing screw terminals, 2BA, also used

TOGGLE SWITCHES

for connecting two spades

together. 9d. each. Bin C20C.

(as

C20A)

Metal body standard size, made by
our leading maker. Available with

Screw down terminal 4 B.A. with plai

only 1/6 each.

Screw down terminal
4d. each. Bin C21C.

round dolly or with special V cut
dolly.
State which type when
ordering. Price while stocks last

insulated head 5d. each. Bin C8OF.
all

metal, 6 B.A.

,

(roe.

SHEET PAXOLIN
Invaluable for when you are experi-

menting. Size 6in. x 6in., 1/-. Size
12in x Sin., 2/-. Size 12in X 12in.,
3/6. Size 24in. x 12in., 6/-.

CABLE CLIPS

are carefully made for
the Navy and
are designed so
that the edge of
the clip cannot

these clips are also suitable for fixing

back conduit, for fixing T.V. aerial
masts to poles or window frames,

etc. :-

speaker cut out, 5/6.

Metal Assembly for holding

(inches) (inches)
2
71
71
31
65
31
85

81
61
6
31
3
51
31
5

24
14
61
51

14

21
41
31

I

3
15

51
44
35
25
1
1

I

4
3

'4

7,000
7,087
3,350
7,001
7,086
7,005
7,003
7,002
7,091
3,354
7,090
7,004
7,088
7,095
7,094
7,083
7,008
7,099
7,006
7,013
7,016
7,101
1,100
7,106
7,102
6,105
7,104
7,103

91d.
8d.
7d.
8d.
6d.
101d.

7,111
7,110
3,488
7,112

5d.
3d.

in our T.R.F. circuit. We invite you to state the type

number of the valve, and to the first three correct
solutions opened, we offer prizes to the value of £5 to

£3 to the second and £2 to the third.
Final date for entries, first post September 29th.
The actual valve can be seen in our window at Fleet
the first,

Street.

23/36 twin twisted, at 6/- doz. yds.
P.V.C. 14/36 twin twisted, at

4/- doz. yds.

Twin flat P.V.C. for clocks, etc.,
4/6 doz. yds.

MULTICORED FLEXIBLES
All are suitable for mains work as
the separate conductors are very
well insulated, then they are
covered overall either with hard
rubber, plastic

braiding :-

11d.

This 550 watt 18 volts charging board is fitted into a steel case with
doors and it comprises, three reverse current relays (cut-outs) one
voltmeter, one main ammeter, two secondary ammeters, and three
variable resistances for controlling load circuit -brand new in original

specification,

in

moulded bakelite case,
each.

8/6

A

these two quickly into a circuit.

We have a small quantity of
resistance capacity boxes which,

will enable you to do
With these boxes you
can put in 1 ohm, 2 ohms, 3
ohms, 4 ohms, and so on, in
steps of 1 ohm, right up to
6,000 ohms. In a similar way

SLIDELOCK FUSES
15 amp., very latest pattern for
mounting on the front of instrument panels, etc. Price 1/6 each.
" CRABTREE "

capacity can be put into circuit
by small amounts, thus making
it simple

We have all other types and sorts
of valve holders in stock at com-

shuttered

You many times have felt the
need of a device which would
enable you to put resistance or
capacity or a combination of

plugs,
this.

R

FOOT
SWITCH
PLUG
Made to B.S.S.

EQUIP YOUR LABORATORY

by the simple manipulation of

transmitting

waterproofed

CLIX 15 AMP.

Note Illustration is of 1250 watt model which is very similar. All our
stocks of these have been cleared.

JUMBO VALVE BASES

or

10 core, at 2/6 per yd.
7 core, at 2/- per yd.
5 core, at 1/- per yd.

cases £61101- carriage 10/- extra.

instructions at 17/6 plus 1/- postage.

petitive prices.

WAR EMERGENCY TYPE
CABLES 250 v. CLASS
These are P.V.C. or rubber in-

FLEXIBLES
Maroon gauge cotton covered :

6d.
5d.
5d.
3d.
2d.

how the Ex-R.A.F. Sensitive Altimeter can become a first-class
highly sensitive yet robust aneroid
barometer. We offer the sensitive
altimeters in good condition with

valves. Price 3/6 each.

250 v. CLASS

3/.029 3 -core, 2/3 yd.
3/.036 3 -core, 3/8 yd.
yd.
7/.044 twin,
3/.036 twin, 2/- yd.
7/.099 twin, 2/9 yd.
7/.064 twin, 5/- yd.

7/.029 3 -core flat, 2/- yd.
7/.044 twin flat, 2 /- yd.
7/.064 twin flat, 3/3 yd.

CHARGING SWITCHBOARD

2d.

will be interested to
know that an article
appeared in one of the leading
meteorological journals, showing

for

3/.036 3 -core flat, 2/8 yd.

7/.029 twin, with earth, 2/4 yd.
7/.064 twin flat, 4/9 yd.

sulated, laid flat then braided with
cotton and compounded :

45d.

in meteorology, or
if you think a good
would
barometer
help you to explain
some tricky radio
problem, then you

3/.029 twin flat, 1/4 yd.
3/.029 3 -core flat, 2/- yd.
3/.029 twin, with earth, 1/8 yd.
7/.036 twin flat, 2/9 yd.
7/.029 twin flat, 2/- yd.

LEAD COVERED CABLES,

GUESS WHAT FOR £5
We have done something to the valve as photographed,
but what we have done has not altered its performance

8d.
8d.
5d.
5d.
6d.
5d.
6d.
3d.
2d.
8d.
4d.
3d.
5d.
4d.

If you are interested

4 -pin

T.R.S. CABLES, 250 v. CLASS

£6. Constructional data 1/6.

101d.

Special quotations to quantity
users.
A MILLIBAR BAROMETER

Ceramic

and of cables can be found below :-

dial

and pilot lights, complete with long
and medium wave dial, 2/6.
Moulded Perspex Window, 1/9.
Marched knobs, set of three, 2/-.
A complete T.R.F. Receiver can be built into this cabinet for under

Depth
of Across Admiralty Price
Saddle Saddle
No.
each

If

good stock of electrical wiring
accessories, details of a few of these

mains receiver complete with
back, 19/6 postage and insurance 2/6.
Metal Chassis, punched out with
all

cut into the
insulation of the
cable. In addition to their use for holding cables,

11

In addition to our large range of
radio accessories, we also carry a

This modern design bakelite cabinet
in ivory, blue or brown is ideal for an

clips

15

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION
MATERIALS.

LITTLE COMPANION CABINET

These cable',,

If

81
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for

you to

SURFACE
SWITCHES
Lincoln all brown
No. 3000 one way.
Price 1/11 each.
Standard 1 way, brown on white
No. 3010, 2/6. Standard 1 way
double pole, brown on white, No.

find

optimum working conditions.
These boxes made for Government Laboratories are available
while they last at 19/6 each,
1/6 post and packing.
Don't delay -order by return.

plus

3230, 4/-.
Orders under £2 add 1/6, under £1 add 1/-. Postable items can be sent C.O.D., additional charge approx. 1,-. List 6d. All pos,
Telephone : Ruislip 5780,
orders to Ruislip. Early closing days Wednesday, Ruislip ; Saturday, City.
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TELEVISION MASKS

MAINS
TRANSFORMERS

D. COHEN

These transformers are all
famous radio manufacturers'
surplus and are fully inter-

RADIO & TELEVISION COMPONENTS

and
impregnated
leaved,
guaranteed.
P.
&
P.
on
Primary 200-250 v.
each 1.6 extra
300-0-300, 100 mA, 6 volt, 3
amp, 5 volt, 2 amp, 17/6.
320-0-320, ;00 mA, 6 volt, 3 amp,
S volt, 2 amp, 17/6.
320-0-320,

120

by famous manufacturer, name supplied on request

mask, soiled, 12/6, p'us 1/- P. & P.

Midget Components. Twin
gang fin. diameter, fin. long.

COILS

pointer knob.
post paid,

Complete with
mounting bracket
(removed from

4 volt

amp, 4 volt 3 amp, 4 volt
3 amp, 2 volt 2 amp, 7/6.
250-0-250, 100 mA, 6 v 3 amp,
4 v. 3 amp, 4 v. 3 amp, 17/6.
250-0-250, 60 mA, 6 v. 4 amp
3

of this

gang

Unit, size 3/in. long x 2 --in.
wide x Itin. deep. We can

Guaranteed .6'6

supply a complete all -dry circuit, using the above Midget
Components to incorporate the
MOUNTING

BRACKET
For use
with
the above coils

9/6

All the items I0/ -

All Dry A.G. Mains Supply

chassis).

FOCUS COIL

dimensions

are slightly deeper than a standard volume control.)
Pair
Medium and Long iron cored
T.R.F.
Coils /in.
long x tin.

wide complete with a 4 -valve
all dry circuit, tuning scale and

LINE & FRAME

mA, 6 volt, 4

(to be used on common heater
chain with 6 x 5 rectifier), 13/6.
280-0-280, 80 mA, 6 v. 3 amp,
4 v. 2 amp, drop -through, 14/-.
Drop thro, 350-0-350 v. 70 mA,
6 v. 2.5 amp, 5 v. 2 amp, 14/6.

White Rubber. 9in with glass,
10/6. White Rubber. I 2in. with
glass, 15/-. I5in. white rubber

(The

TELEVISION COMPONENTS

amp, 5 volt 2 amp, 25/-.

Heater Transformer.

SEPTEMBER, 1951

6+" x 4a" x I t"
price

above

Power -Unit,

chassis

med./long

post

19/6,

paid with circuit.
Midget Bakelite Cabinet. 7in.
x 51in x 5in. c/w
5 -valve S/H.
wave

scale

and back (takes std. twin gang
condenser and 3f -in. speaker),
P. & P

Semi -shrouded, drop-thro' or
upright mounting 280-0 280 80
mA, 4 v. 6 amp, 4 v 2 amp,

15/-.

12/6.

plied). High impedance frame ;
low impedance line, matching

not fitted (full instructions sup-

Auto -wound H.T. 280 volts at

360 mA, 4 v. 3 amp, 2 v. 3 amp,
or 6 v. 3 amp Separate 4 v. 3 amp
rectifier winding (upright or

drop-thro'),

Auto-transformer,various combinations of voltages including

v. 70 watt, and 3/4 volts

110

5-I, 8/6.

Wave Change Switches.

10/6.

350.0-350 v, 120 mA, 4 v. 6 amp,
4 v. 3 amp, drop -through, 21/-.

windings at I amp, 2 volt amp,
drop -through or upright mounting, 10/6.

..P.'.16.' riNse

250 v., 6 v. I+ amp, 6/-. P. & P.

.

-

ikv-

44, -

71111M1111

ELECTROLYTIC

imo-

2 -way midget, 1/9.
each.

5/-

8 mfd. 500 v., 3/-.

8 x 8 mfd. 450 wkg., 3/6.
32 mfd., 350 wkg., 2/6.
32 ± 32 mfd. small tube tag ends
200 v. wkg , 2'..
16 + 8 mfd. 350 wkg , miniature
tag end, 3/-.

with less

-

trans. trans.

3fin.
Sin.
6+in.
Bin.

15/.
14/6
17/-

11/6
12/6
11/6
14/6

5in. Energised 750 ohm field with
O.P. trans., 13/6.
P. & P. on each of the above
extra.

Q. 120, 9/- per pair, post 6d.
Miniature 465 Kc. 1.Fs. Q.120,
per pair, 10/..

Filter, screened, each 2/6.
Valve Holders. Paxolin international octal, 4d. each. Moulded
international octal, 7d. each.
EF50 ceramic, 7d. each. Moulded
B7G slightly soiled, 6d. each.

4'6

200mA

Price.. 3/6

16-50 metres,

180-550 metres, 1,000-2,000

Iron cored coils, I.F. frequency 465 kc. Size li" high x 21" wide
x 2/" deep, complete with circuit diagram, tax paid 24,'-. Post paid.

MINIATURE BUTTON NEON INDICATOR. Complete with brass
batten holder 200/250 v., 2/-.

MAINS or BATTERY PORTABLE COILS.

Iron Cored 465 Kc. Whistle

Line Cord.

3 -way

180 ohm per yard.

0.3

amp.,

1/3 per yard.

Ceramic P.F.S. 3 each of the
following : 330, 220, 180 and 82,
2/6.

Trimmers.

'5-40 pf.,
5d.
10-110, 10-250, 10-450 pf., 6d.

;

Twin Gang .0005 Tuning
Condenser, 5/, With trim-

mers, 7/6. Post and packing 6d.
Gang Midget .00037

Twin

with perspex dust cover and
trimmers, 8/6. Post and packing
6d.

Comprising medium wave

frame aerial and long wave loading coil, used as aerial coils. Midget iron
cored screened L/M osc. coils, complete with circuit I.F. frequency 465 Kc., 9/6.

6 IRON CORED LONG, MEDIUM and SHORT WAVE COILS

P.M. SPEAKERS

P. & P. 3d.

Price

2 Henry

metres.

5 -pole

deep, by very famous manufacturer. Pre -aligned adjustable
iron dust cores, per pair, 12/6.

SMOOTHING
CHOKE

COIL PACK. 3 wave band,

;

FRAME
BLOCKING
OSCILLATOR
TRANSFORMER

CONDENSERS

CHASSIS -could be adapted for use with
the above components.
Size 9t" x 9+" x 3+"
3/_

4 -pole 3 -way, 1/9

;

465 Kc. Midget I.Fs. Q.120,
size Ilin, long, lin. wide, tin.

.tar- 10E4 ,...,' es,i'ri

iii. wv.......

each 9d.

1/2

Pre -Aligned Midget 465 Kc.

2v, 2.5 amp

9/6

Guaranteed

Heater Transformer Pri 200-

230-250v
Secondary

6-

pole 3 -way, 2/-; 3 -pole 2.way,

HEATER
TRANSFORMER
Primary

LINE &
E.H.T. TRANSFORMER 5 Kv.
(removed from chassis).

I

16 + 16 mfd. 450 v. wkg., 5/6.
50 mfd. 50 wkg., 1/9.
100 mfd. 12 v. wkg., 1/3.
50 mfd. 12 v wkg., 1/..
25 mfd. 25 v. wkg , 1/2.
16 x 8 mfd., 450 wkg., 4/-.
8 mfd 450 v. wkg., 2/6.
250 mid. 12 v. wkg., 1/3.
16 mfd. 500 v., 4/-.

1/6.

Line and Frame Coil Assembly. Frame coils wound but

coupling winding on all bands, 13.5-50, 180-550, 1,000-2,000 metres, complete

with circuit, 8/6.
METAL RECTIFIERS, 250 v. 60 mA, latest midget Selenium type, 7/,
WALNUT BAKELITE CABINET. Size I 2in. long x 7+in. high x 6+in.
deep, scale aperture 31in.x 4in., louvred front, complete with 3 wave -band

scale, back plate, 5 -valve superhet chassis and back, 19/6. Post and packing, 2/-.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS.

Standard type 5,000 ohms imp., 2 ohms
speech coil, 4/9
Push -Pull 6 v. 6 matching 10 watt 2 ohms speech coil, 6/9.
Miniature type to suit 1S5, 5/-.
;

SET OF 3 BROWN KNOBS marked " wave change." "tuning," and
"volume," 1/6.

Mains Droppers.
0.3 amp,
460 ohms, tapped 280 and 410,
1/6 ; 0.2 amp. 717 ohms, tapped
at 100 ohms, vitreous, 1/6
0.3 amp. 950 ohms, tapped 700
and 825, 2/6; 0.2 amp. 1,000
ohm,
vitreous, tapped, 2/6.
P. & P. on each, 3d.

Volume Controls by famous
manufacturer.

switch, f, I,

Long spindle and
I

and 2 meg ,

4/ -

20, 25 and 50 k., 3/6 each.
Post and packing 3d. each.
each

;

Volume Controls, by famous

manufacturer. Long spindle less
switch, 5 k., 50 k., 500 k., I meg.,
2/6 each. P. & P. 3d. each.

Terms of business :-Cash with order. Where post and packing charge is not stated please odd I - up to £1 and 1/6 up to £2.
Write for LIST. All enquiries must be accompanied by stamped addressed envelope.
PLEASE NOTE -Regret no orders accepted from outside United Kingdom.

NEW ADDRESS

23, HIGH STREET (Opposite Granada Cinema) ACTON, W.3
Hours of Business : Saturdays 9-6 p.m. Wednesdays 9-I p.m. Other days 9-4.30 p.m.
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MAGNETIC RECORDING EQUIPMENT
We carry extensive stocks of parts used for recording, some of which are shown here, and offer clients an advisory service on their problems with this equipment.

BSR INDUCTION MOTORS

DUREX MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE

TYPE MCI -III. Medium coercivity tape, ensuring extended frequency
TYPE FP 10
response, high sensitivity and ease of erase.
4 -Pole, 1,400 r.p.m., weight lf lb. Torque, 3in. oz., minimum stray Low noise level, 1,200ft. reel
35/0
magnetic field
38/- each EMITAPE, type 65, 1,200ft. reel
25/0
TYPE SR 2
"
TAMSA
"
OSCILLATOR
COILS
A medium power motor suitable for take-up spool drive where fast
Designed for use in a single valve circuit, using a 6V6 valve, this coil
forward facilities are not required
25/- each unit
will produce sufficient output to erase high coercivity tapes. The
TYPE SR 1
output
is of good wave form, leaving the tape perfectly silent. Complete
A motor of the same power as the renowned FP10, suitable for feed with circuit
diagram and fixed tuning condensers.
spool operation, giving fast rewind. Suitable also for take-up spool
Please
that this coil is only suitable for use with TAMSA high
when fast forward facilities are required. Due to its higher stray magnetic impedancenote
heads
10/6 each
field, this motor is not recommended for capstan drive
32/- each
All the above motors are suitable for A.C. mains.

HI -Fl

Al
"TAMSA" MAGNETIC RECORDING HEADS AMPLIFIER
For A.C. 200-250 v. only.

These recording/playback heads give outstanding performance and firstdass frequency response when used with good quality recording tape,
e.g. Durex.
In addition to being a neat and attractive assembly they permit TWIN
TRACK RECORDING, so effecting a considerable saving in tape cost.
The gap of the Record/Playback head is set to finer limits than normal,
and it is through this that extended high frequency response is attained.

Kit, incl.

valves, for gramophone amplifier

giving high quality reproduction.

Simple instructions with many
illustrations enable even those with-

out previous experience to construct this amplifier. Kit complete
every detail down to solder tags
A unique method of mounting allows perfect alignment of the face in
and solder. Pre -drilled chassis,
of the head to the tape, thus ensuring a high transfer efficiency.
group board with all resistors,
Being HIGH IMPEDANCE, no transformers are required to couple condensers, etc.
these heads to the amplifiers, and one source of hum pick-up is therefore Complete kit with instruction manual, £4/12/6. Instruction manual only,
completely eliminated.
3/6. Tone control kit, 5/-.
£2/19/6 each
" TAMSA " RECORD/PLAYBACK
£2/19/6 each
" TAMSA " ERASE HEAD
ELECTRIC SHAVERS
DECCA Playing Unit, 33A
£6 6 0 DECCA 37A Playing Units
PHILISHAVER
£12 1 6
£9 9 0
£2 19 7 CHANCERY G33 Adaptor
ARVIN CONSORT
:
DECCA Playing Unit, 33B, or
£4 0 0 Obtain 334 r.p.m.
ARVIN DE LUXE
from
your
37A
£9 15 8 existing 78 r.p.m. turntable
£12 1 6
REMINGTON FIVESOME DUAL VOLTAGE
£8 17 7
FIVESOME
12 6 CONRAD RUA Motors, 334 t.p.m.
£8 19 5 Or complete with DECCA£3
CONTOUR 6
£3 8 2
pick-up
H.P. terms available.
Seven days free trial on CASH deposit.
£3 11 5
£6 3 6 ACOS GP20 Pick-ups
For
RELIABILITY
COLLARO
AC504MB
Motors
GP19 L.P.Head £2 3 4
2 VALVE MORSE
plus EFFICIENCY the
£5 18 6 CONNOISSEUR Dual Speed
"BURGOYNE" AERIAL
TRAINER
DECCA MU14 3 -speed motors Gram. Motors
£20 19 3
CONNECTOR
(334-45-78) with turntable. A.C.
A morse oscillator of high quality. This is the ONE and ONLY unit mains
3 4 CONNOISSEUR Pick-ups for
A five -position switch selects the available which enables a really DECCA Crystal Pick-up£7
above
with
one
head
£5 14 8
FFRR
desired note and controls the out- efficient and reliable weatherproof
13 15 4 Extra heads
£3 11 8
put level. A jack is provided for connection to be made between
superimposing interference over the a dipole and its feeder. Why con- AMERICAN TYPE LONG
TYPE B
C.W. note. Complete, 15/-. Carr. tinue to worry about your dipole ? BEAM FOCUSING
pkg., 1/6 extra.
12
months Come gale or hail, rain in drops or
guarantee on valves.
400 ft
by the bucket, this connector will
never let you down. Brand new in
original cartons.
BEAM
BOSTIK CEMENT
18/6 Again available-our imported

GRAMOPHONE EQUIPMENT

TORCHES

Postage 8d.

torches are ideal for the motorist
Handy pocket-size tubes.
The R1355, I.F. TRANSFORMERS or cyclist, and for all -year-round
ideal, waterproof sealing com- Replacement I.F. transformers, Mt use in home or workshop.
pound. Will stick or seal almost the R1355. Fully screened and All solid brass nickel -plated construction with
adjustable ring focus head. Pullout carrying
anything. Single tubes, 1/-. Six guaranteed.

4 for 5/- post paid.
Press -button

tubes for 5/- (please add postage).

soldering !

The " BURGOYNE" 7 second

79'6

A.C. ONLY 200-250v.

Post free

Soll-EPER GUN

loop in base with spare bulb container. All
torches are FULLY GUARANTEED. Sup-

plied ready for use, complete with batteries.
Illustration shows Type B, with range of 400ft.,
using 2 U2 batteries. Other types available :
Type Beam Batteries Focusing Head Price

A
C

700ft.
300ft.

Three U2 Ring 3r dia.
Two U2

Ring 2" dia.

HS30 HEADSETS

Two spare bits supplied with each gun. No current used U.S.A. miniature headphones, high
unless actually making a joint ; cold when not in use ; no impedance.
New and complete
element to burn out ; heats up in 7 seconds ; no risk from with lead and jack plug.
touching the " wrong end." No constant re -tinning. Spare
17/6 post free
soldering bits, 10 for 7/6. Two years guarantee.

FLUX DENSITY METERS WY0023
With 3 ranges, calibrated :-

Complete with Polarity

500 1000
l000 2000 Gauss
2000;4000

probe.
Brand new in Portable.
case 12" x 9" x 6"

Indicator

and

£15-0-0

CORR I:20N ENV' BARGAINS

Matched set of 3 walnut fluted KNOBS with brass insert
fin. spindle

Set of TRF coils M.W./L.W. boxed with circuit diagram
3M. Plessey lightweight P.M. speaker

Remote control magnetic switch complete with relay and
rectifier, 1 pole 2 way lin. break.

For use on 230 v. 50 c/s.

A.C.

MEOS

1 5'6

18/6
11/6

AMPLIFIER Type A2 for

A.C./D.C. 200-250 v.
Same fundamental circuit as Al.
Kit
First-class reproduction.
complete with instructions. 65/-.
Instruction manual only 3/-.

AVOMETERS ON H.P.
Avo model 7, 8 or 40
Avo Universal Avominor
Avo Signal Generator
Avo Universal Bridge
Avo Electronic Test Meter

£19/10/0
£10/10/0
£30
£26
£40

12 monthly

Cash Payments of
£6
£1/5/6
£3/10/0
14/£10
£1/17/6
£1/12/0
£9
£12
£2/12/6

These are some examples of our hire purchase facilities which we can
offer on practically all proprietary equipment advertised in this journal.
2/6 per set Send for details, specifying goods required.
(postage 3d.)
6/- per set BRITISH AND AMERICAN VALVES
We are now able to offer any type of valve required at B.V.A.
(postage 7d.)
prices. We will dispatch by C.O.D. post upon receipt of your order.
11/(P. & P. 1/-) BERNAR OS RADIO MANUALS

An extensive range of these popular Manuals a still availab.e
LARGE STOCKS OF RADIO AND TELEVISION RECEIVERS
(P. & P. 2/-) STILL AVAILABLE AT PRE -BUDGET PRICES.
12/6

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO., The Radio Centre,
(DEPT. W.W.9)

33 Tottenham Crt. Road, London, W.1. Museum 6667
1:
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"TELEVISION"

CONSOLE
CABINETS
DE LUXE BEAUTIFUL

WALNUT VENEER

TELEVISION SOUND
z,,If

AND VISION ON ONE
CHASSIS Size 10in. x &fin. x lin.

For 9, 10 or 12in. cathode
ray tubes. Beautiful figured
medium walnut finish, with
high polish. Fitted with
shelf for receiver, glass,
speaker baffle and fret, and
castors for easy movement.
Undrilled. Suitable for use
with the Viewmaster.

MADE POSSIBLE BY USING
MINIATURE VALVES.
LONDON FREQUENCY.

"Electronic Engineering,"

"Practical Television,"
"Practical Wireless," and

" Wireless World" televisors

LASKY'S PRICE

18 . 10 . 0
These units are not ex -Government, but are brand new manufacturer's
surplus. They may be used with any type time base and c.r. tube,

are fully assembled and wired. Voltages required :-LT. 6.3 volt
3 amps, H.T. 270 volts 80 m/a.
Valve line -up: -5 6AM6's R.F. amplifiers sound and vision, one
common to both. 2 6AL5's sound and vision detectors. 6AM6 video
amplifier, 6AM6 sync. sep., 6AM6 sound output. LASKY'S PRICE

Carriage 12/6 extra.
Outside dimensions of cabinet: 174in. x 16fin. x
32in. high.

Why not convert your
table receiver to a con-

Send 6d. for a copy of the full data, circuits
(less valves) 96/..
and photographs dealing with this unit.
Carriage and packing 3/6 extra.

sole ?

THE VIEWMASTER

CATHODE RAY TUBE MASKS. For 12in.

Black, 10/6 ; soiled white, 10/- ;
tubes.
White, complete with fitted armour plate Every component sold separately.
glass, 21/- ; Brand new white, 19/6 ; New Plessey.
Westinghouse

White, special for flat face c.r. tubes, 22/-.
Postage 1/- per item extra.
PLIERS. Soiled, assorted types, round and

long and short, etc.
/ft Per pair
LASKY'S PRICE 1'
I IP Post extra.

flat nosed,

Line E.H.T. Trans.,
24/6. Focus Ring,
22/6.
Line width
coil, 10/-.

choke, 5/9.

Boost

Rectifiers.

SPARES FOR OUR £25 T.V. RECEIVERS.

All now available from stock. Prices on request.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. All 200-250
volt 50 c.p.s, primary Finest quality, fully

14A86, 18/6. 14D36, guaranteed.
36EHT 100,
10/6.
MBA/3. 350-0-350 v. 80 m/a., 6.3 v. 3 a.,
Westectors,
28/8.
5 v. 2 a. Both filaments tapped at 4 volts.
3/5 each.
An ideal replacement trans. .. Price 20/-

CARBON POT/METERS.

All with long

CATHODE RAY TUBES. TYPE 3BP1. spindle: },1, 1 and 2 meg.
3in. American tubes. Brand new in original LASKY'S PRICE, less switch 3/3 each.
LASKY'S PRICE Oft
cartons.
With switch 4/3 each.

MBA/4. 270-0-270 v. 80 m/a., 6.3 v. 3 a.,

5 v. 2 a. Semi -shrouded, black finish.

Price 16/11

MBA/5. 350-0-350 v. 125 m/a., 6.3 v. 4 a.,

5 v. 3 a. With mains tapping board. Price 37/6
Carriage and packing 2/6 extra. &Jo
MBA/6. 350-0-350 v. 100 m/a 6.3 v. 3 a.,
All post extra.
5 v. 2 a. With mains tapping board. Price 27/6
TYPE VCR97. 6in. Electrostatic. Suitable
Postage 1/6 extra per transformer.
SPEAKERS. BRAND NEW MOVING
for television. Brand new and unused.
COIL. P.M. All less Et/trans.
LASKY'S PRICE 35
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS. Primary
16/11 230 volts 50 c.p.s.
29/6
9in.
10in.
Carriage and packing 5/- extra.
13/6
8in.
14/6
6fin.
FIL/2, 6.3 v. 1.5 a.
.. Price 7/6
14/6
5in.
.. 12/6
3fin.
FRAME BLOCKING OSCILLATOR
FIL/3, 6.3 v. 3 a.
.. Price 12/6
13/11
2fin.
TRANSFORMERS.
.. Price 5/11
FIL/4,
2
v.
2
a.
..
Postage 1/6 per speaker extra.
LASKY'S PRICE ails each.
Special Transformer. 30 volts at 2 amps,
Post 4d. extra.
lo
BEST MAKES.
with the following tappings :-3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10,
12. 15, 18, 20, 24 and 30 volts.
.. Price 19/6

/-

T.V. SCAN COILS FOR LINE AND

All flu. trans. 1/- extra per item postage.
MEDIUM T.R.F. MAINS SMOOTHING CHOKES. All
With re- 10-20 Henrys.
COILS.
40 m/a.
3/6
80 m/a.
4/11
LASKY'S 6/9
100 m/a.
6/11
120 m/a.
.. 7/6
PRICE
150 m/a.
..
10/6
250
m/a.
..
15/6
Per pair. Post 6d. Special Choke Type SCR1. 2,000 ohms,
LASKY'S
12/6
PRICE
extra.
150
H.
at
75
mia.
..
Price
8/6
Post 1/6 extra.
Postage 6d. per choke extra.
CONDENSERS.
ALL BRAND NEW.
SELENIUM METAL REC1II'IERS.
8 mfd. 500 v.w., 3/6. 8 mfd. 450 v.w., 3/3.
12 volts 6 amps., 27/6, post 9d. extra.
16
mfd.
500
v.w.,
4/6.
16 x 16 mfd. 450 v.w.,
12 volts 1 amp., 7/9, post 9d. extra.
25 mfd. 25 v.w., 1/11.
5/6.
12 volts f amp., 3/11, post 6d. extra.
8
x
16
mfd.
500
v.w.,
60
x 100 mfd. 350 v.w.,
350 volts 80 M/a., 7/11, post 6d. extra.
5/6.
8/6.
250 volts 60 M/a., 6/6, post 6d. extra.
64 mfd. 500 v.w., 6/6.
Meter Rectifiers 5 M/a., 6/6, post 6d. extra.
Postage extra.
800 Volts at 5 M/a. and 1,206 volts on pulse
EX-A.M. COMMUNICATION RECEIVER
circuits. Manufactured by S.T.C.
LASKY'S PRICE 9/11 each. TYPE R1155. BRAND NEW IN WOOD
TRANSIT CASE. Aerial - tested before
Post 1 -.
despatch. Supplied complete with 10 valves.
Circuit: B.F.O., A.V.C., R.F. Amp., two I.F
VALVES AND GERMANIUM
stages, magic eye, etc. 5 frequency ranges :
CRYSTALS.
CATHODE
18.5-7.5 Mc/s. ; 7.5-3.0 Mc/s. ; 1,500-600
RAY TUBES No. 1. Lasky's Price 4/3 kc/s.
; 500-200 kc/s. ; 200-75 kc/s.
Lasky's
each.
No. 2.
There is no

FRAME. Brand new, manufacturer's surplus. PHOTOCELLS.
For 9in. or 12in. c.r. tubes.
ReType VA26.
quires 100 volts D.C.
1/,
or peak A.C. to function. Cathode area
SAFETY FIRST. Fused test prods. Fully 15 sq. cms.

Post19/6`

insulated pencil type with retractable point.
Contact is only made when desired by pressing
top. Each prod contains a cartridge type fuse

pair (one red, one
LASKY'S
4/4/11 per
black). Post 6d. extra.
PRICE
P.M. TELEVISION FOCUS MAGNETS
Suitable for any type of cathode ray tube.
Tetrode. LASKY'S PRICE 15/ -

Triode. LASKY'S PRICE 16/11
Postage 1/- extra.

BRAND NEW AND UNUSED. CATHODE

RAY TUBES.

COSSOR 108K.

10in.

Magnetic tube. Uses a special ion trap which
prevents screen burn. LASKY'S

PRE -BUDGET PRICE
Carriage and insurance 22/6 extra. Z12.12.0
T.C.C. HIGH VOLTAGE CONDENSERS.
.1 mfd. 4 Kv. Price 3/11 each. .1 mfd. x
.1 mfd. 3.5 Kv. Price 7/11 each.
All post extra.

shortage at
Lasky's.

LONG AND

Price 3/9
Crystals.

3/- each.

each.

Silicon

LASKY'S PRICE 612.10.0

Lasky's Price Carriage (in wood case) 7/6 extra. Full modiAll post extra.
fication data and circuit details supplied.
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"AMPLIFIERS" AT THE

LOWEST EVER PRICES
J/RA/2. 10-12 WATT CHASSIS
AMPLIFIER. Uses an L63 feeding
.2 KT61s in push-pull. Rectifier type U 50.\..A.
Size: 6in x 17in. on 2in. chassis.
LASKY'S rw
& Carriage and packing
N. .
.%ar 10/- extra.
PRICE
CHASSIS BARGAINS, EX GOVERNMENT UNITS STRIPPED OF VALVES.
SPECIAL PRICES TO CLEAR.
No. I. American Air Corps unit. Size :-

x 71in. x 7in. high. Contains 10
ceramic int. octal valve holders, 2 panel mount12in.

L.S.L. PORTABLE VALVE AND CIRCUIT ing fuse holders, on/off switch, relay, 6 pot/
ANALYSER. Brand new and unused. 'meters, condensers, resistances, etc. In metal
case, black crackle finished.
Limited quantity still available.
LASKY'S PRICE 110.19.6
LASKY'S PRICE 10/-Carriage 3/6 extra.
Plus 10/- carriage
Further details of this unit available on request. No. 2. The TX. section of the SCR522.

:-151in. x 6in. x Thin. With 3 ceramic
EX. A.M. RADAR INDICATOR UNIT Size
TYPE 62. Unused but soiled. Containing valve holders, a tuning condenser (2 gang)
20 valves and a 6in. C.R. tube type VCR97.
Valve line-up :-16 SP61 ; 2 EA50 ; 2 EB34.
Dozens of components, resistances, coils,
condensers, 117 Mc/s crystal, pot. meters, etc.
Totally enclosed in metal case. Size : 18in. x
9in. x 1 lin. Weight 40 lb. Enamelled grey
or black with coloured control knobs.
LASKY'S PRICE
a/6
Carriage 10/- extra. 10`.

with auto tuning, a small selection of other

CARBON HAND MICROPHONES.
Heavy case, chrome plated.
screened cable.

Complete with

and
LASKY'S PRICE 39 /in Postage
packing 3/6.
MATCHING TRANSFORMERS. Type
T268A. Price now reduced to 12/6 each.
TYPE J/RA/1. 30 watts. HEAVY DUTY
AMPLIFIER. Rack mounting, grey crackle
finished. Uses KTZ63 and L63, feeding 2
KT66s in push-pull. Rectifier type U52. Meter
and switch for checking all current readings.
Panel light, bass brilliance and gain controls.
Size : 19in. x 12in. x 12in. on a chassis
41in. high.
LASKY'S PRICE

Ideal for experimental work.
LASKY'S PRICE 7/6 Carriage 3/6 extra. Carriage and Packing 25/- extra.11 3.1 9.6
No. 3. I.F.F. Receiver 3108. Size :-10in. x
12in. x 8in. In double deck chassis. Contains 6 -VOLT VIBRATOR PACKS. BRAND
8 valve holders int. octal, condensers, switches, NEW, IN ORIGINAL CARTONS. By
etc.. Also motor generator, 24 volts in 480 Masteradio. Output 200 volts, 80 M/a.

components.

volts out.

TYPE 6 INDICATOR UNITS. BRAND LASKY'S PRICE 12/6 Carriage 3/6 extra.
NEW AND UNUSED. In makers' original
cartons. Contains a 6in. c.r. tube type VCR97 No. 4. Receiver Type 25. Rx. section of
EF50, 3 EB34. Also 12 pot/ TR1196 equpt Size :-81in x 6in. x 61in.
and 7 valves

Supplied with 4 -pin non -synchronous vibrator

and OZ4 rectifier. Completely enclosed in
metal case, grey enamel finish. Size :-9in. x
41in. x 6in.
LASKY'S PRICE 09/6

a.
meters, and hundreds of assorted components, Contains 6 int. octal valve holders, condensers, Postage 2/6 extra.
resistances, etc. In metal case, grey enamelled, coils, tuning etc. Ideal for conversion to an
all wave receiver. In black metal case.
size :-18in. x 81in. x 71in.
VIBRATOR PACKS. For use with the
LASKY'S PRICE 19/6
LASKY'S PRICE 8/6 Carriage 3/6 extra. P.C.R. Philips Communications Receiver.
Carriage 7/6 extra.
12 volt input. Supplied complete with vibra5. V.H.F. Receiver Units. Size :-71in. tor and metal rectifiers, etc.
RF. UNITS FOR USE WITH THE RI355 No.
x I lin. x 6in. Contains 8 int. octal valve holders, LASKY'S PRICE .29/6
RECEIVER.
also hosts of components, auto switch tuning. Carriage 5/- extra. '10
Type 24.
This is a superhet unit with an RF. stage and
LASKY'S PRICE 17/6 Carriage 2/6 extra. three I.F's. Frequency covers 124 Mc/s.
SOLDERING IRONS. For 230
LASKY'S PRICE 4/6 Carriage 2/6 extra. SOLON
volts. All 65 watts. Price; Straight bit, 19/- ;
Type 25. Suitable for London T.V.
Pencil bit, 21/-. Postage 1/6 per iron extra.
Carriage 2/6 extra.
LASKY'S PRICE

25/The above units are supplied complete with 3 COIL PACKS. ALL AT PRE -BUDGET RESISTANCES. ALL VALUES, ALL
PRICES.
SP61 valves.
5 ohms to 50 meg. ohms. Send us
By Weymouth. No. I. Standard long, SIZES.
order. Prices : -1 and 1/10 watt, 71d.
and short wave coverage. Simple your
TANNOY HAND -POWERED MICRO- medium
each
;
and
1 watt, 4d. each ; 1 watt, 8d. each.
single hole fixing. For use with 465 KO'
PHONE AND HEADPHONES (M/C).
I.F.'s. Size :-31in. x 21in. x 41in. Price
LASKY'S PRICE 12/6 per set
35/-. Postage 1/6 extra. No. 2. As above, CO -AXIAL CABLE. Suitable for television.
Post Free.
but of miniature dimensions, as follows :- 80 ohm. Single, 1/- per yard ; twin 1/3 per
x 11in. x 21in. Price 44/-. Postage yard. Twin feeder at 71d. per yard.
RADAR INDICATOR UNITS TYPE 162C. 31in.
1/6 extra.

BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S ORIGINAL

WOOD CASE. Contains 2 cathode ray tubes,
one 6in. VCR517 and one 3in. VCR139. Also
the following valves : three SP61, one 6J5,
three EA50, one DI. Dozens of components,
resistances, condensers, seven pot.
meters, etc. Enclosed in metal case, size
coils,

12in. x 9in. x 19in.. Weight 40 lb.
LASKY'S PRICE 79/6 Carriage 7/6 extra.

TABLE MICROPHONE STAND.
sections, chrome plated.
base. LASKY'S

PRICE

,

Two
Crackle finished
Post,

packing 2/6 extra.

By Osmor. Type Q Packs.

Superhet for
465 Kc/s I.F's. These packs are aligned and RADAR RECEIVER UNITS TYPE R3584.
tested in actual receivers. Medium, short, BRAND NEW AND UNUSED. IN
short, Price 45/10. Long, medium and trawler ORIGINAL WOOD TRANSIT CASE.
band, Price 45/10. Postage 1/6 extra. All coil Contains 23 valves :-15 EF50 ; 2 VR65 ;
packs are supplied with full circuit.
3 EB34 ; 1 VR55 ; 1 EA50 ; 1 VR53. Also
ALL OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE.
a removable 45 Mc/s IF. strip (Receiver Unit
153). Hundreds of components, resistances,
Relays,
ANTENNA ROD SECTIONS. Each section condensers, 12 pot/meters, etc.
is steel heavily copper plated, 12in. long and amphenol and ceramic valve holders. Totally
fin. in diameter. Any number of sections enclosed in metal case, size 71 in. x 13in. x
can be fitted together. LASKY'S PRICE 21in.
9/6
2/6 per doz. ; 6/- for 3 doz. ; 11/- per half LASKY'S PRICE
Carriage 7/6 extra.
gross ; 20/- per gross. Post extra.

LASKY'S
RADIO
370 HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.9
(Opposite Paddington Hospital)

Telephones: CUNningham 1979 and 7214

Hours: Mon. to Sat. 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m., Thurs. half day 1 p.m. Send a 21d. stamp with your name and address (in
block letters please) for a copy of our current stock list giving details of our supplies of new manufacturers' surplus
equipment and ex -Government radio, radar and valves, etc.
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youle SORE to get it at

BUILD A PROFESSIONAL

ALL KITS INCLUDE
"EASY TO FOLLOW"
POINT-TO-POINT

RADIO OR AMPLIFIER

AT LESS THAN HALF

WORKING DIAGRAMS

TODAY'S PRICE
ESTABLISHED 25 YEARSA

A MAINS OR BATTERY PORTABLE KIT

THE WIRELESS WORLD 3 -VALVE SET

A MIDGET 4 -STATION "PRE-SET"
RECEIVER
A complete Kit to build a 4 -Station "Pre -Set" Superhet
Receiver for A.C. mains operation.
The Set is designed to receive any three stations on medium
waveband and one on long waves, each station

being received by the turn of a Rotary Switch -No
Tuning being necessary.

It is of midget size, being Min. x 4iin. x 7in. high, end

has the performance of a far more expensive ready made
set, but can be built for half the price.

A Midget 3 -valve T.R.F. Receiver for operation on A.C.
mains, covering long and medium wavebands.
We are able to supply all of the components to build this
set, ae designed, and specified in the Feb. 1950 issue.
including the drilled chassis, valves, and moving coil
speaker, etc., at the following prices:
To construct complete chassis, lees dial and drive assembly.
£411719.

25/12/9.

A Midget 4 -valve Superhet Portable set covering medium
and long wavebands.
Designed to operate on A.C. mains 200/240 volts, or by an

Overall size of cabinet is 7lin. x

" Alldry" battery. The set is ao designed, that the

mains section is supplied as a separate unit which may
be added at any time. The Kit therefore can be supplied

either as an " Alldry " Battery Personal Set, or as a

Midget Portable for combined Battery/Mains operation.
Circuit incorporates delayed A.V.C. and Pre -selective
Audio Feedback. Kit is complete in every detail and
includes ready wound frame aerials, fully aligned I.F.
Transf e., and drilled chassis. etc. Overall size of assembled

chassis 81n. x 4in. x 21in.
We can supply the set either as a complete Kit of Parts
P.T.) (lees Cabinet and Mains Unit), or by
48116/9
supplying the components separately. The complete
Assembly Instruction., which include full price details
(including prices of individual components), Circuit and
Component Layout. etc., are available for 1/9 incl.Poidage.

A T.R.F. BATTERY "PERSONAL" KIT

Ditto. including dial and drive assembly,

To construct..td cabinet,hecopletezel3
Set,ilicn.
including dial and drive
assembly

x 111in.

A reprint of the designers article, giving Circuit and Assembly

Price of complete Kit of Parts (including aligned IF,
Transf. and drilled chassis, etc.), £9/2/6 (fool. P.1.)

(plus Cabinet 25/61. or the components can be purchased
separately.
The complete Assembly Instructions
including Individual Component Price List, Circuit and
Component Layout, etc., is available for 1/9.

Instructions (this is available separately for 91.), together
with a Practical Component Layout is included with each
of above assemblies.

BATTERY CHARGER KITS

Purchase Tax is ONLY charged

on Complete Wireless KITS of
PARTS.

It

is

NOT chargeable on

WIRELESS COMPONENTS or

AMPLIFIER KITS
THE WIRELESS WORLD MIDGET A.C.
MAINS 2 -VALVE RECEIVER
We can supply all the components to build this set, as
published in the March issue, including Valves and
Moving Coil Speaker for 23/10/-, including Designer's
complete building instructions (these are available
separately for 9d.1

THE "SUMMER ALLDRY " BATTERY
PORTABLE

As published in June issue of " Practical W ireless." We
can supply, from stock, all the components to build this
Midget 3 -valve Portable for 22119/6 (less valves).
This also includes dials, top panel and sly. sheet for

All Kits incorporate Metal Rectifiers, and are for use oi,
A.C. mains 220-250 volts. All Kits include an easily
followed Wiring Diagram.

For charging 6 v. battery at 14 amps., £1/2/9.
For charging 6 volt. battery at
amps., with Variable
Resistor and Meter, 22/2/6.
For charging 12 -volt battery at amps., £1161-.
For charging 12 volt battery at 14 amps., with Variable
Resistor and Meter, f2,5/3.
For charging 6 or 12 volt battery at 3 amps., 21/18/-.
For charging 6 or 12 volt battery at 3 amps., with Variable
Resistor and Meter, £21191-.
The Deena 3 -speed Gram. Motor, complete with turntable and

"turnover head" type lightweight pick-up, £11/2/6:
A complete Kit of Parts to built a Midget 4 -valve Alidry
chassis. The complete article and circuit, including
or le. pick-up, 41/3/4.
Battery Portable Set, covering medium waveband.
practical Layout and Price List, is available for 9d. PICK -BPS :
Consists of Regenerative T.R.F. circuit, employing Flat
Comm:word . G.P.130," for standard records, 23/11/5:
Tuned Frame Aerial with Denco Iron Duet Cored Coil.
interchangeable (G.P.19) Head for L.P. records,
Valve line up, two I.1.4's (B.F. Ampl. and Det.), 185 and A complete Kit of Parte to build the Valve Voltmete:
£2/3/4.
334 output.
specified
in
the
"Electronic
Engineering."
Deoca
lightweight "turnover Head " type, for L.P. and
Kitis complete in every respect and includes drilled chassis, This Meter has fine voltage ranges, 1-5-25-100 and 250 volts
standard records, £3/19/2.
and latest type Rola 3in. P.M. speaker. Overall size
For
use
on
A.C./D.C.
mains.
Price
(less
case),
£3/19'8.
Marconi,
Standard, lightweight Magnetic, 35/10.
of assembled chassis 4iin. x 21in. x
reprint of complete Assembly Instructions available
Marconi Matching Transformer, 7/6.
We can supply the Complete Kit (lees cabinet) for £8/418 A for
94.
Goldriag,
Standard, lightweight, Magnetic, 32/6.
(inc . P.T.) or by supplying the components separately.
The Complete Assembly Instructions, including individual
component prices, Circuit and Component Layout, etc.,
in available for 1/-, incl. post.

A KIT OF PARTS
.s
Complete in every detail, to build a 3 -valve Amplifier

fo'i A.C./D.C. mains 200-250 volts.
Has an output of :3 watts, and incorporates a Tone Control.
Valve line up, 25A6, 817, U31.

Our price of £4/12/6 for complete kit, includes a matched
Alin. P.M. speaker.
This Amplifier can also be supplied assembled and ready
for use for £5112'8.

* Send 6d. P.O. for our STOCK LIST, it shows "hundreds" of Wireless
When ordering please include

STERN RADIO LTD., 109
Tel : CENtra
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AN A.C. MAINS "ALL -WAVE
SUPERHET" CHASSIS
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1/ou'le SURE to 9et- it at

Denco "Mart Q," midget size, Litz wound on

Polystyrene Formers, with adjustable iron cores. Available for Aerial, H.F. and Oscillator 465 IC/c. or 1.6 M/c.
3/9, each, or with reaction winding 4/9, Denco Matched

pair T.R.F. Coils for long and medium waves, 6/6 pr.
Weymouth matched pairs of colts, for T.R.F. covering
long and medium waves, 10/8 pr., or for Superhet covering

Long, Medium and Short waves. 11/6 pr. All types of
Wearite " P " coils in stock at 3/- ea.
Size 311n. x 21in. x
11in. covering 8. M. and L. waves. Coils wound Mt

Coil Packs, Osmor Midget Coil Pack.

Polystyrene Formers with adjustable iron cores, ensures
efficient performance. Factory wired and aligned. Price

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS -a

including full circuits for Superhet 465 K/c. Unit 52/ -

A NEW AND ULTRA MIDGET SUPER HET COIL TURRET FOR 4 PRE -SET
STATIONS
A completely assembled chassis for A.C. mains 200-250 volts,

designed for good selective and quality reproduction.

Designed on the Rotary Turret principle horn which any
three stations on medium waveband plus one on long
waveband can be received by a turn of the Turret Switch.

and serves as an ideal replacement chassis for that "old
radiogram, etc."
It incorporates in addition to the three controls shown above,
a Tone Control and a Radio -Gram Switch. These two
are left on "floating leads" to enable them to be placed
in any position on cabinet.
The set employs a modern 5 -valve line up, and covers three
wavebands, 16-50, 190-550 and 800-2,000 metres. Flywheel tuning is incorporated.

(incl. P.T.). This Osmor Coil Pack is also available for
Midget Superhet BATTERY Portable sets including a
matched ready wound Frame Aerial. Price 54/2 (incl.
P.T.). Weymouth Midget 3* x 21 x 11 in. covering B.M.L.
w/bands, for 465 K/c., employing Matched iron Cored
Coils on each w/band, 51/6.
Wearite Pack, 41 x 31 x 11in., Type 706 covers two short

w/bands and medium wfband and Type 705 covers
waves. Both for 465 k/c. Incorporates gram. position, and employs adjustable cored

All of the above Coil Packs include Switching, Padding
and Trimmer Condensers.
L.F. Chokes. Midget 10 henry 250 ohms 40 mA., 3(6 ;
20 tiny. 250 ohm 60 mA., 6/6 ; 20 hny. 300 ohm, 100 mA.,
12/9 ; 5 hrty. 50 ohm 250 mA., 26/6 ; 20 kiny. 250 ohm.
120 mA., 15/- : 9 hny. 250 ohm, 120 mA., 8/6. 18 bay-,
200 ohm, 250 mA., 25/6.
I.F. Transformer. 465 Hie. New well-known manufacturer's
surplus fin. x fin. x lfin. Iron Core, 9/- each. Demo

Iron Core, 465 K/c. or 1.6 m/c., lfin. x Ilin. x

Overall size of assembled chassis, 131in. x bin. x 81in.

16/6 pair. Wearite Stand Cap, Timed, 465 K/c., 20/ -pr.

; an attractive Dial Escutcheon
high. Dial size gin. x
Plate is supplied.
Price of complete chase's, wired and ready for use 214/191e.

New Surplus 465 K/c. Iron Core, 4in. x llin. eq., 10/ -

pair.
Transformers. (a) Input 230 volt, output 200 volts 25 m/a.,

and 6.3 v..9 amp.,
; (b) Input 230 volts, output
250 volts 30 mla. and 6.3 volts 1 amp., 13/9.
E.H.T. Transformer. Prim. 230 v. Sec. 5 Kv. and 4 volt,
tapped 2 volt, 59/6. Do., but 4 Kv., 941-,

A QUALITY "PUSH PULL" AMPLIFIER
KIT

Heater Auto Transformers. (a) tapped 2 v. 4. v., 5 v., and

6.3 volts 3 amp., 9/6 ; (b) 4 v. 3 amp. to 5 v. 2 amp.

The outstanding advantages this unit has over other similar

units mo be readily seen, the main points being (a) Neat and compact, the overall size being only 2.1 in.

dia. X llin. deep.
°
(b) Easily accommodated, bhaving one hole fixing and
requiring only four connections.
(c) The Rotary Turret design switches the actual coils on

to positive contacts, thereby reducing stray capacities
to the. absolute minimum.

(d) For use with Superhet circuits employing 465 Kin
I.F. Transformers.

Selected stations are "set" by means of variable dust
cored coils, which give excellent sensitivity and selectivity

with use of small trailer aerial.
Price

39/8
A complete receiver circuit is supplied with each unit.

Reversible. 6/6 : (01 4 v. 3 amp. to 6.3 v. 2 amp.

sible, 6/6.

NEW SURPLUS I I

Rever-

FOSTER TRANSFORMERS. Primary

230 volts. Secondary 12 volts 9 amp. 21/-.

Filament Transformer. Inputs 230 volts, outputs 6.3 v.
11 amp., 8/3 ; 4 v. 11 amp., 7/6 ; Input 200/250 v.,

output 4 v. (C.T.), If amp., 4 v. 2 amp., 6.3 v. 2 amp.,
19/6. Input 230 v. output 6.3 v. (C.T.) 4 amp., 17/6.
Metal Chassis, substantially made with four sides, 7in. x
4in. x 2in. 3/11.9 x 5 x 215/3.10 x6 x 21 6/-40 x 7 x21
6/3, 12 x 9 x 21 7/9, 140 9 021 8/3, lex 8 021 9/,
Mains Transformers. All New Stock with Primaries tapped
for 200850 volts. Secondaries (a) 250-0-250 volt, 80 mA.,
6.3 v. (tapped 4 v.) 4 amp. and 5 v. (tapped 4 v.) 2 amp.,
18/8 (also available with 350-0-350 volt at 18/6). Stern's
350.0-350 volt, 150 mA.. 6.3 v. (tapped 4 v.). 4 amp. and
5 v. (tapped 4 v.) 2 amp.. 41/6 ; (c) 350-0-350 v. 250 mA.,
4 volt, 8 amp., 4 v. 3 amp. 6.3 v. (tapped 2 v.) 2 amp. and

6.3 v. 6 amp. 79/6, and many other ratings.
(a) H.T. 51. Rated 350-0-350
volts, 100 mA., 35/- ; (b) H.T.52. Rated 350-0-350 v.,
200 mA., 37/0 (c) H.T.53. Rated 500-0-500 v.,
3260E0nsA.T..,26 601/-1:(d) Type 16H.T.56, 17/9 ; tel Type
(f) Type 36E.H.T.35. Rated 2.5
(g) Type 36E.H.T.100. Pulse rating
5k/V6.,klymA2.6, 187./8 ;

Westinghouse Rectifiers.

THE FAMOUS W.B. "STENTORIAN " RANGE OF P.M.
SPEAKERS.
Price.
A Kit of Parts to build a 6 -8 -watt Push -Pull Amplifier for Size. Impedance. Watts.
21in. 2-3 ohms
1
17/3
operation on A.C. mains 200-250 volts.
2
18/6
Incorporates a simple arrangement to enable either a 314.
21
19/6
magnetic, crystal, or light -weight pick-up to be used. 5in.

A 10 -watt Output Transformer is designed to match din.

3

31
from 2 to 15 ohm speakers. Tone control is incorporated. 71n.
5
The overall size of the assembled chassis is: 101n. x 8in. 8in.
7
X 711n. high. Price of kit, complete in every detail, !1 n.
10
including drilled chassis and valves, 66/6/-. Component 10in.
121n.
15
15
layout is supplied.
Price of assembled chassis, supplied ready for use, 27/10/, New Mfrs. Surplus Speakers.

"PERSONAL SET" BATTERY
ELIMINATOR
A complete kit of parts to build a Midget " Alldry " Battery
Eliminator, giving approx. 69 volts and 1.4 volts.
This Eliminator is for use on A.C. mains and is suitable for
any 4 -valve Superhet Receiver requiring H.T. and L.T.
voltages as above. or approx. to 69 volts.

2316

23/6
26/9

331-

41/9
28/3/6
All 2/3 ohms. 21in. 15/-,
:Qin. 14/6.5in 14/6 Qin. 15/6, Sin. 16/9, 10In. 19/6,
12in. 4716. New Type Rola, 3M. 21/-, 410. 22/6.
(Intent Trend. Midget 60-1 (or 90-1)1in. x lin. x
3/9.
5 -watt Multi -ratio, 12 tappings between 24.1 and 114-1
Wharfedale, 12 watt, push-pull,
(some C.T.), 8/6.
multi -ratio, 23/8. P/pull, 20 watt, multi -ratio, 37/6,
and many others.
Ext. Speaker Volume Control, 2/2.
New Electrolytic Condensers. Not Ex -Govt. All 450/500

voIts, 8 mfd. (lfin. x tin. dia.) 3/- 8-8 mid. (1 lin. x

lin.) 4/9, 16-8 mfd. Olin. x lin. dia.), 16-16 mid. (lfin.
x lain. dia.), 32 mid. (11in. x lain. dia.), 5/9. Cardboard Tubular, 4 mid. 500 v. 3/6, 8 mid. 500 v. 4/,
16 mfd. 500 v. 5/9. Can. Standard size, all 500 volt,
4 mid. 3/6, 8 mid. 4/3, 8.8 mfd. 5/9, 16 mfd. 5/6, 16-16

mfd. 7/9, 32 mfd. OM.
Beam I.F. Liner, for accuratelylining 465 K/c. and 1.6 m/c
I.F. channels, and associate circuits. Battery operated,

small and completely self-contained, 47/8.
Potentiometers. New, not En -Govt 2%, 5K, 10K, 25K,
50K, 100K, 250K, 3, 1 and 2 meg. Price, less switch,
3/9. Price with 8/Pole switch, 5/9. Price with D/Pole
switch, 6/6.
The kit is quite easily and quickly assembled andls housed
All standard with extended
in a light aluminium case, size 41in. x lfin. x 311n. Surplus Potentiometen.

Price of complete kit, with easy to follow assembly in-

spindles, 5%, 10K, 1.511. 70K, 25K, 50K, 100K, 1, 1 and

Trickle Charger, for AC/DC mains, charges 2 volts at max.

Ex -Govt. complete set of Moving Coil Headphones and

structions 42/6.
If amps., 37/6-

1 meg., 21- each.

Microphone, with headgear. 10/6.

:omponents and many KITS OF PARTS for both Sets and Battery Chargers.

1pprox. cost of Post & Packing.

& 115 FLEET STREET., E.C.4
5814 and 2280

F/ Ware Bridge Rectifiers.
For charging 2, 4 or 6 volt at 13 amps.

For charging 6 or 12 volt at If amps.
For charging 6 or 12 volts at 3 amps.
For charging 6 or 12 volts at 5 amps.
25/ For charging 12 or 24 volts at 3 amps
23/6
A Variable Resistor for control of Charging Equipment (or
Models) up to 3 M.P., 13/6 ; or up to 5 amps., 17/9.
11891///899

Suitable Charger Meter, max. 4 amps., V&
Meter Rectifiers. Westinghouse 250 micro/amp., 11/6;

I me., 10/6 : 5 mA., 6/6.

Selenium Rectifiers. H.T./11. wave. 250 v. 50 mA., 5/8 ;
250 v. 100 mA., 7/6 : 250 v. 170 mA., 13/9.
Charger Transformers. Suitable for use with preceding
Rectifiers. Each has input of 230 volts. Outputs
(a) 24 volts tapped 15 v. 9 V. and 4 v. at 3 amps., 23/9 ;

(b) 30 volts tapped 15 v. and 9 v. at 3 amps., 25/9
(c) 15 volts tapped 9 v. at 3 amps., 17/9 ; (d) 12 volts
14 amps., 11/9 ; (e) 15 volts tapped 9 v. at 6 amps.,
23/- ; 15 volts tapped 9 v. at 11 amps., 14/3 ; 12 volts
amP., 7/6.
ABattery Charger Wiring Diagram is included with

purchase of Charger Transformer and Rectifier.
Adjustable Mains Droppers. limn. dia. x 21in. (a) .15 amp.,
1,500 ohms., 5/- (b) .2 amp., 1,000 ohms, 4/3 ; (e)
amp. 600 ohms. 5/-.
Television. We keep a very comprehensive range of T/V.
components. The Viewmaster T/V. AssemblyInstructions

showing Practical Layout and Price List is in stock,
price 5/6 (incl. post). We can supply all the specified
components for the T/V. ex stock, either by way of

individual components or by the published stages.
Mazi " Q " Chases Cutters. The quickest and most simple
method of chassis cutting, consists of a die, punch, and
Allom screw.
To cut fin. dia. (B70)
10/6
To cut fin. dia. (B8a)
10/6

To cut lfin. dia. (Octal)

To cut 114n. dia. (English)
To cut 111n. dia. (EF50)
Key for any of above

18/63%

13/6
14/8
1/ -

Adjustable Chassis Cutter for holes from Sin to 21in.
dia. (used with hand brace), 7/6.

The " Handy -Utility " lin. Portable Blends Drill for use
on A.C. or D.C. mains. A powerful and robust drip

that willdrill wood, metal, and almost anything, can also

be used for grinding, buffing and wire brushing, etc.
Employs instant release trigger switch. Price 26/10/-.

Descriptive leaflet is available.
The new Pyrobit Soldering Iron, with instrument type bit,
for use on A.C. or D.C. mains, 22/-. Spare element, and
bite always in stock.
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UNIVERSITY RADIO
Offer Guaranteed Used Equipment at Attractive Prices
with coils,
power pack, phones etc., as new 03
Eversheds, SOO volt wee megger,
E9
in leather case, as new

M.C.R.I, complete

Advance E.I Signal Generator,
0

0

10

0

10

0

Garrard R.C.65, Record Changer
as new

E16

Valradio Converter, 200/250
Volt D.C. 20050 Volts A.C.
watts, 75 cycles,
overhauled, as new
300

works

E.D.C. Rotary Converter, 230

01

10

0

Meter, as new
Taylor 120 AC/DC Test Meter,
as new

Avo Minor AC/DC, as new
Pullen series 100 AC/DC Test
Meter, as new
Avo Model 7 as new
Avo Model 40, as new
Eddystone 640, as new
Eddystone 504, as new

D.C. to 230 A.C., 200 watts with
filter unit and silencing cabinet,
EIS
perfect

0

0

new

E12

0

0

E12

0

0

Avo 1948 Signal Generator, as
Avo Valve Testers, 1948/9, with
roller panel as new

as new

Taylor 90 A. A.C./D.C. Test

B.S.R. Ribbon Mike, as new
Hunts Bridge Model C.R.B. as
new

Cossor Impedance Bridge Model
£17
E9
E7
E7
E8

E14
E12
E22

L19 10
3389, as new
Cossor Ganging Oscillator,
E20 0
Model 343, as new

0
I

Pye workshop test rack, Ref
No. 940020 as new

0

L7S

0

0

L27 10

0

E9

0

0

E21

0

0

E35

0

0

EIO

0

0

L32 10

0

Eddystone Marine Receiver,
659'670, perfect, as new
442 10

0

Latest Model Disc
recording unit in portable

case including playback, pick-up,
and speaker, I ess amplifier as new
cost E145

I

I

C.D.P. Disc recording unit, less
amplifier, with play -back, pick-

E7

up, latest model, as new

Recording motor and 12 inch

I

heavy turntable, 200/50 A.C.

Avo 1949 Capacity and Resistance bridge as new

0

L37 10

B.S.R.

I

06
LIO

0

Perfect

E8

WE NEED GOOD USED EQUIPMENT URGENTLY
PLEASE SEND, BRING OR PHONE FOR OFFER
E.D.C. Rotary Convertor,
I

Decca portable Auto Change

Latest Model Avo Valve characteristic meter, complete as

12

volt D.C. to 230 A.C. 100 watts,
phase 50 cycles as new

L7

10

0

Ward Rotary Converter,

new

E40

0

0

412

10

0

36 3 72 volts at 3 amps 72 volts
as 2 amps, complete and perfect 02

0

0

" Hambander " Complete with

100/110 D.C. to 230 volts A.C ,
phase 50 cycles,
250 watts,

valve as new

I

with built in filter unit, perfect
as new

As above, 230 D.C. to 230 A.C.

Mieco 5 watt amplifier, latest
model MC mike, and gram

LI7

10

0

E17

10

0

E10 10

0

E45

0

0

L36 10

0

double beam 'scope

Model 339, as new

Cossor as above, Model 3339

Circuit Model

F,

new

case, complete with valves, as
Cossor

2

Charles latest model K.I Amplifier, complete with valves, as

inputs in attractive metal sprayed
new

" Legg "

portable

as new
Pam 25 Watt Amplifier, 2 Pam
8 Watt speakers in cabinets,
Pam mike and floor stand, A.C
200/50 as new

We can supply Pam 12 volt car

battery adaptor, for mobile

02

10

0

use at

Eddystone Model 740, perfect

Trixette Portable Auto Change
Record Player, with built in
amplifier in
case, as new

Record Player,
containing
Garrard R.C. 65 mixer changer
with Decca lightweight head,

as new

rexine

C26

0

0

WE NEED AR 88's - BC 221's - 348's - 342's ALSO
COSSOR DB'SCOPES 339A OR 3339 ETC.

WE WILL

PAY WITHIN £2.0.0 OF THE MARKET PRICE
Latest Model Grampian

Barker ISO Speaker in Barker

50

watt Amplifier, Type 476, 4

Phase inverter cabinet as new

M/C. Mike inputs, Gram and
radio inputs complete and as
new with line transformers

Triplet Combination Tester,

E45

0

0

plete with valves

leads etc., as new

E13 10

0

ments, as new

L27 10

0

U.S.A. Signal Generator,
metal

case,

Ranges

in

100-32000

K.C. as new A.0 /110/250 A.C. 08 10
Taylor Valve Tester, Model 47A

0

Decca " Decallion " non Auto
Record Player, with buiit-in

extra valve adaptors,
charts etc. complete and perfect

420

SPECIAL !

0

Eversheds Bridge Megger. 500
volts built in resistance box as
new and perfect
12 inch Heavy Recording Turntable, new
R.107 with built in S. Meter

0

amplifier perfect, as new

Vitavox K12.20, as new
As above K/12.10
Goodmans " Audiom 60 "

0

L8

O

0

ES

O

0

E5

O

0

as

new

Goodmans " Audiom 150 " as
new

L2I

0
0

0
0

E25

0

0

44

0

0

04 0

0

E21

B.C.348 as above

complete and as new

several
as new

0

B.C. 342, as new unconverted -com-

Model 1183 -SC complete with

U.H.F. Signal Generator, Type
T.F./517 E, by Marconi Instru-

08 10

Labgear Electronic Fault
Tracer. Type B.525.0 complete
09 10
and as new

Wharfedale W.10.C/S, 3 or

O

0

E6

O

0

E23

O

0

E16

O

0

O

0

O

0

O

0

15

ohms.

Latest Model Avo Wide Range

E19

0

0

Sig. Gen. as new

Weston E.772, 20.00 O.P.V. as
new

As above, Weston 1000 0.P.V

Taylor 65B Signal Generator,
as new
Pye Audio

Oscillator,

No. 940173 as new

Type

On receipt of 12 penny stamp; we will send you our list of current goods for

E25

13 weeks.

This includes equipment which arrives daily and is not normally included in our advertisements.

THESE ITEMS ARE ONLY A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR STOCK OF EQUIPMENT. YOUR ENQUIRIES FOR ANYTHING
THAT YOU MAY NEED WILL BE WELCOME
WE HAVE OTHER EQUIPMENT ARRIVING DAILY!
Stamped addressed envelope, please.

CASH OR CHEQUE WITH ORDERS.

ALL ITEMS LISTED ARE CARRIAGE EXTRA.

22 LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.2
OUR BRANCH AT 39a (opposite) IS OPEN ALL DAY THURSDAY
Phone :

GERrard 4447, 8582 and 5507.

Hours 9 to 6.

Thursdays 9 to I.
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AMPLIFIER ACIII.

Further deliveries enable us to offer a limited

number of kits for this popular amplifier. Specification 7 valves (including
rectifier). 10 watts push-pull output to 3 ohm or 15 ohm speaker. Supply
available for tuner unit, etc. High and low gain inputs. Separate Bass and
Treble controls. Negative Feedback. Varley mains and output transformers. Complete kit, with circuits and instructions, including circuit
of suitable local -station quality tuner, £8/19/6, plus carriage 5/-.
:

TAPE DECK AMPLIFIER UE6. A six -valve record -playback amplifier
suitable for use with high or low impedance heads. Features include

variable bass and treble lift, recording level indicator and built-in oscillator
supplying h.f. bias and erase sufficient for the highest coercivity tapes.
Supplied in kit form, with punched chassis, all valves, components, circuits
and full instructions. [10/10/-, plus carriage 5/-.

CLOSE TOLERANCE SILVER MICA CONDENSERS.
(0.01µF) plus or minus 2%.
doz., E4/10/- per gross.

JUNEERO ENGRAVING TOOL. Engraves steel and other metals
plastics, wood, etc. By the makers of the famous Juneero Multi -Purpose
Tool. For A.C. mains, 200-240 v. Complete, ready to plug in. 12/6.

TWO -GANG CONDENSERS. .00054F, with fixing feet. Size 21in. x
x I Iin
Spindle diameter /in spindle length lin. 7/9 each. Midget
two -gang condensers 00051,F with trimmers. Size 1iin. x Ian. x 2Zin.
Spindle diameter lin., spindle length lin. 8/6 each.
STABILIVOLTS. Type NS I Voltage stabiliser and divider. Operating
voltages 280 v., 210 v., 140 v 70 v.
max. electrode current, 80 m/a.
,

,

Each

TAPE DECK AMPLIFIER H N ES. A five -valve record -playback amplifier

suitable for use with high impedance heads.

With built-in oscillator

STABILIVOLT TYPE VS6B. Similar to STV280/40

Operating voltages
Max. electrode current 60 m/a., 7/6 each or 78/- per doz.

280, 210, 140, 70 v.

MODIFICATION KIT UE2. Enabling the use of Amplifier ACIII as a

or carton, 22.6 each.

level indicator. In kit form, with all valves, components, punched chassis,
circuits and full instructions £4/4/-, plus 5/- carriage.

LANE PRECISION BUILT TAPE TABLE. High fidelity high impe-

dance record -playback and erase heads in mumecal shields.

flywheel giving freedom from " wow " and " flutter."

Heavy balanced

Fast rewind.
Heads are half-track, giving one hour's playing time with 1,200 -foot reel
of tape. E16/10/-, plus carriage, etc., 10/-.

MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE.
25,'-.

Durex, 1,200ft., 35/-.

Emitape, 600ft., 15/-;

1,200ft.,

;

10/,

supplying h.f. bias and erase. Supplied in kit form, with punched chassis,
all valves and components, circuits and full instructions. £7/10/-, plus 5/ carriage.

high quality tape record -playback amplifier, for use with high or low
impedance heads. Incorporating pre -amplifier, oscillator supplying h.f.
bias and erase sufficient for the highest coercivity tapes and recording

10,000 pF

Ideal for service bridges, etc., 1/- each, 9/- per

CATHODE RAY TUBES. SCPI, Electrostatic Intensifier -type C.R.T.,
diameter Sin. max. second anode voltage 2 kv., max. intensifier anode
voltage 4 kv., medium persistance screen. Brand new in original crate

AERIAL RODS. Copper plated steel. Fit into each other to make up
any length aerial.

Per doz., 2/- ; per gross, I8/-

per thousand, E4/10/-.

;

HEATER TRANSFORMERS. Pri. 230 v., Sec. 6.3 v. 1.5 a., 7/6 ; Pri.

230 v. Sec. 12 v.

I

a , 7/6.

BAKELITE -CASED IGNITION SWITCHES. Type 5C,547 Will switch
substantial currents at low voltage
many useful applications. 1/3 each,
;

13 - per dozen, E6:10/- per gross.

VALVEHOLDERS. Ceramic : UX5 (807, etc.), 1/. each, 101- doz

;

UX7 medium (1625, RK34, etc.), 1/- each, 10/- doz. ; B9G (EF50, etc.), 9d.
each, 7/6 doz. Amphenol : Int. Octal, 9d. each, 7/6 doz. ; Br. 7p, 9d. each,
7/6 doz. ; Br. 5p, 9d. each, 7/6 doz. ; UX7 med., 9d. each, 7/6 doz. ; UX5,
9d. each, 7/6 doz. Paxolin
Br.5, Br 7, UX4, UX5, UX6, UX7, 6d. each.
:

SPARE TAPE REELS. Tin. (1,200ft.) plastic, 4/ -each.

MAGNETIC RECORDING HEADS.
heads, in mumetal shields.

PULLIN MOTORS. Type A/3R.

High impedance half track

Record -playback, 42/10/.. Erase, £2/2/..

8/6 each

in. x 2Iin x 2in.,

METAL CUTTING SHEARS. A robust tool, one -inch blades, will
cut up to 16 s.w.g. aluminium.

Per pair, 2/-

AMPLIFIER 11/66. An improved version of our Amplifier ACII, for those
who desire good quality reproduction at low cost. Valve line-up is 6J56J5-KT66-SZ4. Output 5 watts. Volume, tone and variable feedback
controls High grade output transformer. Chassis completely isolated
from mains. Complete kit, including punched chassis, all valves and components, with circuits and instructions, E5/2/6. Amplifier wired and tested,

gross pairs, LI I.

E6/2/6.

METAL -CASED CONDENSERS.

DECCA THREE -SPEED GRAM MOTORS. For 33A-, 45 and 78 r p.m.
Instant single -lever speed selection. For A.C. only, 100-250 v. 50 cycle

For 24 v. D.C.

;

per doz. pairs, 21/-, per

I.F. TRANSFORMERS. 465 sic, standard size, capacity -tuned.
for us by a leading manufacturer.

Made

Per pair, 12/6.
CONDENSERS (pFs). 2, 4, 10, IS, 20, 25, 50, 75, 100, 160, 200, 6d. each,
5/6 per doz. 220, 300, 330, 500, 1,000, 5,000, 9d. each, 7/6 doz.
0.01/1,000

v. wkg., 9d. each, 7/6

per doz. 0.1/350 v. wkg., 9d. each, 7/6 per doz. Ditto, but screw -fixing
and with long insulated leads, 9d. each, 7/6 per doz,

operation. Price (incl. P.T.), E7/3/4. (Please note manufacture of two -speed
model now discontinued.)

SMALL -SIZE PAPER CONDENSERS. 2uF 100 v. wkg., dimensions
Ifin. x !Fn. x
Ideal for cross -over networks, etc., 4/6 per doz.,

A high fidelity crystal pickup with

PAPER CONDENSERS. 1µF 500 v. wkg., 2zin. x 2in. x /in. Inverted

DECCA TURNOVER PICKUP.

turnover head (two sapphires) for use on the above or other multi -speed
motors. Price (incl. P.T.), £3/19/4.

CHANCERY LONG-PLAYING ATTACHMENT. Enables you to
use long -playing 33} r.p.m. records on your existing record-player.
fitted. Price E3/12/6.

Easily

45/- per gross., £14/10/- per thousand.

mounting, 1/- each, 9/- per doz., E3/12/- per gross.

IAF 600 v. wkg.,

x

x lin. Upright mounting, 1/6 each, I5/- per doz., £7 per gross.
TUNING CONDENSERS. 160 pF. (0 00016ieF) maximum. Upright

mounting, with four fixing feet, spindle /in. diary:., length II -in. Ideal for

up to 100 mA. (depending on temperature). Dimensions : I /in. (diam.) x
lin. Two of these in series required for mains voltage. Price 4/- each.

the short-wave enthusiast. 2/3 each, 24/- per doz., £12 per gross.
PLUGS AND SOCKETS. Pye angle, 1/- ; Pye straight, 1/3 ; B. & L,
5 -pin, 1/6 ; B. & L. 7 -pin, 1/9 ; Jones 6 -way 1/6 ; Jones 8 -way, 1/9 ;
E.H.T. Single, II-. The above prices include plug and socket in all cases.
Pye T -pieces, 9d. Pye connectors, 9d. Pye Angle P. & S. to fit /in. cable,
1/3 complete
SPECIAL PURPOSE VALVES. VRI 16, 5/- ; VT501 (TTI I), 6/6 ;
CV73, 4,'- ; 9003, 5/- ; 954, 3/- ; CVI 141, 6/6 ; CV66, 6/6 ; VR136
(EF54), 7/6 ; VR137 (EC52), 7/6 ; VU III, 5/- ; VUI33, 3/6 ; CV54, 3/6 ;

By
PRECISION MICA CONDENSERS.
leading manufacturers. Accuracy plus or minus 0.5 (point five) per cent.

FOR CALLERS ONLY. Emiscope Type 4/1 Sin. Electrostatic C.R.
Tube, as used in " Wireless World " Cathode Ray Oscilloscope with

GERMANIUM DIODES.

Latest sub -miniature wire -ended glass enclosed type, by a leading manufacturer. Minimum life 10,000 hours. low
shunt capacity, no heater supply required. Special offer at 5/6 each, or E3
per dozen.

METAL RECTIFIERS TYPE RM2. The latest type rectifier. 125 v. at

HIGH -CAPACITY

of stated value. Pure mica and copper foil.
(c) 0.035020),F, 1/6 ; (d) 0.040710uF, 1/6 ; (f) 0.065350µF, 1/6 ; (fl ) 0.082910
AF, 1/6 ; (g) 0.0874601,F, 1/6 ; (h) 0.108435AF, 1/9 ; (i) 0.123750AF, 1/9 ;
(j) 0.147000p,F, 1/9 ; (k) 0.205276µF, 2/-.
Many close tolerance standard
No further stocks (a), (b), (61) or (e).

values may be made up by parallel or other combinations of above, e.g.,
41 - 2K- 1µF; 2k g= 0.5pF ; c f=0.1µF. (A table of over ISO series
and parallel combinations of these condensers, invaluable on calculating
filter networks, etc., is available on receipt of 20. stamp.)

E1148, 3/6.

Wobbulacor (December 1948 issue). Complete with holder, 12/6 each.
Bomb Computors : as
(Reprints of above article available 7d. each)

widely advertised, contain 3 motors, hundreds of gears, aneroids, etc.,
etc., 39/6 each (bring your car I). PT2SH. High Output Pentode, 4 v.
and 400 v., 5 -pin British ceramic base Also successfully used, strapped
as replacement 'or 4 v. triodes in quality amplifiers. 7/6 for two
SLEEVING. 2 mm. oiled silk, etc., 3/6 per 24 nominal yard lengths,
assorted colours, 33/- per two gross ditto

ALL GOODS NEW AND UNUSED OTHERWISE STATED. GOODS SHOWN AS EX -EQUIPMENT HAVE BEEN FULLY TESTED

AND ARE IN GOOD WORKING ORDER. PLEASE ADD POST OR CARRIAGE ON ALL ITEMS. KINDLY PRINT NAME
AND ADDRESS. POST ORDERS TO OUR DEPTFORD ADDRESS. EARLY CLOSING THURSDAY, OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY.

GARLAND BROS

GARLAND RADIO

ALLEN & GOULD

CHESHAM HOUSE, DEPTFORD BROADWAY, S.E.8

5 OBELISK PARADE, LEWISHAM, S.E.13

TELEPHONE

TIDEWAY 4412'3

TELEPHONE . LEE GREEN 4038
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arum.
The
Covers 5 wave ranges, 18.5-

R.I155 COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER.
ex-R.A.F. Bomber Command set.

7.5 mcs., 7.5-3.0 mcs., 1,500-600 kcs., 500-200 kcs., 200-75 kcs., and

is easily and simply modified for normal mains use, full details
being supplied.

These sets have had some use, but are all guar-

anteed tested and working before despatch, and are offered at
ONLY £7/19/6 (carriage and packing 10/-). A factory -made power

pack with output stage, which operates the R1155 immediately,
can be supplied for E5/5/-.

CLASS D WAVEMETER. Another small quantity has become
available since our "sell out" a few months ago, and intending
purchasers should act quickly. This is a really first-class crystal
controlled wavemeter, which has been repeatedly reviewed and
recommended in the " R.S.G.B." Bulletin. Covers 1.9-8 rrucs.,
and is complete with 100/1,000 kc/s. crystal, 2 valves ARTH2,
two 6 -volt vibrators, and instruction manual. Designed for 6 v.
D.C. operation, but modification data for A.C. supplied. BRAND
NEW IN MAKER'S TRANSIT CASES. ONLY 1[5119/6 (carriage,
etc., 3/6). Transformer for A.0 modification, 7/6.

A "snip " not to be

CHASSIS OF INDICATOR TYPE 96.

Contains 9 v'holders, 14 potentiometers, C.R.T. holder,
high voltage condensers, and hundreds of resistors and normal
missed.

Siie

condensers.

18 x 8 x 8in. and

contained

in

metal case.

BRAND NEW. ONLY 12/6 (carriage, etc., 2/6)
I 6in. in length, and colour coded for easy assembly. Complete in web case. BRAND NEW. ONLY 9/6 (postage li-).
each

WALKIE-TALKIE CHASSIS TYPE 38. This beautifully made
6 -valve chassis is offered as a summer "snip." Ideal for the

enthusiast. As used by the Forces, with the exception of certain
transmitting parts and crystals removed by the Ministry of Supply
(no valves). ONLY 9/6 (postage I/6).

PACKARD BELL PRE -AMPLIFIER. A first-class American
job designed to increase the output of low gain microphones and
pick ups. Most efficient. Contains two double valves, push-pull
input and push-pull output transformers a relay, a choke, etc., etc.
BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S CARTONS. ONLY 14/6 (postage I/6),
or with 2 spare valves, 22j6 (postage 1/6).
31in. 0-1 rn/A. PANEL METER. Flush fitting with 50 division
ONLY 15/ scale. BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S CARTONS.

PURPOSE AND TRANSMITTING

VALVES. At 2/6. VR92, CV! 116, CV 1135, LD2I 0, LP220, VRI 16,

2X2, 3B26, 6AG5, I GEGT, VT6SG, VT69. VTI34, CV925, 717A, 1625,

VT162, VR56, NGTI. At 8/6. VT210, VTI79, VR9I, VR53, VTI52,
At 10/-. VT173, VTI 12, VT244, VT I 12, VT93, VT86,
VT133.

VT86A, VT96, VT107, VT92, VT229, CV2941, GTIC, CVI503, NR77,
VRI50/30. At 12,45. VT115, VT231. At 15/, 721A, 724B. At
At 30/-. 3BP I.
At. 20/-. 805. At 25/-. 8025.
17'6. 866A.

At 60'-. 725A. At 85/, 723A/B. Two or more valves post free.
otherwise add 6d. All fully guaranteed. Quantity quotations
upon request.

NEW GAS DISCHARGE TRIODES.

GTIC.

Argon -filled.
Type
300 mA. peak.

Heater 4 v. 1.3 a. Anode 500 v. peak.

101- each. Also type NGTI. Heater 4 v.
1.75 a. Anode 350 v. peak, 1,000 mA. peak, average 200 mA.
Tube voltage drop 20 v. Control radio 40. 7/6 each.

Control ratio 27.

CATHODE RAY OSCILLOSCOPES. Self-contained, includes
a I1in. C.R. tube, time base, sig. amp. and attenuator. Achieves
max. versatility, compatible with min. of space. Operated from
either 110 v. A.G. 50/100 c/s., ISO v. A.C. 500 c's. or 200-250 v.
A.C. 50/100 c/s. The tube employed gives exceedingly clear wave
traces. Hard valve time base is employed with range about

10 c/s to 50,000 c/s, continuously variable steps. The amplifier
embodied consists of resistance -capacitance coupled miniature
valves with negative feed back. Overall gain approx.I50 with
freq. range 50-30,000 cps. Three sig. in -put sockets for 10, 70
and 500 v. peak input with panel attenuator control. Panel
controls for T.B. Off, T.B. Coarse, T.B. Fine, Sync., Y. Shift,
X. Shift, Gain, Brill and Focus. Panel Terminals : Y. Plate, Sig.
Out, T.B. Out, X. Plate, Sync. Out, Sync. In, Grid, Flyback black
out. Dimensions 81 x 61 x 21in. Nett weight, 71 lbs. Special
unrepeatable bargain price, inc. leatherette covered carrying
case, sockets, plugs, leads and instruction manual. Only E13/10/0
each, carriage paid. In sealed maker's cartons.

SPECIAL OFFER R.F. PENTODE VALVES, TYPE CV303.

Heater 6.3 v..2 a., V.A. 250 v., I.A. 6 mA., V.G.2 100 v., IG2 1.7 mA.,

(postage 1/-).

PLESSEY P.M. SPEAKERS.
less trans., 14/6 (postage 1/6).

61in. with trans., 14/6 ;

8in

BRAND NEW.

20 H. 80/120 mA., 6/6

;

5

H. 200/300 mA., 6, -

(postage 1/-).

GERMANIUM CRYSTAL DIODES. 5'-.
VR9I (EF50) ex New Equipment, and tested, 6/6

;

American

Red Sylvanias, 8 6.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS.

VGI-2.5 v RK 325 ohms. RA 1.2 meg., GM 2200. This modern
versatile type is of metal -cased construction similar to VR9I,
etc., only B8G base. Brand new in maker's cartons. Price 6/6
each. Special quotations for large quantities.

EDDYSTONE COMMUNICATION RECEIVER, TYPE 504.

Wonderful performance on all bands up to 30 mcs. Features
2 RF amplifiers, " S " meter, Crystal Gate, V F.O., Noise Limiter,
etc., etc. Very slightly used, but as brand new in maker's carton
with manual and speaker. £27/10/0.

GARRARD Model E RADIOGRAM UNIT.
Standard primaries.

Universal
mounting, 350-0-350 v. 80 mA., 0-4-6.3 v. 4 a., and 0-4-5 v. 2 a.. 18/6.
Upright mounting, fully shrouded 250-0-250 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v. 6 a.,
5 v. 3 a., 27/6 (postage 1/6 either trans.).

TRAIN TRANSFORMER. 200/240 v. Input, Output 30 v. 2 a

tapped 3 v., 4 v., 5 v., 6 v., 8 v., 9 v., 10 v. 12 v., 15 v., 18 v. 20 v.,
24 v., 19'6 (postage 1,6).

EHTTRANSFORMER for VCR97 tube, with 4 v. for tube heater,
and 4 v. tapped 2 v. for EHT rectifier, 32/6 (postage 1'6).

6in. MAGNIFYING LENS FOR VCR97 TUBE. First grade
oil filled.

NEW SPECIAL

At 3/6. 2C26, 28D7, VR65A, VR66.
VRI3S, V872, 954, 7193.
At 5/-. VT135, VT288, VT133, 713A, 1619, 9004, 9006, AU5, CV66,
11,
VUI33. At 6/6. VT65, VT90, VT94,
VR137, VRI36, VTSI, VU I
7C7, 7N7, VT268, VT209, 32, 95S, CVI 106, CV303, CVI 124. At 7/6.

BRAND NEW G.E.C." MIN1SCOPE " M86IB MINIATURE

SECTIONAL TELESCOPIC AERIAL, comprising 16 sections

CHOKES.

LAWRENCES

ONLY 25/- (POSTAGE I/6).

Cash with order please, and print name and
address clearly. Amounts given for carriage
refer to inland only.

A.C. mains
operated, fitted with magnetic pick-up and excellent quality motor
or 200-250 v. A.C. As brand new in maker's carton. Only a.

NEW AMERICAN 14ft. WHIP AERIALS.
3 sections screw joints.

Superior pattern.

Price 916 each.

NEW ROTARY ALTERNATORS. Input 24 v. D.C. Output

A.C. 50 c/s. Automatic voltage stabilization. Control
panel is fitted with A.C. meter, fuses, etc. Suitable for operating
radio, TV sets or PA eqpt. from accumulators or emergency use
during power cuts £5'10/0 each.
230 v.

BRAND NEW RADAR P.P.I. UNITS, Type R7/APS2.

Large eqpt., incredibly intricate construction, contains 42 valuable
valves, including eight matched 6L6, also 6SN7, 6AC7, 5U4G,
VRI 50/30, etc., tubes 5FP7, 2API, and innumerable qUality parts,
Good basis for amateur TV transmission work. In maker's cases
at less than value of valves alone. £17/10/0 each.

Superb quality, short
NEW P.A. PARMEKO SPEAKERS.
horn, re-entrant type. Absolutely weatherproof. Fitted with
matching transformer and three position tone switch voice -coil
impedance 15 ohms. A fraction of cost at 48/6 each. Also
alternative model as above. but twin -horn unit, 57!6. All in
maker's cartons.

EXPERIENCED EXPORT SHIPPERS
All prices include U.K. carriage. Terms C.W.O.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money immediately refunded

U.E.I. CORPORATION
Radio Corner, 138 Gray's Inn Road,
London, W.C.I.
Phone : TERMINUS 7937.
(Open until p.m. Saturdays. We are 2 mins. from High Holborn
(Chancery Lane Station) and 5 mins. by bus from King's Cross.)

LAWRENCES
61 BYROM ST., LIVERPOOL, 3

I

Telephone CENtral 4430
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CLYDESDALE

FLUXMETER WY.0023

Bargains in Ex -Service Radio and Electronic Equipment
S -440-B V.H.F. TRANSMITTER CHASSIS
Partly stripped by the M.o.S. less valves, tuning coils and
crystal but otherwise fairly intact.
A One basis for VIfF Tx. or 144 mcs. rig.
Original frequencies 85-98 mos. valve types 3/RK34, 216N7

COMMAND TRANSMITTER CHASSIS
Partly stripped by the M.o.S., less valves, coil winding,
crystal and dynamotor, but otherwise fairly intact.
A One basis for ideas in V.F.O. or Tx.

6V6.

Housed in louvred case finished grey crackle. Dim. 14 x

Models BC -457 to BC -459 components identical, valve types
2/1625, 1626, 1629.

8 x 7in.

Conversion suggestions and circuits supplied.
In aluminium case dim. =71 x 5 x 81in. Wgt. 81 lbs.

CLYDESDALE

CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY

27

PRICE ONLY

/6POST

Circuit of 9-440-B available at 2/3.

P
P'SAID

15/

POST

PAID

Conversion suggestions and circuits available

at 2/6

P.40 RECEIVER UNIT

Designed to calibrate the field of Magnets within the range

With valves 4/EF54, EC52, 2/EF39, EB36, 615, 6V6.
complete unit less crystal in grey louvred case 111 x 5f x
4fins.
CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY

POST

. 19 . 6

PAID

Command Modulator unit with valves, 1625,1235 VR150130

less dynamotor, otherwise complete in metal case 10/ x 71
x 41in.. chassis depth 21 in.
CLYDESDA LE'S
CARRIAGE

PAIDESDALE'S

Circuit of 1'.40 and 0-451-B available at 1/3.

Carbon handset mic. with press -to -talk switch, stowing

JEFFERSON -TRAVIS UF IS-2 TRANSCEIVER
CHASS
less valves, tuning indectances
Partlystripped by
osc. connections, but otherwise fairly intact. A One basis for
a transportable type two way radio. Original frequencies
60-75 meg. Valve types 2/6Y7, 12J5. The unit comprises
two chassis, with controls and speaker mounted on chrome
plated etched steel panels, housed in cabinet finished black
crackle, dim.: 158 x lfif x Of in.

0

10

CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY

MICROPHONE T -17B

hook, cord and jack plug as used with Command series, etc.
CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY

Aerials, Junction Box, Spares, Satchels and Instruction
card.
4 complete units packed in wood case 579 x 14 x 14in.
PRICE ON APPLICATION.

22

CARRIAGE
PAID

POST

30/-

PAID

An eleven valve (7/ARP3, 2/129C7, 12Y4, 0141.
superhet Receiver, with built-in calibrator, 1,000, 100
and 10 Kcfs. frequency range, 2 to 5 mos., two slow
motion pre-set channels, switched HT and " S "meter,
HE and LF gain B.F.O., etc., etc.
Separate Power Unit operated from 12 v. D.C., 115 v
A.C. or '230 v. A.C., with spare kit, all valves, Aerial.
Insulators. Headphones, all packed in wood case,
24 x22 x 32ins.
CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE
ONLY

£10 . 0 . 0

JEFFERSON TRAVIS UF-I POWER
SUPPLY

Complete self contained vibrapack, Input 12 volts. Outputs
120/150 v. D.C. 30/50 ma. Choke capacity smoothed and 2
L.T. taps. Unused but vibrator contacts stuck due to long
storage. Complete with synchronous vibrator, smoothing

PAID

Made by J. H. Bunnell & Co. enclosed contact type, as used

in American aircraft. Finish black crackle. Complete with
contact and tension adjustments and capable of speeds up to
25 w.p.m. Dim. 51 x lf x 2111.
CLYDESDALE'S

PRICEONLY

ESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY

9.0

AMPLIFIER A1271

POST

PAID

CRYSTAL OVEN
Brand new, extremely sensitive with adjustable thermostati
control and thermometer. Built into a cork lined metal box
12 x 61 x Giro. Wgt. 51 lbs.
CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY

POST

£3 . 19 . 6

PAID

PUMP DESSICATOR ADM. PATT. 12128
Hand operated complete with spare gel cell and coml. tubes.
Stroke cap 480 cce. fitted humidity gauge, reads 10-100%
vacuum gauge 0/30in. In wood transit case 1911n. x 12in. x
gin.
CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY

15 . 10 . 0

COOLANT PUMP.

PAID

VOLT MOBILE AMPLIFIER UNIT

25/

DINGHY TELESCOPIC MAST
A lightweight (4 oz.) mast for many uses, Car Aerial, Camera.
Tripod, Fishing Rod, etc. Made of aluminium, 7 sections

Closed 14/in.
7/16in.

Extended 7ft. bin. Diam. base fin., top

6/-

PRICES ONLY LE'S

CARRIAGE
PAID

POST
PAID

12/6

CARRIAGE

Made by Parmeko, uses EF36, EC31 and 2 EL35 in Class
AB1 push pull. Dynamotor powered, controls, combined
Mic/Gram gain, separate H.T. and L.T. switches, built in
metal case finished grey. Dim. 11 x 91 x 101in.

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 2I7A
Containing 100 microamp fad. 21in. flush mtg. meter, dial
calibrated in yards; vol. controls, toggle sw. etc., in metal
case 6 x 44 x 21n.

FOR TELESCOPES AND BINOCULARS

cond. etc., In metal case dim. =7 x 3 X 4in.

12

CARRIAGE
PAID

CARRIAGE

MORSE KEY U.S.A. PATT. TYPE C.J.B.

19/6

£35

CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY

CANADIAN No. 9 SET, MK.1.
with Power Supply Unit.

Circuit of OF -2 available at 1/9.

CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY

Will operate from 6, 12 and 24 volts D.C. or 230 v. A.C.
Built into a black crackle case, with hinged front and
carrying handle, dim. 151 x 81 x 11/in.

Made by Shore Bros. of Chicago, U.S.A.

A haversack type Transceiver range up to 5 miles.
Frequencies 6-9 mcs. 5 valves 4ARP12, ATP4,
complete with Headphones, Throat Microphones.

ONLY

A Cathode Ray Tester employing an entirely new
technique in ignition testing of Internal combustion
engines. Enables the electrical performance of the
entire ignition system to be observed on the screen of
the Cathode Ray tube, while the engine is running.

Command series Test Gear with 3 Antennas, 3 Test Units,
Mod. BC -456-B (or E) with dynamotor, Antenna Relay,
2 Radio Control Boxes, 2 Racks, 6 Mountings, IF Shunt

122 . 10 . 0

FOR EXPORT ONLY.
WIRELESS SET No. 38 Mk.2.
BRAND NEW

CARRIAGE
PAID

£5

ELECTRONIC IGNITION TESTER
Type V.E.D. Patt. 563562, made by
English Electric.

Unit. Control Unit MC -237, and 17 Cable Assembly.
CLYDESDALE'S
CARRIAGE
PRICE ONLY
PAID

6 way cable socket for P.40, @ 3/6 each.
5 pin chassis plug of same type, (0), 1/. each.

CLYDESDALE'S PRICE

CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY

PAID

TEST EQUIPMENT IE45-A

CARRIAGE

L I . 19 . 6

Complete with probe unit and contalptd in a hardwood case .
with hinged lid and handle. Instructions on lid.
Dim. 121 x 9 x bin.

Circuit for the BC -456 available at 1/3.

The Power Pack for the P.40 Receiver. Input 200/250 v.
A.C. 40/60 c/s. Outputs 175 v. D.C. 60 mA. 12.5 v. Fully
smoothed and rectified in grey louvred metal case 111 x
51 x4ins.
PRICECLYD ONLY

19/6

PRICE ONLY

S -45I -B POWER UNIT

of 500 to 4,000 gauss and to determine their polarity.

SPEECH MODULATOR BC -456

POST

PAID

By Packard U.S.A.

A turbine type pump, directly driven from semi -ball point.
splined socket (by motor not supplied) clockwise rotation,
with safety valve, sludge vent, etc.
Dia. of turbine 61n. dia. of pump chamber, 81in., depth /in.
Inlet and outlet dia. /fin. 'Overall dim.: 111 x 71 x Ilin.
CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY

49/6

CARRIAGE
P

CARRPAZ

FEATHERING PUMP 5U/402

AERIAL INSULATORS LOA/1275

IOU/549

Black plastic chain insulators,

3

If in. wide. Total length 711n.
CLYDESDALE'S

PRICE ONLY

links, each 3fin. long,

1/6

per pair

HAND GENERATOR 10 watt Mk.

POST

PAID

II

Designed for W0.48 and WS.18, driven by two handles,
complete with operators seat. Speed should be 50/70 r.p.m.
Smoothed outputs 162 v. 60 ma., 3.1 v. 3 A. and 12 v.
Generator Dim. =51 x 53 x Giro. wgt. 13 lbs.
Leg w/seat dim. =33 x 6 x 211n. wgt. Of lbs.
Legs (2) dim.: -25 x fin.
CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY

45/-

CARRIAGE
PAID

Driven by 24 v. D.C. motor type C2801, through 2.1 reduction gear, fluid moved by two 1/ tooth wheels. Safety valve
fitted. Overall dimensions 12f x 6 x 61n. Pumping rate:
lubricating oil 2 gals. per min. approx. Air pressure 401b.
per eq. in. Oil pressure over 100 lbs. per sq. in. Inlet /in
Outlet fin.
CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY

£2. 10.0

CARRIAGE
PAID

MULTICORE CABLE
8 core, metal braided and PVC covered, 1/9 Per yard.
6 core, metal braided and PVC covered 1/6 Per yard.
2 core, metal braided 6d. per yard.
Metal braided steering 3 mm. 1 yard long, 3 for V,

Order direct from :A one valve (VR56 = E(436) Amplifier Chassis, with 400
ohm, 4M 28 relay, 2 transformers, vol. control, cond.. and
resistors, mounted on rubber in a black finished metal case.
5 x 5 x 4fin. All coml. brought to 4, 6 and 12 p. plugs.
CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY

10/6

POSTID

PA

CLYDESDALE
Phone : South 2706/9

SUPPLY 2 BRIDGE STREET

c O. L T D. GLASGOW
Branches in Scotland, England and Northern Ireland.

CS

-

4.,
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RADIO SUPPLY CO.

15, WELLINGTON STREET, LEEDS,
Post Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D.

1.

Open to callers 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m., Sate., until 1.0 p.m.

Postag) 1 2 charged on orders under £2.

No C.O.D. under £1.

R.S.C. MAINS TRANSFORMERS
SHROUD

v

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

All with 200-250 v. 50 c/s. primaries 6.3 v. 2 a.,
a., 7/11 ;
7/6 ; 0-4-6.3 v. 2 a., 7/9 ; 12 v.
6.3 v. 3 a., 10/11 ; 6.3 v. 6 a., 16/9 ; 0-2-4-5-6.3 v.
16/9
4a.,1619 ;12y 3 a. or 24 v.1.5 a
:

260-0-260 v. 70 ma., 6.3 v. 2 a., 5 v. 2 a
350-0-350 v. 70 ma., 6.3 v. 2 a., 5 v. 2 a
350-0-350
0-4-5 v. 2 a.

RECEIVER CHASSIS, 16 s.w.g., Aluminium :

Primaries 200-230-250v., 50 c s. Screened.

Fully Guaranteed, Interleaved, and Impregnated.

DROP THROUGH TYPES WITH TOP
80

ma.,

0-4-6.3

v.

2

12/11
14/11

a,

260-0-260 v. 90 ma., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a
350-0 350 v 90 ma., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a
250-0-250 v. 100 ma., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a

18/9
19/9
19/9
21/9

23/11
for RI355 conversion
350-0-350 v. 100 ma., 6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a C.T
21/11

350-0-350 v. 120 ma., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a. 25/9
350-0-350 v. 150 ma., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a. 27/I

FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT
MOUNTING

16/9
18/9

0-4-5 v. 3 a.

23/9

23/9

350-0-350 v. 100 ma., 6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a. C.T
27/9

350-0-350 v. 150 ma., 6.3 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 2 a ,

a.,

350-0-350 v. 250 ma., 6.3 v. 6 a., 4 v. 8 a ,
0-2-6 v. 2 a., 4 v. 3 a., for Electronic Eng
63/Televisor
425-0-425 v. 200 ma., 6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a. C.T ,
6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a. C.T., 0-4-5 v. 3 a., suitable

Williamson Amplifier
325-0-325 v. 2.0 ma., 6.3 v. 0.6 a., 6.3 v

47/6

1.5 a. for Williamson Preamplifier

1716

:

;

22/9

SMOOTHING CHOKES
200 ma. 5 h. 100 ohms
100 ma. 10 h. 100 ohms
90 ma. 10 h. 103 ohms.
80 ma. 10 h. S50 ohms.
50 ma. 50 h. 1500 ohms.
Amp.

7/6
7/6
6/6
5/6

19/9

FILAMENT AUTO TRANSFORMERS
7,' I

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Midget Battery, Pentode 66

I

:

:

for 3S4,
3/6
4/9

:

I
Class B Push -Pull
5/3
Push -Pull 8 watt 6V6 to 3 ohms
9/11
Push -Pull 10-12 watts 6V6 to 3 or 15 ohms 15/11
Push -Pull 10-12 watt to match 6L6, PX4,
6V6, etc., to 3-5-8 or 15 ohm speaker
11/1
Push -Pull 15-18 watt to match 6L6, etc ,
to 3 or 15 ohm speaker
21/9

Williamson type exact to author's spec
SPEAKERS P.M. Sin. 2-3ohms
M.E. Bin. 2-3 ohms. (Field 600 ohms.)

mitter R.C.A. ET4336, complete with all valves, 426 ea.

BENDIX FREQ.-METERS TYPE BC22I, complete
430 ea.

AR88 RECEIVERS (LF), 450 each.

TUNING U NITS FOR BC375E TRANSMITTER.
TU5-6-7-8-9-10 and 26B, 22 - each.

IDEAL 25 -WATT TRANSMITTER, Army Type
No. 12. Frequency coverage 1-17.5 MO. in your

switched bands, C.W. and phone, built-in modulator.
Operated from A.C. mains 100-250 volts, complete
with all tubes and delivered, 425 each.
I

(for use with

WSI9 and 22). 2 bands 1900 kc s-4000 kc/s. and
4000 kc s.-8000 kc s, Also
Mc s Check points.
Operates from 6 volt D.C. supply. 47/101- each.
1

Carriage paid.

Premier type 12 -6f -5f in. (Supplied complete
with back). Brown or ivory 18/6. Following
parts sold only with cabinets : Fully punched
T.R.F. chassis 4/6. Ditto Superhet 4/9. L and M,
3 colour glass dials 1/I 1, L, M and S, 2/3. Back
Plates and Brackets 1/3 set.
S.M. Drum Drives
2/3.

7/9

Standard Pentode 8,000 ohms to 3 ohms
Multi ratio 40 ma., 30 I, 45 I, 60 : I.

3
band in transit case,
0 10 -, carriage paid.
RECEIVERS, TYPE 1155, 412, carriage paid.
SPEECH AMPLIFIER (British made) for Trans-

WAVEMETER CLASS D, No.

I

200-250 v. 50 c/s input, 120 v. 40 ma

output

12/9. Ex Govt. Chokes, 100 ma., 10 h., 100 ohms.,
tropicalised 4/3 each, 45/- doz.
Ex -Govt.
Selenium Rects. (Ex -New Equip.), 120 v. 40
ma., H.W. 3/6 each : 250/500 v. 100 ma., 6/11.
Ex -Govt. Receiver Units, type 71, less valves, 7/6.
Vol.
Controls
Sw,
long
200K
less
spindle 1/6. Sectional Aerial Rods, Cop perised

BAKELITE CABINETS.

8/6

ELIMINATOR TRANSFORMERS

72/ 14/9
12/9

SPECIAL OFFERS

Mains Transformers. 230 v. input 320 v
70 ma. auto output and 6.3 v. 3 a. 8/6, 200-250 v.
primary Secs. 300-0-300 v. 80 ma. 4 v. 4 a.,
4 v. 3 a. 11;11. 230 v primary 6.3 v. 1.5 a. sec.
5/9. Smoothing chokes 80 ma 10 h. 250 ohms.
416.

Electrolytics 8 mfd. 350 v.

1111.

FULL RANGE OF STANDARD COMAT
KEEN
PONENTS AVAILABLE
PRICES. ALL GOODS GUARANTEED
AND NEW, UNLESS OTHERWISE
STATED. WE CAN QUOTE FOR ANY
TYPE OF CHOKE OR TRANSFORMER.
(EXCEPT E.H.T.). S.A.E. PLEASE WITH
ALL ENQUIRIES. FULL STOCK LIST,
4d.
SPECIAL LIST FOR TRADE. 4d.

EX GOVT. & SURPLUS GOODS
Aerials, 3-4ft. sections make good fishing rods ...6'6 each
I/O
10 -way Spanners for large or small nuts
Goggles with case, for motor cycle or welding 2/6
3/6
8 mfd. Paper Electrolytic Condensers. NEW
8 8 mfd. Metal Electrolytic Condensers. NEW 4/6
5 -inch Speakers, Plessy
61 -inch Speaker, R. & A.
Speaker Transformers, Tapped
2 -volt Accumulators, small capacity

15/6
15/6

50

4'6
5'0
7/0 doz.

f-meg. Vol. Controls, small, with switch
Small White Knobs

INCLUDE I;'- postage under

CASH WITH ORDER.

IVIAYCO ELECTRIC,
43, ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.I

PRATTS RADIO

1070 Harrow Road, London, N.W.10

Edison screw fitting, 1/6 ea.

HALLICRAFTER MAINS TRANSFORMERS,

(fr. SCRUBBS LANE)

LADbroke 1734

AMPLIFIERS.
purpose units.

for S20 Receivers, 32/6.

College general
MODEL AC10E,

4 valve 10 watts. Neg. feedback,
29'151-. MODEL AC18E, 6 valve:
186 watt P/P output.
Feedback

HALLICRAFTER OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS,
for S27 Receivers, 22/6.

AarveC124xe:E",:aga2e:' rw£3-alt:leg4e1:1.7P.E1M07,,O11tDp:_tr:.

LORD MOUNTINGS (Rubber to steel
absorbers), set of four I/6.
Enquiries for

shock
large

quantities invited.

MODEL IDOE,for DC/AC mama, 6
valveek,e watt P/P output.
outpuEt1.F1e2ed...
over

MODEL AC10E £9,15

-

separate microphone stage.

McELROY-ADAMS MFG. GROUP LTD.
(Sole concessionaires. U.K. for Hall'crafter communication equipment

46 GREYHOUND ROAD, LONDON, W.6.
Cables: Hallicraft, London.

12-8-2f in.,
7/6

AMPLIFIER CHASSIS, 16 s.w.g., Aluminium:
12-8-2fin.,
6/6 ;
7/11 ;
20-82fin
10/6
MISC. ITEMS, T.V. Masks, I2in., White,

steel I ft. in length, }in. diameter, 1/11 doz.,
15/- gross ; 0.1 mfd. 1,000 v. Tubs, 5/6 doz.

For Williamson

100 watts 110-200-230-250 v.

TRANSMITTERS 1154

BC6I0 FUSES.

v.

12/9

90

29/11

5 v. 3 a

1.5

etc.
2319

350-0-350 v. 120 ma., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a

50 c/s. Primaries
0-9-15 v. 3 a., 15/9 ;
0-9-15 v. 6 a., 21/9 ; 0-4-9-15-24 v. 3 a., 21/9 ;

0-9-15 v.

6.3 v. to 4 v 3 a. ,or 4 v. to 6.3 v. 3 a.

250-0-250 v. 100 ma., 6.3 v. 6 a., 5 v. 3 a ,
26/9
for 1355 Conversion
300-0-300 v. 100 ma., 6.3 v.-4. v 4 a C.T ,
0-4-5 v. 3 a.

All with 200-230-250

AUTO TRANSFORMERS

250-0-250 v. 60 ma., 6.3 v. 2 a., 5 v 2 a.,
Midget type 2I-3-3in.
350-0-350 v. 70 ma., 6.3 v. 2 a., 5 v. 2 a
250-0-250 v. 100 ma., 6.3 v.-4 v.-4 a. C.T ,

0-4-5 v. 3 a.

CHARGER TRANSFORMERS

0-9-15-30 v. 3 a.

250-0-250 v 100 ma., 6.3 v. 6 a., 5 v. 3 a ,
0-4.5 v. 3 a.

I

10-5+-2in., 3/3 ; II -6-2f in., 3/9 ;
4/6 ; 16-8-21 in. 5/6 ; 20-8-21i n

Phone: FULham 1802.

All are complete with cases and
chrome handles.
They have a

Separate inputs tor mike and gram., allowing individual
mixing, etc. Outputs match 3, 8 or 15 ohm speakers. Max. input volts required
for full stated output average Mike .003, Gram. .3 v. MODEL AC8C, 5 valve PIP
8.10 watt unit far records, radio, etc.
Feedback over 3 stages. Output to 3, 8,
15 ohms, £9118/6. MODEL AC9C, 3 valve record/radio amplifier, 4 watts to .3 ohms,
25/51..
Ditto 114C for DC/AC mains, 25/5/-,
Stamp for list. Full range of
accessories available, including: Rothermel Crystal Mikes, 1051-; Goodmans

12in. P.M. speaker, £8/15/-; Collaro A.C. Record Players, rim drive, Magnetic
model, 28/91-, Crystal, £8/151-. Jack plugs 118 each extra.
Nearest Station:

Kensal Green.
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Recognised as the Most Reliable Valveholders

Sub -Miniature Valveholders

,(SA45IU. Panel Mounting

All Moulded in Silica -loaded Polystyrene

(BSA TYPES . 1SMSjUS. Chassis Mounting
SM8/U.

Panel Mounting

(B8D TYPES (SM8 UA. Chassis Mounting
KIN. 2240
Wholesale Enquiries:- CYRIL FRENCH LTD., HIGH STREET, HAMPTON WICK, MIDDLESEX
Manufacturers' Enquiries: --THE McMURDO INSTRUMENT CO. LTD., VICTORIA WORKS, ASHTEAD, SURREY
ASHTEAD 3401

GALPIN'S ELECTRICAL STORES
408 High Street, Lewisham, London, S.E.13
Telephone:

Lee Green 0309

Neer Lewisham Hospital

ALTERNATORS. 2.7 kilowatts, 110 volts, 50 cycles, 3 -phase, compi2te
with exciter generator and switchboard, £25 each, carriage forward.

EX -RADAR MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 230 volts, input 50 cycles,

I phase. Output 4,500-5,500 volts approx., 30 m/amps., 6.3 volts 2 amps.,
amps., 2 volts 2 amps. ; these transformers are new, immersed in
4 volts
oil. Can be taken out of the oil and used as television transformers, giving

an output of 10 mfamps. ; overall size of transformers, separately, 51 x
4f x 4in. and 3 x 3 x 2fin., price L3/10/- each, carriage paid EX RADAR TYPE 101 R.F. UNITS (new), Containing 6 valves, including
grounded grid triode F.H.P., 24 volt universal motor, numerous resistances
and condensers, etc., 35/- each, carriage 3/6. RECTIFIERS (new). D.C.
output 36 volts at 50 amps., complete with mains transformer, 230 volts
phase. Output to match the required voltage
A.G. Input 50 cycles,
I

for the rectifier, LI5 per set., carriage l0/-. VORTEXION 15 -WATT
AMPLIFIERS (portable, new). Mains 200-250 volts A.C. or stand-by

voltage of 12 volts D.C., suitably matched for either M.I. or Crystal pickup
and microphone. Outputs matched for 7f or 15 ohm speakers, E17/10/ each, carriage 7/6. MAINS TRANSFORMERS (new). Suitable for
spot welding, input 200-250 volts, in steps of 10 volts. Output suitably
tapped for a combination of either 2-4-6-8-10 or 12 volts at 50-70 amps.,
EX -NAVAL ROTARY CONVERTORS.
87/6 each, carriage 7/6.
Input 110 volts D.C. Output 230 volts A.C., 50 cycles phase, 800 watts,
I

capable of 50 per cent. overload as new, crated weight 2f cwt., price

£25 each, carriage forward. Another ex -naval type 110 volts D.C., input.
Output 230 volts A.C., 50 cycles, I phase, 250 watts, capable of 50% overload, weight 100 lb., price E10/10/- each, carriage forward. MAINS
TRANSFORMERS. (New). Input 200/250 volts in steps of 10 volts
Output 350-0-350 volts, 300 m/amps., 6.3 volts 8 amps. twice, 4 volts
4 amps., 5 volts 4 amps., 65/- each, carriage 3/6. Ditto, 450-0-450 volts
250 m/amps., 6.3 volts 8 amps. twice, 4 volts 4 amps., 5 volts 4 amps., 65/ each, carriage 3/6. Another input as above. Output 500-0-500 volts
250 m/amps., 6.3 volts 8 amps. twice, 6.3 volts 4 amps., 4 volts 4 amps.,
5 volts 4 amps., 70/-, carriage 3/6. Another, wound to (electronic) specifications, 350-0-350 volts 250 miamps., 4 volts 8 amps., 4 volts 4 amps., 6.3 volts

8 amps, 0-2-6.3 volts 2 amps., 63/6 each, carriage paid. Another, input
as above. Output 500-350-0-350-500 volts 250 mfamps , 6.3 volts 6 amps.,
0-2-6.3 volts 2 amps., 0-4-5 volts 4 amps. twice, 67/6 each, carriage 316.

PRE -PAYMENT 1/- SLOT METERS. 200-250 volts A.C., 50 cycles,
phase, set at 3d. per unit, 60/- each, carriage 5/-. Ditto for D.C. mains,
45/- each, carriage 5/- (all 20 amp. load). SWITCHBOARD METERS.
4in. scale Moving coil (D.C.) only, 0 to 14 amps., 17/6 each, post 1/6. Ditto,
A.C./D.C., 22/6 each, post 1/6. Another 0 to 30 amps., A.C./D C., 25f-,
post 1/6. MAINS TRANSFORMERS (new). Input 200-250 volts in
steps of 10 volts, output 350-0-350 volts 180 miamps., 4 volts 4 amps.,
I

5 volts 3 amps.. 6.3 volts 4 amps., 39/6 each, post 1/6. Another 350-0-350

Terms:

CASH WITH ORDER. NO C.O.D.
EARLY CLOSING DAY THURSDAY
ALL GOODS SENT ON 7 DAYS APPROVAL AGAINST CASH
volts 180 mlamps., 6.3 volts 8 amps., 0-4-5 volts 4 amps., 39/6 each, post l/6.
Another 500-0-500 volts 150 m/a., 4 volts 4 amps. C.T., 6.3 volts 4 amps.,
C.T., 5 volts 3 amps., 42/6 each, post 1/6. Another 425-0-425 volts 160

m/amps., 6.3 volts 4 amps., C.T. twice, 5 v. 3 amps., 42/6 each, post 1/6.

ELECTRIC LIGHT QUARTERLY TYPE CHECK METERS. All for
200-250 volts A.C., 50 cycles, phase, 5 amp, load, 17/6 each, post 1/6
10 amp., 21/- each, post 1/6
20 amp. load, 25/- each, post 1/6. SLIDER
VARIABLE RESISTANCES. 14 ohms, I to 4 amps , 12/6 each, post 1/..
Another 0.4 ohms 25 amps., 10/- each, post 1/6. Another 90 ohms 4 amps.,
twin bar type, 30/- each, carriage 3/6. Another 1925 ohms 0.3 amps.,
25/ each. Post 1/6. MAINS TRANSFORMERS (new). 200-250 volts
input, in steps of 10 volts. Output 0, 6, 12, 24 volts 6 amps., 37/6 each,
post 1/6 Another as above, but 10-12 amps., 48/6 each, post 1/6. Another,
as above, but 25-30 amps., 70/- each, carriage 3/6. Another input as above,
output 0, 18, 30, 36 volts 6 amps., 42/6 each, post 1/6. FIRST GRADE
MOVING COIL METERS (switchboard). 6in. scale, 0 to 10 volts, 25/ each, post 1/6 0 to 75 volts, 27/6 each, post 1/6 0 to 200 volts, 27/6 each,
I

;

;

;

;

ELECTRIC MOTORS, FAN TYPE. 110 volts D.C., 7/6 each,
RELAYS, small type, 1,200 ohm coils, platinum points, 2 M.
and B., 8/6 each. ROTARY CONVERTORS. 24-28 volts D.C. input,
1,200 volts 70 m/amps. D.C. Output 10/- each, P.F. AUTO WOUND
post 1%6.

post 1/6.

VOLTAGE CHANGER TRANSFORMERS.

Tapped 0-110-200230 volts 350 watts, 48/6 each, post 1/6 As above but 500 watts, 62/6 each,
carriage 3/6. As above 200 watts, 35/- each, post 1/6. 1,600 watts, tapped

0-110-150-190-230 volts, £5/5,' -each, carriages/-. DU -COIN VARIABLE
TARIFF 1/-- Id. SLOT METERS. 200-250 volts A.C., 50 cpzies,
I phase, 5 amp. load. Tariff can be varied from Id. to I/3d, per unit. Data
sheet supplied, 45/ -each. carriage. 3/6. DOUBLE WOUND VOLTAGE
CHANGER TRANSFORMERS. 3,000 watts, 110 to 240 volts or
vice versa, weight 100 lb., E10/10/- each, carriage I0/-. BOOSTER
TRANSFORMER. Auto -wound tapped 0-6-10-19-175-200-225-250 volts
1,500 watts, E515/- each, carriage 5/-. EX-W.D. SURPLUS METERS.
tin. scale 0 to 20 volts, 6/6 each, post 6d. 0 to 40 volts, 7/6 each, post 6d.
(both moving coil). Thermo coupled, 0 to 350 m/amp., 7/6 each, post 6d.
;

SWITCHBOARD. 4in. scale Amp. meters, moving coil meters, 100 to
250 amps., complete with shunt, 30/. each, post 1/6. EX-W.D. CHARGER
UNIT 110-125 volts A.C., 50 cycles, I phase input, output 24 volts 50 amps.
D C., £30. carriage forward.
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ThRists=glangsh:s G2AK

G2AK

C.R. TUBES Type 5CPI brand new in cartons 17/6 each, plus
1/6 postage.

MOVING COIL HEADPHONES with moving coil microPrice 61-. Post II-. Transformer to match 2/-.
resistance headphones, 4,000 ohms, 8/6 per pair. Post 1/,
phone.

High

CABLE. 10ft. length flexible T.R.S. 3 -core. Fitted with 3 position
switch and plug. 1/6 post free.

TWIN RIBBON FEEDER. Heavy duty 300 ohm 5d. per yd.
RECEIVER TYPE 25. The receiver portion of the TiR 1196. Covers
4.3-6.7 Mc/s. and makes an ideal basis for an all -wave receiver, as per
Practical Wireless, August, 1949, issue. Complete with valves type
EF36 (2), EF39 (2), EK32 and EBC33. Supplied complete with necessary
conversion data for home use, 35/-, new condition. Chasis only 8/6.
PLESSEY. Sin. P.M. Speaker with miniature 0/Trans., 17/6. 'N B.
2fin. P.M. 3 ohms, I/trans., 15/-.

A complete I.F. Unit comprising 6 SP6I I.F.
EF36 or EF39
EA50 diode detector and
output or video stage. A few modifications only are required to adapt
this unit, which will give pictures of extremely good quality. Price,
complete with valves and foolproof modification instructions is 45/,
plus 5/- carriage and packing. Limited quantity only.
5CPI C.R. TUBES. Brand new and boxed, 25/, carriage paid.
R.3515 I.F. STRIP.

Stages, tuned to 13.5 Mc/s.,

I

I

3 BPI C.R. TUBE, complete with base and shield in holder with

leads, 30/, Brand new.
3547- RECEIVERS. Absolutely brand new, in sealed manufacturers'
packing cases. Incorporating 15 valves type EF50,2 of SP6I, EF36,
EBC33, 3 of EB34. Complete 45 Mc/s I.F. Strip, motor dial and drive,
pots, etc., etc., £6 only, plus 10/- packing and carriage. Whilst t hey last!

TYPE 25 R.F. UNIT. Brand new, converted from new R.F.24, 19/6
(carriage and packing, 1/6).
This unit can now also be supplied modified to cover R.F.26 frequency
(for Midlands T/V), brand new, at 25/-.

MIDGET .0005 mfd. TWO -GANG TUNING CONDENSER.
Size only 2fin. x Ilin. x If in. Capacity guaranteed, standard length

+in. spindle, complete with mounting bracket, less trimmers, 6/6, or
complete with " built-in " trimmers, 7/6. each, plus 6d. post.
GERMANIUM CRYSTALS, complete with circuit diagram, 4/6.

MIDGET TWO -GANG .0005 WITH 4 W. PUSH BUTTON, 8/6.
5 m/A. METER RECT., 6/, W.6 and WX6, 1/6.
RECEIVER R.I355 as specified for " inexpensive Television." Complete with 8 valves VR65, and ea. 5U4G, VU 120, VR92, and a copy of
' Inexpensive TV." ONLY 55/. (carriage, etc., 7/6).
The receiver portion of the W/S 21 operating
RECEIVER TYPE 21.
from 4.2-7.5 Mc/s. Double superhet from 18-30 MO. Incorporating
B.F.O. and crash limiter. Valve line-up 7-ARPI2 (VP23) and 2-AR8
(HL23DD). Absolutely brand new, complete with circuit. Only 45; complete. Vibrator power unit for above, brand new, 17/6 only.
No. 38 " WALKIE-TALKIE" TRANS/RECEIVER. Complete
I

Standard K25 300 ohm ribbon, 9d. per yd. Co -ax. cable, fin. dia.
per yd. 7ft. length fin. dia.
70 ohm., 8d. per yd. fin. dia.,
Co -ax. with Pye plug one end, 1/6, post free. All other Co -ax.,
and feeder, plus 1/6 post any length.
POTENTIOMETERS. 5 watt wire -wound 20 k., 25 k., 2/-.
meg., 2 meg., 1/6.
Carbon Type Potentiometers, 50 k., 100 k.,
TRANSMITTING TUBES. Type 807, 10'- ea. Type 813 New
723
A
B
Klystron
E3
ea. Type 866A
and Boxed E310 each.
17;6 each. Few only.
METERS. 2fin. Flush mounting M.G. 100 mA., 500 mA., and 20 mA'
12/6 each. 2in. Flush M.C. 500 Microamp, 10/-. 5 mA., 7/6. 2
0.5 Amp. Thermo, 5/-. Special Offer 2fin. Flush 0-I mA. Rectifier
meter, scaled 0-10 volts, 22/6 each. Few only.
I

STATION LOG BOOKS. 200 pages printed one side only'
Size BIM. x

1

I in.

First class paper and bound with heavy cover'

Price 17/6.

Carriage paid on all orders over LI except where stated. Please
include small amount for orders under LI.

Please print your name and address.

CHAS. H. YOUNG, G2AK
All

Callers to

110 DALE END, BIRMINGHAM
Phone : CENTRAL 1635.

Mail Orders to 102 HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM
MIDLAND 3254.

Phone :

THE
FIDELIA
Features include variable selectivity, infinite

VALVE

impedance detector, electronic bass and treble
controls, push-pull triode output stage; 3 wavebands 16-50, 190-550 and 1,000-2,000 metres.

DELUXE

treble and volume controls operate on gramo,
suitable for lightweight p.u. Price £255s. Also

12/GRAM
CHASSIS

Audio amplifier response 30-18,0(10 cycles; bass,

valve. £24 5s., 7 valve, £21 15s.,

£15 15s. Data sheets on request.

5 - valve

with throat Mike, 'phones, junction box and aerial rods in canvas

Freq. range 7.4 to 9 Mc/s. All units are new arid tested before
despatch. As supplied to Overseas Police Forces, E4/19/6, carriage 2/6.
EFSO (VR9I) BRAND NEW RED SYLVANIAN. 10/-, original
boxes. British Types boxed, 8/6. Unboxed British Types, 61,
I.F. TRANSFORMERS.
Manufacturers' surplus, Iron -cored,
465 kcis. Size 4in. x !fin. x I f in. Per pair, 8/6, whilst they last.
bag.

EL

INDICATOR TYPE 6.

These units are brand new, in excellent
condition and are all fitted with a VC R97 CRT, the tube which many
constructors have put to T.V. use. Valves include 4/VR9 (EF50),
3/VR54 (EB34), plus a host of potentiometers and H.V. condensers, etc.
The complete unit is enclosed in a metal box 18 x 8f X 71 in. Price
only £3/19/6, post paid.
VIBRATOR POWER UNITS, 2 volt. As for Canadian 58 set.
Completely smoothed, output 1.5 v. L.T. and 90 v. and 180 v. H.T.
at 35 m/A. Complete in grey metal box. Size 8 x 3f, x 41. 50/ -only.

METAL RECTIFIERS.

S.T.C., 300 volts 75 mA., 6/,

G.E.C.,

6 volts I amp., 4/.. Westinghouse, 12 volts 2 amp., 12/6. Pencil Type
E.H.T., 600 v. mA., 4/7 ; 1,000 v. mA., 6/- ; 2,400 v. 3 mA., 15/- ;
150, 500 v. 2 mA., 7/6.
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS. All input 200/50 A.0 6.3 v.,
I. 5amp., 7/6 ; Igranic 6.3 v. 2f amp., 10/. ; 6 v. or 12 v. 3 amp., I5/- ;
I

I

6.3 v. 12 amp., 37/6.

MAINS TRANS. 250-0-250, 90 mA., 6.3 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2 amp.
Input 110/250, 20/, Min. Mains Trans. 3f high by 3 by 21, fully shrouded.
250-0-250, 60 mA , 6.3 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2,amp., 21/,

LEHR-MEWS18 Broad Rd., Willingdon
Eastbourne, Sussex.

TELEVISION

DIPOLE

AERIALS!

We are pleased to announce that we are again able to
offer a limited number of T.V. Aerials. MIDLAND
FREQUENCY IS,'- plus 2 6 Carriage.
HOLME MOSS
FREQUENCY 17/6 plus 2.6 Carriage. High grade Insulators with ?lin. dia. strong tubing.
The following lines previously advertised are still available :-

Dipole Insulators with brass stubs, to fit your own

Send stamp for current Component ListProbably the most comprehensive in the trade

tubing 5/- plus 1/6 post.
Sectional Masts, in 5ft. 6in. sections.
Ift. (2 sections)
12/6 Plus 2/6 Carr. 22ft. (4 sections) 226 Plus 3/6 Carr.

5, HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W.2

WALTON'S WIRELESS STORES

PADdington 100819 and 0401

I

8, STAFFORD STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON
HUNDREDS OF SPECIAL BARGAINS FOR CALLERS.
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OUR

16th

MONEY SAVING OFFERS.

YEAR.

For Quality Bargains Always

AVIATION AND RADIO BARGAINS.

-Best Buy at Britain's

SPERRY GYRO HORIZONS.

Mk. Ic. R.A.F. No. 6A/1649.
Sperry Part No. 650412. Absolutely Brand New and Unused.
In original shockproof packing. 460 available. Price On Application. Can be supplied ARB approved if desired.
AIRCRAFT GENERATORS. Brand New. 12 v. 500 watts.
Clockwise Rotation. Convenient short spindle. Ideal for car,
lorry or building a lighting set. Cost £15 each. We have 250 at
the bargain price of 21/- each, carr. 6/-.
AIRCRAFT CAMERAS. Telescopic Lens, f/7.7. Gun Style.
Type G28. Takes Standard 120 Film. Amazing Pictures from
Great Distances. Illuminated Graticule. Brand New, £6 each,

COMMUNICATION RECEIVER TYPE R1155.

A first-rate superhet
communication receiver already well known' to most short-wave

enthusiasts, home and overseas. As an introduction may we suggest
the new revised and enlarged "Wireless World" leaflet which gives

circuit data and all relevant information.

MAGAZINE ASSEMBLY for Aircraft Camera, Type
Brand New in Cartons.

260 available.

AIRCRAFT LOADOMETERS.

K-24.

10/. each, carr. 1/6.

that this will be the last release of these famous receivers, so buy
now. Carriage and packing in original transit cases 10 6.
We have a few of these receivers slightly soiled but in perfect
working order at reduced prices for personal shoppers only. Any
set gladly demonstrated to callers.

These are for weighing and
Black and Decker
15,000 lbs.

checking balance of aircraft.
Manufacture. Brand New in Cases.

2 only. E75 each.

SWAGING MACHINE. Large Collection of Dollies and Mandrels.

(For tubes and pipes.

Not cables.). Brand New, £25.
Approx. 200 instruments.
Buyer to inspect. Sorry no

We can supply this

at I 3 post paid.
The receivers are in brand new condition and in perfect working
order and very moderately priced at £1 1.19.6. We believe

Perfect in every respect

carr. 10/-.

95

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS.

Various types. For sale in one lot.
lists. To clear, E25 the lot.

I143A Complete. Airworthiness Certificate.

440.

SCR522 TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER.
units. With Valves.
available.

65-86 mcs.
In one Black Crackle Case. £15 each.

2
6

Ex R.A.F. 1154 Transmitters. With Valves. Used but good
condition, a each.
H.R.O. RECEIVER. With 230 v. A.C. Power Pack incorporating
ALL for Rack mounting. Perfect Order and Condition. E30,
carr. paid.
EDDYSTONE 640. As New, £22. BC348. 28 v. Perfect, £30.
1155 RECEIVERS. With Valves. As Brand New. In Transit
Cases. 10 gns, carr. per pass. train 7/6.
LS.

Easily Converted to allwave
superhet, see " Practical Wireless " May 1951. 6 valves. EF36 (2),
EF39 (2), EK32, EBC33. We also supply full conversion details.
Probably the last lot in the country. Stocks now down to 70 sets.
Price 39/6. New Condition. Carr. 1/6.
TELEVISION PRE AMPLIFIERS. Single EF50 valve. Makes an
amazing improvement in all fringe areas. Length 4in. width 3fin.
overall depth to top of valve 44in. Coax. input and output sockets.
Power requirements 6.3 v. LT. 200/275 v. HT. Connection diagram
supplied. 2,000 sold to date. Suitable for Birmingham, London
or Holme Moss. Tested and Guaranteed. 15/- each. carr. I!,
AIRCRAFT MAGNETOS. Type C2E14S/1. Brand New and
Perfect. For 14 cylinder engines. 4 only. £25 the lot.
1155 AC POWER PACK AND OUTPUT STAGE. This is
fitted in a neat black crackle case, size I2in. x 8in. x 5in. Has
U50 and KT6I. 5in. Loudspeaker and finest quality components.
200-250 v. A.C. Connections terminate in a Jones Plug which
simply plugs into your 1155 and the set is immediately all mains
operated No modifications whatever required. Specially made
by us. Matches 1155 in appearance. Price £6/10/-, carr. 3/6.
Owing to enormous demand delivery 2/3 weeks.
FREQUENCY METERS. American Type 906D. Brand New
in Cases. 150-225 mcs. Valve VT172. Complete with charts
and circuit. 4 gns., carr. 5/.. Last few.

RECEIVER TYPE 25 (TRI196).

VOLTAGE CONTROL UNIT TYPE C3.

Exceptionally
Brand new. Size I2in. x 9in, x 8in.,

efficient noise filter circuit.
12/6, carr 2/6.

CONTROL UNIT 454A. 84in. x 6fin. x 4in.

ervice No.
Fitted with 0-I ma. meter. 3 pots. DP Toggle
IOLB/6272.
Switch. 3 jewel light jacks. G.P.O. type 2 pole switch. Yaxley
5 pole switch, etc. Ideal for conversion to first grade test meter.
30/, carr. 1/6.
SECTIONAL AERIAL MASTS. Approx. 30 t. Seasoned
Timber. 10 metal sleeved sections. Store soiled but abso utely
sound.

50/- each, carr. 51,

MOVING COIL HEADPHONES WITH MOVING COIL
MICROPHONE. 50 ohms. New condition.

AMERICAN THROAT MICROPHONES.

5/. per set.
Carbon.

Very

E6/5/- the lot. Ditto, brand new
and in makers cartons, 5/- per set.
PAMPHONIC PA LOUDSPEAKERS. 10in. high flux unit
Handsome Metal Maroon Cellulose Cabinet. 20in. x 9in. x I3in.
mpedance 3 ohms. Limited Supplies. Less Than Half Price.
Brand New, 55/-, carr. paid.
Sensitive.

250 used available.

TYPE 87 ROTARY POWER UNITS.

Input 24 v. Output

250 v. 65 ma. and 6-5 v. 2.5 amps. Elaborately smoothed output.
Neat Black Case. Size 84in. x 7in. x 4f in. Brand New. 10:- each,
carr. 116.

TERMINAL BLOCKS. 5c/719 and 5c/463. 6/. dozen.

TUBULAR CONDENSERS. .25 mfd. 500 v. 5/- dozen.
VOLUME CONTROLS. 10K. Twin W,re Wound. If- each.
10/- dozen.
AMPLION CRYSTAL PICKUPS. High Fidelity. Brand New
in Cartons.

R1155 Power Pack and Output Stage. Enab'es this receiver to be
operated direct from A.C. mains, just plug in and connect low impedance
speaker. (Note : speaker NOT supplied.) £3/19/6, carriage paid.
This unit is manufactured by ourselves from new components and valves
and assembled in a neat black A.M. case, size 84in. x 6Iin. x 4in. All
necessary connecting leads and plugs are supplied and included in the price.

Simpson Dual Range Ohmmeter. Brand new American instrument.
Incorporates 24in. moving coil meter, ranges 0-2000 ohms and 0-200,000
52/6, post free.

ohms.

Mains Transformers. Three types, all standard primaries Universal
mounting. (I) 350-0-350 v. 80 mA., 0-4-6.3 v. 4 a., 0-4-5 v. 2 a. (2) 250-0250 v. 80 mA., 0-4-6.3 v. 4 a., 0-4-5 v. 2 a. (3) 30 v 2 a. tapped at 3 v., 5 v.,
6 v., 8, 9, 10 v., 12 v., 15 v., 18 v., 20 v., 24 v. All these transformers are
brand new and boxed, fully guaranteed and prices at 18/6 each, plus 9d.

postage.

offer of manufacturers' surplus transformers-i-standard tapped
primary. 375-0-375 v. at 200 mA., 6.3 v. 8 a., 5 v. 3 a., 4 v. 2 a., 4 v. 2 a.
Size 41 in. x 4in. x 5in. Semi -shrouded, drop through chassis mounting.
A bargain offer at only 39/6, plus 1/6 post and packing.
Special

Mansbridge Condensers. 10 mfd. 1,000 v. test. Size 34in. x Sin. x 2in
Will work at 600 v. D.C. Price 3 for 10/6, post paid. These are brand new
and boxed.

Ex-R.A.F. U.H.F. Antenna. This consists of an EA50 untuned detector
stage mounted on a moulded streamlined base. The copper antenna
measures 22.5 cm. All connections are brought out to a 3 -pin screened
connector. These units are brand new and boxed. Only 5/-, post paid.

Battery Chargers. Contained in a black crackle case size 6in. x 7in. x I 2in.

Includes a heavy duty transformer, metal rectifier, 0-5 ammeter on/off
mains switch and 2 Slydlock fuses.

£4/19/6, plus 5/- carriage and packing In brand new unused condition.
All post orders executed in strict rotation, so please order early.

Portable Testing Instruments.

These multimeters are perfect, brand
new and contained in manufacturer's original box. The instrument is a
moving coil volt ohm milliameter, complete in an attractive carrying case
with handle. The dial is calibrated for readings of 0-1.5 v., 0-3 v., 0-60 mA.
and 0-5000 ohms.
Further ranges may be added as desired. A range
switch is also incorporated and the basic movement is 6 mA. 250 ohms
resistance. Our price 15/-, plus 1/6 post and packing.

Metal Rectifiers. 12 v. 2 a. full wave bridge, 12/6, plus 6d. post. Miniature
H.T. rectifiers, type RM2-125 v. 100 mA., 4/3 each, or 2 for 8/.. RM3125 v. 120 mA., 5/- each, or 2 for 9/6, plus 6d. post for one or two.
Electrolytic Condensers.

8 mfd. 600 v. working, 700 v. surge, three or
16 mfd. 500 v. working 600 v. surge, three for 11/6, post
These condensers are tall can type single hole fixing. Minimum
quantity supplied by post is three.
10/-, post paid.

paid.

Multiple Block Condensers.

for 450 v. wkg.

Tel.

Aintree 1445,

Three for 9/-,

We have the largest stock of competitively priced radio and

Outstanding value, 26/9, post paid.

television components and valves in London. Come and see for
yourselves -one minute from Leicester Square Tube Station and
from Lisle Street.

I

1935.

Electrolytic, 8 mfd. 500 v. wkg.

post paid.

notch rotation per impuls.... Brand
With ratchet mechanism.
New in Sealed Cartons. 3/9, post 10d.
AMPLIFIER A1271. Brand New. Size 5in. cube. Fitted VR56
(EF36), DPOT relay. 2 mfd. condenser. Potmeter. 2 transFine job. 15/, post 1/6.
formers
VALVES. Type 8012, 10/- each. post 6d.

Estab.

Electrolytic, 8 x 16 x 4 x 4 x 6 mfd., all
4/9, plus 9d. post ortwo for 10/-, post paid.

Block Condensers.

SELECTOR DRIVE IMPULSE RELAYS TYPE No. 10D/373.

H. P. RADIO SERVICES LTD., 55, COUNTY ROAD,
WALTON, 4. And a: SPEKE AIRPORT, LIVERPOOL.

230 v. 50 cycles input, output 4 amp.

6 or 12 v. battery. The transformer, etc., is conservatively rated, and
the whole unit is of sturdy construction and super quality. Made to a
very stringent specification, this equipment is wel! worth the price of

CHARLES BRITAIN (Radio) Ltd.

CSR

II, UPPER SAINT MARTIN'S LANE
TEM 0545
LONDON, W.C.2.

minutes from Leicester Square Station
Shop Hours: 9-6 p.m. (9-1 p.m. Thursday)
3

(up

Cranbourn Street)
all day Saturday

Open
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RADIO EXCHANGE CO.
BRAND NEW ACCUMULATORS.

Multiplate, in transparent non -spillable plastic cases. 7 A.H. 2 v., 6/6. 21 A.H. 2 v
(ex 58 set), with built-in hydrometers, 15/..
H.T. BATTERIES. 60 v , 5/- each, 13/11 for two ; 75 v. (layer),
plus 1.5 v., 6/6.

RECEIVER P.40.
this

is

Complete with valves, covering 85-95 Mc/s.,

ideal for Wrotham, or converting for " 2."

Contains

4 EF54s (RF, mixer, Xtal multipliers). EC32 (Xtal oscillator),
2 EF39s (2.9 Mc/s IFs), EB34 (dec.), 635 and 6V6 (audio).
in attractive grey cases. Only 69/6, in original cartons.

Housed

OUTSTANDING OFFERS FOR
EXPORT ONLY
U.S.A. RADIO EQUIPMENT

RCA TRANSMITTERS Type ET 4336-H
Westinghouse AIRCRAFT TRANSMITTERS, Navy Model G.0.9
TRANSMITTERS/RECEIVERS SCR -536

TEST EQUIPMENT iE-46 (I.F.F. Test)

U.S.A. RADAR EQUIPMENT

APS-3, 4 and 6 units and spares
AN/UPM-1B

Separate individually controlled H.T.
and L.T. transformers, jewelled indicator lights, attractive appearance and modest size (I4in. x 71in.) x 7in. Output from 200/250 v.
50 cps., is 300 v. at 200 mA, 12 v. at 3 a. and 5 v. D.C. ONLY 65/(5/- carr.) in original cartons.

51k. 26 (Models 3 and 4)
BM -Units

TRANSMITTER 21.

Equip. AN/APN BC -640, B.0 453/4/5 APX, TPX, ABK, BM,
II N, SO -1, 2, 13, BL, SK, SL, SA -2, etc. Full range of spares for
A.C.U. of SO -Series of Naval Radar Equipment:
Gisholt Balancing Metering Units
Operation Centre Model AN,TTQ-1

POWER UNIT S441B.

Sending C.W., M.C.W., or speech on
frequencies of 4.2.7.5 or 18-31 Mc/s, these are complete with
valves, key, control box and front panel. Relays and wire from
P.A. coils (formers are intact) have been stripped by the M 0.S.,
but may easily be replaced with the circuit and data supplied by us.
In excellent condition, 25/.. (5/- carr.)
RECEIVER 1225. Complete with 5 EFS0s, 2 EF39s and EB34,
these operate on four pre-set frequencies, L.O. being crystal controlled, and are ideal for two metres. ONLY 39,/6 (1/6 post).
POWER UNIT 5532. Containing 5Z4 rectifier, SU2150 (5KV)
EHT rectifier, choke, relay, condensers, transformers, etc. Complete with our 50 cps. EHT and H.T. conversion data, 17/6 (2/3 post).
1

VIBRATOR UNIT 21. 6 v. input, approx. 160 v. at 40 mA.,

D.C. smoothed output. Designed to supply the Trans/Rec. 21.
ONLY 15/6.
AMPLIFIER I135A. With ERC33, EK32 and EL32, our conversion data permits construction of a really fine little amplifier
with inputs for mike and gram, 16/6 (2/3 carr.).
POWER PACK KIT. Suitable for use with the above, providing
approx. 200 v. at 30 mA. and 18 v. at .2 a complete with instructions, 16/6 (1/6 post).
;

THE NEW 1355 CONVERSION data

for

all

five

BN-Units VF -Units

SO -13

SPARES (RADIO & RADAR - U.S.A.)

(ET.4336, SCR -522, ATC, BRC, RU, Aircraft Radio Altimeter

COMPONENTS

Large quantity of all types of U.S.A. and British CondensersTransformers-Cbokes-Coils-Potentiometers-Resistors-Relays
-Crystals-Dynamotors, etc.
POWER UNITS PE -90 (71 KVA) PE -117 and PE -120 (50 of each)

Large quantity of Aircraft Instruments and Accessories (A.R.B.
and A.I.D. release upon request).

Individual Test Certificates and A.I.D. Certificates can be supplied
upon request.

ENQUIRIES TO

BRITISH SAROZAL LTD.
(Export Branch)

TV.

channels, 3/-.

1, BRISTOL HOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON ROW, LONDON, W.C.1

STREET,

CAULDWELL

9

BEDFORD

Telephone

:

HOLborn 67631415

Come to

HOLLEY'S
RADIO SHOW

PONITIOMETERS

285 CAMBERWELL ROAD, S.E.5

E25 15

CHANCERY special Turntable for converting

from 78 to 331 for L.P. records complete
with pick-up
EiS
2
3
25 -watt Amplifier A.C. mains,
Mic. and gram, inputs. Brand new. A

ROMAC

Wire -wound and Composition
types. Single, Ganged, Tandem
Units. CharaAeristicr. : linear,
log , semi - log. .Son - inductive.
etr Full details on request.

VOIGT DOMESTIC CORNER

GOODMANS AXIOM 150 and AUDIOM 60
DECCA CORNER SPEAKER AND LONG
PLAYING RECORD EQUIPMENT
TWO -SPEED MOTORS AND L.P. PICK-UPS
RADIO AND CORNER SPEAKER CABINETS
Oper. all

day Saturday
Callers only
'Phone : ROD 4988

REAL
BARGAIN
E18 15 0
ROMAC Record Player, A.C. mains, complete
with all connectors in special metal case
with carrying handle.
Garrard S unit
fitted
E9 15 0

ACOS G.P.20, complete with standard or
L.P. head
E3 II
S
ACOS

Pick-up

Heads,

standard

each

or

L.P.,
4

a3

Send me your order for all your :Wharfedale speakers. Test meters-Avo,

TANNOY " DUAL CONCENTRIC "
WHARFEDALE NEW FIVE AND CORNER
BARKER I48a and 150 UNITS

0

E8 IS 0
PLESSEY Single -speed Record Player, complete
with Pickup. Limited quantity E6 16 2
DECCA 3 -speed
Motors with turntable
ready for mounting
4
E7 3

UNITS

RECEIVERS

The following Goods Ex -Stock.

LEAK RC/PAU Pre -amplifier

SOUND SALES A -Z AMPLIFIER, TONE
COLOUR UNIT AND DX RADIO TUNER

Recommended SPEAKERS:

QUICK DELIVERY
LEAK TL/12-Watt Loop Feedback Amplifier

and hear
ACOUSTICAL Q.U.A.D.
RADIO
TUNER AND AMPLIFIER
LEAK T12 AMPLIFIER RCPA/U PRE -AMP.
and SUPER -HET. RADIO TUNER
WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER PRE -AMP. and
TUNER by GOODSELL Ltd.
NEW

CO. AND VORTEXION
NEW McMICHAEL HIGH FIDELITY

Saroza/ , London

Cash with Order, or C.O.D.

at

TUNER
AMPLIFIERS BY ROGERS DEVELOPMENT

:

THE HOUSE FOR

of High Fidelity Equipment

FELICITY L.P.JUNIOR AMPLIFIER AND

Cables

OVERSEAS BUYERS ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO VISIT
OUR WAREHOUSES, SHOWROOMS AND LABORATORY

Phone 5568.

RELIANCE

Taylor, Advance. Valves. Components.
Please note These prices are subject to any
increases by the makers due to rises in costs.

A. ERNEST BUCHAN
(M.O. Dept.)

RELIANCE MNFG.,CO. (SOUTHWARK), LTD.
SUTHERLAND ROAD, HIGHAM HILL,
WALTHAMSTOW, E.17.
Telephone

Larhswood 7245

28, BELMONT ST., ABERDEEN
Telephone 23579

WIRELESS WORLD

SEPTEMBER, 1951

Wireless World Classified
Date 71- for 2 lines or less and 3/6 for every additional
line or part thereof, average lines 6 words. Boa Numbers
2 words plus 1'-. (Address replies: Dos 00000/0 " Wireless
World " Dorset House, Stamford St., London, 8.5.1.1 Trade
discount details available on application. Press Day :
No
October 1951 issue, Thursday, August 30th.

responsibility accepted for errors.
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RECEIVERS. AMPLIFIERS-SURPLUS
AND SECONDHAND

TELEVISION, English Electric, l5in screen.
peBoxrfect3228.
order,

£90.-

,011610110k

WARNING

Readers are warned that Government surplus

components which may be offered for sale
through our columns carry no manufacturers'
guarantee: Many of these components will have
been designed for special purposes making them
unsuitable for civilian use, or may hove de-

teriorated as a result of the conditions under
which they have been stored
We cannot
undertake to deal with any complaints regarding
any such components purchased.

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
BERNARD'S. -New address (see below).
BERNARD'S. manufacturers of television, radio
and amplifying equipment, can now offer good
deliveries of hand -built equipment; let us quote
you and save yourself £££££s by buying direct
from actual manufacturers; 1.2 months' written
guarantee; we supply complete television receivers; time -bases, vision strips, amplifiers
5-1,000 watts, radio receivers; quotations by
return post.
BERNARD'S, 12. St. Stephens House, Westminster Bridge. London, S.W.1.
[0097
UNIVERSAL F.I.WCTRONIC PRODUCTS, 36.
Marylebone High St., London, W.I. Welbeck 4058.

SPECIALISTS in the design and manufacture
of high fidelity reproducing equipment from
5-100 watts for domestic or Industrial purposes.
Our new twin channel amplifier (type U.E.57).
with independent bass and treble outputs, Provides the most satisfying standard of reproduction we have yet experienced. It is now being
demonstrated in our showrooms daily (we close
Thursday 1 p.m., Saturday 4.30 p.m.). and we
invite those who seek perfection from recorded
music to hear this superb instrument. We also
offer tuning units or complete chassis designed
and constructed to individual requirements.
10 -watt high quality amplifiers, bass and
treble boost; £12/15; lists.-Broadcast
& Acoustic Equipment Co., Ltd., Tombland,
Norwich.

10065

WILLIAMSON amplifier from 15gns; amplifiers, tone controls, tuners, etc., of highest
quality at lowest prices.-For details and demon-

stration write or 'phone A. S. Colman, 1, St.

Partriogelliews
PRECISION

TRANSFORMERS
(5VA to 100kVA)

100 TYPES available for
early delivery
This extended range also includes

all components for the

WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER
The transformer illustrated provides
the widest possible audio range, the
lowest possible distortion and an output of 20 watts . . . it is built to the
strict demands of the designer of this

famous amplifier-it embodies the
finest technical skill and craftsmanship
available
De Luxe Model

Or Potted as shown

PRICE £6 - 12 -0

[7311

MIDLAND RADIO COIL PRODUCTS offer a

service for the production of high quality
amplifiers and radio equipment to specification:
list of standard products is available; suppliers
of audio and radio equipment to the Northamptonshire Education Authority.-Enquiries to 28,
Winstanly Rd., Wellingborough.
[6336

[725

3299.

[7298

London. E.11. Ley. 4986.

[0053

TIRO Rx's and coils in stock, also AR88.
BC348R. CR100 etc.-Requirements please
to R.T. & I. Service 254. Grove Green Rd..

FOR sale, Hallicrafter 5X24 Defiant, built-in
power pack. " S " meter. B.F.O.. crystal.
etc., £22; also Simon sound service disc recorder,
motor and tracking gear, £25, with 15 ohm cutting head.-Harwill Recorders, Norsey Rd., Billericay.

Tel. 625.

[7310

1TEW war surplus H.R.O. Senior, table model
11 black crackled. X'tal, S. Meter, N. C'es.
laboratory N.L. power pack, coils, G.C.. &
bandspread, 80 40, 20, 10; £45; any trial' buyer
collects.-WestIon Radio. 103. Claybrook Rd.
London, W.6.
(723D
LOUDSPEAKERS-SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND

A XIOM 150 boxed as new; Z8.-Rodmell, 6.

.L-1. Chatham Ave.. Manvers St., HulL
[7266
FOLDED bass corner horn (Klipsch) (Telefunken 12in unit), 40in highX 36in wide.

Polished finish; £19.-Tel. Pro. 4563.

[7293

REFLEX-RE-ENTRANT PA speakers. v/eoil.
7 ohm, unused, brand new condition. 45/-;
sound power head and breast sets, unused, brand
new condition, 10/- set; ex-R.N. sound power telephone wall fixing. 35/- each; all goods brand new
condition.-J. Wells. 118. Lake Rd., Portsmouth.
[7295

TEST EQUIPMENT-SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND
AVO 7 perfect, leather case, £15; Evershed
bridge megger, 500v, Varley tests, etc.,
pointer damaged in transit; best offer secures.Bolton, Suffolk Rd., Sheringham. Nfk. [7251
BRIDGE meggers by E. & V.. Ltd.. .01 ohm to
50 megohms, self-contained. 250v, accuracy
tested, eacn in leather case: L15.-P. B. Craw shay. 166, Pixmore Way. Letchworth, Herts.
17149

PRICE £6 - 4 - 0

Stephens Gdns., W.2. Bay. 3661 after 7 p.m.

practically new; nearest offer3:

handbook mains p.p. continuously
IL tunable 500-3,000mc/s, £15; R.1132A p.p.
type 3, Z6/10.-Box 3296.
[7281
Tan .C.348, £19; Vitavox lOw M.P. unit, £4;
.1_11 X -over
unit, 35/-; Collaro 3 -speed auto change. £21; all in brand new condition.-Box
.1294,

Technical data available on request.

generators, oscilloscopes.
output
meters. valve voltmeters. frequency meters.
multi -range meters in stock: your enquiries are
invited.-Requirements to R.T. & I. Service. 254.
Grove Green Rd. London, E.11. Ley. 4986.
1-NAWE wide -range re. oat.. 0.1 to 1,600cps,
built-in CRO. type 400c, as new, offers;
Evershed bridge-megger. 500volt, 4 -dial res. box,

SIGNAL

£16; Cambridge Grassott fluxmeter, as new.
£17; Cambridge LX Unipivot Galvo, thermal
scale, with 4 thermo-couples. Z11.-Box 2803.

[7313

TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT

SCRAP that old radiogram chassis, our 5valve all -wave superhet replacement chassis
is just the job, easy to fit, simple to operate,
aerial tested and aligned ready for installation,
fully illuminated gla,ss dial, 81n or 10in P.M.
speaker; 2t/zd stamp for illustrated leaflet, price,
etc.; trade enquiries invited.-Bayly Bros., 46,
ham,

MAGSLIP transmitters from 10/-, ideal for
remote radio control. including Antenna
direction indication; stamp for details.
ENGINEERING FACILITIES, Ltd.. 29, Rea St.,
Birmingham. 5.
[6982
transmitter, 17 valves,
CANADIAN
C43
P.A.2.813s, 350 watts, 'phone MCW/CW,
voice controlled carrier 2 VF0s, new; exchange
for Wearite or other good quality tape recording
apparatus; seen London.-Box 3227.
[7247

including tone control stages, loudspeaker
crossover units. distortionless contrast expanders and radio feeders; send for details and
prices.
[0105
TELRAD ELECTRONICS. 70, Church Rd..
Upper Norwood, London, S.E.19.-Designers and manufacturers of Telrad quality
amplifiers; established as the most outstanding
value in high -quality amplifiers, thanks to
faithful reproduction at unrivalled price.
these unique amplifiers are the first choice
of the enthusiast' built to satisfy the dis-

NEW DYNAMOS. MOTORS. ETC.
500-, 800 -cycle alternators or motor
generators wanted. all ratings. voltiges and makes, any quantity.-Wilflo Products, 216-226. Gorbals St. Glasgow. C.5. Tel.
South 2385.
[7209
B ATTERY chargers. 4 models, 2-6-12v, 1-2-4
amp D.C.; any mains voltage; also larger
types special transformers, chokes, test gear. interior car heaters. etc.-The Banner Electric
Co.. Ltd., Hoddesdon, Herts.
[0122
ALL types of rotating electrical machinery up

Pavilion Drive, Leigh -on -Sea, Essex.

[7187

J.R. ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT.. Ltd.. Hubert St., Birming6
(Aston Cross 2440), the Midlands
specialist manufacturers of high fidelity sound
reproduction equipment, for the world-famous
Williamson amplifier and associated accessories

400-

criminating ear; bass and treble independent
controls, providing widest possible variation to
suit all recordings and varying acoustic properties of one room with adother; full details on

request.-Write, call or 'phone Livingstone 4879.
[0019
CONNOISSEUR'S receiver, acclaimed by its
users as the finest receiver for the enthusiast and the only one with the following facilities: 9 -1,500 -metre. world-wide results on highly
sensitive 10 -valve receiver. comparable with any
good communication set, or by change of switch.
maximum fidelity reception of local stations on
non-superhet receiver with high quality 2-PX4
push-pull amplifier incorporating all refinements
bass and treble tone control (boost to cut)
whistle filter and gram input, etc.; basis rebuilt
R1155; write for details or call for demonstration
FEEDER units as above. for use with externs
high -quality amplifiers; R1155 specialists. re
ceivers repaired and re -aligned, also modified as
above, or to your requirements: R1155 circuit
and values 2/- post free.-R.T.S., Ltd., 5, Gladstone Rd.. Wimbledon. S.W.19. Tel. Lib. 3303

TRANSFORMERS LTD
ROEBUCK ROAD, KINGSTON BY-PASS
SURREY

TOLWORTH
Telephone:

ELMbridge 6737-8

to 20kva available, including rotary converters, rotary transformers. motors, petrol and
diesel-engined generating plants, alternators
and d.c. generators. We are also in a position
to quote for power transformers; as actual
manufacturers we will be glad to quote for any
quantity for home or export.
DIESEL Electric generating plants, 3kva. 230v
with push-button remote control, starting
equipment, ready for use, £228.
ROTARY transformers. input 20v d.c.. outputs
6.5v d.c. and 300v d.c., permanent magnet field.
20/-: ditto. input 28v d.c. and 1.200v 70ma
d.c output; energised field. 35/-; ditto. input
12v d.c.. output 500v. 90ma d.c.. energised
fields. 36/,
CHAS. F. WARD, Lordscroft Works Haverhill,
Suffolk. Tel 253
10059
DYNAMOS. MOTORS. ETC.-SURPLUS
AND SECONDHAND
VALRACIO converter Type 2A3/200, in new
condition, cost 2.15/15; what offers7-Bo
3231,

[725x9
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DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.-SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND

ROTARY converter " Janette " 210/220 D.C.

220 A.C. 250 watts, with radio filter; £14.
or offer.-Corcoran, 7, Ranelagh Ave., S.W.13.

[7292

TaC.-A.C. convertor Laurence Scott 5 KVA
11 230 D.C. input 230v s.ph. and 3 ph. 50 cycle
output with starter, new, sacrifice at £40; cost

treble; weight approximately 5cwt, suitable for
cinema, works or showmen. --George Hill, Elec11286
trical Engineers, Tadcaster.
DIFRFL alternator plant. 230/1/50, 3 kva. belt
driven by Petters latest type diesel A.V.I.
engine, alternator self -energised, automatic voltage control, press -button and remote control, 1
press -button start and stop unit supplied complete with H. duty Exide starter battey and
charger for starter battery, full load 4,/2r-5 hrs.
on 1 gallon of cheap fuel; engine covered by Petters inspection service; delivered ready for use;
£215 or packed Lob. London Docks £220; fullest
descriptive literature on request.

PRELUDE

TO A
NEW SEASON
The Hartley -Turner Selected Record

Catalogue has won many new friends
in the past month or two. It was the
first critical record guide of the world.
As we were the pioneers of high-fidelity
(1927) so were we the pioneers of telling

you which were the best records, to
enable you to enjoy your high-fidelity
equipment to the full.
Today

the

Selected

Catalogue is still unique.

Record

Here are its

own particular attributes
Being loose-leaf it will always be
up-to-date.

ALTERNATORS. 110/1/60 and 230/1/50, 3. also
6 kva. 1,500 rpm 50 cycles, 1,800 rpm 60 cycles.
self -energised, automatic, voltage control by
winding on stator, with d.c. output of 32v 15amp
for charging 24v starter battery which can be
used for lighting. when main plant is not in use.
Press -button start, state direction of rotation when
ordering, fullest descriptive literature on request;
3 kva £61, 6 kva £81 delivered; 3kva £66, 6 kva
£87/10 f.o.b. London Docks.
THE above two items are new, current products
of well-known British manufacturers.
24v d.c. 230/1/50 rot. converter, switch, steel
case, 75/- del.'. H. duty double rubber covered
starter cable, 100 amp, over 1 cwt per 103 yds,
£12 del.
6v BATTS, 85 amp -hr 70/-, 120-140 amp -hr £5.
200 amp -hr 150/- del.; Douglas twin, air cooled
petrol engine driving alternator, 110/1/50. 1.25
sva, automatic voltage control, voltmeter, main
switch and fuses, £35 del.; also some d.c. sets.
small, economical to run.
SILEASE do not ask for catalogues; see displayed
advert. page 106 for S.T.C. selenium rectifiers;
terms c.w.o., pro -forma invoice, c.o.d. (post goods
only).
PEA CE, 66. Great Percy St., W.C.1 (near

AC/DC Test Meters
Ey W. H. Cazaly and Thomas Roddam. Describes the principles, circuit design and
construction of multi -range test instruments of

workshop grade used for measuring voltage,
current, resistance and capacitance, and low
power at audio frequencies. With 112 illustrations. 18/- net.

Radio Upkeep
and Repairs
By Alfred T. Witts, A.M.I.E.E.,

A practical
handbook on the location and correction of
faults, invaluable for potential service engineers
and keen amateurs. Sixth Edition 7/6 net.

Echo Sounding
at Sea

By H. Galway. A guide to basic principles and
Angel).
[0014 present-day techniques, with a detailed accolint
NEW GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND
of the Hughes and Marconi types of equipment.
EQUIPMENT
Illustrated. 35/- net.
MAGNETIC recording and " Play -back " amplifiers, radio, Mc. inputs, built in Mic.
transformer, complete. £15/15.
E. & M. DEVELOPMENTS. 176, Grove Lane,
Handsworth, Birmingham, 21.
[7212
TAPE recorder motors, 230v ice.. powerful. Parker Street, Kingsway. London, W.C.2
quiet, brand new. 13/11; post. etc., 1/1.K. W. Logan, Westa:ley, Hitchin, Herts. 16469
lUgAGNETIC tape new high coercivity Emi.1.
tape 35/- 1,200ft. Type 65 25/- 1,200ft;
blank recording discs 10in d/sided 3/- from
stock; full trade terms.
SOUND DISCS (SUPPLIES), Ltd.. 178. Bispham Rd., Southport, Lancs. Tel. 88153. [5335

PITMAN

Being concerned only with records
of outstanding performance and recorddefinitely the best complete
ing quality, it gives you only the best. QGOPHONY-BAIRD
home recorder, latest model, complete hi-fi
mike and Emitape, £58. ex stock.-N.R.S. 16.
Nothing else is good enough for you.
Kings College Rd., London, N.W.3.
17273

recording wire, stainless
sound wooden
listening MAGNETIC
steel, temporary
spools, approx. PA,
running time at 2ft per sec.; 14/- per
tests on Hartley -Turner equipment of hours'
spool.-A Smart. 40 Grange Rd.. Halesowen.
the very highest quality. Thus, no
[6491
recording, qualtape decks, standard amdefect on any record was unobserved. MAPS
plifiers to match; converter preamp units:
components for suggested circuits.-In stock at
Lathbury's, 3. Saracen's Head, Newark, Notts.
[7244
Price 25/- diusityinis9g)
elINE-VOX disc recording equipments, type
C7J for high -quality recordings from existing microphone equipment, price from 28gns;
available as a complete channel inclusive of
And whet is the Hartley -Turner also
mic., amplifier and playback equipment, at
equipment ?
7Ogns: type C7, for highest quality professional
requirements-recorder mechanism at 48gns, or

Compilation

PITMAN
Radio Rooks

"You can rely on us"
FOR

CLEAN COMPONENTS AT

COMPETITIVE
PRICES
IMMEDIATE DISPATCH

followed

omplete channel at IlOgns; demonstrations
Our catalogue is now ready and a arranged
in London.
PLEASE write for details to K.T.S Ltd.. 60.
copy will be sent free on request.
Aylward Rd London. S.W.20. (Liberty 2426.)

******
During the period of the Radio
Show we shall have a special display,
with demonstrations, at our headquarters. Only a short distance from
Earl's Court.

******

H. A. HARTLEY
CO. LTD.
152, HAMMERSMITH ROAD,

LONDON, W.6.
Telephone: RIV. 7387

Callers by appointment only.

16724

" MAg/81TeICagTeaspevrcofvdeer

full details and
drawings, mechanical arrangement
ent simplees
effective. Reader's letters say: "
. the most
interesting and comprehensive book; and I have
bought and devoured them all! "
" a lucid
and most interesting thesis." Precision capstans
spindles, guides, supplied: reducing your mechanical prdblems to drilling and mounting.GM6LS. 15. Corstorphine Hill Rd., Edinburgh.
17226
FRITH RADIOCRAFT, Ltd., recommend and
can give immediate delivery from stock of
the Scophony Baird magnetic tape recorder; completely portable and self-contained and weighing
only 30 lbs. this instrument has a frequency
response of 50-5.000 c/s at 71/2in per second and
push-pull output of 10 watts, a.c. only 200-250v
50 c/s; price complete in handsome case with
mike. tape and spare reel, £58/5/6; carriage paid
in U.K.; H.P. terms available.
TAPE and spools also available from stock; E.M.I.,
65A, 25/-; G.E.C.. 30/-; Durex (Scotch Boy),
35/-; all per 1,200ft reel; spare reels 4/- each.
RECORDING motors. BSR. SRI 32/-. SR2 25/-,
FP10 38/-.
MEICO transverse current microphones; price
£2/10 each.
RCA ribbon microphones on desk stand with
.

.

.

.

switch. price £6/6; matching transformers to
suit. 21 /- each.
FRITH
RADIOCRAFT. Ltd.. 69-71. Church Gate.
t.piceser.
Tel. 58927.
10024

MIDGET COIL -PACKS
are an ideal miniature Coil -Pack
especially suited where space is limited.
They consist of iron -cored miniature coils
for both Aerial and Oscillator stages, built-in
These

Wavechange switch and midget trimmers.

They are intended for an I.F. of 465 Kc/s. and
I.F. Transformers type RS/GB 465 (I2/6d.
per pair) are the ideal companions for a
trouble -free superhet.

TYPE " R "

MW/LW/GRAM. Ranges : 200-550 metres,

800-2,000 metres.

SIZE : Length 2}in. Width Ifin. Depth 'tin.
.TYPE " S "

MW/SW/GRAM. Ranges : 200-550 metres,
17-50 metres.

SIZE : As Type " R."

TYPE " C "

LW/MW/SW. Ranges : 800-2,000
200-550 metres, 17-50 metres.

metres,

SIZE : Length 31in. Width Ifin. Depth Ifin.
TYPE " R " and " S " each 28/, TYPE "C"

Post 6d.
coils enclosed-all
iron -dust cores
adjustable. Completely wired, only five
connections needed to external circuit.
each 32/6.

All

Catalogue with Data, 6d.
AERIAL FILTERS 465 K/cs 6/3 Post 3d.

RADIO SERVICING Co.
444, Wandsworth Road, London, 8.W.8
'Phone: MACaulay 4155.
77, 77A, Bus

28, Tram, Wandsworth Rd. S.R. Station
Open till 6.30 p.m.
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NEW GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND
EQUIPMENT

MAGNETAPE recording panels, designed for

the connoisseur, 2 speeds, 7.5 and 15 l.p.s.,
selected by 2 -position switch, automatic braking.
rewind, tape lifting and tensioning mechanism
all interlocked to 3osition
switch, simple to
operate, no tape spills, no unlacing of tape fog
rewind, tape can be inched or shuttled in either

direction with instantaneous stop and start for
easy editing and cueing; erase and hi -fidelity

record/play heads using full width track for low
noise recording; frequency range 30 to over
12,000 c/s, panel size 19inX12in in black perspex
and is symmetrical in layout, heads and mechanism enclosed in moulded perspex cover; price
£28. -Stamp for details to Electromechs, Euston
Chambers, Morecambe. Lancs.
(7284
GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND EQUIPMENT
-SURPLUS AND SECONDHAND
pick-up, red spot, as brand
CONNOISSEIIR
new, unused. £4; Garrard a.c./d.c. motor,

AUTUMN
JOYS
AHEAD

dropper, 12in turntable. L4. -Box 3240. [7271
nklIANTITY Mu. metal boxes, approx. 31/2 in
la square, also strip mutal (new). -E. & M.
Developments, 176, Grove Lane, Handsworth,
Birmingham.

A WINDOW WORTH

LOOKING INTO

Television.

Type 208a, 2 Valve Amplifier

complete with 2.E.F.50 valves and instructions
14/6 each.

Meters.

Brand New and Boxed. 0-1} M/a,
2in. Round Flush Mounting, 616 each.

Rectifiers.

L.T. 24 volt Full Wave 5 amp.

rate, Brand New, 32/6 each.

P.O. Type Indicator Lamps.

6d. each.
Large quantity available.
Midget Jones Plugs, 6 way Female, 1/3 each.

Feed Through Ceramic Insulators, Heavy
One, length 5in., 1/3 each.
Special Offer. Control

Units type 488,

containing 2 5 meg., 150 K.,
100 K., High
Voltage pots, Toggle and Yaxley Switches,
1

Slow motion Drives, Resistors and condensers.

Offered at the very low price of 5/6 each,
boxed new.

Battery Amplifiers. Type 1369, complete
Battery intercom. amplifier complete with
driver valve and Q.P.P. output valve.
New, 1216 each.

Brand

Television Coil Formers, with Iron Dust
Cores,

strene.

I in. x +in. single hole fixing, Poly6d. each.

Rectifiers.

L.T.

12 volt 5 amp., full wave.

17/6 each.

Meters. Brand New Boxed. 0-350 M/a.
RIF, 2in. Round Flush mounting, 5/6 each.
Condensers, Block Type. 16 mfd. x 16 mfd.
x 16 mfd. at 450 volt Electrolytic Size 2in. x
2in. x 4fin. Really first-class condensers, 3/6
each.

Button Base Ceramic
with bottom screen

Holders.

1/2 each.

available.

B7G

Large number

Television. 7fc. telescopic Aerials, in Dural,
Ideal for Television Aerials, collapse to I5in.,
only 44 each.

Midget Jones 18 Way Plugs and Sockets
in Polystrene, Ifin. x din., 4/6 per pair.

12 Volt Rotary Packs.

Fully Smoothed

Outputs 260 volt 60 M/as, completely screened
and suppressed, 17/6 each.
Television. .1 mfd. High Voltage Condensers, Mansbridge type, 5,000 volt working,

the most reliable condenser to fit.
price 2/- each.

Limited number only.

Special

25 pr. 2 Gang Short Wave Condensers,

Ditto, Single Gang spindle each end,
2/6.
1/6 each.
Pots.

5

K.

Heavy Duty Wire Wound

2fin. dia., 4/6 each.

I

meg. midget pots,

Midget I.F.s, 465 K/cs, 12/- per pair.
Mansbridge types. .25 mfd.
6,000 volt, 3/6 each, .5 mfd. 3,500 volt, 3/6 each,
mfd. 1,500 volt, 2/6 each.
Transformers. 100/250 volt A.G. 150 watts,
19/6 each. Ditto, 100 watts, 15/6 each.
1/6 each.

Condensers.
1

Micro Switches.

Several types available.
Large stocks. 2/9 each.

G. W. SMITH & CO.
Open all day Saturday
(RADIO) LTD.

3, LISLE STREET, LONDON. W.C.2
Telephone : GERrard 8204

[7213

11-1ECCA playing desk. incorporating Garrard
R.C. 65 auto change mixer unit, perfect,
£16; Leak RC/PA pre -amplifier, perfect, E4. Ashworth, 6, New Barn Lane, Rochdale. [7252
LATEST
pattern Wearite, tape deck, complete
kit special components, nine reels G.E.C.
tape, all unused and boxed; sell for retail price,
Z60.-82, East St., Epsom. Surrey. Epsom 2057.
[7279
recorder, H.M.V. portable, complete in
DISC
three leather -faced carrying cases, including Monitor speaker and ribbon microphone,
condition as new; £200 or near offer. -Box 3308.
(731n
TX7IREK Model B2. Wire Recorder, fitted with
special time switch, pick-up. microphone:
in showroom condition' £58. or offers; B. & H.
recording wire (spooled), 30/- per spool.Palmers, 114, Waterloo Rd., Middlesbrough.
NEW COMPONENTS

[7237

HANNEY OF BATH. offers:-

EDDYSTONE 740 receiver, limited number, ex stock. E35/10.

ACOS GP20 pick-ups, standard or LP, £3/11/5
tax paid; heads only, 43/4.
WB STENTORIAN speakers, complete range as
advertised. 21/,in to 101n.
OSMOR " Q " collpacks, type HO 52/-; HF
stage 21/8.
WEARITE type 705 packs. 37/10; Wearite " P "

ranges. 3/- each; Denco type " C "
TRF coils, 6/6 pair.
WILLIAMSON amplifier, 25 resistors and pots
for main amplifier. 33/9: 9 ditto fig. 13, 9/6
23 ditto fig. 15. 24/-; 22 ditto fig, 19. 37/6 condensers for fig. 13, 15/-; 15 ditto fig
15. 47/-; 33 ditto fig. 19. 54/6; the above kits
contain 1st -class components only by the best
makers and are exactly to specification.
W.W. TV S'het. Receiver, coils are now available for all 5 channels; our TV list contains
items for W.W.. P.T., E.E., and Viewmaster
Televisors.
SEND 3d stamp for our comprehensive lists.
new goods only; no surplus: c.w.o. or c.o.d. (no
c.o.d. under £1).
L. F. HANNEY, 77, Lower Bristol Rd., Bath.
coils. all

Tel. 3811.

Memories of a grand summer are now with

us all, and we look forward to the times we
shall spend with our radio, records and television during the coming evenings.

Many friends have asked us why we are not
at the Radio Show. Our specialised activities,
confined entirely to making a limited number
of really fine sound units for those who seek
the very best and most natural results, appeal

to few of the many people who throng the
exhibition. We are always busy, even in the
summer months, and the time off for preparing

a stand and spending a fortnight away from
the lab, would cost us many units of output
which we need to fulfil orders. So that's that

Now for business. We continue our
I48a and 150 Sound Units
because so far there is no major change which
justifies a new model. Several detail improve-

[7189

ments have come in during the year, chiefly
linked with the new die-cast frame and cone
suspension. Both models have benefited

RADIO -AID. Ltd. (Retail Dept.), 29, Market St.,
Watford.
(6036

Keeping prices unchanged is a struggle
As far as we can see, we shall manage until

World " long range superhet televisor.
prices still the same; lists available; trade
enquiries invited.
TELEVISION. - Iron -cored polysterene coil formers, various types 6mm and 8mm, 7d and
10d list; also latest 34in canned cored formers.
undrilled, set, 1/10 WW, EE, PW, view/mast.
TV coilsets.-Wobbulator coilset, 7/6' 9kc/s,
20mH coils, 7/6; recorder oscillator coils, 12/6;
set 3 -band I/4in s -het coils, 6 pieces, with cot.,
9/-; double wound Minicoils. s -het. AE HF osc.,
poly cored former, boxed, tagged, coded, ea. 3/6.
WILLIAMSON type tuner coils, maw, and 1.w.,
7/6 pair; to your station choice. 9/- pair.
BEL, Manufacturing Radio Engineers, Marlborough Yard, London Archway, N.19. Arc. 5078.

of our 501 cabinet have been very limited,

inserts (Cosmocord
CRYSTAL
Mic-6),microphone
guaranteed brand new; 15/6, post
free.

TELEVISION. -Many items for the " Wireless

3/6 only.

[0183

Complete

set of in-

t_avanrveonaeco,dtche,

following sets: 5 -valve a.c.'
6 -valve a.c.; 3 -waveband aperhet feeder unit;
3 -waveband superhet feeder unit with R.F. stage
and high fidelity switching; l0watt quality pushpull amplifier; or any two sets of these instructions. 6/-.
RANGE of high quality components in stock, including the popular Supacoils at 3/- each; Model
30 coil pack at 53/4; Model 40 coil pack at 90/2;
I.F. transformers at 16/6 pair; see also our display advertisement in this issue.
HOME Constructor's Handbook, send 2/- now for
the latest edition of this popular handbook,
which includes 11 tested circuits. complete resistance colour code, servicing and constructional
information.
SIIPACOILS, 98, Greenway Ave., London. E,17.

EVERYTHING for home constructor,
condensers, coils, valves. resistors, gram
units, speakers, test gear. Viewmaster kits, etc..
cash or H.P.; stamp for lists; quick service, no
Govt. surplus offered.-BCM/EDHWA, London.

i0chassis.111'

W.C.1.

(6227

the end of the year, but then-? Supplies
and will continue so. It has made many new

friends by its clean performance and good
looks.

IF YOU SEEK GOOD SOUND, ACT
NOW. BARKER UNITS ARE UNIQUE
FOR CLARITY OF DETAIL, WIDE
FREQUENCY RANGE, SMOOTHNESS

AND THE POWER OF GIVING IJFE
TO SOUND REPRODUCTION.
Send for details to

BARKER

NATURAL
REPRODUCERS
BCM/AADU

LONDON, W.C.1
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NEW COMPONENTS
SATISFIED PALMERS of
Middlesbrough-for best selection of quality components in the North:
CUSTOMERS

SUCCESSFUL
SALES

s.a.e. for current list from Palmers. 114. Water(7236
loo Rd., Middlesbrough.
EHT Transformers, mains transformers. output transformers and chokes; open or
potted types; transformers designed to individual
specifications: singles or in quantity.
WILLESDEN TRANSFORMER COMPANY. Ltd..
20a, Church Lane Church Road. N.W.10. Tel.

OPPORTUNITIES
IN RADIO
Get this FREE Book'.

'

IO

pEnnRADmE

THE ALL SEASON SENSATION. ACCLAIMED THE COUNTRY OVER. THE INTIMATE
RECEIVER WHICH COMBINES APPEARANCE AND PERFORMANCE, HOUSED IN

A BEAUTIFUL WALNUT CABINET. EACH
SET FULLY GUARANTEED.

HEIGHT 10" WIDTH 12#", DEPTH Si"
4 Valve SUPERHET

UNBEATABLE

THE SET

VALUE

THAT SELLS

LIS 0 2

ITSELF

INC. TAX.

Willesden 7093.

'ENGINEERING

(0075

OPPORTUNITIES'

YOU are bound to try an Osmor " Q " Coil pack eventually and be delighted with the
results; why not save time and money now?

how you can
become technically qualified at home for a highly
paid key -appointment in
the vast Radio and Telereveals

Send a stamp for free circuits and latest,lists of
coils, coilpacxs, dials, etc., etc.
(Dept.
OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS, Ltd.
W.C.A.), Borough Hill, Croydon, Surrey. (Tel.'
[0046.
Croydon 1220.)
MIDGET TRF 3 -station coilpack kits, 15,-;'
Midget relays, 5,000 ohm coil, weight loz,
10/-; " Viewmaster " TV pre -amp kits, inc.
valve, 42/-; " High G" TRb' coil, LW and MW
with reaction. inc. circuits, 5/-: replacement
P.U. bobbins, 4,000 ohms. 7/6. other values to
order: 465KC I.F. rejectors, midget size, wire ended, 3/-; deliveries by return; all c.w.o.-A. P. Cretton (WI. 349, Copnor Rd., Portsmouth.
17045
COMPONENTS-SURPLUS AND

vision Industry. In 144
pages of intensely interesting matter, it includes
full details of our up -to
the -minute home study
courses in all branches of

TELEVISION

SECONDHAND

C. J. EMMEL Ltd.

RECTIFIERS, full wave bridge type. as follows

1 amp. 12 or 6v. 5/6; 3 amp. 12 or 6v. 12/6
4 amp. 12 or 6v, 15/-; 5 amp. 12 or 6v. 17/6
7 amp. 6 or 12v. 22/6; 24v 1 amp. 11/-; 24v
3 amp, 25/-; 24v 4 amp, 30/-.
NEW sliding resistance sets from 1 to 4 amp
14 11, to 12 amp 10. 7 in ail, 30/- per carton.
26a,

Colherne Mews, London. S.W.10.

mantle 8941.

RADIO CLEARANCE. Ltd.

"THE ROVER"

SUPPLIED ONLY THROUGH

SELECTED

ILLUSTRATED LEAFLETS
WHOLESALERS.
CARDS.
DISPLAY
AND
ATTRACTIVE

PENNINE AMPLIFIERS
ELLAND

YORKS

ENGLAND

TEL. ELLAND 2107

MAGNETIC TAPE
Recording Equipments and
Components
OSCILLATOR UNIT.

Constructed on
suitable for sub -assembly,
chassis,
provides r.f. for erase and bias at 45 kc/s.
Requires 250 v. h.t. and 6.3 v. for operation.
Complete with 6V6 valve, El

small

OSCILLATOR COIL ASSEMBLY. Comprises high " Q " coil and condenser tuned to
45 kc/s. Specially designed to provide highly

symmetrical sine wave output for low tape
noise, 10/6.

RECORD/REPRODUCE HEAD.
pedance : 100 ohms at I kc/s.
Totally enclosed.
response.
I mil., 1:2121,

Im-

High quality
Gap length

REPRODUCE HEAD.

As above, but gap
length 0.5 mil. (suitable for 2 -head systems),
£2121..

ERASE HEAD. Capable of erasing new high
coentive force tape when used with oscillator
unit above, 12/21,
TAPE. New high coercive force tape suitable

for high fidelity recording at slow speeds.

7in. (1,200ft.) reels, 11/10/.. Spare reels, 7in.,
I I in. (1,000 metre) reels also avail-

4/6 each.
able.

Ratio I/40.
INPUT TRANSFORMER.
Frequency response : ± 2 db. SO c.o.s.Suitable for head to grid step up.
20 kc/s.
Mumetal core, 17/6.

TRANSFORMER.
16

S.W.G. mumetal

As above, but fitted in
screening

can,

30/-.

Send for further details including circuits.
Trade and export enquiries invited

CABOT RADIO
COMPANY LIMITED

Electroni,
Equipment
Manufacturers
28, BEDMINSTER PARADE, BRISTOL, 3.
Telephone 64314

vision, Servicing, Sound

Film Projection, Short
Wave, High Frequency, and
General Wireless Courses.

Fre-

f0201

TELEVISION! Set of 3 components, comprising
line output trans., with E.H.T. winding to give
7 kV, using EY51 (heater winding for EY51 also
included), and fitted with width control scanning coils, low impedance line and frame, focus
coil (res. 10,00012, current approx. 20 mA);

the set of 3 for 42/- plus 1/6 post, diagram of
line trans. supplied, scanning coils. as " View master," low imp. line and frame. 12/6 plus 9d.
MINIATURE iron cored coils, former size 1%X
%in adjustable core, set of 4 coils, M.W., AE
and OSC, S.W., AE and OSC, 5/11, post 6d;

mains dropping resistors for .15a valves, 92011,
tapped at 850 and 70011, small size (3inX%111),
2/3.
A.C./D.C. amplifiers, complete kit for construction of 20w, 8v amplifier. by McMurdo. all
first-class components by Partridge, Gardner,
etc., valves 4XCL33, 2XEF37. 2 XUR3C, black
crackle, chassis and case, isolated from mains,
and drilled, circuit diagram supplied, everything
complete, £10/10/6, carr. paid; television focus
coils, for 9 or 12in mag. tubes. res. 10,0000,
average current 20mA, 7/6.
PERSONAL receivers. 3 valve T.R.F. using IT4s,
contained in handsome bakelite case with lift -up
lid. size 7X6'/2X5in with lid closed, plastic
carrying handle, Pram AE in lid, these receivers
cover the medium waveband and operate from
self-contained dry batts..
standard
types.
W1435 and 172, output to a pair of lightweight
'phones (H.R.) controls, SM tuning and reaction, opening lid switches on, supplied brand
new, with valves, batteries. 'phones, an ideal
set for invalids, hosp. patients, etc., these re-

and

RADIO, A.M. Brit.
I.R.E., City &
Guilds, Special Tele-

We definitely Guarantee
IC

NO PASS-NO FEE "

It you're earning less than fI2 a week this

enlightening book is for you. Write for your
copy today. It will be sent FREE and
without obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
3885 SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,
17/19 STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON. WI

Nw!
HAYES RG/13.1

THE

RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

ceivers are not Govt. surplus and are offered
ready to play; carr. paid £4/4.
CHASSIS steel 5'/X5'/4X1'/in drilled 3 button
base holes 1/9, 5 X9X1i/ drilled 5 button base
holes. 2/3; ali. 17 X 91/2 X 2°4 drilled 7 int. octal and
square, open ends 3/, ai. 141/2X10X2% drilled
10-B8A, 5 int. octal. ex. T. VV 4/3; primary
0-110-210/240v 50c/s, secs 311-0-300v 80ma,
4v 2a, 6.3v 2.5a, 15/6, heater trans.. auto.
wound 200/250v 50c/s to 6.3v 3a, 8/-; smoothing chokes 20H, 80ma 35011 6/il, 5H, 2COma

1000 5/6. 8H 250ma 5011 size 4 X5X5 potted
10/6 post paid; electrolytics 32mf 350v card 2/-,
32-350v can 2/6. 25-50v w/e 1/3. 100-12 1/3,
16-450v can 2/6, 8+4 450v can small 2/9,
8+4 275v 2/-, 2-450v 1/6; switches standard
Yaxley type 2p 4w lb with shorting wafer 2/-;
superhet coils 11/2X15/5 formers M. wave H.F.
AE, Osc, L, wave H.F., AR, Osc, 1/9 per coil;
I.F. trans. 465kc/s 11/4 X11/2X4in iron cored 8/ pair; meters 2in square bakelite cased, 0/5ma
6/6 0/5ma 7/6. '0/300v d.c. with series res. 7/6,
bakelite cased 21/2in circular 0/200ma 9/6; Rotary
power units type 104, 0.m. rotary mounted on
chassis with supp. input 12v d.c. output, 250v
60ma, 6.5v 2.5a d.c. 7/-, type 87 24v input, outputs as 104 6/6 post paid; Plugs and sockets,
bakelite with keyway 5, 7, 1/6 pair; extension
speaker controls 100 wire wound, '/4in spindle
9d; " Pye Strips " the well-known 45mc/s vision
strips, brand new, less EF50s, with EA50, perfect condition, 39/6, plus 1/6 post; focus coils,
low res., 20011, standard TV 8/6, can be had as
alternative with kit, if required; 61,0n loudspeakers, p.m. less trans., boxed, 12/6 post
Paid; Mansbridge conds., 4mf 1,000v wkg. 3/-;
v.c. with sp switch long spindle 25k. 50k, 100k,
2m 4/SMALL. size iron cored I.F.s. 465kc/s, size linX
1.14inX21/2in. 8/6 pair; frame aerials for personal sets, etc., _medium wave, rectangular winding, size 61/2X4x/eXlin, wound round 4 wooden
bobbins mounted at the corners of an all. plate,
tabs for connections 2/6 post paid; output trans..
5,000/3.750,

2/11;

valveholders.

Amphenol.

B8A 7d, int. octal 7d. ceramic int. octal 10d.
RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd.._ 27. Tottenham
Court Rd.. London, W.1. Tel. Museum 9188.
[0015

* 7 VALVES
* 6 WATTS OUTPUT
* £18. 0 . 0 complete
also,

constructed

to the same high

standard, our popular RG/120 5 valve
chassis at E14.10.0. Write for full details
of these chassis, which will be gladly
sent by return of post.

1951 RADIO EXHIBITION During

the period Aug. 28th-Sept. 8th we are
extending our normal hours, and our
showroom will be open from 10 a.m.
to 9 p.m. each day. Both the above

chassis will be on demonstration, together

with the full range of new Armstrong
chassis.

THE 11AYES COMPANY
1 Alcester Road, Birmingham 13
telephone South 0202

Sole B'ham Agents for Armstrong chassis.
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Surplus
BARGAINS
MANUFACTURERS' & BANKRUPT STOCKS

LIMITED SUPPLIES ONLY

!PRICES ARE RISING

-BUY NOW SUPPLIES

ARE

GETTING

SHORT

ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW

-

V ISllr OUR SHOWROOM
We can offer for immediate delivery

SPECIAL OFFER
NOW AVAILABLE
-DIRECT FROM M.O.S.
STORAGE AND STARTER
BATTERIES
6 volt. 72 Amp.
" ESE "
6 volt. 90 Amp.
15 plate "Reading" U.S.
6 volt. 100 Amp.
15 plate " Delco Remy"
6 volt. 140 Amp
21 plate "Delco Rerry"
12 volt.
9 plate.
12 volt. 14 Amp.
In METAL CARRYING
CASE.

All Brand New in original cases.

RI155, 1355 and 184 Brand

New in original cases. Dinghy Radio
Transmitter SCR 578.

AERIALS
CAN ALSO BE USED
AS

FISHING RODS
1 2ft. Light Steel
3

COMPONENTS -SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND
TELEVISION Dipole Insulators.
HIGH grade ex -Government Polyethelene Insula-

tors with Brass Stubs, need two pieces of 4/an
i/d Tubing only to form a highly efficient Dipole
or H aerial, for all areas; our special price 5/ each, post. etc. 1/6.
TELEVISION Masts.
STkLL a few 2in o/d steel masts in 5ft 6in sec-

THE CHASSIS PEOPLE

tions; wonderful value; lift (2 sections). 12/6
each, carr. 2/6; 22ft (4 sections), 22/6 each.
carr. 3/6.
NOW is the time to alter and obtain full efficiency from your aerial system; obtainable only
from the Midland Television Specialists.
WALTON's Wireless Stores. 48. Stafford St..
Wolverhampton.
10061

BEN= BC.22I frequency meters complete,
£30.

S.C.R. 522 frequency 100-156 nos complete transmitter/receiver, in new conditift, with all tubes:
£30.

EIMAC 100th transmitting valves; 55/-.
TAYLOR T200 transmitting .valves; E6.
THROAT microphones new and boxed; 4/6
PLUG and key assembly No. 3 with send/rec.
switch; 5/6.

LEACH relay heavy duty 24 VDC, res. 250 ohms;
7/6.
CLARKE keying relays; 17/6.
PAPER condenser, 4mfd 300v wkg., 6/6: paper
condenser, 0.25mfd 1,200v wkg., 4/-; paper condenser, 0.05 plus 0.05, 2.000v. 4/-.
SMALL porcelain Jumbo. 4 -pin bases; 4/- each
LARGE porcelain jumbo, 4 -pin bases; 6/6 each.
McEIROY-ADAMS MFG. GROUP, Ltd.. 46,
Greyhound Rd., Fulham, W.6. Tel. Fulham 1802.
Cables: Hallicraft, London.
1-0196

The prestige of Armstrong chassis is firmly

based upon many years of constant endeavour to produce reliable and efficient
receivers at an economical price.
Our
present range of chassis will even further

MEISSNER de luxe signal shifter, £20; Hallicrafter Skyrider Model 23. perfect.
EDDYSTONE 640, 1145, transmitters, communication receivers in stock. Hammerlung
Super Pro. H.R.O. Seniors, C.R.100, A.R.88D.,
A.R.88L.F., etc., all in perfect order; R.1155
receivers in new condition; your enquiries are

invited for rotary convertors and electric motors,
most sizes and types available from stock; motor advance the already high reputation enjoyed
alternators, 110v d.c., input 230v a.c., 50 cycles,
250 watt output. E8; special clearance of F.H.P. by our receivers.
We are delighted to
electric motors, 35/-, 110v -250v a.c.
UNIVERSAL a.c./d.c. motors, suitable for sew- give demonstrations in our showroom and
ing machines. 40/- each; 12v -15v a.c./d.c. motors
with extended spindle, suitable for models. etc., our illustrated catalogue will be sent on
9/3; 20 watt P.A. rack mounting amplifier, new
and complete, with heavy duty a.c. power pack,
request.
200/250v, PX25 P.P. output. E4/10, less valves;
new moving coil microphones, hand type, heavy

duty and complete with 12yd screened cable,
E3/15: 20ft telescopic tubular T/V mast, 18/6
each; large selection of test equipment: multi range meters, valve testers, signal generators,
oscilloscopes, bridge meggers and meggers, etc..
all at reasonable prices; hand bearing prismatic
compasses with provision for battery in handle,
perfect, 40/- each; very large stocks of transmitting valves, Klystron, of all types, send us your
requirements; special offer of dew, not ex-W.D..
mains transformer, semi -shrouded, 200/250v
tapped primary, 250-0-250. 100ma, 5v 3amp, 6v

EX-W.D.

Aerials in

101

MODEL EXP 125/3 14 -VALVE ALL -

WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
5 Wave Bands covering from 10.9 to 550m and
800 to 2,000m.
R.F. Pre -Amplifier. Two I.F.
Stages with Variable Selectivity. Bass and Treble
Controls. 15 -Watt Push -Pull Output. For A.C.
Mains. 06.15.0. plus P.T.

4amp, 20/- each; large stocks or L.T. transformers, special sizes and ratings wound to specification; auto -record changers in stock from

screw -in

sections of 41t.

10 -VALVE ALL £10/15;
switchboard mounting voltmeters. MODEL RF 104
ampmeters, various ranges a.c. and d.c. available
WAVE RADIO CHASSIS
at cheap prices to clear; large stocks of enamelled
wire, 28 s.w.g.. 18 and 20 s.w.g.. D.S.G. No. 15 4 Wave Bands. R.F. Pre -Amplifier. Two I.F.
U.X, base. American valves available. Special Stages with Variable Selectivity. 10 -Watt Push offer: H.R.O. coils. .48-.96 m/c and 180-430 k/c.
45/- each; quantity of litz and nickel chrome wire Pull Output. For A.G. Mains. £24.0.0. plus P.T
available; type 74 indicator units, complete with
tube, as new, £5 each: Fluxmeters, model WY 0023. complete. new, Z5/10; prices do not include MODEL EXP 73
8 -STAGE ALL American Dinghy transmitter, type
5CR578, 500 k/c M.C.W.; large stock electric
postage;

Charging Control Boards with Auto.
cut out, 3 amp. 220 v.

Yaxley Type Switches, Mainsbridge
Condensers (Oil filled and Jelly), Burgoyne
Solder Guns, Tannoy Handmikes, Dinghy
Transmitter Sets. Adhesive Tape, Coaxial
Cable, Magnifying Lenses, Rubber Masks,
Speakers, Coaxial Plugs and Sockets, Belling
Belling
Vibrators,
Sockets,
Plugs and
Condensers,
Mica
Meters,
Fuseholders,
Electrolytic Condensers, Volume Controls,
Valve Holders, Output Transformers, Mains
Transformers, Chokes, Headphones, Valves
Type CV 101, etc., etc.

Your enquiries are invited

WHOLESALE AND EXPORT ONLY
For further bargains call at our Counter

or write for NEW bulletin

WAVE RADIO CHASSIS

exhaust fcins, most types; Hallicrafter Super Sky rider 5X28 and S27CA in stock. Evershed bridge 3 Wave Bands. Variable Se:ectivity. Fly -Wheel
meager, 500v, 11,4 kw, e.d.c. rotary converted, 220 Tuning. 8 -Watt Push -Pull Output with Negative
d.c./230 s.c., complete with Igranic starter, £28.
Large selection of American Pyranch high -volt- Feed Back. For A.C. Mains. £17.15.0. plus P.T.
age working condensers; 0-50m/a meter rectifiers
6/3 ea.

SERVICE RADIO SPARES 4. Lisle St., W.C.2.
Gerrard 1734.

MAGSLIPS at 1/10 to 1/20 of list

EXPORT MARKET

[0188

Overseas customers are cordially invited to
write for details of Models BS 125 and EXP

prices.
huge stocks, please state requirements.

K. LOGAN. Westalley. Hitchin Herts.
16369
119.
Both these chassis have been designed
TERRYS Anglepoise lamps, brand new. 35/in consultation with engineers from many
each, cash with order.-Passinghams'. 19,
parts
of the world to ensure maximum
Leeds Rd., Bradford. Yorks.
[6991
performance under adverse conditions.
RYALL, " Utopia," Mayfield Rd..
G. A.
Herne Bay. Kent. offer post-free bargains:
meters, 2VAin, 314in overall, 0.30vna circular.
Isle Agents for :flush, bolting through front flange, bakelite
KENYA, UGANDA, TANGANYIKA,
cased, 6/9 each. or best known make 8/9 or
2in best make 8/9, also 2in square front best
ZANZIBAR
make 0-5ma 6/9. and 21n square front 0-300v.
Jennings & Fox (Mombasa) Ltd., Kilindini
5ma, separate series resistance, price 6/9: metal
Road, P.O. Box 56, Mombasa, Kenya.
boxes. size 81/,,X714. four fixing lugs. bench or
wall fixing, paxolin lid, ltin. exact fit. 6/9
EGYPT
complete: nagolin panels, 12X12. Vain. 4/10.
Emmanuel Cokkinos & Co., P.O. Box 1720,
or slightly soiled or marked, two for 5/10: miniature instrument switches. S.B.. 2-p. six -way.
Cairo.
1/6 each; standard size Yaxley type .9w S.B
S.P.. 1/6 each: ditto 2B. single -pole 6 -way. 1/6
URUGUAY
each; smaller type, 3 -bank. 2 -pole, 6 -way, total
Arbesa, S.A., Jaime Zudanez 2713,
five poles. only 2/- each: none soldered; one
Montevideo.
type switch, soldered with leads. 2 -bank, 4 -way.
with five poles total, one double bank. 1/6 each:
ditto 2-b.. 3-p.. 3 -way, total six poles, with
bakelite pointed knob. lib each II switches
single -hole fixing. Headphones, high resistance,
with good class carbon microphone, padded ARMSTRONG TvEIIIE,;IEsnit CO. LTD.
double headband, with sponge type earcaps, all
wired with first-class cords into large four - WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7
cleft plug, R.A.F. type, unused, as new, 8/10
-

RADIO MERCHANDISE

COMPANY LIMITED
65, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1
Telephone: HOLborn 6377

Quote Dept. W.W.

per set.

[0205

Telephone : NORth 3213
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A FINE NEW

COMPONENTS -SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND
QDPREME RADIO. 746b, Romford Rd., Manor
CI Par.;, London, E.12, Tel. Ilf. 1260. Est. 17

AMPLIFIER

years.

Of the amplifier designs sponsored by the
technical press we give first place to that of
" The Gramophone." Performance is exceptional by any standards, the more attractive at
such a reasonable cost.
has an excellent response from
30-20,000 c.o.s., only 0.15% harmonic
at 8W output, full negative feedback,

TRIMMER panels with

"78" or L.P. records, input 50mV.
Send now tor full constructional details and
diagrams, 1/6 post paid

Also available assembled and tested.

AMPLIFIER 16 Gns. PRE -AMP. 4 Gns.
E3
E2

I
3

5

E4 4
cartridges for "78' or L.P.
E2 13
Wjfh single cartridge
CAPACITORS, wax tubular, new. 0.1,

6
0

I

4

two

pick-up,

10d., 134 doz.

500V.

"Sound Reproduction" by G. A. Briggs
II - post free
WHARFEDALE W 10/cs. 3 or 15 ohm LEI 10
E3 12
Chancery Long Playing Attachment
THREE SPEED Decco Gram. Motors L7 3

LECTRONA 10in. High Flux Speaker,
3 ohm
W.B. Stentorian 10i n., 3 ohm

LI

V

12
I

0

6

4
6
9

For Satisfaction.

QUALITY MART
110 VILLIERS ROAD, WATFORD

NEW ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES Co.
281 LEEDS ROAD, FAGLEY,
BRADFORD, YORKS.
MAIL ORDER ONLY
Primaries 200/250. Varnish impregnated. New goods

only. S = drop through. F = fully shrouded. W.F.
= skeleton finish, upright. Special quotes 48 hours.
Stamp, please. C.W.O. carriage paid.
.0360.
.0250.

250-0-250 v. 75 Ma., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v.
330-0450 v. 90 mie
250-0.250 v. 110 We -

.8800. 300-0-300 v. 110 m/a
.8361. 350-0-350 v. 110 Ma.

Above marked hate L.T.s 0-4-6.3 v. 4 a

0-4-5 v. 2 a.
6315. 350-0-850 v. 160 m/a.. 6.3 v. 3 a. CT.,
5 v. 3 a.

350-0-350 v. 160 m/a., 8.3 v. 8 a ,
6.3v.3a. 5 v.3a.

F815.

.11168.

350-0450 v. 90 m/a

'FM. 250-0-250 v. 110 en/a.
.P800. 300-0400 v. 110 m/a

.1350. 350-0-350 v. 110 m/a
Above marked L.T.s 0.4-6.3 v. 4 a., 0-4.5 v

2a

W.F.5. 260-0.260 v. 90 m/ a.
W.F.B. 350-0-350 v. 90 no/a.
Above 2 L.Ts. 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a
88616. 350-0-350 v. 150 m/a., 6.3 v. 4 a. CT.,
5 v. 3 a.
32616.

350-0-350 v. 150 We. 6.3 v. 4 a.

CT., 5 v. 3 a.

18/11
21/8
23/11
24/11
28/11

29/11
48/22/93

24/1111

25/

27/11

29/8

21106. 250-0-250, 100 m/a., 6.3 v. 6 a., 5 v. 3 a.

m/a., 6.3 v. 4 a. O.T., 6.3 v. 4 a. C.T. 5 v. 3a.

52/11

Williamson, mains P.426. 425-0-425 v. 200

Williamson. Amplifier Components below :Pre -amp. Mains. F.325-0-325, 20 m/a., 6.3 v.
1.5 a., 6.3 v.0.6 a.
C.I3,8, 50 H. 50 m/a, 1,500 ohm
0.8.9. 10 H. 150 m/a.
11.K.10. 30 H. 20 m/a.
W.F.C.11. 8 H. 110 m/a.
All above very heavy jobs, generous design.
Sin. Speakers
Bin. Speakers
Sin. Speakers
10in. Speakers

21/11
21/11
29/11
18/14/11
22/619/6

25

931/66

All above leas Transformer.
Chassis Type 2 to 4 ohm Speech Coil Transformers can
be supplied.

ilb. bobbin silk severed 7/0048 Wire 'suitable coil
winding) 2/8 Per bobbin.

50pf and

2

35pf

3/6 ea.; metal escutcheon for same, 2/6 ea.;
pointer, 101/2d.
2 -POLE 2 -way small switches, 8d ea.; 5m.a.

meter rectifiers, bridge type, 5/- ea.
CARBON vol./controls, all less switch, 0.25
megohm, 2/- to.; 1meg and ihmeg, 2/9 ea.;
3meg, 71/0 ea.; 100K ohms, 1/3 ea.; 5K ohms,
1/- ea.
ENQUIRIES welcomed on all types of radio and
television component parts; terms, c.w.o., no
c.o.d.; send 6d extra for postage orders under £5:
[0021
21/0 S.a.e. all enquiries and list.
END for 1951 bargain radio -TV lists, components. -Jack Porter, Ltli.. 30-31. College St..
Worcester.

double

GE.C.

pole

change -over

[7210
relays.

Platinum contacts, coil resistance, 2,500
ohms; price 13/6 each.
15amp Mercury switches, fitted with saddle and

S.T.C. wire -wound resistance bobbins, 3Z,in
diem.. 141n deep 21/2% accurate, values 25,
100, 200 400 and 1,000 ohms; price 4/6 per set;
Post paid; special quotation for larger quantities.
ADMIRALTY pattern heavy-duty L.T. transformers, primary 230v a.c. 50 cycles 9amp,

secondary 18v centre tapped 108amp; £12/10
each; carr. 20/-.
LONDEX relays, type 220, ref. No. 10F/494,
two heavy break contacts, 24v, fitted in metal
cases 4X4X21/4in; 8/6 each.
STAINLESS steel aerial wire in 1.650ft reels,
gauge 7/015; 35/- per reel; post paid.
STEP down transformers, input 230v a.c. 50
cycle, output 6.3-0-6.3v 19amp; £2/12/6 each;
carriage 5/-.
MAINS transformers, 230 v.a.c., output 250v
90ma-2.7v 8amp; price 17/6 each; post paid,
L.T. transformers, input 200-250v 50 cycles.

output 12-25v 250va, in metal cases: price £2/15
each
METAL rectifiers, output 180v 31/2amp; price
£3/5 each.
RECTIFIER units, a.c. to d.c.' input 200-250
v.a.c. 50 cycles 1 phase, output 160-200 v.d.c.
Viena: price 42/6 each; post paid.
WESTINGHOUSE rectifier sets, style 288
G.P.O., input 200-250v a.c. 50 cycles, output
50v d.c. 11/.,amp; £3/10 each: carriage 10/-;
ditto rectifying sets, output 50v d.c. 3amp;

£5/10 each; carriage 15/-; we have a large
stock of G.P.O. type 3111110 and 600 relays,
assorted contacts and coils and Siemens highspeed relays.
NEW Uniseiector spares, comprising of banks,
wipers, coils, etc.; prices on application.
A LARGE assortment of various ex-W.D. radar
and radio equipment, relays power packs,
oscillograph units, gears, photographic apparatus; s.a.e. for lists.
H. FRANKS, 58, New Oxford St., London.
W.C.1.

Tel. Museum 9594.

[0057

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY. Ltd.. 11, Little
Newport Street. London, W.C.2. See our

displayed advertisement page 109.
19/11
20/11

32/9
27,9
29/11

8206. 250.0.250100 m/a., 6.3 v. 6 a., 5 v. 3 a.

2

ea.; panels with 6 resistors and 5 cond. or with
6 resistors, WX6, and P/F cond., all handy values
either panel, 1/- ea.
ELECTROLYTIC cond., 16-1-16mfd, 450v, tub
cardboard, clip mounting, 2/9 ea.l 16mfd 450v,
2/- ea.; 8mfd 350v, wire end, tub. cardboard,
2/6 ea.; bias cond., 50mfd 50v or 25mfd 25v,
1/3 ea.
PERMANENT magnet focus units, for triode or
tetrode tubes, also high fiuxtype, 16/6 ea.; drop
thro' type mains trans., primary tapped, 0-250v
on voltage panel, sec. 275-0-275v 80m.a., 6.3v
3amp, 5v 2amp, with screen, 15/11 ea.
GLASS dials, .1354inX43/4in L.M.S. wave station
name, for the new wavelengths, in 3 colours,

clip: 4/6 each; post paid.

Mail Orders Only to

8261.
2 a.

" AUTOMAT " HEAVY

DUTY HOME CHARGER,

for car or radio cells. Virtually unwreckable. Selenium rectification. Impregnated transformer of

trimmers, 9d ea.; noise suppressor units, consisting of 2 0.1mfd cond. and iron -cored choke. 6d

push-pull output, 5 all -glass valves,
Pre -amplifier, single
input 0.1v.
valve, gives full tone control for

Long Playing Head
DECCIA Hi-Fi Crystal

All New Goods with Full Guarantee

250v R.M.S., 65m.a., 5/6 ea.; C.V.102 crystal
diodes, 3/- ea.; flat type mains dropper, tapped
for 200-250v 630ohm. 0.2amp, 1/6 ea.; PF/S,
100pf, 70, 65, 50, 40, 307. 530, 570, 1,800. all at
2/6 doz., or ass. doz.

THE GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIER

ACOS GP20 Pick-up

PHIS month's " Supreme " bargains: 28 -WAY tag strips, break it as required, 1/- ea.:
moulded B7G valve holders, 10d ea.
L.T. heater trans., 0 -200v -230v -6.3v, 1.5amp, our
price 6/9; Westinghouse type metal rectifiers,

"AUTOMAT" HOME CHARGERS,
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS,
CHARGER KITS

[0016

LARGE selection of Govt. surplus technical

equipment of all types; your enquiries welcome from 20 tons to one condenser; restricted
to post orders only at the present. -J. Wells,
118, Lake Rd., Portsmouth. Callers welcome.
[7296
VOLTAGE control units, with metal rectifier
voltage regulator, panel light, switch. 8 mid.
paper, mains noise filter (this alone advertised
elsewhere at 21/-), fuses, etc., brand new: 9/6.

carr. paid. -K. W. Logan. Westalley, Hitchin.

Herts.
MIKES,

(7147

40/50,

9d:

mike

trans,

230

an

ship and appearance.

"O'ilitirtm:rr:
weight 31/21b, two primaries, one centre tapped
and one secondary 4 taps. these can also be used
as small mains transformers. delivering 1500-150v at 100ma and 10-20-30-40v all at
65ma, 230v input only, 4/6; one only Scophony
Baird Tape Recorder with microphone and
guarantee, used only for demonstration, £45.Haynsons. 14. St. Mary's Bedford. Tel. 5568.

12

For
guarantee.
A.C. mains only. Standard
model 6 v./12 v. 2 amp.
output, fii lb. vat., 59/8,
months

Minor 1 amp.

post 2/'.

model, wt. 7 lbs., 50/, Post
5 amp. truck or large car model, ge, carr. 5/-.
Minor model for 6 v. only at 2 amp.. 52/8. Post 2/,
CHARGER KITS, standard model kit, 45 watt trans.,
triple tapped, 12 v. 2 amp. selenium rectifier, ballast
2/-.

bulb, for 2 v. 6 v., 12 v. charger, simple and foolproof,
38/13. post 1/4. Handsome steel case with screws and
grommefe, 131- extra Kit 6 v. 2 amp. only. 34/,

ease 13/-. Larger kit, 60 watt trans., 12 v. 3 amp.
Westalite rectifier, ballast bulb for 2 v., 6 v, 12 v.
charger, 48/-, post 1/8, or 70 watt trans.. 12 T. 4 amp.

S.T.O. rectifier ballast bulb for 2 v., 6 v., 12 v., 54/"

Heavy duty kit for 6 v.,/12 v. 6 amps. 120 watt trans.,
12 v. 6 amp. rect., sfiderresistance, ammeter, 24/12/8,
wt. 17 lbs. Carr. 3/-. Ditto kit to charge 1 to 9 cells
at 4 amps. or up to 18 at 2 amps.. 24/18/-. carr. 3/-

2 v. trickle rectifier with transformer 12/6, post 8d.
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS, new stocks not surplus.
S.T.C. 12 v. 1 amp., 13/- ; 1.2 v. 2.5 amp., 1616
12 v. 4 amp., 22t-;6 v. 2 amp., 9/. ; 24 v. 4 amp..
48/-. Giant Mined type, 12 v. 6 amp., 32/6 amp., eat- trickle charger type 2 v./6 v. amp..
8/10, post 6d. ; 12 v. 8 amp., 9/-,
'
4/10 ; 6 V. larnP.
Selenium H.T. rectifiers, small space type, 250 v.
60 ma., 7/8 ea" poet 4d.; 250 v. 100 mA. bridge,
13/8. Post 6d. ; for U.S. midgets 110 v. 60 mA., 8/11.
; 24 v. 40 ma., for
oaptoerrattlyz: 213 1100v.. 30 mA.,
relay
ELIMINATOR KIT. Transformer, selenium h.t.

rect., It, rect., 2 x 15 made. condensers for 120 v.
20/30 mA. eliminator with trickle charge, 35/-, or
with handsome steel case, 43/-, post 1/2.

" RENEWBAT," battery desulphater and conditioner
car size, 3/-, post 4d.

CHAMPION PRODUCTS

43 Uplands Way, London, N.21. Phone LAB 4457

Cabinets
of

Distinction
21c1. stamp for Catalogue.

Chassis
A.C., 5 valve
Radiogram

3

w/b Superhet

chassis.

Absolutely

complete kit of parts including
wiring diagram ..
LIO . 10 . 0
Or fully wired and
£12.5. 0
tested
..

Amplifiers
to fifteen watts output.

Four

Wired or in kit form
from ..
i3 . 19 . 6
Full details of above available
on

VCR97

holders, 1/-; 7193, 1/9; VT501, 3/-; 2B6,
2A6, 3/6; iron cores. 1/3 doz.; sleeving. 1E, 2d:
SW coils. 6d; 20K potms, 6d: .015kV, 9d;
8/275, 1/6; 64/150, 9d; crystals, 3d; s.a.e. lists
before ordering.-Annakin. 25, Ashfleld Place.
Otley, Yorks.
[7291
/1.3.pr titesepv-ydmv

large size. Fine workman-

request.

LEWIS RADIO CO.
All correspondence to:-

951 ), 322 HIGH ROAD,
WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N.22.
Callers to: 120, GREEN LANES, PALMERS

( DEPT.

GREEN, LONDON, N.I3.

Telephone: BOWes Park 7148 & 5997.

SEPTEMBER,

1951

-JOHN FARMER
Inc. The Mail Order Dept. of the

-

MIDLAND INHMIIMENY C).

MAINS TRANSFORMERS, input

200-

220-240 v., 50 cycles, I phase, tapped secondary giving 3-4-5-6-8-9-10-12-15-18-20-24 and

30 v. at 2 amps.

With all terminal data,

brand new, boxed, 22/6, post 1/3.
RADIO
TRANSFORMERS, drop through shrouded
type, input 110-225-245 v., output 250-0-250 v.
at 90 mA., 5 v. 2 amp., 6.3 v. 3 amp., screen.
A first-class trouble -free transformer, manu-

facturers' surplus, brand new, boxed, 20/-,
post

PARMEKO L.F. CHOKES

1/3.

(potted), 2 types : (a) 100-H at 10 mA., new,
boxed, 5;6, post 10d.; (b) 3.6 to 4.2-H at
150 mA., 20-H at no D.C., unused, 5/6, post

GERMANIUM CRYSTAL RECTIFIERS, wire ends, brand new, 4/6 each,
If-.

post 3d., 48/- doz., post 3d.

ANTENNA

RODS (Whip Aerials), 3 4ft. tubular steel
heavily copper -plated sections that screw into

each other, total length 12ft., weight II oz.,
base fin. dia., tapering to fin. dia. Ideal for
T.V. and car radios. Brand new in waterproofed cardboard containers, 7/6, carriage

1/-, 3 for 20/-, carriage 1/6, 72/- doz., carriage

2/6. VOLTMETERS, 0-100 v. KC., moving
coil, internal rectifier, mA., scaled 0-20-4060-80-100 with I/10th sub -divisions, 21in.
scale, flush panel mounting, new, 20/-, post
I

6d.

AMMETERS, hot wire, 0-9 amps.

A.C./D.C., 3fin dia., nin. scale, fit 2fin. dia.
hole, flush panel mounting.
Brand new,
boxed, 10/-, post 6d., 96/- doz., post 1/6.
ALTIMETERS containing high-grade aneroid
movement, suitable as ordinary barometers.
brand new, 7/6, post 8d., 72/- doz., carriage
2/-.
VEEDER COUNTERS, 0-9999, last
digit is I/10th. Direct operated side shaft
fin. dia., 5/-, post 3d., 48/- doz., post 8d.

BOWDEN DRIVE CABLE, very

fine

stranded steel, for radio tuning drives, etc.,
packets of 10ft., 2/6, post 3d., 24/- doz.
packets, post 4d.
" PYE " 45-Mcis I.F.
STRIPS. A ready-made vision unit for the
London frequency, complete with 7 valves
(EF50 (6) and EA50). New, unused, 60/-,

RU -I9 DUAL COIL SETS, low
range " Q " and high range " M," 540-830
post 1/6.

and 5200-7700 kc/s., 5 coil sets, 5 -gang switch,

trimmers, etc., new, unused, 1/6, post 1/-.
PACKARD BELL PRE -AMPLIFIERS. Contain 2 valves (6SL7/GT and 28D7), input and
output transformers, relay, resistors and
condensers, etc., operates from single 24/28 v.

4 amp. battery source, low impedance input
and output, will raise moving coil or carbon
mike on input to loudspeaker level on output.
In very smart metal cases, size 5in. x 44in. x
3fin., complete with accessories and instructions, brand new, 20/-, post If-. LONDEX
RELAYS, Type 452, 9-12 v. operation,
150 ohm coil, 2 -pole contacts, size overall

2fin. x Ifin. x fin., new, 2/6, post 4d., 24/doz., post 1/-. MOTOR ALTERNATORS,

phase, .64 amp. cont., rating
2,880 r.p.m. capacitor motor. Fitted enclosed
reduction de ive gearbox, final drive approx.
Motor is coupled to generator
60 r.p.m.
250 v. 1,250 cycles .24 amp., flexcitation
24 v. .4 amp., cont. rating. Size approx.
14fin. long, 6in. dia. Standard base mounting
with external wiring diagram. Perfect conDIMMER
dition, 70/-, carriage 7/6.
230 v. 50 cycle

I

SWITCHES, variable wire wound resistors,
approx. 50 ohms at k amp., new, boxed, 1/6,
TOGGLE
post 3d., 15/. doz., post 1/-.
SWITCHES. Single hole panel mounting,
250 v. 2 amp. S.P. On/Off, brand new, 9d.
each, post 3d , 7/6 doz., post 6d., 72/- gross,

post 1/6. MODULATOR UNITS, TYPE
Contain CV -67 Klystron, SU4G, EF50,
169.
3 neon stabilisers, also 84101 valve, two 250 v.

100 mA. selenium rectifiers, small motor with
reduction gearing, 2 large transformers,
various oil and paper condensers, pots,
resistors and other incidentals, in metal cases,
size

18in. x 8fin. x 7fin., brand new condi-

tion, in wood cases; a real bargain offer, 40/-,
carriage 7/6.

The above are a few items from our May

Catalogue and June Supplement, obtainable
direct from :

JOHN FARMER (DEPT.A.1.)
194 HARBORNE PARK RD.,
HARBORNE, B'HAM 17
Tel.: HARborne 1309

WIRELESS WORLD

103

COMPONENTS -SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND
T ITTLEWOODS, North London's best selection
J of radio and television components; pay us
a visit or post or 'phone your enquiries; no lists.
LITTLEWOOD & GRUNER, Ltd.. 27, Ballard,
Lane. Finchley. N.3. Fin. 3060.
10055

" DEMOBBED

VALVES"

ENQITIRIES invited for home or export use
for large or small quantities of tropicsealed, metal -cased tubular capacitors,
paper dielectric; also waxed ceramic disc capacitors, lOpf, 20pf, 25pf, 30pf. at £1 per gross or
£6 per thousand; moulded mica .01mf wire
ends, 10/- per dozen; CV85 triggered spark gap
valves, £5 per dozen, unboxed and unused:
Ward. 9, West Cliff, Dawlish, Devon. Tel.

MANUAL
2/9 POST FREE

ally

giving equivalents of

[7297

British and American

6v 3a, 5v 2a, 100 la/a, standard voltage, with

erence of Commercial
types, with an appen-

2135.

MAINS transformers. Surplus to requirements of leading manufacturer. 350-0-350,

Service and Cross Ref-

adjust panel, 23/-, post 2/-; fresh stock conds.
8mf 450v 2/6, 16/450 3/3 8X16/450 3/9, 25/25
1/6, 50/50 2./-. 1/500 7/6 doz; co -ax cable, 80
ohms 12/6 doz yds; P.M. speakers 2i/in 13/6
3in 11/6, 31/sin heavy 12/6, 3i/sin light 14/6
51n 13/6, 81n 15/6; out/trans. 3/6. h/duty 5/9
v/hldrs. int./oct. amp 6/- doz, B9G 3/6 doz
component list available; stamp please. -Radio
Unlimited, Elm Rd., London, E.17.

Key 4813.
[0062

NOTICES

BRITISH SOUND RECORDING ASSOCIATION.
MEMBERSHIP of the Association is essential to
all actively engaged or keenly interested in high
quality sound recording and reproduction. Additions have again been made to the publications of
the Association. There are also the very special
test discs. Full information is contained in the
latest Publications List P.104. This, together with
the new brochure giving full information of the
work of the Association and the benefits conferred
by membership; with a Membership Application.
may be obtained from the Membership Secretary.
Harrie J. King. 48. Mount View Rd.. North
Chingford, London. E.4.
10119
VALVES

IN excess of present requirements. stock of new
British valves for disposal in one lot, 350,
mainly relative to sdts pre -1945, suitable for

leading makes.-Kingstone, Ltd., 39-43, Bedford
St., Leicester.
[7299

WANTED, EXCHANGE, ETC.
(amplifier not required). -Box 2665. 10198
WANTED, dynamometer, a.c. test set. also
oscilloscope type 339A, also L050A oscillator.
LESLIE DIXON & Co.. 214. Queenstown Rd..
Battersea. S.W.8. Macaulay 2159.
10176
WANTED 8 -way side contact valveholders:
quantity, price and sample to B. E. P., Ltd..
Rugeley, Staffs.
VX-UOVERNMENT aircraft and radio equip231J
124
ment required, any quantity. -Ball, 79,
Heath Row. Bishop's Stortford. Herts.
F6969
WANTED, HRO coils. Rxs, etc. AR88s
WANTED, Magnetophon Tons B. with spares

BC348s, S27s, etc. -Details to R.T. & I.
Service,254, Grove Green Rd., London, E.11.
Ley. 4986.

[0163

WANTED, laboratory test equipment, including standard signal generator, watt meter,
oscilloscope, bridges, recorders; send price and
details to:
HATFIELD INSTRUMENTS. 175, Uxbridge Rd.,
Hanwell, W.7. Tel. Ealing 0779.
[0037
WANTED, all types of radio equipment, test
instruments, radio receivers, personal sets.
television, components, etc.. etc.; call, write.
send or 'phone.

dix of B.V.A. Equivalents and comprehensive Price List.

We
have still some valves
left at PRE -BUDGET
rates

which

actually

sold at the old price.

There is a space free for YOU on our mailing

list. EXPORT to all parts of the Commonwealth and beyond -safely packed,
insured (no C.O.D.) and free of tax.

fully

SPEAKER
MATCHING
TRANSFORMERS, Ex -Gov. Surplus, guaranteed,
2/- post 6d.

MORSE BUZZER OUTFITS. Consisting
of a buzzer, a morse key and a battery compartment, all mounted on a polished baseboard. All parts high grade ex -Air Ministry.
An excellent gift for a boy. 6/- post free.

NEW BOOKS.
" Wireless World " Radio VALVE Data,

characteristics of 2,000 Valves and C.R. Tubes,
3/9.

" Radio Data Book for Constructor, Amateur and Engineer," 1/9.

" Using Ex -Service Radio Apparatus," 2/9.
" Modern Valve Comparison Manual," 3/3.
"A Comprehensive Radio Valve Guide," 5/3.

SPECIAL PURPOSE VALVES : VR92 =
EA50 2/9 post 9d.

VTI37 = 1626 7/6 ;

1904

Barretter 4 pin 7/6 ; 1616 West nghouse
304H 25/-; 813 ES ; Test Prods,

21/- ;

Superior Quality, the pair 4/- ; Easter Rods,
3/6 ; Post If-.
Sapphire Gram needles
(6,000 playings) 6;6.

CONDENSER TESTERS znd

Rectifier
Units. Plugs straight into A.0 mains
200/240 v. and is indispensable for examination of condensers. Very slight and intermittent leakages which cannot be discovered

by conventional instruments can be traced
by this unit. Complete 39/6. Post I/-

MILLER'S RADIO. 38a, Newport Court. Charing
Cross Rd.. London.
ANTED, set manufacturers' or ex -Government radio equipment, large or small quantities of valves. electrolytics. speakers. meters.
also components.
LOWE ROS.. 199. Mile End Rd.. London. E.1.
Ste. 2579.
[6554
WANTED. RCA speech amplifiers, type MI 11220 J or K. -Offers. stating quantity
and price, to PCA Radio, The Arches. Cambridge Grove, W.6.
10081
VALVES, surplus, following types wanted for
cash, any quantity: -6K8, 6Q7, 6V6. 5E4,
EF39, EF36, EL32, or equivalents. -N. R. S., 16.
Kings College Rd., London. N.W.3.
[7242
WWANTED. Antenna tuning units type 1BC-2
939 -A and T-50 microphones and junction
boxes JB-70-A.-PCA Radio, The Arches. Cambridge Grove, W.6. Tel. Riv. 3279.

AMPLION TEST METER. 1.800 ohm per

SX-28, AR -88, S-27; HRO receiver and
spare parts for above; best price. -Writ Box
864, c/o Spiers Service, 69. Fleet St., London.

Wood, Le:.ther, Jewellery, etc.
Operates off A.C. mains, plugs
into light socket.
10,000 users

volt on all D.C. and A.C. ranges, 10 v., 100 v ,
and 500 v. D.C. and A.C., 50mA and 500 mA.
D.C. Resistance up to 200,000 ohm. (3,000
ohm centre scale), with self-contained battery,

5,000 volt range with a separate H.T. test
prod (9/6 extra). Supplied with test prods.
Multi -colour scale easily readable. ES.

SERVICE SHEETS, the one you require
enclosed if available in a dozen our choice
10/6.

Engravi..g as a profitable spare time Business at Home with our

VIBRO TOOL.

ter.
ANTED, BC -610 Hallicrafters transmr80

ENGRAVE on anything, even the
hardest Metal, Plastic, Glass,

10167
E.C.4.
CLEAN copies " Wireless Engineer," May, '43.
Index abstracts for '45, '48, '49; offer
" W.E." for Jan,, '49; Dec., '48; Nov., '45; April
to Dec., 1938. -Brown, 29, Camborne Rd.
Morden, Surrey.
WANTED. AN/APR-4 receiver, any unr7i3ts11

struction manual FREE. Guaranteed. Remit cross P.O., M.O.,

any other good quality U.S. surplus radio
and radar, tubes, test sets; laboratory equipment, etc.; give condition and price in first
letter.-Littell. Farhills. Box 26, Dayton 9,
[6346
Ohio, U.S.A.
REPAIRS AND SERVICE
BERNARD'S. -New address (see below).

TELEVISION, radio and amplifier repairs. conversions and modifications; home -built receivers
aligned; comndercial radios rebuilt; send equipment with full instructions for quotation by

return post; 12 months' guarantee on all work

done.
BERNARD'S, 12, St. Stephens House, West-

minster Bridge, London. S.W.1.

[0099

enthusiastic.

26

pp. illus.

in-

Cheque or C.O.D. 52/6. (Old
price.)

SPECIAL OFFER : JUNEERO complete

Workshop in a Box sent on 7 days APPROVAL with Money Back Guarantee. Complete
only 45/-. Post 1/6.

(Kindly mark envelope W.W.9.)

RADIO

BULLS

2461}IIGH ST HARUSDENNWIO

f
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REPAIRS AND SERVICE

MAINS transformers rewound, new transformers to any spdcification.
MOTOR rewinds and complete overhauls; firstclass workmanship, fully guaranteed.
F.M. ELECTRIC Co.. Ltd.. PottersTel.Bldgs..
3855.
Warner Gate. Nottingham. Est. 1917.
LOUDSPEAKERS repaired oromptly.-Model
Loudspeaker Service. 34a. Bullingdon Rd..

tests
.r

REOSOUND

NORTHERN
TRANSFORMERS CO.

16919

Oxford.

pPEAKER repairs, cones fitted, fields and clock
wound, prompt service, guaranteed
REPAIR SERVICE, Pluckley, Ashford.
[0110
t.
MAINS transformers rewound or constructed
to any specification; prompt delivery. Bede Transiormer Co., Ltd., Beoesway. Bede
[3198
Trading Estate. Jarrow.
REPAIRS.-E.H.T.. mains and O.P. transformers field coils and chokes; also armatures and motors: new transformers designed to
any specification all work fully guaranteed.
WILLESDEN TRANSFORMER Co.. Ltd.. 20a.
Church Lane, Church Rd., N.W.10. Tel.
Willesden 7093.
RADIO MAINTENANCE SERVICE for guaranteed rewinds and repairs: armatures, F.H.P.
motors, vac. units. portable too -s, etc.; good deliveries. -139. Goldhurst Terrace, N.W,6. Mai.

7 coils

satisfaction.
KenS.

RACK MOUNTING CABINET
FOR 19" PANEL

6133.

CABINET to accommodate one 19"x 10?
x I4G. Steel Rack Panel with 17"x 12"x2}"
Chassis and Angle Brackets in 18G Steel ;
Panel secured by four Chromium Plated
Approximate overall dimensions
Screws.
21" x I24" x 114" high, Louvred on Back,
having radiused front corners and Rubber
Feet

2

6

I

6

II

0

E4

Angle
Panel
Chassis and
E3
Brackets
x 8" in top. EXTRA
Recessed Lid
Finishes: Black, Grey or Brown
Wrinkle Enamel. Part Carriage and
Less

ar

Packing (on orders under L5)

1

-.

0

Please note that all List Prices have been

increased 10% from 31st March, 1951.
ILLUSTRATED LISTS AND

TRADE TERMS ON APPLICATION.

REOSOUND ENGINEERING & ELECTRICAL
COMPANY, "REOSOUND WORKS,"

COLESHILL ROAD, SUTTON GOLDFIELD
Tel.: SOT. 4685. Grams: Reosound, Sutton Coldfield

A REMARKABLE
ACHIEVEMENT IN

FILTER DESIGN
Pat.
Applied
For

-F.R.I. Ltd., 22. Howland St., W.I. Museum
5675.
REWINDS. special service, Philips and Mullard negative feed -back output transformers,
delivery by return. year's guarantee, complete
rewind list available. -A. McLuckie, 259, Warwick Rd., Carlisle.
li
ELECTRICAL measuring instruments of every
make, multi or single range, repaired and
standardised' prompt attention. -The Electrical
Instrument Repair Service. 329, Kilburn Lane,
London, W.9. Tel. Lad. 4168.
E3
AISH REWINDS, no delay transformers.
mains, TV, output, chokes, also to your
specification, vacuum impregnation, interleaving.
new tag panels; our aim -your satisfaction.Aish & Co., Ltd., Vanguard Works, Poole.
Dorset.
guarantee,oupuoutputs
4-Igunnosremnelcerewind,n
etc.; all types of new transf.: etc.. supbusiness
heading
or serplied' to specification;
vice card for trade prices. -Majestic Winding

2

[6520
100 Windham Rd. Bournemouth.
METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE for rewinds, mains and E.H.T. transformers,
chokes and field coils; new transformers
designed and manufactured singly or in quantities. -Metropolitan Radio Service Company.
75, Kilburn Lane. London, W.10. Tel. Ladbroke
10130
3120.
WORK WANTED
TOROIDAL coils, manually wound to close inductance limits, precision wavewinding, on
Govt. lists.
BE 07L, Marlborough Yard, London, N.19. Arc.

'In

trade and amateur a service of technical
.

advice, design and construction of special test
gear. receivers and other apparatus, including
correction of faults in home -built apparatus. J. Mort, 18, Heath St., Golborne, Lancs. [5752
MISCELLANEOUS
METALWORK; all types cabinets, chassis,
racks, etc.,to your own specifications.
PHILPOTrS
ETAL WORKS. Ltd. (G4BI).
St., Loughborough.
r
8
ALNUT radiogram cabinets, stamp leaflets.lAr
WALNUT
-Cabinetware. la, Heyes St., Blackburn.
WALNUT radiogram cabinet; stamp details. 80 fllinceoagirni.!.1

STEEP -CUTTING

INFINITELY
Cuts

any selected

t

lccquency

cystalarlde.,

pleasel/

805add 2 balanced

Radio, 7, Station Approach. Slough, Bucks.
FLEX -Super quality sera intercom. leads
FILTER
containing 4 lengths, two screened, tot.

VARIABLE

and 8,000 c.p.s.

betweeo

4,000

Average steepness of cut 30 db. per octave.
between secondary of output transformer and speaker (15 ohms. rated impedance).
Specially valuable for use with new microgroove
Connects

records.
Greatly reduces needle -hiss on ordinary records
with minimum high note loss, and suppresses
high pitched interferences on radio.

No distortion, and no appreciable loss of volume.
Le/diet available from the manufacturers.
Novel circuit. patents pending.

t4 - 10 - 0
Trade Enquiries invited

E.M.G.

pre-ampswbul8u5t

.-OLUD; 7/- per valve stage; send kit and circuit
for immediate attention; special price to trade. E. Hope. Television Engineer, Benington.
Herts
N.
E.
J)RAUGHTING: tracing and photoprinting
services; estimates free; contractors to the
Ministry of Supply and the Admiralty for drawing and tracing work to their requirements and
specifications; sub -contracting work of this
nature undertaken.
DRAWING & TRACING, Ltd.,456a, Ewell Rd..
Tolworth. Surbiton. Tel. Elmlridge 7406. [5975
T. MORT, M.Sc.' A.M.I.E.E. offers to the

E. Winker, 501, Hale End Rd., Highams
[6942
Park. E.4.

E.M.G.

HANDMADE GRAMOPHONES, LTD.

6 Newman St., Oxford St., W.I.
Telephone: Museum 9971-2-3

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
DT/150, 350-0-350 v. 150 ruin, 6.3 v. 4 a. CT.,

v. 3a.
a
26/8
M.F/150, 350.0-350 v. 150 m/a., 6.3 v. 4 a. CT.,
5 v. 3 a.
DT/100, 350-0-350 V. 100 milt., 0-4-6.3 v. 3 a 3719
0-4-5 v. 3 a.
25/6
M.F/100, 350-0-350 v. 100 m/a., 0-4-6.3 v. 3 a ,
0-4-5 v. 3 a.
27/9.
DT/80, 350-0.350 v. 80 m/a., 0.4-6.3 v. 3 a., 0-4-5
v. 3 a.
24/3
MF/80, 350-0-350 v. 80 m/a., 0-4-6.3 v. 9 a.,

MF/350, 950-0-350 v. 250 m/a., 6.3 v. 6 a.,

coil rewinds; American valveS, spares, line cord.

58.
Tr IT radio sets, amplifiers and

AU Transformers guaranteed against faulty workmanship

ALL PRIMARIES ARE TAPPED 200/250 v. INPUT

0-4-5 v. 3 a.
DT/M3, 350-0-350 v. 80 m/a., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a.

SERVICE with a smile." -Repairers orf99.2151
10 types of British and American receivers;

.

5

TRANSFORMER HOUSE,
215, BARKEREND RD., BRADFORD,
YORKS.

approx. 24ft, ii/ilneaypu,rkitv. eBfaorrt2.nO/R-;d.potprmfrsegi

l6e
ENGRAVING. amateurs and trade could litaln.
the opportunity of engraving problems in the
future by getting in touch with A. G. Engraving.
Brass,
19a, Windmill Rd.. London. S.W.18.
bronze. erinoid, Perspex dials: one knob or repeti10034
tion equally entertained.
ALLSCREWS, Ltd.. for B.A. screws, nuts,
washers, studding, grub -screws. bolts,
soldering tags woodscrews, etc., plain or nickel
or cadmium plated. one -gross packets or large
quantities; stamp for lists. -270a. King St..
[5426
Hanunersmith, W.6. Riv. 7762.
COPPER wires enamelled. tinned, Litz, cotton.
silk covered. all gauges; B.A. screws, nuts,
washers, soldering tags, eyelets, ebonite and
laminated bakelite panels, tubes, coil formers:
Tufnol rod; headphones, flexes, etc.; latest radio
publications, full ranee available; list. s.a.e.:
trade supplied. -Post Radio 'Supplies, 33. Bourne
Gardens, London, E.4.
[0138

4 v. 8 a.,0.2-6.3 v. 2 a., 4 v. 3 a.

MF/160, 350-0-350 v.160 m/a., 6.3 v. 6 a., 6.3 v.

28/8
22/6
88/8

3 a., 5 v.3 a.
44/8
MF/120, 350-0-350 v. 120 m/a., 6.3 v. 4 a ,
5 v. 3 a.
34/8
DT5/v12.03,..350-0-360 v. 120 m/a., 6.3 v.

4a,

DT/M2, 250-0-250 v. 80 m/a., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 V. 33/9
2 a.
DT/80,250-0-250 v. 80 We., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a.
110/M2, 220-0-250 V. 80 m/a., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 V.

2 a.
Williamson C.P. Transformer
Williamson Mains Transformer, 425-0.425,
6.3 v. 4 a. C.T., 5 v. 3 a., 6.3 v. 4 a. C.T.
Williamson Choke, 30 H., 20 m/a., shrouded
Williamson Choke, 50 R. 50 m/a., shrouded
Williamson Choke, 10 FL 150 m/a., ehrouded
Williamson Prevamplilier Transformer

22011/66

2827/196

53/6

22/3
24/9
33/6
23/9

WE HAVE A SPECIALS DEPARTMENT WHICH
DEALS SOLELY WITH WINDINGS TO ANY SPECIFICATION.

DT - Drop Through Type. MF = Fully shrouded
type. DT/M - Smaller Drop -through type.
Smallerfully shrouded type.

WILCO ELECTRONICS
SIGNAL AND NOISE GENERATOR.
This Test Set Type 210 has a Range of
20-88 MO in 4 Bands. Output 10M/V.
approx. Modulated or unmodulated,
Noise generator output 5 Microvolts
with attenuator, Crystal controlled,
2 Crystals, Vernier adjustment. Brand
new. Input 80 and 115 volts 1,000 cycles.
E.20. Or 230 volts 50 cycles £25.
CONDENSERS. Block type. 8 Mid.
750 v. D.C., 10/6 ea.; 10 MId. 1,000 v. D.C.
15/. ea. ; 10 Mfd. 1,500 v. D.C., 23/- ea. ;
1.5 mid. 4,000 v. D.C., 25/- each.

0/50 MICROAMMETER 2/in. Flush type
contained in Test Set 28. A very sensitive
meter only 50/-.

GERMANIUM CRYSTAL DIODES.

Midget size wire ends, 4/6 each.
VR91 (EF50). Brand new, Red, American
make 9/6 each guaranteed. British 8/6 each.
Ceramic V/holders for same 9d. ea.7/6 doz.

AIRCRAFT CLOCKS with splendid 8 -day
jewelled movement. Flange type, made to
stringent Govt. specification. Brand new,
guaranteed. Ideal for car, study, bedroom,
etc., Special offer, 65/- each. Post free.

SLOW MOTION DRIVE. Muirhead,
Ratio 50-1. 8/6. Post 1/-.
SLOW MOTION DIAL with Vernier,
200-I

Reduction, front of panel mounting

bin. dia., calibrated 0-100, 5/6 each, post 1/-.

POWER UNITS. With standard mains

transformer, 350-0-350 volts, 80 m/a., 6.3 volt
I a , 6.3 volt .5 a., 5 volt 2 a., 5Z4G valve, etc.
Brand new 12/10/- carr and pkg. 2/6.

AMPLIFIERS. 50 watt " Tannoy " Rack

mounting, less valves, only E8/101- to clear.
The transformers and chokes are guaranteed
O.K. but some small components may require
replacing, and wiring renewed. 4 amplifiers
on one P.O. Rack for E25.

AMPLIFIERS. 15 watts, Marconi Type 6,
using 2-PX25, MHL4, rack mounting, com-

plete with power pack, 200 to 250 volts
50 cycles, meter, etc., with valves, E8/10/-,
less valves. id. Carriage 7/6.

204 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD,
CROYDON.
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-THE MODERN BOOK CO. EMI
Theory

and

Receivers.

of

Design
By

S.

Television

Deutsch.

Postage Free.

55s. 6d.

Radio Valve Data. By " Wireless World."
edition.

2nd

3s. 6d.

Postage

3d.

G Call Book : Radio Amateur Stations
of the United Kingdom. 4s. 3d. Postage
3d.

Radio Amateur Stations of the World
(exclusive of the U.S.A.).

8s. 6d. Post-

age 6d.

Radio Servicing, Theory and Practice.
By

A.

Marcus.

35s. Od.

Postage

Radio Amateur's Handbook.

I

-.

the

By

" A.R.R.L." 28th edition 22s. 6d. Postage

Time

Bases (Scanning
Generators).
S. Puckle.
2nd revised edition.
Postage 9d.

By 0.
30s.

Radio Servicing Equipment. By E
Lewis

25s. Od.

J.

G.

Postage 9d.

Fundamentals of Automatic Control.
By G. H. Fai ringt3n. 30s. Postage 6d.
Radio Handbook. By " Editors and Engineers." 13th edition. 48s. Postage 1/-.

Wireless Servicing Manual. By W. T.
Cocking. 8th edition. Its. 6d. Postage
4d.

Engineering. By F. E. Terman.
3rd edition 50s. Postage Free
Radio
Circuits. By W.
E.
Miller.
3rd edition. 5s. Postage 4d.
We have the finest selection of British and
American radio books in the Country. Complete list on application.
Radio

19-23 PRAED STREET
(Dept. W.9)

LONDON, W.2.
PADdington 4185
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MISCELLANEOUS

TELEVISION camera data as used in amateur

demonstrations, 15/-.--G2DUS/T, 40, Regent
St., Stotfold. Beds.
(7256
WALNUT radiogram and television cabinets.
soundly constructed, stamp details. -R.
Shaw, 69, Fairlop Rd., Leytonstone, E.11.7248
CCABINET'S.-We manufacture radio and television cabinets to private or trade order
singly or in quantities; trade enquiries for
special and exclusive designs :nvited; also, we
supply drawings and instructions for home construction of cabinets, including radiogram.
CHAFFEY-CONSOLE,

6,

Sefton

Rd.,

Wood, Kent.
[7171
VLUORESCENT 80w tapped choke, 22/6: twin
40w ballast, 230v, complete with 2 bi-pin
holders, glow starters, circuit, 35/9; glow starter
lamps, S.B.C.. 2/6; battery chargers, 6-12v. 21/2
amps, 47/6; selenium metal rectifiers, F/w, 12v,
21/2 amps, 8/9; Colvern wirewound pots 50 ohm,
lin spindle, 3/-; transformers, suitable for carbon
arc welding, 230v, will weld your car mudguards
nicely, 45/-; 1/.hp electric motors. 230v a.c.. 80/-.
-Malden Transformer Supplies, 200, Cambridge
Rd., Kingston.
(0038
SITUATIONS VACANT

ADMIRALTY.
APPLICATIONS are invited from engineering,
electrical and ship draughtsmen for temporary
service in Admiralty Departments at Bath.
CANDIDATES must be British subjects of 21

years of age and upwards, who have had practical
workshop and drawing office experience.
SALARY will be assessed according to age, qualifications and experience within the range £320£545 per annum
APPLICATIONS. giving age and details of technical qualifications, apprenticeship (or equivalents), workshop and drawing office experience,
should be sent to Admiralty (C.E. II, Room 88),

speedy soldering is needed. Used for over 40

years in Government works and by leading
engineers. and manufacturers. Of all Ironmongers --in tins from 1/- upwards

TO CYCLISTS ! For stronger wheels

DIESEL-ELECTRIC Mechanic required by the
Falkland Islands Dependencies Administration
for service in South Georgia for one tour of 30
Months in the first instance. Salary £310 rising to £370 a year. Free furnished quarters,
light, water and fuel. Free passages and liberal
leave on full salary. Candidates must possess
a sound knowledge of the general principles of
electricity and have had experience of the run-

SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
TEMPERING TOOLS trithFLU RITE. Pricelid.es
FLUXITE LTD. (Dept. WW), BERMONDSEY
STREET, LONDON,S.E.1.

NUSOUND QUALITY AMPLIFIERS.
S} -WATT OUTPUT. -PP 6V6s-independent bass and

treble boost and cut -switch for L.P. records-neg.
feedback -provision for radio feeder unit-freq.
response 23 to 20,000 e.p.s. ± 8 d.b.-hum 80 d.b.
down at 6.5 watts -feedback 14 d.b.-sensitivity .05
volt. Price only £15117/6. Also available with
remote control unit. Price £17/10/-.
4I -WATT OUTPUT. -Independent bass and treble
boost pre -amp. -provision radio feeder unit, £11/10,-.
Constructional booklet, 3./8, poet free. Complete kit,
£8. Complete A.C./D.C. Model, £12.
NUSOUND QUALITY FEEDERS.

Preset T.R.F.-Home, Light and Third with gram.

position -air spaced trimmers for stability of tuning.
£7/12/6. inc. constructional booklet. 1/8. Poet free.

Pre-set S/Het.-Home, Light and Third -choice of

UNIT. -Bass boost -Treble boost and cut-V/C. and
switch-L.P. correction switch -Gives a gain of 10 : I

In voltage -Ideal for Williamson and W.W. Amplifiers.
Price £5/7/6.

NUSOUND REFLEX CABINETS. -For Wharfedale
epeakers-10in. £9/9/-121n. 210/10/-. Veneered
polish finish mahogany or oak.
Please send stamp for list of all our products.
GRAMOPHONE EQUIPMENT. -Connoisseur P/ups
Standard L/weight, £3/19/-; Trans., 13/-; Super
I./weight, one head, 25114/8 ; Micro -groove head,

22/11/8 Trans. 15/- ; Fibre P/up, £4/3/- Special
Trans., 25/- ; Garrard plug-in heads, standard, 25/- ;
Miniature, 4617 ; Hi PI, 53/6 Adaptor, 6/6. Deem
Mag. Heads, L.P. and 78, 59/2. Chancery L.P.
Attachment (1.33, £3/12/6, with Decca L.P. Xtal
P/up, 26/2/3.
Decca three -speed motor, 27/3/4 ; Connoisseui
two -speed motor, 220/19/3 ; Decca Xtal P/up 53/-;
second Acoe insert for L.P., 31/6 (similar to 01.20):
Deem Turnover Xtal P/up, L.P. or 78, 23/19/4.
COLLAR() AC/DC MOTOR, 12in. turntable, £12/2/7'
Garrard AC6 Motor (speed controlled), £6/15/10
COLLAR() A.C. 514 MB-A.C. motor and Mg. P/upAuto Stop. 26/10/5. with Xtal P/up, 26116/11 ;
Decca 3 -speed Player, Hi Fi Mag. P/up. L.P. and 78.

219/19/,
We stock a full range of Wharfedale speakers and
all types of components, etc. LATEST ARRIVALS
Super 12CS/AL 214/I0/-; Super 5 24/12/6 ;
Crossover unit 55/- ; T.V. & Gram List 4d. (Please
add Postage).

ning and maintenance of small diesel -driven A.C.

and D.C. plants with associated switchboards
and of the charging and maintenance of lead
acid accumulators. They should also be capable
of undertaking the maintenance of Redif on and
Marconi transmitters (of 500 to 800 watt output)
and receivers, Creed Automatic. Transmitter
equipment and automatic distress signal equipment. Apply at once by letter, stating age, full

names in block letters, and full particulars of
qualifications and experience, and mentioning

[7301

FLUXITE

Enquiries Invited.

NUSOUND REMOTE CONTROL AND PEE -AMP.

Salary according to qualifications and experience
in scale £250, rising to £400 a year. Duty allowance £50 a year. (Quarters. subsistence, clothing
and routine canteen stores are provided free of
charge while serving in Dependencies. Liberal
leave on full salary. For both posts candidates
should preferably be single. For post (A) they
must possess a general working knowledge of
electricity, and be capable of running and maintaining small diesel generating sets with associated switchboards, accumulators, etc. For post

Write for Book on the Art of "SOFT Soldering end

The FLUXITE GUN put, FLURITE where you want
it by simple pressure. Price 2'6, or filled, 3/6,

A NEW AMPLIFIER. 10 watts -All triode line-up
PX4 output, Neg. feedback etc. Available October,
Price £28. (Send stamp for full information. Trade

(B) WIRELESS operator mechanic required for
the Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey for
one tour of 18 or 30 months in the first instance.

CROWN AGENTS FOR THE COLONIES.
(A) DIESEL-ELECTRIC mechanic and

for leaflet on CASE -HARDENING STEEL and

FLUXITE - but IMPORTANT.

Tel: GERrard 8845
WE ARE NOW ABLE TO SUPPLY DECCA, ETC.,
L.P. RECORDS BY RETURN OF POST. Ileum L.P.
Catalogue 1/8, post free.

M.W. and L.W Light -Gram. position. £8/181- Inc.
VARIABLE RADIO TUNER UNIT.-M.W. and L.W.
small dimensions-B/gram. switch
etc. Out latest model. Price £11/5/-inc. All.wave

this paper to the Crown Agents for the Colonies,
4, Milbank, London. S.W.1, quoting M.28624.B
on both letter and envelope. The Crown Agents
cannot undertake to acknowledge all applications and will communicate only with applicants
selected for further consideration.
(7254
NORTHERN POLYTECHNIC, Holloway, London, N.7.
THE Governing body invite immediate applications for appointment as Head of the Department of Radio & Musical Instrument Technology; the salary will be in accordance with the
Burnham Scale for Heads of Departments Grade III, £1,150X£25XE1,300, plus London
Allowance; duties to commence on January 1st,
1952. -Application form, together with full particulars will be forwarded on receipt of a
stamped, addressed foolscap envelope.
R. H. Correll,

that will remain round and true, here's
a time tested tip Tie the spokes where
they cross with fine wire AND
SOLDER.
It's simple - with

(Oxford Street end)

ismpire Hotel. Bath. Candidates required for
interview will be advised within two weeks of
receipt of application.
[6952

CROWN AGENTS FOR THE COLONIES. (7305

'Till we get some FLUXITE

LONDON, W.1

Petts

particulars of qualifications and experience and
mentioning this paper to the Crown Agents for
the Colonies, 4 Millbank, London. S.W.1,
quoting for post (A) M.28660.B and for post (B)
M.28666.B on both letter and envelope. The
Crown Agents cannot undertake to acknowledge
all applications and will communicate only with
applicants selected for further consideration.

And just for to -night
I've borrowed your headlight, old scout."
See that FLUXITE is always by you -in
the house - garage - workshop - wherever

136 WARDOUR STREET,

radiogram/TV, 91n table and I21n console TV
(both suitable for Viewmaster, etc.); send for
illustrated catalogue and price list. etc.

(B) candidates must be able to transmit and
receive morse at 25 words a minute (plain language or code) and be capable of elementary
maintenance of wireless transmitting and receiving equipment. -Apply at once by letter,
stating age, full names in block letters and full

THE " FLUXITE QUINS " AT WORK
" The light in our TV's gone out.
It needs overhauling, no doubt.

NUSOUND PRODUCTS

Clerk.

RADIO-T/V service engineers required N.W.
London, only 1st class men apply please,
preference given to drivers. -Write Greystone
T/V Service, Ltd., 256, Blshopsgate, E.C.2.

(7294

B.
& H. RADIO
EAST STREET, DARLINGTON
BASS & TREBLE SEPARATOR
use
of separate
Enables the
speakers for Bass and Treble. Permits adjustment of treble and

matches up speakers of different
impedance. Kit of Parts

LI

13

6

17

6

IS

0

SCRATCH FILTER
Easily fitted to pick-up and gives
marked reduction of scratch

WHISTLE

FILTER

is very simply inserted in speaker
wiring and completely eliminates
9 Ke's. whistle

A.F. and R.F.
specification.

LI

COILSrewound or wound to
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SITUATIONS VACANT
COMMONWEALTH Technical Co-operative
Scheme.

THE

BRITISH NATIONAL
RADIO SCHOOL
ESTD. 1940

NOW IN OUR TWELFTH
YEAR AND STILL

NO B.N.R.S. STUDENT

HAS EVER FAILED
to pass his examination(s) after completing our appropriate study course.
NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE SUCCESS

and what we have done a thousand
times already, for others, we can do
again, for YOU !
A.M.Brit.I.R.E. and

CITY and GUILDS Radio and
Telecommunications Exams., etc., etc.
Six months' trial period without obligation
to continue.

Please mention this advt. and send for free

booklet to:-

STUDIES DIRECTOR

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL
66, ADDISCOMBE ROAD, CROYDON
Phone : Addiscombe 3341

NEW S.T.C. SELENIUM RECTIFIERS.

Largest L.T. range in Great Britain. Current
NOT SURPLUS.

products.

E.H.T. H4/200

W.W. Televisor replaced by N2/100, I7/-;
for VR97, N2/50 12/.. Post 6d.

NOTE REVISED PRICES 1st JUNE, 1951

HALF WAVE RECTIFIERS. 16 v ; a.,
9/8 ; I a., 10/8 ; 2 a., 12/2 ; 3 a., 18/3, all post
6d. 4 a., 19/3 ; 6 a., 27/-, post I Id. 30 v. I a.,
14/8 ; 2 a., 18/- ; 4 a., 31/- ; 6a., 45/6 ;48v I a.,
19/6 ; 2 a., 24/3 ; 4 a., 44/6 ; 6 a., 641- ; 100 v.
2 a., 43/- ; 4 a., 80/- ; 6 a., 116/-, all post 1/..

AVE HEAVY DUTY fin.
HALF
SQUARE COOLING FINS. 16 v. 5 a.,

26/- 10 a., 29/- ; 16 a., 53/- ; 30 v. 5 a., 41/6 ;
8 a., '47/- ; 48 v. 2.5 a., 3I/- ; 5 a., 56/- ; 8 a..
65/. ; all post I/I.

BRIDGE CONNECTED FULL WAVE.
17 v. 1.25 a., 14/2 ; 1.7 a., 22/9 ; 2.5 a , 25/- ;

3 a., 26/. ; 4 a., 30/- ; 5 a., 32/6 all post free.
33 v. 7a., 21/- ; I a., 24/3 ; I.5a., 39/- ; 2 a.,
44/- ; 3 a., 45/- ; 4 a., 54/- ; 5 a., 58/- all post
Ild. 54 v. a., 33/6 ; 1.5 a., 54/. ; 2 a., 60/- ;
3 a., 6I/- ; 5 a., 81/- ; 72 v. 1.5 a., 68/- ; 2 a.,
1

79/- ; 3 a., 80/- ; 5 a., 1061- ; 100 v. 1.5 a., 97/- ;
2 a., I12/- ; 5 a., 152/- all post I/1.

BRIDGE CONNECTED HEAVY DUTY
fin. SQUARE COOLING FINS.
17 v. 6 a., 43/- ; 10 a., 49/- post 1/6.

FUNNEL COOLED, also)
fin. SQUARE COOLING

FINS.

17 v. 12 a.,

88/. ; 20 a., IO2/- ; 30 a., 142/- ; 50 a., Ell ;
33 v 6 a., 79/- ; 10 a., 91/- ; 12 a., I46/- ;

20 a., 164/- ; 54 v 6 a., 104/- ; 10 a., 124/- ;
72 v. 6 a., 134/- ; 10 a., 154/- ; 100 v. 6 a., 1921- ;

10 a., III all post 118.

Special price Funnel Rects. BRIDGE.
D.C. Output, 120 v. 20 a., L15/10, delivered.

SLOW DELIVERY OF SOME RECTS.,

WILL DO OUR BEST !
Wholesale & Retail
(Est. 19 yrs.)
88 GREAT PERCY STREET, LONDON, W.C.1
Olt Pentonvillr R.I. Between King 'a Cross and Angel

T. W. imEARCE

[7218
quoting D324/51/0/A.
THE PLESSEY Co., Ltd., Ilford. requires the

following staff:TEST gear design and development engineers,
with sound theoretical knowledge and experience
in the development of test gear for radio, television or other electronic equipment.
FIRST-CLASS estimator/ratefixer with preproduction planning experience of communications
and radar equipment-early promotion to production engineer is envisaged for successful
applicant.

SENIOR draughtsman for communications section of the drawing offices with experience of
communications equipment.
DRAUGHTSMAN for test gear department with
experience of radio or light electrical engineering.
RADIO mechanics with experience of installation
and maintenance of test gear-Service or civilian.
ALL positions carry the right to participate in
the pension fund and lift assurance scheme after
the usual trial period; state full particulars to
[7300
personnel manager.
TELEVISION service engineer wanted. is,. v.
London, 5 -day week, good position offered
to capable experienced man.-Box 3229. [7257
ILFORD LIMITED engineering research and
development department have vacancies for
draughtsmen in the following categories:(1) ELECTRICAL.-Drawing office and workshop experience of power and lighting layouts
:s essential.
in
practical
(2) SERVICES.-Experience
schemes for boiler plant, refrigeration and air
conditioning is necessary.
(3) MECHANICAL DESIGN.-A wide experience with mechanisms of all types is required.
PERMANENT and well -paid positions in good
working conditions will be offered to competent
men.-Write fully to, Ilford Limited. P.O. Box
No 10. Romford. Essex.
[6984
TELECOMMUNICATIONS, experienced design
and development engineer required.-Write
Telephone Rentals, Ltd., Kent House, Knightsbridge, S.W.7.
7278
RADIO and television engineer with qual fications and experience also driving ability
required by Messrs. Valiance & Davison Ltd. 144,
17261
Briggate, Leeds, 1.
RADIO mechanics are required for service in
the Air Ministry ocean weather ships;
voyages are of 27 days at sea followed by 15 days
in port at Greenock.
APPLICANTS must possess a sound knowledge

of the principles of radio and radar up to the
standard of third year City Guilds telecommunications engineering; they should have a
general knowledge and practical experience in
the maintenance of ground radio transmitters,
receivers. DIP systems, and radar installations;
duties will include operation of radar equipment;
suitably qualified and experienced ex -service
radio mechanics will be given preference.
SUCCESSFUL candidates will be engaged on a
non -pensionable basis; the weekly scales of pay
on appointment at age 25 and over are 135s,
rising by annual increments of 5s to a maximum

The two large
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SAVAGE --_ DEVIZES)
MITE

SAVAGE TRANSFORMERS LTD
Nursteed Road
Devizes
Wilts
Tel:

Devizes 536

Good Investments
Dynamos, 12 volt 10/15 amp. D C. 1,400 r.p.m.,
easily adapted for windmill work, 50/- carr. 5/-.
Small hand dynamos, 6 volts 5 amp. 100 r.p.m.
through gearing in handle, 25/-.
Motor Alternator, 230 volts 50 cy. S.P. input

230 volts 60 watts

1,250 cycles output with
control box fitted starter, 4-med. condensers,
2 24 volt Rectifier Voltmeter, and wire wound

Pot., £35,

carr. extra. Rotary Converter 22/29

volts D.C. input 80 volts 240 watts S.P.
cycles output 8,000 r.p.m.

1,600

D.C./A.C. Rotary Converters, 50 cycle output.
110 volts D.C. input 230 volts 200 watts output,
£10. 24 volts D.C. input 230 volts 100 watts
output, L3/10/-. Send for Rotary Converter List.
Rectifiers. Selenium I -wave 500 volts 40 m.a.,
new, 7/6.

Photographic Glazing Machines by Velox,
230 volt A.G. motor, speed control, Heaters,
Switches, Glazing Drum, etc., all in first class
of 165s; entrants aged 21 years and over but condition. Cheap. Neutral Binocular Filters,
under 25 will receive slightly lower rates accord- new and wrapped, 5/-.
ing to their age; an allowance at the rate of £50 Sterilisers. G.E.C. I and 2 K.W. sizes 230 volts
a year is payable to compensate for any excess A C. with tray for medical instruments, good
hours of duty required; food and accommoda- condition.
tion is provided free on board ship; not less than Show Card Machine. No. 9, cold press Masson
six days leave may be granted between voyages.
APPLICATIONS, stating age, qualifications and Seeley with I sets type, 5 sets figures, guillotine,
experience. should be addressed to Air Ministry. beveler and other accessories, cheap.
S.5 (g), Cornwall House, Stamford St., S.E.1. Motor Pumps. Stuart Turner No. 10 230 volts
[7215
manager A.C. or 12 volts D C. lift 3ft. head 10ft. capacity
RADIO and television service
I

BRIDGE CONNECTED HEAVY DUTY
Revised price, same both types.

APPLICATIONS are invited by the Commonwealth Relations Office for the post of expert
radar technician for a radar wind finding
station in Colombo under the Government of
Ceylon, at a salary of £1,000 to £1,200 per
annum; an allowance will be paid to cover board
and lodgings, and free medical attention will be
available; return passage of the person appointed
will be paid together with cost of local travel
on duty; arrangements for leave and the passage
of dependants by negotiation; applicants preferably between the ages of 35 and 45, should have a
Higher National Certificate or be of R.T.G.B.
and City and Guilds standard; they must
have considerable servicing and maintenance
experience of radio and radar and preferably
a knowledge of CALM sets; the selected applicant will be responsible to the Director, Department of Meteorology, and will be expected to
take over and maintain the station equipment
and train local staff on routine maintenance;
the duration of appointment is approximately
three years.-Forms of application may be
obtained from the Ministry of Labour and
National Service, Technical and Scientific
Register (K), York House, Kingsway, W.C.2,

urgently required, good references essen- 100 g.p.h., L6/101-. Foot valve and strainer, 25/..
tial.-Write, W. L. & F. M. Jones, Ltd., High delivery ex. stock.

St., Cobham. Surrey.
[7285 Motor Blowers. 24 volts D.C. for valve cooling
TELEVISION aerial erectors. fully experienced or conversion to hair dryer, 21/,
all makes; London area; clean driving Thermostats, small, fit test tube, operate 0
licence; first-class men only: salary, bonus and degrees cent., easily altered and suitable for fish
17235
overtime.-Box 3226.
RADIO engineer wanted, conversant with all tank, new in makers box, 6/6, post 6d.
types of radios; wages 3/6 to 4/- per hour, Heater Elements 24 volts 75 watts flat copper
according to experience.-Write to Cadman's. 19. plate with insulated connector fitted one end,
[7307
City Arcade, Hanley, S.o.T.
x 2in. x iin., new, useful for soil heating, etc.,
SKYWAYS, Ltd., Stansted Airport, Essex. have 4in.
vacancies for aircraft radio mechanics; 1/6 ea. Special prices for quantity.
basic week of 44 hours: holidays with pay; good
[7275
prospects.-Apply: PersonnerManager.
BOYD, Ltd. require radio & T/V engineers for
their central service depot. 18, Crown Place,
N.W.5, top wages, own car an advantage.- 214 Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8
Apply Service Supervisor, 256, Edgware Rd., W.2.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

[7263

Telephone : MACaulay 2159,s
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NOW AVAILABLE !

!

A Special Candler Course
for all desiring to pass the

G.P.O. MORSE CODE TEST
for securing an Amateur
Transmitting Licence
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SITUATIONS VACANT
Ltd., Moston Works, Manchester,
FERRANTI,
have stall vacancies in connection with
long-term development work on an important
radio tele-control project.
(I) SENIOR engineers or scientists to take
charge of research and development sections.
Qualifications include a good degree in physics
or electrical engineering and extensive past experience in charge of development work. Salary
according to qualifications and experience in the
range of £1,000-£1,500 per annum. Please quote
reference R.S.E.
(II) ENGINEERS and scientists for research and
development work in the following fields: Radar,
radio and electronic circuits, micro waves, high

power centimetric valves, vacuum and/or high
voltage techniques, servo control and electromechanical devices.
Qualifications include a
good degree in physics or electrical engineering
mechanical science, or equivalent qualificaThe Course includes all essential or
tions. Previous experience is an advantage but
training to enable the average is not essential. Salary according to qualificaand experience in the range £420-41,000
The fee tions
student to be successful.
per annum. Please quote reference R.T.E.
(III) TECHNICAL assistants for experimental
is reasonable too.
work in the fields listed in (II) above. Qualifications required: A degree or Higher National
Certificate in electrical or mechanical engineerirfg or equivalent qualifications. Salary in the
range of £260-£5501, according to age and experience. Please quote reference R.T.A.

Please send for the

CANDLER

"BOOK OF FACTS"

THE company has a staff pension scheme, and
will give housing assistance in special cases. -Application forms from Mr. R, J. Hebbert, Staff
Manager, Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood, Lancs.
[7097

stating which of the following courses
LANCASHIRE AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
require radio mechanics.-Apply with deyou are interested in:tails of experience to Technical Manager,
Bovington Airport. nr. Hemel Hempstead.
Herts.
(I) Special Course for G.P.O. Morse
[6998
Ltd., Cambridge, have vacancies for radio
Code test for Amateur Transmitting -DYE,
1 engineers
and draughtsmen for development

Licence.

(2) Candler Senior Course for

of domestic radio.-Apply Personnel
Manager. Pye. Ltd., St. Andrew's Rd., Cam-

bridge.

[7222

CAPABLE man of high intelligence and integrity as personal assletant to owner -manager

Beginners.

soundly established London retail radio and
(3) Candler Advanced Course for of
business, state age and full details of
Operators, who desire to increase electrical
career.-Box 3230.
[7258
FERRANTI. Ltd., Moston Works. Manchester.
their speed and accuracy.
have staff vacancies in connection with
special electronic valve development and manuin association with an important radio
THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO., facture
tele-control project.
SENIOR valve engineers to take charge of
(55W) 52b, ABINGDON RD., LONDON, W.B. (I)
research and development work.
Candler System Company, Denver, Colorado, U.S.A. QUALIFICATIONS include a good degree in
physics or electrical engineering and extensive
experience in charge of development work.
SALARY according to qualifications and experience in the range of £1,100-£1,600 per
annum; please quote Ref. S.V.E.

DUKE & CO.
BEDSIDE RADIO KIT. In walnut bakelite cabinet, 4
valve T.3111 Universal or A.C. For only 22132/6,
Ivory or PM green 6/- extra. Assembled 2.61- extra.

New and improved circuits. The ONLY set now

available at this price. (Cabinet approx. 121n. x 51 in
x 71n.). Post and packing 2/6.
TYPE 25/1196 SUPERSET RECEIVER. New purchase
makes it possible to again offer a limited number of
these bargains. Note price 12/6 only, with tree
drawings. These convert easily to A,C., Universal or

Battery All -wave receivers, 465's I.F.'s, 4 tuning
condensers, 28 fixed condo., 32 resist., trans., switches

and v/controls. Valve holders, and all the usual parts
less valves. Post 1/6.
NEW 1124 RECEIVER CHASSIS. A few hundred
only, containing -30 axed condensers, 36 resistors,

24 trimmers (ceramic). 3 LF.'0, 3 tuning coils,
Yaxley 8 way switches, v/control. vicaps, 2 trans.
(OP and IV). If made to work set tunes, Television,
Police, F.M., etc. Contents not guaranteed. 9/6,
plus 1/6 post.

T.V. LENSES, made by reputable arm, 8in., gin. or
101n., 55/-; or 12In., 75/-. Post and pack 1/6.
AERIALS, ex W.D., on winch, 300ft., 2/9. Plus 10d.
post.

AERIALS. 12ft., tubular copper plated steel, 3-4ft.
tapered sections, 8/6. plus 2/. carr.
AERIAL BABE. Rubber with fitting to take 12ft.
aerial, 1/6, plus 10d. post.
CRYSTAL SETS, in bakelfte cabinet, very attractive,
9/6, or luxury type in oblong cabinet, 16/6. Poet 10d.
CRYSTAL DETECTORS. Semi -permanent, 2/8.
HEADPHONES. Single headset 1/9, twin headset

3/9, used but all tested.

COMFORTABLE SEATS. Covered in hide or moquette.
34 x 16 x 41n. thick, backs 191n. high. Complete seats

45/- and 50/-. Seats only in hide 22/6. Carr. extra.
DINGHIES. Bost shape, 13ft., ex Military. NEW,
in 2 shoulder packs with all. accessories, 6 gal., nine
Money back guarantee. Cash With Order please, or
C.O.D. Stamps ONLY for lists.

621, ROMFORD ROAD, MANOR PARK, E.12
Grangewood 6677
Retail

ESSEX

trade:

219, ILFORD LANE, ILFORD
ILF. 0295

THE company has a staff pension scheme, and
will give housing assistance in special cases.Application forms from Mr. R. J. Hebbert, Staff
Manager, Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood, Lancs.
[7227

TEST engineers required for electronic instru-

ment testing; Higher National Certificate
in electrical engineering preferred.-Solartron
Laboratory Instruments, Ltd.. 22, High St.,
Kingston -on -Thames.
[7277
TNTERNATIONAL AERADIO, Ltd., requires

1 radar engineer/Instructors, Karachi, up to
£1,200 p.a., quarters free, pension scheme.Write quoting RAD, Senior Admin. Officer, 40,
Park St., London, W.I.
[7269

TECHNICAL writers for radio and television
equipment urgently required. Must be over
26 years of age, salary in accordance with capabilities and experience. Write to Personnel
Department, Pye, Ltd., St. Andrew's Rd.. Cambridge.

SUPACOILS
SPECIAL OFFER
MAKE YOUR OWN

COIL PACK
for 18'- only
For this modest sum we will provide you

with all the components you require to make
a high -efficiency two waveband superhet coil
pack (Long and Medium plus gram position).

The parts supplied for this
specially wound

variable

include
dust -cored

pack

iron

coils, three position rotary switch, padders,
trimmers, mounting plate, wire, sleeving,

solder, etc., together with detailed wiring

and assembly instructions. Also included is
a circuit diagram showing a typical superhet
in which the coil pack can be used.
Trade and overseas enquiries invited.

We still, of course, supply our normal range
of constructors' parts, including :
COILS. A complete series of High Q
variable iron dust -cored coils (as recommended for the P W. 9-valver) in wavelengths 10-30, 16-50, 30-75,75-200,190-550

and 800-2,000 metres ; Aerial, H.F. or

Oscillator at the remarkable price

of

3/- each.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS.

Our famous
dust -cored, permeability tuned,
high stability I.F. Transformers, already
aligned to 465 kc/s are still available at
iron

the extremely reasonable price of

16/6

pair.

DIALS. Attractive metal dialthree wavebands in three colours...
J.B. Dials and assemblies-full range
stocked including the well-known

5/-

SL8 at

27/6

CONDENSERS-Two-gangs

14/18/3
9

Three -gangs
Silver micas (all sizes)

Tubulars
Electrolytics

11-

from

COIL PACKS and Tuning Units

2/9
in

stock-we specially recommend the
famous 30 and 40 series and 6 -band
Communications.

HOME CONSTRUCTOR'S HAND-

BOOK. This valuable booklet contains
tested circuits of Feeder Units, Superhets,
Constructional and
Amplifiers, etc.
Servicing information, Resistance Colour
Code, and many illustrations of sets you
can build with ease. it also carries our

latest priced stocklist and is available
for 2/- only, or a copy will be given free
with any order for El or more.

[7129

ELECTRONIC engineer with practical experi-

ence in sound recording equipment, required for testing and servicing magnetic recording equipment -Apply in writing, giving

SUPACOILS MAIL ORDER OFFICE

98, Greenway Ave., London, E.17

age, previous experience and salary required to
Box 3297.

[7282

RADIO mechanic required for radio service
work at S. Smith & Sons (England), Ltd.,
Great West Road Factory. Brentford; experience essential; high starting wage.-Apply in

person to Personnel Manager, or 'phone Ealing
8071. Ext. 25.
[7191
with original ideas
TELEVISION
wanted forengineer
novel application in important
defence project in special laboratory within 40
miles of London starting salary £700-£1,000 p.a..
according to qualifications.-Write quoting ref.
IAH to Box 3232.

[7268

SENIOR draughtsman required with exAA perience precision mechanical or electro
mechanical apparatus; also senior draughtsman
with experience of radio and electronic instruments; salary up to £11 per week.-Reply, giving
fullest details. to Box 3211.
[7221
SENIOR designer draughtsman required with

experience of design and development of
radar and electronic apparatus to service requirements. S.E. London area; applicants are

Is

CRYSTArS
TYPE " t4
Range 8 to 17 inclsmeta'
aled

Hermetically

can0.75.high
v

3t

under pins,

is" diameter
centres.
at 0.490"

VII

pin s

asked to state age and salary required and details
of experience, to. Box 3213.

[7228

BROOKES CRYSTALS LTD.

t.)TUNIOR draughtsman required for interesting
work on electro-mechanical apparatus in
connection with radar and electronic. S.E. Lon-

10, Stockwell St., Greenwich, London, S.E.I0

Qualifications, to: Box 3214.

Cables; Xtals, London.
phone; GREenwich 1028.
Grams; Xtals Green, London.

don area; applicants are asked to state age and
salary required, and details of experience and
11229
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SITUATIONS VACANT

WANTED
End equipment, tubes and
component parts.
Will pay highest prices.

END EQUIPMENT
APN-9

HS -23

ARC -1

T -17D

APN-4

American made ARC -3

SCR -522
BC -640
ART -13
BC -639
BC -221
RTA- I B

R -5A, ARN-7
BC -453
SCR -720
APR -4

AT-4/ARN-I Antenna
TN -16, 17, 18, 19 and 54

1-1S-33

TEST EQUIPMENT
TS -I3

TS -174
TS -182
TS -203
TS -235

TS -34
TS -35
TS -45
TS -70
TS -89
TS -118
TS -120

TS -251

TS -270
TS -263
TS -268

TS -I42

1E-19

ARROW SALES, INC.
1712 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE,
CHICAGO 16, ILL., U.S.A.
Phone :

WEbster 9-7454

ADMIRALTY,-Vacancies exist for Electrical
and/or Mechanical Engineering Draughtsmen in Admiralty Research and Development
Establishments located in the vicinity of Weymouth, Portsmouth, Teddington (Middlesex)
and Baldock, Herts.
DRAUGHTSMEN experienced in light current,
electro-mechanical, precision mechanical and
electronic equipment are particularly needed.
CANDIDATES must be British subjects of 21
years of age and upwards, who have had practical workshop experience (preferably an Forapprenticeship), together with drawing office
AIRCRAFT, MARINE AND
experience.
APPOINTMENTS will be in an unestablished
capacity, but opportunities may occur for quali- COMMERCIAL USE are available in
fied staff to compete for established posts.
THE salaries offered, depending on age, experi- the complete range from 35 kiloence, ability and place of duty, will be within cycles to IS megacycles.
the range £320-E560 p.a.
HOSTEL accommodation is available at some
Establishments.
Alternative mountings in standard

QUARTZ

CRYSTAL
UNITS

APPLICATIONS, stating age and details of two -pin A.M. pattern 10X, International
technical qualifications, apprenticeship (or
equivalents), workshop and drawing office ex- octal, and miniature type FT243, can be
perience, should be sent to Admiralty (C.E.II.
Room 88i,Empire Hotel, Bath, quoting supplied for most frequencies.
DM/R.D. Original testimonials should not be
Prices are fully competitive, and
forwarded with application. Candidates required for interview (at London or Bath. which we specialise in prompt deliveries for
ever is nearer) will be advised within two weeks
of receipt of application.
[7109 urgent requirements.
EQUIRED, West London area, several skilled
lit and semi -skilled wiremen for assembly and WE WELCOME YOUR ENQUIRIES.
wiring audio and electronic equipment. Good

conditions and variety of high-grade work on THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL Co., Ltd.
small batch production.-State age, experience
63-71 Kingston Road,
and salary required, Box 2606.
17124
NEW MALDEN, SURREY
EXPERIENCED electronic wiremen required
Telephone:
MALden 0334
immediately for top priority Government
contracts, excellent wages, working conditions
and prospects for the right type of applicant.Apply, Peto Scott Electrical Instruments, Addle stone Rd., Weybridge, Surrey.
[7265
CIRCUIT draughtsman or tracer required,
able to work from sketches and prototype
equipment in electronic section; A.E.S.D. rates;
5 -day week, canteen, pension scheme.-Apply,
stating experience, etc., to Redifon. Ltd., Broom hill Rd:. Wandsworth, S.W.18.
F7249

draughtsman required for interestJUNIOR
ing detail work on electro-mechanical
apparatus in connection with radar and electronics. S.E. London area: applicants to state
age and salary required and details of experience and qualifications to Box 2618.

17153

[7152

ANUMBER of senior and junior vacancies for

RADIO EXHIBITION. During the period of the Exhibition we are holding a SPECIAL SALE. We are only
a little over a mile from Earls Court so if in town why
not call in and inspect a One selection of Rx.s, Tx.s,
Test Gear, Components, etc., all at clearance prices.
EXAMPLES : Eddystone Communications receivers

at £5. Bendix Transmitters from 30/-; Meters from
3/- and dozens of other bargains. The Sale is for
callers only.

Shop hours 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Thursdays

p.m.
TRANSMITTERS TYPE T.1408A. This Tx. providtil
an output of 40 w. on W/T. or 10 w. on It/T. over the
frequency range of 2 to 7 lit/c., crystal or MO. operation. Circuit comprises a Pierce CO. (VR55), tuned
buffer (EL33), PA. (807), Mod. (EL33), contained in
a handsome metal case with hinged lid at top with
1

all controls, clearly marked, on the front, twin metered,
penal.

Meters indicate amplifier and aerial current.

Overall dimensions approx. 19 x 15 x 141n. Power
requirements are H.T. approx. 600 v. D.C. at 200 m/A.

and L.T. 6.3 v. at 3 A. Supplied in new unused

condition with circuit diagram and operating instruc-

tions. PRICE 112. carriage 01 (10/- returnable on
crate).
RECEIVERS TYPE 83616.

Adaptable for reception
of Television sound or vision details of which are given
in the May issue of Short Wave Listener, Pitted with
10 VR65s, 1 VR92, 5 VR56s, 3 VR55s, 1 VR54,

1 VR53, 13 M/c. I.F. strip and a wealth of useful
components. In good condition. PRICE complete
with valves £3/17/6, or less valves 301-, carriage
7/6.

AERIAL MASTS. Consist of 4 sections of stout allweather resisting paxolin tubing each section approx.
7ft. long. Max. dia. 3lin. Min. dia. liln. x Ain wall. Each section fits together with metal ferrules
forming a mast 28ft. high. Very light weight and can

easily be raised by one man. Guy ropes, etc., are
not supplied. PRICE 421-, carriage 41- or top two

sections only to form a mast 14ft. high. PRICE
18/6, carriage 2/6.

L.T. MAINS TRANSFORMERS. PRIMARY 200 to
250 v. 50 c.o.s. SECONDARIES: 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9,
10, 12, 15, 18, 20, 24 and 30 v. at 2 amps. total loading.

Brand new and fully guaranteed. PRICE 18/6, post
1/6.

3 GOLDHAWK ROAD, (Dept. M.W.)
SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12
Telephone

:

Shepherds Bush 1729

COMPONENTS
Write for thn Meet price list of the following:-

RECORD, PLAYBACK & ERASE
HEADS. THE NEW TAMPA HEAD
RANGE ARE NOW AVAILABLE.

SENIOR designer draughtsman required with
experience of design and development of
radar and electronic apparatus to service reLondon area; applicants to
statements.S.E
age and salary required and details of experience and qualifications to Box 2617.

LYONS RADIO Ltd.

TAPE & WIRE RECORDING

radio, radar, electronic, television, etc.,
development, service engineers, draughtsmen,

wiremen, testers, inspectors. etc.: urgently required 30 television service engineers.-Write in
confidence. Technical Employment Agency, 179.
Clapham Rd., S.W.9. (Brixton 3487.)
10103

DRAUGHTSMAN required for the design and
development of domestic radio and television equipment; payment in accordance with
A.E.S.D. rates-Write, giving full particulars
of experience and qualifications, to Regentone
Products. Ltd.. Eastern Ave.. Romford, Essex.

RECORD PLAYBACK AMPLIFIERS
OSCILLATOR COILS & UNITS.
TAPE

E.M.I.
G.E.C.

WIRE On standard
+, 4, and I hr.
Spools.

DUREX

5", 7", II" Spools.
Constructor's Envelopes

Books on Tape Rec'd'g.
Manuja lured by

AlIDIGRAPH
Dept.

1111.3,

74, Great HamptStreet.
Sit

HOCKLEY, BIRMINGHAM IS

17245

RADIO engineer required by North London
manufacturer's service department; sound

adequate technical training
essential,-Applicants should give fullest information of general and technical education,
experience, age and salary required to Box 2602.
[7119
TECHNICAL development engineers required,
senior, intermediate and junior, for interesting work in electronics, including defence
contracts; excellent salaries for suitable applicants.-Apply to Technical Director. All -Power
Transformers, Ltd.. Chertsey Rd., Byfleet. Sur-

education and

rey.

17240

and junior electronic development enSENIOR
gineers required. H.N.C. and degree standard,

experience in U.H.F. and centrimetric work an
advantage.-Apply by letter, stating experience,
nationality and salary required, to E.M.I. Engineering Development. Ltd., Penleigh Works,
Wells.

17027

AWELL-KNOWN company undertaking interesting radar development work in the

London area has vacancies for the following: 1. SENIOR electronic engineer who must be fully
experienced in the design of radar equipment;
degree desirable; salary about £800 p.a. (Ref.
IBA.)
2. MECHANICAL

engineer

conversant

with

Naval radar installation and control systems;
degree desirable; salary according to qualifications and experience. (Ref. IBB.)
3. DESIGNER draughtsman, H.N.C. desirable,

should be capable of working on own initiative
and doing all necessary calculations, and
draughtsmen with general electronic and/or
mechanical experience; salary according to qualification and experience. (Ref. AEF,)
APPLICANTS should write, quoting appropriate
[7306
reference, to Box 3305.

SENIOR and Junior Electronic Development
Engineers required for work of high priority:
degree or inter-B.Sc. desirable; salary £400-4750
p.a. according to qualification and experience.Write, stating full details, to Personnel Manager,
The McMurdo Instrument Co., Ltd., Ashstead.
Surrey.

16924

HOLME MOSS CONVERSION
Type AC/4 Convertor unit for use with
Sutton Coldfield receivers.
Optimum
picture

detail

and

Sound

reception

without retuning or alterations. Incorporates power supply unit, R. F.
stage and the highly successful double
mixer stage ensuring freedom from
noise and correct reception of the new
single side band transmitters.
Delivery at present ex -stock.
Price
complete with 5 valves etc., 15 one.
On approval 7 days C.O.D. if desired or
by arrangement through your own
Dealer.
Holme Moss models of the
type
AC,3 neutralized triode Pre Amplifier are also available ex -stock.
A well designed and proved unit giving
the best possible results for ' Fringe '
viewers. Our confidence in the unit is
revealed by our 7 days approval offer.
C.O.D. if desired or by arrangement
through your Dealer.
Illustrated
leaflets and details etc. available on
request.

SPENCER WEST
Quay Works, Gt. Yarmouth
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SITUATIONS VACANT
teievision aerial riggers reEXPERIENCED

quired for all London areas, Maidstone and
Chatham; current driving licence and working

(TRANSMITTER - knowledge of radio essential; good wages and
RECEIVER). Type 38 Mark II. Complete with 5 prospects. -Write, stating age and wages re valves, Throat Microphone, Headphones and quired. Antiference Installations. Ltd., Watford
17234
Aerial. 7 rnc/s Amateur Band suitable f3r field Way. N.W.7.
and office juniors are required
use. Powerful Superhet Receiver. Modulated WORKSHOP
by radio company in North London dis-

"DEFINITELY IN STOCK NOW"
COLLARO

AC3/5I4

Gram.

3 -speed

Units, with Pick-up taking 2 Acos GP27

plug-in heads for Std. and L.P. Fitted auto stop. Price complete E14/8/9 and carr. 2/6.

Above mounted in de Luxe rexine covered
portable case, 17 gns., plus carr. 2/6.
GARRARD VDI5 SPECIAL QUALITY
A.C. GRAM. UNITS (78 r.p.m.) comprising

Transmitter. Guaranteed ready for the Air, less trict; opportunity for lads with interest in radio
batteries, E3/10/-.
to progress in service or technical correspondR.35I5 TELEVISION UNITS. Complete with ence sections after a period of general duties. Apply, giving full details of education and age,
21 valves. 6 Stage 14 mcis I.F. Strip. Ideal for
T.V. Conversion. Brand new in original wooden to Box 2603.
cases, f3/ I 0/-.
WEBB'S RADIO require senior engineer
for
En2
specialised service department, must be
RECEIVERS B.C. 454 (49-100 Metres) B.C. 455
with the overhaul and alignment of
(39-49 Metres).
BRAND NEW COMPLETE conversant
receivers, including the proviWITH 6 VALVES. BLACK CRACKLE FINISH, communication
sion of test figures to laboratory precision. Write to the Manager, Webb's Radio, 14, Soho
St.,
London,
W.I.
LUFBRA HOLE CUTTERS. Adjustable from
[7283
tin. to 31in. for use on Wood, Metal, Plastic, TELEVISION and radio engineer, fully exetc., 5/9. LUFBRA FLY CUTTERS, I4i6.
perienced, qualified and passed exams,
LIONEL " BUG " KEYS. Genuine U S.A. permanent position, progressive, very good
Automatic Morse Key, Type 136. Few only. salary; also assistant 2nd engineer required,
some experience preferred and willing to learn;
0/7/6.
THROAT MICROPHONES. Magnetic type West Middlesex area; in both cases state age,

unit floats on anti-microphony springs. Above
quality unit offered at special price of £7/S/-.
Pick-up heads to suit
Standard Magnetic
35/- ; Miniature Lightweight (takes silent
stylus or sapphire), with adaptor, 65/-.

RECEIVERS. B.C. 45314/5, 14ft. with adaptors, 9/6.
CONDENSERS. 100 assorted tubular and

ABOVE MOTOR AND PICK-UP with

experience, qualifications, and salary required. -complete with long lead and plug, 4/6.
Box 3212.
[7224
CONTROL CABLES fo.. COMMAND VACANCIES exist in a rapidly expanding de-

mica all new useful sizes to 2 Mfd. IS!- 100.
RESISTANCES. 100 assorted new to 3 watts.
12:6 100.

partment of a large engineering organisation in the London area, for graduates in physics
and electrical engineering or equivalent, the work
involves the development of quartz crystals together with the associated circuits. -Apply stating age, experience and salary expected to Box

HAND GENERATORS. 6 volts at 5 amps. 3298.
[7287
A VACANCY exists for a senior wireless en21 inch. P.M. Moving
gineer to control a team engaged on research, development, and engineering of new
-power equipments in the 400-600 megaPLASTIC TRANSPARENT MAP CASES. low
band; salaries up to £1,200 per annum
14 inches by 10f inches. Ideal for Maps, Charts, cycle
offered to suitable candidates. -Please write
Display, Photographs, etc., 5'6.
giving full details and quoting ref. HHE to
STAR IDENTIFIERS. With Hydrographic Box 2729.
17182
Office Modifications A -N Type I. Complete in PRODUCTION testers and assembly inspectors
case, 5/6.
for radio, radar and nucleonic equipment
MOVING COIL D/C METERS. Brand new, required for Government contract, work of
2in. 0-2 mA., 0-5 mA., 0-30 mA., 0-20 volts, utmost importance; rates of pay will be in
accordance with ability and experience. -Appli9/6 each.
should send full details in writing to PerWESTECTORS. Type WX6 and WI 12, I/ - cants
ea., 11/- doz. Full List of Radio Publications, 21d. sonnel Manager, E. K. Cole, Ltd., Malmesbury,
With Crank, 21/-.
SPEAKERS. Celestion
Coil 3 to 5 ohms, 17/6.

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY, LTD.
II, Little Newport St., London, W.C.2.
(Gerrard 6653)

FOCUS COILS

McMICHAEL RADIO, Ltd.. require

qua117f123ied2

draughtsman with experience in the mechanical design of radio and electronic instruments
for the Government services; salary will be commensurate with ability. -Write, stating age.
training, experience and salary required, to the
Chief Engineer, Equipment Division, McMichael
Radio, Ltd., Slough, Bucks.
(7103

K. COLE, Ltd., have vacancies in their
E.
Electronic Division at Malmesbury, Wilts,
for Senior and Intermediate Draughtsmen in
the Development Drawing Office, for work on
radar, communications and electronic projects;

Previous experience in this field desirable, but
not essential. -Apply in writing to the Personnel Manager. Ekco Works. Malmesbury, Wilts.
[7001

LINE AND FRAME SCANNING COIL
ASSEMBLIES

All Steel Cadmium Plated Power and

Time Base Chassis valve -holders, 3 -point
and single socket and all necessary cut-outs.
Sound Panel Chassis Assembly, fitted with

Screens, valve -holders, formers and dust cores.
Vision Panel Chassis Assembly, fitted with
screens, valve -holders, formers and dust cores
9in. and I2in. C.R Tube Support for

mounting on top of Gantry assembly.
Smoothing Choke (Ch. 9) 5 H., 250 m /A
S -valve Superhet Radio Chassis. Drilled
and fitted with 5 Amphenol Octal valve holders, aerial, earth and gramophone sockets,
necessary cut-outs for all control mountings,
mains transformer and tuning gang condenser.
Complete with 2 steel fixing feet. Cadmium
plated.

Full Vision Drive Assembly. Fitted with

unbreakable Perspex 3 -coloured scale for

long, medium and short wave -bands.

Cali-

brated in metres, kilocycles and station names.

I.F. Transformers High Q 465 k/cs.

ALBERT MANUFACTURING CO.

5 SHAKESPEARE ROAD, FINCHLEY, N.3
Telephone: FlNchley 2188

match, complete with Acos GPI 9 (78) and

GPI9LP (331) plug-in cartridges with permanent sapphires, £4/4/6, or with either one head
only, £2/13/O, post 1/6. Spare heads 32/6.
2 heads fitted in de Luxe leatherette -covered
portable case, IS gns.
GP20 PICK-UP with standard or microgroove head, 0/11/5, post 1/6. Either head
separately, 43/4, post 8d.
SYMPHONY NO. I (AMPLIFIER) by
N.R.S. Independent control of Bass, Middle
and Top, separate Scratch Cut, negative feedFor A.C. 200-250 v., input for magnetic
crystal and hi-fi pick-ups, also Tuner. 5 -watt
output. Price 3 ohm model, 94 gns.; 15 ohm
model, E10/7/6, carriage 5/-.
SYMPHONY NO. 2, MARK II. New
back.

:

NO. 2 PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIER.
Same chassis and power parts as No. 2
Symphony but simple one knob tone control.
15 watts push-pull output, 2 inputs with
separate volume controls for fading mike and
gram. Complete kit 10 gns. Ready built,
(ll/19/6.
RECORD PLAYER CASES, well made,

previous experience on this type of work. -Apply,
stating age. previous experience, and salary expected. to Box 3225.

P.M. Fetus Ring R.17. (all Mullard Tubes).
P.M. Focus Ring R.20 & R.25. (all other tubes).

precision switch, giving 334, 45 and 78 r.p.m.
Our special offer, £7/3/9, plus 2/6 post.
DECCA LIGHTWEIGHT PICK-UP to

TELEVISION field service engineers required
54
by E. London firm with all leading
agencies; applicants should have extensive experience, ability and initiative, and will work
with 1st -class team of engineers; salary £8-£9
p.w. or according to age and experience. Apply to " L.B.." Leytonia Radio, 828. High
Rd.. Leyton, E.10
TESTING personnel required
large rfi6r9m78
S.E. London. for work on radio and radar
equipment; should be capable of fault-finding and
dealing with both transmitter and display equip-

ment applicants should have had 2-3 years'

Manufactured to

DECCA THREE -SPEED GRAM.

MOTOR and substantial turntable, fitted

Wilts.

,by

" ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING "
TELEVISOR SPECIFICATION
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

:

model with 10 watts push-pull triode output,
distortion at 1,000 c.p.s. less than .51i; hum
level negligible -90 db down.
Woden
mains transformer, choke and output transformer for 3, 7.5 and 15 ohms input for

,

TELEVISION

robust centre drive induction motor with
variable speed and full I2in. turntable, counter
poised pick-up arm and autostop. Whole

ELECTRONIC engineer. -Applications are invitkld for the post of development engineer
(West London area), experience on radar, television or similar pulse techniques would be an
advantage, and special consideration will be
given to applicants with B.Sc. degree or H.N.C.;

salary would be determined by qualifications and
experience. -Apply to Chief Engineer. Box 2683.
l7176
EVELOPMENT engineer required by electrical component manufacturers situated in
N.W. London; applicants must be experienced in

mechanical and electrical engineering, and it is
desirable to have experience in model shop or
design -development work; minimum qualification Inter-B.S.. or equivalent. -Write, giving
full details and stating salary required, to Box

ordinary and hi -fidelity pick-ups. Tone control
system same as No. I. A truly magnificent
instrument for only 15 gns., carriage 5/-.

measure 161 x 134 x 7in., beautifully covered
in brown leatherette, fitted hinged lid, clasp
and sprung carrying handle. Price, complete
with uncut motorboard, 57/6.
BASS -REFLEX CABINET KITS give
superb bass response and top (}in. patent
timber). Full instructions supplied. 8in.
speaker model 2ft. 6in. high x Ift. Sin. x 1ft.
deep. Price 85/- ; 10in. speaker model, 97/6 ;
I2in. speaker model, 107/6. Any of above
ready built for 7/6 extra. Carr. 7/6.
Send 5d. for latest bargain catalogue and
supplement, indispensable to all Quality
Enthusiasts. TERMS c.w.o. or c.o.d. Callers
welcome.
Demonstrations Monday to
Saturday (inclusive), 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

NORTHERN RADIO SERVICES,
16 Kings College Road, London, N.W.3
Phone: PRImrose 8314.

0
PARALEX ADJUSTABLE HOLE CUTTER

ri

Selected for the
FESTIVAL of BRITAIN 1951

33 06.

TECHNICAL laboratory assistants, with rs7o3m08
somee

00

experience preferably in the electronic experimental field. are required by the Research
Laboratories of the General Electric Co.. Ltd..
East Lane, Nth. Wembley, Middx.: good education essential: beyond Matriculation standard
desirable. -Apply in writing to the Personnel
Officer (Ref. GBIC/G/727). quoting age and
record.

17036

ELECTRONIC engineers required by large firm
S.E. London for the development of radio

and radar equipment: applicants should have
had 2-3 years' previous experience in similar

work and qualifications either to degree or H.N.C.

standard: this work is of high National importance. -Apply, giving full details of prrvious experience. qualifications and salary expected. to
Box 3224

17231

A PRECISION TOOL

Capacity I' to

4"

Vernier adjustment

1" High Speed 18% Tungsten
If

Toolbic

16/. each
P.L.round shank
P.L.S. square tap. shank 17/. each

,

po=t)

Literal Trade Discount.
Wholesale and Export Enquiries invited.

LU DFRY LTD.

189, Wardour Street, London, W.I
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SITUATIONS VACANT

instrument manufacturers re

GERMANIUM
CRYSTAL DIODES
LATEST, SMALLEST,
SUPREME CRYSTAL DETECTOR
Midget Size, 5/1 6in. x 3/I6in.
Wire Ends for Easy Fixing.
4/6 each, postage 24d.
Technical Details and Selected Types available.
SILICON DIODES, 3;'6. Postage 24d.
Fixing Brackets, 3d. pair.

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ.
COTTON AND SILK COVERED
Most gauges available.

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.
EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD. PAXOLIN TYPE COIL
FORMERS AND TUBES, ALL DIAMETERS.
'Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LIST.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4

quire development engineer for r ressure
ELECTRONIC
pick-ups and electro-mechanical transducers,
candidates should have degree in mechanical or
electrical engineering and an interest in both
fields.-Southern Instruments, Ltd., Fernhill
[7260
Hawley, Camberley, Surrey.
assistant required to take
charge of small-scale production of elecTECHNICAL
tronic valves for specialised equipment; previous similar experience desirable and education

This UNIQUE BENDER

777

up to inter-B.Sc. advantageous.-Apply, giving
age, details of education and experience, to-

gether with salary required, to Personnel
Department (CRT). E.M.I. Factories. Ltd..
[7250
Hayes, Middx.

RADIO testers and fault finders required for

work of national importance; men with experience of domestic radio, television or V.H.F.
communications, can be offered attractive posts
according to their ability.-Applicants, who must
be prepared to reside in the Midland area, should
write giving full details of experience and present
salary, to the Perscnnel Officer. Ref. (Radio
[7270
Test), Box 3233.
domestic appliACOMPANY
ances and manufacturing
television receivers in North
West England requires the services of a qualified production engineer familiar with the latest
American and British techniques in the manufacture of decorative name plates, control knobs.
handles, trim, etc., from metals, plastics and
wood.-Please write, giving full details quoting
[7274
Ref. IBJ, to Box 3241.
BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORPORATION have vacancies for radio mechanics
experienced in radio maintenance and/or overhaul; rates of pay 2/10 per hour plus 414c1 per
hour provisional bonus; attracting proficiency

Quickly and Accurately Forms
Angles, Channels, Sections, Boxes, Lids, Trays, Tanks,
Chassis Brackets, Clamps, Clips, Shrouds.
Chemical, Electronic and Eleetro Medical apparatus.
Used by leading Radio Manufacturers. Invaluable to
Servicing Engineers, Hospitals, Universities and
Research Workers.
For

6 page Folder write to:-

A. A. TOOLS
I 97a Whitescre Rd. Ashton-u-Lyne

Pay up to 3d per hour; 5 -day. 44 -hour week; pos-

sible shift wort; good pension, sick pay and
holiday facilities.-Write or call, Staff Manager,
[7315
Hut 29, London Airport.
DYNATRON RADIO. Ltd.. require experienced
foreman to take charge of their wiring and

assembly shop, applicants must be fully conversant with high-class radio and television

assembly, and have good knowledge of coil winding; good salary offered with excellent prospects

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

OF TAPE RECORDERS
Scophony Baird
55tk gns.
Simon Simphonic
£60
Track
Magnegraph
£59
from £13.13
Tape Decks
£1.5
E.M.I. Tape
List by return

ALFRED ROSE, A.I.R.E.
W. W.
134-136 LEWISHAM WAY, S.E.14
Tel.: TlDeway 3696

Come to

SMITH'S of EDGWARE ROAD,
the friendly shop,

for all radio components

for the right man.-Write giving age, previous
experience and salary required to the Personne.
Manager, Ray Lea Rd., Maidenhead. Berks.
17262
E. K. COLE (Electronics Division) offers excellent opportunities for .young draughtsman of Ordinary National standard to gain
experience in the development of radar, com-

munications and nucleonic equipments. Also a
limited number of vacancies for senior draughtsmen with experience of this type of work.Apply, giving details of experience, to Personnel
Manager, E. K. Cole. Ltd.. Malmesbury. Wilts.
17094
with television servicing experience required as instructor for Glasgow
SCOTSMAN
area, in addition to taking charge of short practical television courses, this instructor should be
able to lecture to City & Guilds Radio III level:
commencing salary depends on experience and
qualifications, and will be in range of £450£650 per annum.-Apply to the Principal. E.M.I.
Institutes, 10, Pembridge Square, London, W.2.

[7302 HIFI LTD., ISO, HIGH STREET, LYE,
electronic engineer required by large STOURBRIDGE, WORCS. Telephone: LYE 2t I
SENIOR
firm in S.E. London for development work

in connection with radio and radar equipment,
a good' knowledge of pulse and C.R.T. display
technique is essential; this work is of particular
interest, as it deals both with research and production aspects, and is of high National importance.-Apply, giving full details of previous experience. qualifications and salary expected, to
17230
Box 3223.
European Airways have vacancies
for instrument, mechanics, radio mechanics.
BRITISH
electricians, sheet metal workers, airframe and
engine fitters; hourly rates 2/10 plus 41/0d, provisional bonus, plus up to 3d proficency pay;
opportunity for good bonus earnings; pension,
insurance and sick pay schemes; 2 weeks' paid
holiday a year; air travel concessions.-Apply

Plugs & Sockets

Aerials & Insulators
Motors & Generators

Middlesex.

[7272

able for senior electronics or radar enrequired to organise a ground radar

gineers,

system including development of certain control
and monitoring and supervisory circuits and disWires & Cables
plays, special circuit engineers already available.
Panel Lights & Fuses
location in special laboratory for important deSleeving, Nuts & Bolts,
fence project within 30 miles of London; salary
Tags,Clips,Grommeta & up to £1,200 per annum for suitable candidate.(7168
Cabinets & Cases
all other bits and pieces Apply quoting ref. DEF to Box 2678.
THE GENERAL POST OFFICE has vacancies
NOTHING TOO LARGE-NOTHING TOO SMALL
for radio operators at its coast radio stations
and applications are invited from men between 21
H', have one of the largest stocks of B.V.A. Valves &
(No general catalogue available.)

PAT 507249

Personnel Officer, 13.E.A., Northolt Base, Ruislip.

We stock everything the constructor needs- ENGLISH ELECTRIC require junior and senior
engineers for radio, radar, servo -mechanism
our 25 years' experience of handling radio and analogue
computor design and development,
parts and accessories enables us to select the starting salaries up to E1,200 per annum, according to qualifications and experience; location,
best of the regular lines and the more Bedfordshire; applications, giving full details of
and experience. quoting ref. S.A.7,
useful items from the surplus markets in:- qualifications
should be addressed to Central Personnel Services, English Electric Co., Ltd.. 24/30, GillingLoudspeakers & Phones
Capacitors & Resistors ham St., London, S.W.1.
[7288
Transformers & Chokes
Coils & Formers
AHOUSE (married accommodation) is avail-

Meters & Test Equipment
Pickups & Turntables
Switches & Dials
Metalwork & Bakelite
Books & Tools
Valve Holders & Cans
Metal Rectifiers
(.;

ODDIE FASTENERS

and 28 years of age who hold the Postmaster
General's First or Second Class Certificate of

Proficiency in Radiotelegraphy, selected candidates who hold or obtain the First Class CertifiH.. L. SMITH di CO. LTD.
will be considered later for pehuanent pen287/9, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2 cate
sionable posts.-Early appliCation should be
Tel. Paddington 5891. Hours 9 to 6 (Thursday 1 o'clock) made to the Inspector of Wireless Telegraphy,
year Edgware Road Stations, Metropolitan and Bakerloo G.P.O. Headquarters, London, E.C.1, who will
supply particulars.
[7290

FASTENER WITH ENDLESS
APPLICATIONS-SIMPLE- POSITIVE
THE

SELF-LOCKING. MADE IN A
VARIETY OF TYPES AND SIZES.

1

SPECIAL FASTENERS TO SUIT
CUSTOMERS REQUIREMENTS.

WIDELY USED IN THE RADIO
INDUSTRY
Illustrated brochures and other information
will be gladly bent on request.

Oddie, Bradbury & Cull Ltd., Southampton
Tel.: 55883

Cables: Fasteners, Sout him pton
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SITUATIONS VACANT
for transformer design work, usf'd
E NGINEER
to small power audio and pulse transformer

work, required by prominent aircraft firm in
the London area; highest technical ability and
experience of miniaturisation required.-Write
full details, qualifications, experience, age, salary sought, to Box A.C. 64418, Samson Clarks,

57-61, Mortimer St.. W.I.
17238
ELLING &LEE. Ltd., Cambridge Arterial

B

SOLO
N
ELECTRIC -*"

Rd., Enfield, Middlesex, require research
assistants in connection with work on electronic
components, fuses. interference suppressors and
television aerials; applicants must be graduates
of the I.E.E. or possess equivalent qualifications
together with similar laboratory experience;
salary will pbe commensurate with previous aenxdri
cponcene,e
;and pwilal tbon sremteut asb confidentdial.

SOLDERING

MURPHY RADIO, Ltd. (Electronic Division),

°.

[6997

FOR

ALL THE
HEAT IS

INDUSTRIAL

IN THE BIT

USE

PERFECT

BALANCE FOR

EASY HANDLING
ALL CONNECTIONS
HOUSED AT END OF
HANDLE AWAY
FROM THE HEAT
CORD GRIP SECURES

FLEXIBLE (prevents twist
or pull being transmitted

to internal wiring)

Write for Folder Y. 10.

W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH
WORKS CO. LTD.,

51-53 Hatton Garden, London, E.C.I

WANTED
TRANSFORMER

have a number of vacancies in an expanding programme for senior and junior television.
radio and electronic engineers; excellent opportunities are available for candidiates with engineering or physics degrees but post -graduate
experience will be of particular advantage.-

Applications, giving full particulars of training
and experience, should be forwarded to Personnel
Dept., Murphy Radio, Ltd., Welwyn Garden
City.

[7220

McMICHAEL RADIO, Ltd.. require senior pro-

ject engineers in their Equipment Division
Development Laboratory at Slough; training and
experience in the field of applied electronics (including communications), and experience of
working with Government departments are the
chief qualifications required; salary will be commensurate with ability.-Write, stating age and
full details of training, qualifications and experience, to the Chief Engineer. Equipment
Division, McMichael Radio. Ltd., Slough. Bucks.
[7104

vacancies exist in the development

SEVERAL
laboratory of the General Electric Co..
Ltd., Witton, for development engineers in the
electronics, small motor, engineering and, protective gear sections; applicants should preferably possess a degree or higher national certificate in electrical engineering, but those taking their final examination this year will also
be considered; salaries will depend upon qualifications, age and experience.-Apply in writing,

giving full particulars and quoting " Development Laboratory," to Staff Manager, General
Electric Co., Ltd., Witton. Birmingham, 6.
[7113

FERRANTI, Ltd., have vacancies for engineers
with experience or interest in work connected
gunnery
with electro - mechanical
predictors, gyroscopic instruments and allied
projects; preference given to holders of degrees
or equivalent qualifications, but aptitude and
practical ability in light mechanical or electrical
engineering is essential; salary according to age
and experience in the range of 8350-&650 per
annum; the company has a staff pension scheme.
-Forms of application from Mr. R. J. Hebbert.
Staff Manager, Ferranti, Ltd.. Hollinwood.
Lancs. Please quote Ref. E.E.M.
[7241

E NGINEERS to initiate and supervise the
layout, construction and test of prototypes
(to Ministry standards) of special electronic
circuits for production; considerable experience
of similar work is essential, and familiarity
with miniature practice is desirable; experience
of radar circuits and technique would be an
advantage' senior engineers' salaries in range
£800 per annum and juniors £600 per annum:
location, special laboratory in Bedfordshire.Write, giving full details and quoting ref. 907.
to Central Personnel Services, English Electric
Co. Ltd.. 24-30. Gillingham St.. Westminster.
[7134

LAMINATIONS
COPPER

YOUNG ex -Service men are invited to send
details of their qualifications and experience to the Research Laboratories of the
General Electric Company, Limited. East Lane.
Nth. Wembley. Middx.; there are a number of
excellent opportunities at Wembley and Stan more for young men with good educational
backgrounds; vacancies exist in many fields of
research work and facilities are available for
suitable men to continue their studies to degree
or Higher National Certificate standard.Apply m writing to the Personnel Officer (Ref.
GBLC/G/600) giving full details of age and
experience.

WIRE
TOP PRICES PAID

Write

Wire

Phone

PORCHESTER
ELECTRICAL

SUPPLY

CO.

LTD.

47 GERRARD ST., LONDON, W.I
Telephone: GERrard 7676
Telegrams : Porcos, Lesquare, London

18 TOTTENHAM CT. RD.
LONDON, W.I.
M U Se um 4539/2453

DEPT. W.W.

BAKELITE ENGRAVED CONTROL KNOBS.

base-brown or ivory. Bass, Treble.

liin.

Tone: Vol.
Volume, Brilliance, on/off, Brilliance on/off,
Contrast. Focus, Radio/Gram., Tuning, Wavethange
Price 1/8 each, plus 3d. for postage and packing.
on/off.

BAKELITE RECEIVER CABINET, size 12in. x Sin. x
bin. high in brown or ivory. Supplied complete with

ready -drilled 4 v. T.R.F. chassis, with cut-out for Sin.
speaker, 2 -waveband glass dial, back plate, mounting
brackets and back. Only 25/-, plus 1/- postage.

Drum and Drive and pointer to suit, 3/..
J.B. SW Spin Wheel Dials and Drive
J.B. Full Vision Dials and Drive
LB. Aeroplane Dials and Drive
Osmor Dials, L.M.S. or M.S.S.

27/8
13/ -

11/6
24/6

Osmor Coil Peeks, L.M S
Osmor Coil Packs, 51.8 S
Surplus M.B. Superhet Coil Pack

5

54191/624

Postage and packing 1/- extra.
Pair M. Wave T.R.F. Coils for Williamson Feeder.
8/-, plus 6d. post.
Volume Controls, lin. diam., lin. diem., shaft 2iin.
-long: 10K, 25K, 50K. 100K. 250K, 5110K, 1 Meg.
Price, lees switch, 4/8 each, plus 6d. postage. Price
with switch, el- each, plus 6d. postage.
2 Gang .0005 mid. Tuning Condensers, with trimmers,
at 9/-, plus 6d. post.
I Gang .0005 mid. Tuning Condensers, with trimmers,

at 7/6, plus 6d. post.
post.
B70 Screening Cans and base, at 1/6, plus 3d.op

Sin. 3 ohms ELAC Loudspeaker, at 15/-, plus 1/- post.
10in. 8 ohms LECTRONA Loudspeaker, at 30/-, Phu.
11- post.

The Chancery Long Playing Attachment.
Converts your 78 r.p.m. player to 334 r.p.m., at 72/6,

plus 1/ post.
H.F. Pick-up for 335 r.p.m., at 53/-, plus 1/- post.,
Miniature Output Transformer', ratio 42:1, at
plus 3,1. post.
TRANSFORMERS:

230 v. PH. Sec. 6.3 v. 1.5 a., 7/8, phis 1/- post.
230 v. Pric. 4 v. or 6.3 v. 4 a., 1601 plus 1/- post.
L.F. CHOKES
5/6
20 Hy. 10 mA., 1,000 ohms Resistance D.C
10 Hy. 75 mA. 150 ohms
6/50 Hy. 20 mA. 1,000 ohms
6/6
50 Hy. 30 mA. 1,000 ohms
6/6
20 Hy. 60 mA. 500 ohms10
Hy. 100 mA. 300 ohms
10 Hy. 150 mA. SOO ohms
15 Hy. 150 mA. 2(10 ohms
Postage and packing 1/..

1

17591 /11/ 966

THE WELL KNOWN " PYE " 45 M/cs I.F. STRIP.
Ideal for TV. after a few modifications. Price 35/-,
plus 1/- for carriage.
12in. Lengths of Sectional Aerial, tin. tube. 2/8 per
doz., post paid.
1211. Sectional Aerials with base. 3.1/-. Post paid.
Tins of approx. 800 Mixed Rivets. 4/-, post paid.
100ft. Coils of Single P.V.C. Wire for set connections in

various colours. 3/6 per coil.

10011. Coil Multi strand Copper Aerial or Earth Wire.

3/6 per coil.

5 -way Flexible Cable. 1/6 per yard.
COILS FOR "ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING" TELE-

VISOR including Video Choke and Heater Chokes for
Birmingham area only. 7.0/.. Post Paid.
COILS FOR "WIRELESS WORLb" SUPERHETRODYNE TELEVISOR Birmingham and London areas.

£2 per set Post Paid.

FULL MAIL ORDER FACILITIES
Shop Hours: Monday -Friday 9-5.30 p.m.

Oats. 9-1.

[7002

1;.M.I. ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT, Ltd..
require experienced electronic engineers.
including team leaders, for the development and
design of radar equipment; applicants should
have sound technical training with a degree or
equivalent qualification, and several years' experience in this field, a thorough knowledge of
microwave technique and ability to originate
circuitry is essential; the appointments are for
permanent pensionable staff and carry a good
salary and excellent prospects-Applicants
should write quoting ED/34 and give full details
to Personnel Department, E.M.I. Engineering
Development, Ltd.. Hayes, Middx.
17243

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH Co..
Ltd.' Chelmsford has vacancies for several
technical writers, men or women, to prepare
handbooks on operation and maintenance of

radio equipment; applicants should have sound
technical training to degree or H.N.C. standard.
and some practical experience, preferably in development of radio equipment is desirable, experience of technical writing is essential; good
salaries will be offered depending upon the applicants qualifications and experience; a staff pension scheme is in operation.-Please reply giving
full details to Central Personnel Services, English Electric Co.. Ltd., 24/30, Gillingham St..
[7284
London, S.W.1, quoting Ref. 278A.

THE NORTHERN POLYTECHNIC
HOLLOWAY ROAD, N.7.
Principal: T. J. DRAKELEY, D.Sc., Ph.D.,
F.R.I.C., F.I.R.L

Department of Radio and Musical
Instrument Technology.
Full-time Day Courses in
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

ENGINEERING

in prepagation for all
recognised qualifications in this subject.
Practical laboratory and workshop
experience provided.

Prospectus free on application to Secretary. New term begins September 24th
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SITUATIONS VACANT

lladiospares'
Quality Parts
The

Service Engineer's
First Choice

CHIEF OF FOREIGN WIRE RELATIONS required by large British telephone company
in Brazil to negotiate and prepare the execution
of general agreements with other utility companies; review estimates for protection, electrolysis and power interference considerations;
investigate electrical accidents to plant; prepare
studies and make recommendations regarding
protection of toll and local networks from interference from lightning, HV power lines, radio
transmission and damage to plant due to elec-

YOUR

METER DAMAGED?
Leading
Electrical
Instrument

Repairers
the
to
Industry.

trolysis; assist in preparation of testing programmes for the analysis of interference and
electrolysis problems.

APPLICANTS holding B.Sc. (Eng.) degree or
equivalent, aged 30 to 40 and preferably single,
having about 10 years' experience with manufacturing or operating company, with experience in
design, operation and maintenance of telephone
plant including carrier systems preferred. Knowledge of power generation and distribution systems an advantage. Practical and theoretical
experience in inductive co-ordination, electrical
protection and electrolysis problems as applied
to telephone plant together with methods of
protecting telephone plant from lightning and
low frequency induction would be added advan-

Repairs by skilled craftsmen to all makes and types of
Voltmeters, Ammeters, Microammeters, Multirange Test
meters. Electrical Thermometer.. Recording Instruments,
Synchronous Clock., etc. Quick deliveries-for speedy
estimate eend defective instrument by registered post to

L. GLASER

Electrical Instrument Repairers
341 CITY ROAD, E.C.I
Tel. Terminus 2489

tage.

The VOIGT Loudspeaker is still ahead of all
others.

P.M. Unit with

23,000 line gap flux £40
ex works.

Corner Horns (in

the

white) £19 . 10 . 0 or
£47 .10 . 0 ex works.
Order from

VOIGT PATENTS LTD.

Sydenham, S.E.20 SYD6666

Sole makers of VOIGT Products

MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDERS

and COMPONENTS
from

WILL DAY, LIMITED
19 Lisle Street, London, W.C.2.
GERrard 7105 and 4476
SEND ltd. STAMP FOR LIST - BENT BY RETURN

ENGINEERS !
Whatever your age

or experience, you must read
-ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES " Full detaAL of
the easiest way to paas A.M.I.Meah.E., A.M.I.C.E.,
CITY

a GUILDS (Eleetrieal. etc). XATRICa

"NO PASS-NO FEE"
terms and details of

144 PAGES

F eel

Courses in

branches

of Engineering,

Meehanical,Eleetrical.
Civil, Auto.. Aare..

Radio, etc., Building,
lees If you're earning

less than Ell a w eek,tell

us what Interests you
and write for your copy
of "ENGINEERING
OPPORTUN I T I ES"

today-FREE I

387 Shakespeare Rae.,
17-19, Stratford Place,
London, W.I.

ifigalkiTlir-WirrOWIMOIRER-litMORW

THREE in ONE

6,

TRANSFORMER

each

Post I/ -

I. Use as Push/Pull Modulation Transformer
Push/Pull 211's to single 211-100 watts.
Makes ideal Output Transformer P/p 6L6 or
807 to match High Impedance Relay
Speakers And as,
2. 230 volts 50 cycles Input 150.0-150 at 100
m/A. Output Useful for H.T. Eliminators
and Low Voltage Power Supply. Can also

be used 300 volts Half -Wave at Lower
Current. And as,

3. 230-115 volt AUTO Step/Up or Step/Down
Mains Transformer 75 watts rating.
U.S.A.
Manufacture-Fully Shrouded.
SIMPLE : EFFICIENT : GUARANTEED.

NORMAN

H. FIELD

68 HURST STREET, BIRMINGHAM 5
Mail Order Dept.

64-65 CHURCH LANE, WOLVERHAMPTON

IT is intended that the position will be permanent, but in the first instance the engagement
will be for three years. 1st Class fares paid.

Salary commensurate with living costs in Brazil.
Pension and provident plan in effect. Applications should be received within the next 14 days,

and should include detailed particulars of the
applicant, his qualifications and experience.Write Box W.W.215, at 191, Gresham House,
E.C.2.
[7259
ELECTRONIC design and development engineers are required by Canadian Aviation
Electronics, Ltd., Montreal, Canada. The work
covers communication equipment, both ground
and airborne, radar, television receivers, commercial receivers, also field installation work,
antennas and systems. Senior project engineers
must have seven to ten years' experience, be
capable of handling projects through development, manufacture and installation, with minimum supervision; salary $4,800 to $5,700 per
annum. Junior project engineers must have four
to seven years' experience and be capable of
handling projects under supervision of senior
engineers; salary $3,500 to $4,800 per annum;
5 -day week. Selected applicants will be interviewed in England. Please give full particulars
in letter.-Box 3319.
(7314
DIRECTOR of engineering required to take
charge of a highly technical research and
development company in the Greater London
area (a subsidiary of a large engineering Public
company); applicants must possess a first-class
honour degree and must have specialised in
electronics, considerable experience is essential

In the direction and management of research
establishments, and the ability to guide and
supervise teams of project engineers, design
offices and model shops; position carries a high
salary, the possibility of an exceptional house
and excellent long-term prospects with pension
facilities; all replies will be treated in full confidence; write giving full details of qualifications,
past experience and salary required to the
Managing Director.-Box 2142.
[7079
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC Co.. Ltd., Radio

and Television Works, Coventry, have
vacancies for development engineers, senior
development engineers. mechanical and electronic, for their development laboratories on

commercial and Government work of national
importance; fields include microwave and pulse
applications; salary range E400-£1,250 per
annum; vacancies also exist for specialist engineers in component design, valve applications,
electro-mechanical devices and small mechanisms; the company's laboratories provide excellent working conditions with social and wel-

fare facilities, superannuation scheme; assistance with housing in special cases.-Apply by

letter, stating age and experience, to The
Personnel Manager (Ref. CHC).
[7217
PERSONNEL experienced in the maintenance
and repair of electronic control equipment
and radar equipment as applied to anti-aircraft
guns are required for employment as civilians in
the following areas, Guildford, Portsmouth,
Southampton. Bristol. Gloucester. Andover,
Central Dorset and Bournemouth; the standard
required is that of armament artificer R.E.M.E.;
salary £380 X £20 to £495, linked to the age of
26, one increment deducted for each year below
26 years and up to two increments added over
26 years; opportunities exist for promotion to
higher grades.-Replies, giving full details of
age, experience,

technical qualifications, and

service ranks held (if any), should be sent to
A.D.M.E., H.Q., 2 A.A. Group, Barrosa Bar-

racks, Stanhope Lines, Aldershot, Hants. [7225
APPLICATIONS are invited for radio mechanic
vacancies at various Air Ministry establishments in the United Kingdom and Northern
Ireland; duties include maintenance and repair
of ground and airborne radio/radar equipment;
knowledge of basic radio theory essential; rate
of pay on appointment in Provinces as Class II
mechanic at age 25 or over £6/4 a week, rising
by annual increments of 5/- to £7/4 for 44 -hour
week; slightly lower rates for entrants between
21 and 25 years; Class I mechanic at age 25
£6115 a week, rising by 5/- to £8/5; annual leave
16 working days. with pay for 5 -day week in
addition to usual public holidays; favourable
sick leave conditions and promotion prospects.Applications should be addressed to the Air
Officer Commanding -in -Chief, Headquarters,
Maintenance Command. Royal Air Force. Andover. Hampshire.
[7246

TELECRAFT
AERIALS ENSURE THE

BEST TELEVISION
TRY ONE AND SEE FOR
YOURSELF

BRASS, COPPER, DURAL,
ALUMINIUM, BRONZE

ROD, BAR. SHEET, TUBE, STRIP, WIRE,
3,000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES
No Quantity too Small.

List on application.

London:H. ROLLET& Co. Ltd. Liverp'1:
Kirby Estate.
6, Chesham Place, S.W.1
SIMONS WOOD 3271/3
SLOane 3463.

STOCK AND EQUIPMENT SALE
Bandpass filters, 15 only, VF rack mtg.
100/120 cs. Bandwidth, Mid freqs. :-2,220,
1,980, 1,740, 1,500, 1,260, 1,020, etc.

Wound Toroids, about 1,000

in

5

sizes,

mostly 2iin. dia., inductances :-2.4, 1.6, 1.5,
1.4,

1.26. .79, .67, .35, .3, .28, .25, .2, .15,

.1, .05 Hys., easily stripped to lower values.

Permalloy ring cores, taped and tested
ready for winding, about 1,000 in 5 sizes.

500 Transformers, potted, line/anode/grid,
also mic/grid.

1,000 Silver -mica filter condensers from
.003 to .155 mf., most I% tot. wire ends.

lists, tech, information,
Offers for lot or parts.
Full

etc., available.

Box 2802, cio Wireless World.

TRANSFORMERS
FOR ALL PURPOSES
SINGLY OR IN QUANTITIES
FROM OUR STANDARD RANGE
OR TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

GOOD DELIVERIES
REASONABLE PRICES
We have also a department for rewinds
giving you a 24 hour service and a better
job. Please label all burnt -outs with your
name and address when despatching.

P. HOWORTH

51 POLLARD LANE BRADFORD
Tel.: 37030
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SITUATIONS VACANT

JUNIOR Engineers to assist in the design con-

SOUTH AFRICAN company director now in
England wishes to contact British and Continental manufacturers of radar and marine
radio and electronic equipment with a view to
arranging service and sales facilities in South
[7303
annum. Location, special laboratory in Bedford- and East Africa. -Box 3303.
TECHNICAL TRAINING
shire. Please write giving full details and
quoting ref. 815B to Central Personnel Services,
English Electric Co.. Ltd., 24/30, Gillingham
St., Westminster, S.W.1.
L7132
THERE are a number of vacancies suitable for
Honours Graduates in Physics. electrical or
mechanical engineering or mathematics, or a
gave the world electronic television.
good general Degree covering two or more of
E.M.I. is now giving the finest home study
these subjects, for both research and development television
courses: moderate terms -facilities for
work in the following fields: radio and line com- easy payment:
free brochure giving full details
munications, radar, electronic instrumentation.
app.ication to the Registrar, Dept. WW7.
microwaves, ultrasonics, vacuum techniques and on
Institutes, 10. Pembridge Sq. London.
electromechanical devices: salary according to -E.M.I.
W.2.
Bayswater
5131-2.
10179
qualifications and experience, consistent with
CITY & Guilds (Electrical, etc.). on " No
general present-day levels; there are vacancies
-No Fees " terms. Over /35% sucfor which considerable post -graduate experience cesses.Pass
full details of modern courses in all
is required and others for which previous experi- branchesFor
Electrical Technology send for our
ence is not necessary; consideration will be given 176 -pageof
handbook. free and post free.-B.I.E.T.
to students taking finals during the current aca- (Dept. 388A).
17, Stratford Place. London. W.1.
demic year; prospects of promotion are good.
and the posts all fall within the Mullard ComPAINTS, CELLULOSE, ETC.
pany's Superannuation Scheme. -Apply PersonPAINT spraying handbook 3/6, post free; cellunel Officer, Mullard Electronic Research Laboralose and synthetic paints and all spraying
tory. Salfords. Nr. Redhill, Surrey.
[6883
requisites supplied; catalogue free. -Leonard
Brooks, 53, Harold Wood, Romford.
SITUATIONS WANTED
[0207
AMBITIOUS young man, aged 37, 15 years'
exp. in radio. plus 5 years in television, 3 THE Polytechnic, TUITION
309.
Regent
Street,
W.1.
languages, desires progressive post, home or
overseas. -Box 3307.
[7309 A COURSE of six lectjes on " Radio Wave ProTELEMETRY engineer, 30, with extensive ex- pagation
and the Ionosphere " will be given by
perience of various radio telemetering Mr. L. Prechner
(Engineering Division, B.B.C.),
systems, both in laboratory and field applicaTuesday evenings, from 6.30 to 8, commencing
tions; min. starting salary £700 p.a.-Box 3304. on
16th October, 1951.
A DETAILED Syllabus is available.
A PPOINT1VIENT wanted in electronics/tele[com- to attend this course should be madeApplication
as soon as
munications engineering in India, Burma or
to the Head of the Department of MatheCeylon, B.Sc. (Eng.) London University, over possible
matics and Physics.
[7276
one year's works training in wireless and
BOROUGH Polytechnic,
Borough Road,
mechanical engineering in U.K.-Write A. P.
S.E.1.
Singh, P.O. Bakhri Bazaar, Monghyr, India. [7280 A COURSE
of 14 lectures by specialist lecturers
on Application of Electronic Instruments to
Engineering Problems and Measurements, to be
held on Monday evenings at 7 p.m. will begin on
Monday October 1st, 1951.
FURTHER particulars and forms of application
for enrolment may be obtained from the Secretary.
[7214
MIDDLESEX County .Council.
Education

struction and test of laboratory models of
special electronic circuits, with several years'
experience of similar work. A knowledge of
radar circuit designs and operations would be
an advantage. Salary in the range of £600 per

E

A7304

Committee.
SOUTHALL Technical

College,

TUITION
A .M.I.Mech.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
City and
21. Guilds, etc., on " no pass -no fee " terms;
over 95% successes. For details of exams and

courses in all branches of engineering, building, etc., write for 176 -page handbook-free-

B.I.E.T. (Dept. 387B), 17. Stratford Place, London. W.I.
[0118
NORWOOD Technical College, W. Norwood.
London, S.E.27.-Full-time, part-time day
and evening courses in radio and television (technology and servicing), radar and line; preparation for following examinations, C. & G., Full
Technological, R.T.E.B.. Amateur Transmitting
Licence, P.M.G.; free telecom. prospects (A)
from the secretary; (170).
[6601
TELEVISION postal course for radio trades
Examination Board's diploma; also postal
courses for P.M.G. 2nd and 1st class Certificates and Amateur Radio Transmitting licence.
-Apply British School of Telegraphy. Ltd..
179. Clapham Rd. London. S.W.9. (40 years'
experience in coaching students in wireless
telegraphy and allied subjects.)
[0124
MHE Institute of Practical Radio Engineers
1 have available home study courses in every
phase of radio and television engineering,
specialising in the practical training of apprentices in the retail trade; enrolments limited. fees

moderate. -The Syllabus of Instructional Text
may be obtained post free from the Secretary,

I P.R.E.. Fairfield House, 20. Fairfield Rd..
Crouch End. London. N.8.
[0088
TYPEWRITING
EXPERT service for all kinds of typewriting
and duplicating: highly experienced technical terminology. -Miss Stone, 447. Strand.
W.C.2. Tem. 5984.
[7048
BOOKS, INSTRUCTIONS, ETC.
I.P.R.E. Technical Publications; 5,000 align-

rnent peaks for superheterodynes. 4/9 post
free; The Practical Radio Engineer, quarterly

publication of the Institute, sample copy 2/- post
free; membership and examination data 1/- post
free. -Secretary. I.P.R.E.. 20, Fairfield Rd
London, N.8.

This Test Set Type 210 has a Range of 20-88
Mc/sin 4 Bands. Output 10M/V, approx. Modulated or unmodulated, Noise generator output

5 Microvolts with attenuator, Crystal controlled, 2 Crystals, Vernier adjustment. Brand
new, Input 80 and 115 volts E20, or 230 volts

Beaconsfield

50 cycles E25.

SIGNAL GENERATORS. 1.721, Ex-U.S.A.,

range 100Itc. to 32 Mc/s. in five ranges, 400
cycle modulation, output, 30,000 microvolts
for 110-125 volts. A.C. operation. Brand new
unused, E19/10,0 -

RELAYS

RADIO training.-P.M.G. exams. and I.E.E.
Diploma; prospectus free. -Technical Coi-

" WIRELESS WORLD," DORSET HOUSE,
STAMFORD

STREET,

LONDON,

S.E.1

RADIO G200 OFFERS
Type 9B. Rectifiers. 400-415-440 Volts

3P. 50- input to 36 Volts 50 Amp
D.C. output.
Price t35 . 0 . 0
TRADE ,Sc OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES INVITED

ARTHUR HOILE

55 'INFOS STREET

Hull.

leading college; we train most, in shortest period.
at lowest cost. -Wireless College. Colwyn Bay.

SAMSONS
SURPLUS STORES
3616. AERIAL MASTS R.H.F. Type 50 Complete

Consists of 9 Tubular Sections, Length
41t. Dia. Sin. Set of pickets. Top plate. Guys
kit.

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS,
REWIRING, TESTING, CALIBRATION and
SMALL BATCH PRODUCTION.

(London) Limited

A.M. HEAVY DUTY TRANSFORMERS, Prim.
200-240 v. 50 cy. Sec. 14-20 v. 20 A. 45/-,
carr. 2/6. Prim. 100-240 v. 50 cy. Sec. 28,29,30,

Enquiries invited for
OF

ROBERT PRINGLE & SONS
Clerkenwell Road

31 v. 21 A. Prim. 180 v. 240 v. 50 cy. Sec. 4.2 +
4.2 v. 10 A. 25/-. carr. 2/-. Fil, Transformers,
Prim. 200-240 v. 50 cy. Sec. 6.3 v. 15 A. 17/8.

LONDON, E.C.I

(5 lines)

carr. 1/6. Prim. 200.240 v. 50 -cy. Sec. 6.3 v.
6 A. 5 v. 3 A. 151-. earr. 1/6. Prim. 200-240 v.
50 cy. Sec. 5, 7.5, 10 v. 5 A. 17/6. carr. 1/6.

Soft. LENGTHS COILS CO -AXIAL CABLE with
Pye Sockets on each end 8/6, carr. 1/-.
BRAND NEW 6 mid. 1500 v. Condensers 5/8,
carr. 9d.

PL

169/171 Edgware Road

London, W.2. Tel. PAD. 7851
125 Tottenham Court Road, W.I
Tel. EUS. 4982

LTD.

CRANMER AV. EALING.W 13.
Transiormer and Coe. Manuirsetnrers to the Trade
Telephone: EALitic 5688

19, LANSDOWNE RD., CROYDON, SURREY

[0172

MAIDSTONE, KENT
'Phone 2512

CLErkenwell 2341

L WILKINSON

SEE the world, 600 Radio Officers required;
send 2d stamp for prospectus to Britain's

ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT WORK, MODIFI-

36-42

SPEED

Wholesale only

10111

WIRELESS operating; attendance and postal
courses. -Stamp for reply to Manager, The
Wireless School, Manor Gdns., London, N.7.
NOTHING succeeds like success! What we
have done a thousand times we can do
again, for you -See the B.N.R.S. advt. page 106.

and all fittings. Brand New, in canvas carrying
case 281101-. Carr. 7/6.
SPECIAL OFFER. BRAND NEW TELEPHONE
CARLE. Type D3 Single on mile drums 55/,
carr. 5/-.
ALKALINE CELLS. 2.5 v. 21 AH 12/6, carr. 1/6;
4.5 v. 10 AH 10/8, carr. 1/-.

CATION

SIEMENS

CONTACTS up to 6 changeover.
COILS up to
20.000 ohms. Large stocks held. Also: TELEPHONE
HANDSETS, JACK SOCKETS. KEY SWITCHES.
BLYDLOK FUSES, CONDENSERS Etc.

[7264

1

[0089

SIGNAL AND NOISE GENERATOR.

Road, Southall.
SPECIAL courses each of 20 weeks duration
will be held in Pulse Technique (Thursdays, 7-9
p.m., commencing on 11th October) and Electra Acoustical Transducers (Mondays, 7-9 p.m.,
commencing on 8th October). Intending students, who should possess a Higher National
Certificate or an equivalent qualification, should
enrol before 1st October. The fee is £1 for each
course.
T. B. WHEELER, Chief Education Officer.

BOX NO. 3270

113

;.)

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

orders and enquiries to our Edgware Rcad
branch, please. Open all day Saturday at the
Edgware Road Branch.
All

YOU READ MUSIC ?
Then how about making yourself an electronic
organ.
Constructiom.I dat available -full
circuits, drawings and notes. It has 5 octaves,
2 manuals and pedals with 24 stops -uses 43
valves. With its variable ,track you can play
Classics and Swing.

Write now for free booklet to:

C. S. Co.,

to Duke Street, Darlington, Durham

-AUTOMATIC
SWITCHES ,RECONDITIONED,
CLOCKWORK

ELECTRIC
I

7 to 35 DAYS

to 100 AMPS.
From

35/-

EACH

Al! guaranteed for a year.
r,te

ill,straMi

DONOHOE'S (Timers), 6, GEORGE ST.,
NORTH

SHIELDS,

NORTHUMBERLAND.

\TA NNOY/
PRODUCTS

SOUND EQUIPMENT

clearly the best for
all occasions
WEST NORWOOD 5 E 27. Tel GIPsy Hell 1131 /71,nes1
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RELAYS
AND

RADIOMENDERS LIMITED
FOR SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS AND REWINDS
We specialize in

KEY SWITCHES
LARGEST EX -GOVT. STOCK
IN GT. ,BRITAIN

AMATEURS' WINDINGS, TRANSFORMERS

ALL TYPES, CHOKES, PICK-UP COILS,

INSTRUMENT COILS, Etc.
Highest Workmanship

Good Delivery

Q. Types 600-3000 Relays -Siemens High Speed
Also A.C. 400 volts 50 cycles
Uniselector Switches, Telephone Switch -boards,

Telephone Components

Plugs, lacks, Handsets-Government Contractors.

JACK DAVIS (RELAYS) LTD. (DEPT. W.)

36 ,PERCY STREET, LONDON, W. I
Phones : MUSeum 7960

LANgham 4821

RADIOMENDERS LTD.,
Television and Radio Apparatus. Transformer and Coilwinders.

123-5-7 Parch more Road,

THORNTON HEATH, SURREY.
LIV 2261. Trade enquiries invited. Established 16 years.
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Condenser leaders/740
rffo m the ieside./
Mica stack processed under
vacuum in high -melting -point
non -hygroscopic impregnant.

Hot tinned soldering
tags, positively

spot

welded to electrodes.

oulding of high grade
low -loss material.

Robust steel clamping

Finest quality mica blades
graded for thickness to on9
ten -thousandth of an inch.

plate to maintain stability.

laid electrodes of heavy gauge
material providing ample current rating
and mechanical strength.

Precision

THE original T.C.C. ' M ' Type moulded mica condensers known the world over since the earliest days of radio - are now
available in a wide range of capacities from .00005 1.i.F to .01

;J.F

and voltages from 350v. DC to 2,500v. DC working. Their construction ensures low power factor and high insulation resistance.

Their ample current rating renders them ideally suitable for
low power R.F. conditions such as are encountered in Signal
Generators, Portable Transmitters, R.F.
Measuring Instruments, etc.
As an alternative to the tag termina-

tions shown, the complete

range

available with wires 11" long.
Temperature range -40°C.

is

to

+71° C.

STACKED FOIL MOULDED
MEET US ON STAND 97
MICA CONDENSERS
at the RADIO SHOW
THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD RADIO DIVISION

LONDON W.3 Tel: Acorn 0061 (9 lines)

Wireless World
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The first radio receiver
assembled, soldered 86 tested
at a National Radio Show
Probably

the

largest

working

exhibit and certainly one of the
most remarkable displays ever seen
at a Radio Show attracted thousands
of interested spectators to the Ersin

Multicore Stand at Earls Court.
They saw staff from E. K. Cole
Ltd.'s Southend- on- Sea Works
actually manufacturing EKCO Radio

Sets from the assembly of the parts
to the installation of the completed
chassis in the cabinet.

The speed and precision with
which these skilled operatives sol-

dered every joint was one of the
outstanding features of the display
-and a practical demonstration of
the wisdom of E. K. Cole Ltd.'s
choice of solder for

the job-

ERSIN MULTICORE-the finest
cored solder in the world.
From start to finish, every stage in the manufacture of EKCO Radio Sets was
watched with great interest by visitors to the Ersin Multicore Solder Stand.

These three factors influenced E. K. Cole Ltd. and other leading

television and radio manufacturers throughout the world to
choose ERSIN MULTICORE SOLDER :
Its 3 -core construction, ensuring quicker melting, guaranteed
flux continuity and speedier soldering without waste.

The flux contained in the three cores-Ersin, a high-grade

rosin specially activated to prevent oxidation and to remove oxides
from metal surfaces.

The fact that every joint made with Ersin Multicore is

CONTAINING
NON -CORROSIVE FLUX

ERSE IN

OCIOLEDIE Ft

NULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
LLIE R HOUSE.
ALOE MARLS ST.,
LON DON.W.I

a

perfect electrical connection and will remain sound and free from
corrosion during the life of the equipment.

Ersin Multicore Solder
cJfle gineg

4iet/ X%44

i;,,

dirWille

SIZE 1 CARTONS 5/- RETAIL
Catalogue Ref. No.

Alloy Tin/Lead

S.W.G.

Approximate length
per carton

C 16014
C 16018
C 14013
C 14016

60/40
60/40
40/60
40/60

14

13 feet
37 feet
13 feet
26 feet

I

18
13

16

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD., MELLIER HOUSE, ALBEMARLE STREET, LONDON, W.1

REGent 1411

